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Abstract

The thesis records a study of difference - the difference between reading and hearing
biblical texts. It shows that the types of interpretation people make when reading such
texts often differ from those they make when they are hearing the same texts read
aloud. The extent of the difference is demonstrated in ten studies where theories
relating to reading and hearing are applied to the Greek text of Mark 6:30-8:27a. The
biblical texts used in the studies vary in the size, as do the themes and issues
investigated. Despite this diversity the results are consistent across all ten studies.
Almost all the assessments made in these studies are verified by independent data,
such as the published opinions of biblical scholars and literary analyses of the Greek
text. As elucidated in the thesis; the results attained, the method utilised and the
theories employed are relevant for assessing the types of interpretation people are
likely to make when reading and listening to other biblical stories.

Because the research encompasses a literary issue and concerns the processes that are
used in communication, the approach adopted is a literary one and the methodology
incorporates media criticism and audience criticism. Other techniques, such as
narrative criticism, rhetorical criticism, and reader response criticism are utilised
extensively in the various analyses and assessments. The ten studies are preceded in
the thesis by data as to the processes people use in reading texts and in listening to
non-reciprocal speech. Such data includes information relating to experiments and
studies into the communicative processes that have been carried out over the past fifty
years. There is also data as to the theories that have been developed by scholars based

on the results of such experiments and studies. These are the theories that are used in
this thesis.

There are also several analyses in the thesis which collectively demonstrate that texts
used in Church liturgies should be those that have been specifically translated to meet
the needs of listeners. This is a very important issue, because, even in very literate
communities, there are still more Christians who listen to biblical texts being read
than those who read such texts for themselves.
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To pass JFom hearing literature to reading
it is to take a great and dangerous step.'
Robert Louis Stevenson.

1.0

The Processes of Reading and Listening

1.1

Differences Between Reading Stories and Wearing Stories

This dissertation, like Robert Louis Stevenson's essay fiom which the above quotation
is taken, evolved out of a series of personal experiences. The title he gave to his essay,

Random Memories, indicates the nature of his composition. While his reminiscence
relate to his experiences of hearing and reading adventure stories as a boy, mine
relates to hearing and reading biblical texts as an adult. This thesis, rather than being
random memories, is a systematic investigation into the different kinds of
interpretation people are likely to make when reading and hearing biblical texts.

In his essay Stevenson laments that people 'read thenceforward by the eye alone and
hear never again the chime of fair words or the march of the stately period'. He adds:
'In the future we are to approach the silent, inexpressive type alone' (1924: 5). While
my observations are somewhat the same as those expressed by Stevenson, I am also
particularly aware, when listening to biblical stories, of the attitudes and moods of
characters that I had failed to notice when I previously read these same stories. I tend
to notice these aspects more at Easter time, when the Passion Narratives are read as
they are much longer than the biblical texts read aloud in churches at other times of
1

Stevenson (1 886: 5).

the year. It was when listening to such readings that I became more specifically aware
of the many rhetorical features in these texts, such as rhythm, rhymes and balanced
clauses, that are especially associated with sound.

If others also discern the mood and the attitudes of the characters when they are
listening to biblical stories that they fail to notice when reading the texts, then the
types of interpretation may differ according to the medium by which they acquire their
knowledge of the Gospel messages. This could thus be an issue of considerable
importance. If so it will continue to be important in the future, for even within very
literate communities more people continue to hear biblical texts, rather than read such
texts for themselves.

1.2

Common Knowledge Regarding Such Differences

Of course most people, and in particular orators, journalists and advertisers, have long
been aware that there are differences between reading2 and listening.3 It is because of
such knowledge that the types of material prepared by authors and script writers for
being read differ from the types of material they prepare for being heard. For example:
The presentation of news on the radio is very different from the way news is
presented in newspapers.

2

Except where specifically mentioned, the term readers in this paper refers to people who read texts
privately and silently.
3
Throughout the thesis the words listen and hear are mainly used in the restricted sense of listening to
speech or hearing speech. The word auding is used by some scholars to define the process of listening
to utterances (Sticht & James, 1984: 293-317). As the word is not in common use it is not used in this
thesis. However the phrase auditoly meaning is used to describe that which listeners discern a speaker
is saying, as distinct from that which listeners might discern a speaker to mean.

The jingles used in radio advertising are usually not the same as those used in
the print media to promote the same product or service. This is because the
script writers consider it necessary to modify the texts according to the
medium in which the advertisements are to appear.
9

The style of delivery and the arguments used by orators are usually different
from those they would use in written submissions.

Even our reactions to humorous stories differ according to whether we hear or
we read them. We may laugh aloud upon hearing a joke or funny story, but
merely smile when reading a somewhat similar presentation in print.

1.3

Current Research into the Differences

Over the past fifty years there has been an enormous amount of research conducted
into the processes people use in reading and hearing, and into the relative influences
the various media have on readers, listeners and viewers. The results of such studies
show that there are intrinsic differences between the processes by which people
interpret what they read and those they use to interpret what they hear. The differences
include the ways they discern the substance of sentences, and what they remember
from that which they read and hear. Other studies and experiments show that the ways
listeners discern meaning from utterances differ from the ways readers discern the
meaning of texts.

Research into these processes have been conducted in many disciplines. There have
been studies and experiments in Cognitive Psychology, Education, Linguistics and
Language. The observations of anthropologists, philosophers, and those studying
defects in sight and hearing have also added to our knowledge of such differences.
The publication of over two thousand books and articles recording the results of

research into ancient literature and oral narratives indicate the extent of the research
undertaken in those fields.

Researchers have augmented their investigations with experiments using various types
of instruments and appliances. Some are used to measure the eye movements of
people as they read, and others to measure their peripheral vision. Other instruments
record information as to the sounds we hear in speech. Studies have also been
undertaken into the processes we use in remembering and in recalling what we hear
and what we read.4

On the basis of the results they obtained in their investigations, many of these scholars
have advanced theories to account for the different processes people use in reading
and listening. One such theory is that when reading we discern the m e a n i ~ gfrom the

words of the sentence; but in listening we rely more on the context in which utterances
are made. Listeners take particular notice of the context in order to discern both what
has been said and what the speaker means (Hildyard & Olson, 1982: 2 0 ; ~Glass et al.,
1979: 52-55). Other researchers claim that while readers are better than listeners at
following presentations requiring cognitive thought, listeners are more likely than
readers to notice the affective aspects and moods in scripts.

As the studies have been undertaken in many European languages, both modern and
ancient, the results are applicable to investigations into documents recorded in biblical

4

Information regarding these studies and the investigative methods the researchers used are recorded in
Chapter Three.
5
Angela Hildyard and David Olson observe that 'in written language, the words and syntax, the
"sentence meaning" is preserved by the artefact of writing' (1982: 20). The views of other scholars are
given in Chapter Three.

Greek and the type of research recorded in this thesis. Thus the theories can be utilised
in research into reading and listening to stories narrated in biblical Greek and also for
recording the results of such research in modern English. Details concerning the
theories that are particularly relevant to this research, and the studies and experiments
on which they are based, are set out and discussed in more details in Chapter Three.

1.4

Appropriation of such Knowledge into Biblical Studies

Despite the results of such research being well known in literary circles, few biblical
scholars allude to them, and many do not even mention listeners in their monograms
and journal articles. Such widespread omissions create a serious imbalance because,
as mentioned already, even in contemporary literate communities more Christians
hear biblical texts than those who read these texts for themselves. There are, of
course, some biblical scholars who do take the needs of listeners into account in their
studies. These include Basil Rebera (1992); Joanna Dewey (1989, 1991, 1992 &
1994);6Paul Achtemeier (1990) and Werner Kelber (1983, 199517.

Of course within academic communities this problem does not exist, because in such
a milieu almost everyone reads the texts. The problem arises when such scholars do
not adequately consider the possibility that their interpretations as readers may be
different from those made by the majority of the public who will hear rather than read
these texts. This communication gap seems to have widened significantly in the past

6

In four articles Joanna Dewey discusses the oral characteristics of Mark's Gospel and the effect these
features have on listeners. Her articles are referred to extensively throughout the thesis.
7
Kelber, however, is applying knowledge about orality to his historical investigations, rather than the
effect of the orality on contemporary audiences. According to Ong, Kelber endeavours in his book to
establish what the preaching 'was like in the oral milieu in which Jesus operated', and in the early
Christian communities, and 'how Mark's attitude to textuality differs from Paul's (1987: 10).

century, due to the modern mentality which assumes that texts will be read rather than
heard and the shift toward more analytical interpretations by contemporary biblical
scholars.

At the same time, it has become easier to identify and explicate the problem, due to
the publications of the research that has been undertaken into oral literature and into
the different processes people use in reading and listening. Ong (1987) and Dewey
(1994) have drawn attention to the ways such knowledge can enhance the study of
Mark's Gospel. Rebera (1992) has urged translators of the Bible to take into account
the specific needs of listeners. However, despite impressive articles by such scholars,
there is still a lack of awareness, as well as an urgent need for recognising that a
change in medium is likely to affect the ways people interpret biblical texts.

2.0

The Research Project

2.1

Testing the Hypothesis

The outcome of the research recorded in this thesis is not only consistent with, and in
conformity with, the assertions of biblical scholars such as Ong and Dewey, but more
importantly, it provides examples of the extent to which the type of interpretations
made by listeners will often differ from those made by readers. The method used for
testing the hypothesis identifies the types of interpretation contemporary readers and
contemporary listeners are likely to make of the specific biblical texts used in the
various studies. The results thus demonstrate the extent to which a change in the
medium is likely to affect the types of interpretation people make.

Details of the investigative methods, and theoretical bases underpinning them, are set
out in the Chapter Two. As discussed in that chapter, there are many, almost
insurmountable, obstacles that prevent the hypothesis being tested by having one
group of people read a selected biblical text, and another group listen to the same text
being read, and then comparing any discernible differences. As shown in that chapter
the best way of testing the hypothesis is by a series of studies where theories as to
reading and listening are applied to different biblical texts.

The core of the research consists of ten autonomous studies. In each study, several of
the theories enunciated in Chapter Three are applied to a particular biblical text.
Despite differences in the size of the texts, and in the issues discussed, the results
obtained in all ten studies show that the type of interpretations listeners make will
often differ from the type of interpretations readers make. Two tables at the end of the
Chapter Seven set out in summary form some of the specific differences between
these types of interpretation.

Although consistency across the ten studies does not of itself validate the method or
the results, such uniformity does provide verification on the basis of probability.8
More substantive support for almost all the assessments is progressively comparing
the assessments made with the published opinions and interpretations of biblical
scholars. Even when these scholars disagree,9 their interpretations are mostly of the

Paul Ricoeur considers that evidence of this nature is 'closer to a logic of probability than to a logic of
empirical verification'(l976: 78).
As shown in the ten studies in Chapter Five to Seven there is widespread disagreement amongst
biblical scholars as to how some passages should be interpreted. For example, while several biblical
scholars consider Mark's Feeding Stories allude to the Eucharist, others argue that there is no
justification for such an opinion:

types I adjudge to be those likely to be made by readers. Seldom are the interpretations
of these scholars of the type that I determine as being those that contemporary
listeners are likely to make. There is also additional evidence from literary analysis of
the Greek text to justify the assessment as to the types of interpretation listeners are
likely to make. This additional evidence is needed as there are only a few
contemporary biblical scholars who approach the text of Mark's Gospel from the
perspective of listeners.

None of the results are evidence for or against any particular opinion, nor indicative of
the relative value of competing interpretations. The objective of the studies is to
identify the types of interpretation contemporary readers and contemporary listeners
are likely to make. The basic method used is really only suitable for that particular
purpose. Of course not all readers or listeners will make interpretations of the type
indicated, but there is ample evidence in the ten studies indicating that they will
mostly do so.

Because the hypothesis concerns the commutative and interpretative processes, the
approach applied in this research is necessarily literary. The approach, not being from
a historical, theological or spiritual aspect, does not delve into, or try to solve

*

Vincent Taylor (1966: 321 & 357); D. E. Nineham (1963: 206); Ernest Best (1976: 396) and
Quinton Quesnell (1969: 208) consider the Feeding Stories allude to the Eucharist, and Geoffrey
Robinson (1994: 245-6) seems to support this decision. Moma D. Hooker is critical of Quesnell's
methods. She remarks that he has not overcome 'the danger of reading one's own interpretation
into the gospel' (1972: 195). Gundry is critical of Best's reasoning (1993: 329).
On the other hand Robert Gundry (1993: 330-2); Hooker (1991 : 196); G. H. Boobyer (1952: 162);
Ivor Buse (1963: 169) and Robert Guelich (1989: 342) give reasons why they do not consider there
is any justification for considering the Feeding Stories allude to the institution of the Eucharist.

problems associated with history or theology.10 Geographical issues, such as the
possible locations of the events narrated in the text, and the author's possible
intentions are also outside the scope of a literary approach.

2.2

The Biblical Text Selected for the Demonstrations

The biblical passage selected for testing the hypothesis and for demonstrating the
likely differences in the interpretations of readers and listeners is a segment from the
Greek text of Mark's Gospel, Mk 6:30-8:27a.11 This passage contains ten stories, two
of which concern Jesus miraculously feeding large crowds. Another story refers to
those two events. There are several reasons why this particular passage is eminently
suitable for use in this research:
The passage, being about one eighth of Mark's Gospel, is of sufficient length for
adequately testing the hypothesis, yet short enough for the whole of the text to be
used in the studies.12 It consists of ten self-contained stories enabling a different
segment to be used for each of the autonomous studies.
e

Most of the stories are intrinsically important in themselves. The story of Jesus
feeding five thousand people is the only miraculous event that is recorded in all
four ~ o s ~ e 1 s . l ~

'O

A historical approach would have required consideration being given to whether Jesus fed the
crowds on one or two occasions, or even as to whether the event happened at all. In this thesis these
controversial issues are only mentioned as the kind of the interpretations people are likely to make.
While it is relevant to this research that some people have certain opinions about these issues, the
validity of their opinions is not relevant. It is therefore unnecessary to consider the evidence on which,
or the reasoning by which, they formulate their opinions. It is also not necessary to consider the
reliability, or historical accuracy, of Mark's Gospel. This point is discussed in more detail in the next
chapter.
" Edwin Broadhead points out that although '8:22-26 is usually taken as the parameters of the last story
in this segment, the 'narrative conclusion occurs at 8:27a' (1992: 137).
l2 Some of the texts used in the studies are very short, being of only one or two verses, others are much
longer. One is of twenty-three verses. To keep the investigations within manageable limits only a
limited number of issues are considered in each study.
13
Mark's Gospel, like Matthew's Gospel, has a second story about a somewhat similar event.

The comprehensive research into Mark's Gospel in recent years, has resulted in
there being abundant data and opinions available for verifying the assessments
made by a different process.
The passage itself, or most of it, is generally recognised as being a division within
l . ' ~ are also features peculiar to this passage which indicate it has
the ~ o s ~ e There
its own internal cohesion. These features include:
extensive references to eating,15 most of the citations of loaves and bread,
and every mention of fish.
an almost complete absence of any personal names. This is a feature which
is very different from the frequent naming of the characters elsewhere in
this Gospel. For example:
Although Simon Peter is mentioned by name twenty-five times in
the Gospel, neither he nor any other disciple is mentioned by name
in the selected passage. The title the twelve is not used, although it
was the twelve who were sent out on the mission at 6:7-13 and
who are referred to as those sent, upon their return at 6:30.
Although Jesus is active in every story in this section, his name,

Jesus, is mentioned only once, and that is in the first sentence.
While Herod and two prophets are referred to by name, none of
the characters in the stories are named.
There are no christological titles, such as the son of man, in the
passage.

14

Quesnell states that 6:30 to 8:26, or 6:30 to 8:22, seems to have been recognised as a division 'from
the time when serious discussion of the gospel in terms of "sections" began' (1969: 28). Most
commentators subscribe to the view that 6:30 is the start of a new section, and, as Ernest Best remarks,
'it is customary to find a major division at 8:27' (1989: 49). In his extensive review of Mark's
structures, Paul Achtemeier gives particular prominence to the opinions of Rudolph Pesch, who,
according to Achtemeier, maintains that there is a noticeable division between 8:26 and 8:27 making six
divisions of the Gospel (1986: 37-38).
15
There are fourteen references to eating, which is more than half the total of such references in the
Gospel.

The Greek text has been selected, rather than one of the many English translations,
because the Greek text of this Gospel is almost universally considered to be the basic
source for all translations. The selected passage is from the fourth edition of the Greek
New Testament published by the United Bible Societies. It is identical with the
twenty-sixth edition of the Novurn Testamentum Graece (Nestle-Aland). This
particular text has acquired widespread, if not universal, acceptance, and the editors
have endeavoured to reproduce the same words as those that were in the original text.
The original version would not have had spaces between the words, punctuations,
verse numbers or letters in the lower case. However, it is not practicable to use such a
text, and the words would still be the same. In the analyses and studies, the paragraph
breaks and verse numbers are not treated as being part of the text. Because such visual
features could in some instances affect the ways readers interpret a passage,
consideration is given, in some of the studies, to their presence in the text. The verse
numbers are, of course, used for reference purposes.

Because the observations are recorded in English, the adequacy of the English
translations used in the studies is an important issue. Various precautions are taken to
compensate for the limitations inherent in even the best of translations. The most
obvious precautions are those taken in connection with the ten studies in Chapters
Five Six and Seven. There the objective is not to establish a 'correct' translation, or to
identify the best one, but to ensure that consideration is given to all the relevant and
justifiable translations of the various passages. This objective is adequately attained by
supplementing the RSY translation with notes and comments from other English
translations, and by literary analysis of the Greek text.

2.3

Supplementary Studies

In addition to the ten studies that identify the types of interpretation likely to be made
by readers and listeners, there are several other supplementary ones. For example, an
analysis in Chapter Four identifies features in the Greek text which show that it is
eminently suitable for being heard. There is also a narrative analysis in that chapter
identifying information that narrative audiences are likely to know from having read
or heard the contents of the Gospel prior to 6:30. A basic assumption in this research
is that the selected segment of the biblical text is read or heard during the course of
reading or hearing the whole Gospel.

There are also three analyses in Chapter Eight resulting in the comparison of eight
verses in three contemporary ~ n g l i s htranslations with the Greek text. The results of
these studies indicate the extent to which these translations fall short in replicating the
orality and mood of the Greek text. The results also intimate the extent to which
points of view by the narrator is the same in the translations as in the Greek text.

3.0

Basic Assumptions

The research is conducted on the basis of several assumptions in order to ensure that
this research is kept within reasonable limits and that it remains focused on the main
issue. In this thesis it is assumed that:
the readers and listeners are contemporary Christians who have recently read or
heard the prior sections of Mark's Gospel,
those reading the biblical texts do so silently, as in the current era this is the way
people usually read,

those listening to readings of biblical texts do so in a communal setting, as most
people who hear these texts are members of an audience, congregation or study
,-

group. In order to continue to hear the text being read listeners would have time to
only momentarily ponder over what they hear.
that people who read and/or hear the biblical text do so in their own language.

The last assumption means that the readers and listeners will almost invariably access
the text by means of translations. There is thus an additional assumption in the ten
studies that the translations read and heard have the same rhetorical features, tone,
points of view and orality as the Greek text. While this ideal is never hlly attainable,
it is shown in the studies in Chapter Eight that the problem is worse when the
translations listeners hear are those that have been specifically made to meet the needs
of readers.

4.0

The Research Question and Particulars Regarding the Thesis

In summary, the research question is whether in this current era the types of
interpretation made by those silently reading a biblical text will often be different
from the types of interpretation people make when they are listening to a rendition of
the same text. It is not claimed that people when reading always make, or even mostly
make, interpretations contrary to those they make when listening. The claim is only
that on many occasions many are likely to do so.

2 METHODOLOGY
Methodology, which of necessity will be pluralistic,
will also be unique to the research project at hand.'
Sandra Schneiders.

1.0

The Methodology, the Research and the Terms Used

Amongst the data recorded in this chapter are those that:
show that the methodology adopted meets the specific needs of the project, a
requirement mentioned by Sandra Schneiders in the statement set out above,
0

show how the problems of multiple interpretations ate overcome, and
give details of the methods used to prove the hypothesis.

1.1

The Communicative Process

The research being recorded in this thesis is in relation to the receptive components of
the communicative process, and in particular the effect that a change in the medium is
likely to have on the types of interpretations people make. The communicative process
is represented diagrammatically by Roman Jakobson as set out below (1988: 353).
CONTEXT
ADDRESSER

\ MESSAGE
I
CONTACT

\ ADDRESSEE
I

CODE

This diagram draws attention to the three essential components that are necessary for a

message sent by one person to be satisfactorily received by another. These

' Schneiders (1 999: 152).

components are: a) contact, such as touch, sound or writing, b) code, such as a
common language or system of signals, and c) context, an awareness by the addressee
of the circumstances or emotive disposition that caused the message to be sent. This
research is essentially about the effect of a change in the CONTACT component.

1.2

The Terms Used

In this thesis:
The term medium is used for the component Jakobson designated as contact, and
the author or narrator is used rather than addressor.
The term narrative audience is also used rather than addressees, when referring to
contemporary readers and listeners.
0

The words interpret and interpretation mean not only the process and result of

construing and understanding, but also discerning, such as when there is an
assessment as to the relative importance of various themes and segments of a text.
This broad concept is an acknowledgment that people in interpreting texts axe not
only seeking information, but are also discerning the 'transformative significance'
of passages (Schneiders, 1999: 17).
The term literary criticism as used in this thesis denotes, as in general literary
studies, 'a broad range of topics: the compositional structure and character of a
text, techniques of style, the employment of images and symbols by an author,
aesthetic and dramatic effects in a work, and so on' (Hayes & Holladay, 1988: 72).
In biblical studies this type of criticism is often termed new literary criticism, and
is very different from the type of criticism which in biblical studies is associated
with historical criticism, and procedures directed to ascertaining the possible
sources used by the authors or editors of the biblical texts.
The term approach as used in this thesis derives from Schneiders' classifications.
She describes it as being the 'characteristic way of addressinglinterrogating a text'.
An approach could be a historical, literary, or theological approach (1999: 111).

Some scholars use the term approach in a much broader concept, such as the
but it is not used that way in this thesis.
'ways' of interpreting textsY2

Likewise several of the other definitions and terminologies used are derived from
Sandra Schneiders' explanations of the terms, such as those with reference to exegesis
and criticism. Schneiders designates the first as the process of establishing what the
text says, and the latter as the whole process of analysing 'how the text does what it
does' (1999: 124). She defines interpretation as being 'the dialectical process of

explanation and understanding ' (1999: 14), and explanation as the methodical
investigation of the text by means of exegesis and criticism (1999: 151).

While understanding is an intellectual activity it also means 'eliciting the appropriate
response', thus the activity of understanding is 'simultaneously cognitive, affective
and operational' (Schneiders, 1999: 17). It also signifies the process of appropriating
meaning, the 'dialectical relationship' between what a text says in the language in
which it was written (the sense), 'and what it is about (the reference)' (Schneiders,
1999: 1 6 ) . ~It is difficult to be precise in the use of the words meaning and mean.
However, as far as is practicable, the term textual meaning as used in this thesis refers
to what a text is about, and meaning refers to the textual meaning as discerned by
readers or listeners (Tate, 1996: 161). The explanation component of the interpretative
processes is usually ascertained by merely reading the text, but it can be established
with more certitude by analysis of the text.4 On the other hand, the understanding

2

For example, J. Severino Croatto distinguishes five ways of approaching texts: the historical-critical
methods, semiotics, sociological analysis, cultural Sitz im Leben, and hermeneutics' (1998: 187).
3
Schneiders uses the term sense to signify 'what it (the text) says in the language in which it is written',
and reference what the text is about (1999: 15-6).
4
According to Schneiders the 'explanation is the process of more or less methodical interrogation of
the text through techniques of investigation' (1999: 158).

component, the 'final objective of interpretation', being an aesthetic response, cannot
be ascertained with any certitude. While scholars may theorise as to how people do
interpret texts, every interpretation is affected by the predispositions of the actual
reader or ~istener.~

In the latter part of this thesis, appraisals are sometimes made as to the themes or
segments of a text that readers and listeners are likely to consider to be the most
important.6 People do not normally express their opinions on such matters, but they do
subconsciously make them in order to ascribe a title to a passage, to briefly describe a
story, and to consign the gist of the story to their long term memory. The segments of
texts they consider important are therefore likely to be revealed in the headings or
subtitles they ascribe to the passage, and/or the comments they make about the story.
The passages they are likely to remember are probably those they consider to be the
most important.

2.0

The Appropriate Approach

2.1

The Approach Adopted

The approach and methodology appropriate for the research depend on the objectives
of such research. According to Schneiders:
a research project does not begin by classifying the methodological
approaches, choosing one, and attempting to operate according to its canons.
Rather, the interpretive project begins with the proper formulation of the
j

This part of the interpretative process has been the subject of many studies by many scholars. Edgar
V. McKnight refers to some of these (1985: 780. Edgar Krentz asserts that 'understanding of a text
must finally be "standing under", listening to, and hearing the text, and not one's own voice' (1975: v).
6
Efforts to establish with any certainty the extent to which people are affected by what they read and
hear is difficult and the results are often problematical. To adequately cover this aspect would
necessitate surveys like those undertaken by advertising agencies, and consideration of the persuasive
effect of oratory. Extending the research to cover these aspects would result in the central issues not
being adequately investigated. The presentation of evidence would also be more complicated.

questions one wishes to ask of the text and the selection, from the repertoire
of methods, of those that are most useful for eliciting from the text the
material for answering those questions. The resulting methodology, which of
necessity will be pluralistic, will also be unique to the research project at
hand (1999: 152).
Here the research is essentially about the effect a change in media has on the
interpretations people make.7 It is concerned with the communicative processes of
both reading and listening, and this focus has to be taken into account in deciding on
the appropriate methodology.

Not only is a literary approach the appropriate one to take because of the subject
matter of the thesis, but it is also appropriate because of the scholarly interest shown
in more recent times in the literary aspects of the biblical text selected for testing the
hypothesis and for specific analysis. The passage selected is a section of Mark's
Viewing .the text 'as
Gospel, which is now generally recognised as being a narrati~e.~
narrative art raises a whole new set of methodological assumptions, questions, and
implications' (Young, 1999: 24). For example, if the text is a narrative then the 'tools
of contemporary (and ancient) literary criticism consistent with and in support of this
assumption' can be used (Young, 1999: 24).

A focus on the literary aspects rather than the historical aspects is also quite proper.
This is so despite the text at the centre of the research being an ancient document that
describes incidents as having occurred at a specific time in the past. After all, biblical
texts are just as much literary documents as they are historical ones (Schneiders, 1999:

116). However, the opinions of scholars who approach the text from other

' It is not about trying to establish whether or not one particular interpretation is better than another.

8

This particular issue is discussed in more detail in Chapter Four.

perspectives are used, as are the opinions of those who use historical criticism and
methods of analyses that differ from those employed in this research. Thus while the
methods of historical criticism are not employed in this research, the opinions and
observations of scholars who use those methods are ~ t i l i s e d . ~

2.2

The Objective

The methodology, or modus operandi, used in this research is best described as media

criticism. It consists of a collection of procedures and methods that combine together
to form an integrated operation, and one that is capable of being consistently pursued
(Robbins, 1996: 2).1° The methodology is distinctive because it has been tailored to
the inquiries undertaken in the research. However, while the methodology itself may
be distinctive, the methods utilised are those commonly employed in media criticism,
in literary studies and research and in analyses of biblical texts.

The objective of the research has been the determining factor in devising the
methodology. The title of the thesis broadly indicates the objective, but it is necessary
to formulate a more specific claim or research question upon which to focus the
research." As mentioned in the Introduction, the specific claim or hypothesis is that a
person silently reading or studying a biblical text is likely to make interpretations and
decisions that are different from those he or she is likely to make when listening

9

The extent to which interpretations made by people who approach the text from a historical
perspective are included or excluded from the research is discussed later in this Chapter.
10
While Vernon Robbins is referring to Socio-Rhetorical interpretations when he recommends an
integrated approach, his observations are relevant to this research. Robbins asserts that 'Each method
has great strengths, but when interpreters use only one of them, the result is too limited' (1996: 2).
II
The title of this thesis is: Hearing and Reading Biblical Texts: A Study of D~fference- Mark 6:308:2 7a.

to the same text being read aloud. The claim is not that a person when reading or
listening to the text is likely to make some particular interpretation, or that one
specific interpretation is better than another. The claim is that the types of
interpretation a person is likely to make will be different when the medium is
different.

2.3

The Contemporary Readers and Listeners Envisaged in the Research

Some of the basic assumptions envisaged in the research regarding the readers,
listeners and the biblical text have already been stated in the Introduction. One of the
specific reasons for making such assumptions is to ensure that the research
encompasses the main stream of those who read and hear biblical texts. Another
reason is to keep the research within limits that are both manageable and clearly
defined. The data concerning these assumptions also indicates the. definitive
parameters of the research. The assumptions mentioned in the Introduction are further
defined in the list below:
The contemporary readers and listeners envisaged in the research are those who
read or hear the selected text while progressively reading or listening to the whole
Gospel. They are thus assumed to have recently read or heard those parts of the
Gospel that are prior to the segment selected for the research.

Such people are assumed to be capable of following the story line of the text, even
those with only minimum geographical and historical knowledge.12

"'he
readers and listeners envisaged in this research are presumed to have sufficient knowledge about
the geographical and historical setting in order to follow the story line of the text. This entails only very
limited knowledge, and certainly does not require scholarly knowledge.

The members of audiences listening to a reading of the text are assumed as being
able to understand what the reader is saying, and that the reader is a competent
reader who reads the text with the emphases indicated in the text itself.

That the wording of the Greek text, upon which the research is based, is similar to
the original text.13

0

That narrative audiences will read and/or hear the biblical text in their own
language, that is through translations. It is therefore assumed that, except where
otherwise indicated in this thesis, such translations are faithful to the original
biblical text.

The readedlistener envisaged in the research is the average, everyday person who
is motivated to listen to or read biblical texts. Such a person is far removed from
the concept of ideal reader or universal reader, neither of whom exist in reality
(Newton, 1988: 47 and Ong, 1987: 10).14

It is assumed that such persons would be able to recall the gist, if not the contents,
of passages they recently read or heard, but can not be sure what might be
disclosed in later passages. While this assumption is somewhat similar to the
concept of an implied reader,15 contemporary readers and listeners bring 'more to
the text' than the theoretical construct of an implied reader (Bassler, 1986: 172;
Heil, 1992: 12). Even those who are hearing or reading the Gospel of Mark for the
first time have a general idea about what happens in the final episodes. On the
" The editors of The Greek New Testament, from which the text used in this thesis is taken, provide
details in their Introduction of the intense investigation they undertook to ensure that the wording of the
texts in that book are the same as the original text as far as can currently be established (Aland et al.,
1994: 1-52).
l4 Ong maintains that '[tlhere is no universal listener. There are only individual listeners, real or
fictional'. He goes on to claim that this does not make human knowledge 'indeterminate, floating and
unverifiable' but rather 'very determinate and eminently verifiable, but historically and complexly so'
(1987: 10).
15
Theorists such as Wolfgang Iser use the term implied reader to describe people who are embodied
with all the presuppositions indicated by the text, and are aware of the information supplied by text, but
only in the sequence in which it is supplied. Robert Fowler says that Iser's 'implied reader is neither in
the text, nor outside it, but the unique product of the "interaction" of a text and a reader' (1985: 13).
Jouette M. Bassler asserts that 'Iser's implied reader is bound to the time flow of the narrative' (1986:
160).

other hand, the implied reader is presumed to learn about such events as he or she
reads or hears about them in the story, or from the prophesies recorded in the text.

The term reader not only embraces scholarly readers, experts, and the so called
'resisting reader', one 'who is adversarial'.16

ow ever, most of those who read or

listen to biblical texts are not experts, trained in biblical interpretations, nor do
they possess more than a rudimentary knowledge of the history and the customs
recounted in biblical text.

That people are influenced by what they hear or read, and that 'even to resist
change is to be affected' (Schneiders, 1999: 17).

The research is not about differences between the ways literate people interpret
biblical texts and the ways such texts are interpreted in communities that are mainly
illiterate. The focus of the research is on the ways people who hear and read the text in
the current era in the communities such as those in which I have lived are likely to
interpret them. Within these communities most people are literate. This thesis will,
therefore, be more particularly about English speaking people living a western
culture, as these are the people with whom I am familiar.

Except where specifically indicated, references to readers throughout the thesis are to
people who, whether they be biblical scholars or not, read the text silently. This is
because that is the way most documents are read in the current era. On the other hand
those who listen to biblical texts are likely to do so as members of an audience,

16

Fowler classifies the various types of contemporary readers as being:
a) 'The average, everyday reader on the street or in the church pew,'
b) The 'expert reader .. the critic .. who probes, questions, challenges and "masters" the text',
c) The implied reader, an 'imaginary, ideal .. super-reader', and
d) The 'resisting reader' who is adversarial, 'reading in conflict with other possible readings' (1992:
52, 55 & 73-75).

congregation or study group. Consequently, references to listeners in this thesis,
except when indicated otherwise, are to those who hear the biblical stories in a
communal setting.

It is well known that individuals act differently when they are in a crowd,I7 and tend
to be influenced by the dynamics of the group. This also applies to those who listen as
members of a group. C. W. Colburn and S. B. Weinberg assert that:
when you listen alone, your perception is affected only by the message sent
and your own predisposition ... When you are a member of the dyadic group,
your perceptions as a listener interact with those of the other members of the
group (1976: 17).
David Rhoads gives some specific examples of the effect group dynamics have on
those who listen to his oral presentations of Mark's ~ o s ~ e 1Other
. l ~ scholars make
somewhat similar observations. For example, Ong asserts that when listening in a
group, people are, in effect, turned into 'a true audience, just as reading written or
printed texts turns individuals in on themselves' (1992a:136). He claims that the term
'audience' ordinarily means a group listening to spoken words, and that speech itself
induces a sense of unity. He maintains that:
because of its physical constitution as sound ... the spoken word forms
human beings into close-knit groups. When a speaker is addressing an
audience, the members of the audience normally become a unity, with
themselves and with the speaker. If the speaker asks the audience to read a
handout provided for them, as each reader enters into his or her own private
reading world, the unity of the audience is shattered, to be re-established only
when oral speech begins again. Writing and print isolate (1988: 74).

17

People, who are usually restrained, will often cheer and shout when they are in a group at a sporting
function, and people who normally dress conservatively will wear outlandish costumes in a procession.
18
Rhoads claims that when he was reciting Mark's Gospel to various assemblies, 'audiences in
educational settings are generally more attuned to the humor in Mark, and freer in that context to laugh
than audiences [were] in churches'. He also claims that the interest and the reaction of audiences were
different in medium-security prisons. There the audiences were more interested in miracles, for the
disciples to succeed, and for the empowerment of the good news (1992b: 107).

While the interpretations of individuals who listen to a communal reading of a text
will reflect the specific beliefs, experiences, culture and philosophy of those
individuals, their interpretations will also usually be swayed towards the centrality of
the interest of the group. Colburn and Weinberg assert that the people listening to a
communal reading of a text are influenced by the 'centrality of interests' within the
group (1 976: 20). They claim that:
polarization is what makes a group of persons into an audience ... in that
people forming the audience willingly recognise their role as listeners and
accept someone other than themselves as a speaker.. .. Social facilitation ...
implies that a single individual's behavioural response to a speaker will be
influenced by the response of other individuals sharing the situation. (1976:
23).
While group dynamics may stimulate people's perceptions, the main effects are likely
to result in constraints on the diversity of their interpretations. Because this would be
the main difference between the interpretations of those who listen in seclusion, and
those who listen as members of a group, there is no need to differentiate in these
studies between these two groups.

The diagram below indicates the range of contemporary readers and listeners assumed
to be within the classification of the term readers and listeners as used in this thesis.
The studies recorded in this thesis show that the type of interpretation one 'end group'
makes are often very different to the type the other 'end group' makes.
Listeners .

Readers

I

Experts and
scholars

I

The average reader
who reads silently

I

Readers who
read aloud

I

I

Solitary
Those who
listeners listen in groups

In the diagram experts and scholars are bracketed with readers, because when they are
studying and appraising biblical texts they do so as readers rather than as listeners.

3.0

The Issue of Multiple Interpretations

It is necessary to discuss in some detail the potential problem of multiple
interpretations. In the current era people interpret biblical texts in many different ways
(Newton, 1988: 14-15; McKnight, 1985: 56).19 This is in part due to the diverse
experiences, cultures, philosophies and beliefs people have. However, there are many
other factors that affect the interpretations individuals make. This is evident when
people upon re-reading a text make interpretations that are different from those they
made on the prior reading.

However, despite the myriad of attitudes and influences affecting the way people
interpret texts, there is not an unlimited number of logical interpretations. This is
demonstrated by there being often general agreement amongst scholars as to how
specific clauses should be interpreted andlor trans~ated.~'While such unanimity is
usually confined to the meaning of specific clauses and sentences, there is not even in
the wider field of paragraphs and stories an infinite number of valid interpretations
(Vanhoozer, 1995: 309). Literary theorists argue about the nature and extent of the
constraints that should apply (Cobley: 1996: 405 & 435);'

but there are certainly

many factors that limit the number and range of valid interpretations (Malbon, 1993b:

19

There may have been a greater readiness in prior centuries to accept the interpretation nominated by
religious authorities.
20 This is also evident when a biblical scholar supports the interpretations of other scholars. One reason
why there often seems to be considerable diversity in the interpretations of scholars is the amount of
time and space devoted to the segments about which scholars have differing opinions.
21
For example, most Christians would consider it unacceptable to use the Bible to justify racism,
although this example is probably best designated as limitations imposed by the interpreter's own
community. The literary theorist Stanley Fish asserts this is a major constraint on readers'
interpretations. (Fish, 1980: 14-16; McKnight, 1985: 130).

99;22Schneiders, 1999: 164). In this research there are also two factors which negate,
or at least substantially reduce, the problems associated with multiple interpretations.

One important aspect that tends to negate the problem in this research is the focus of
the inquiries on the types of interpretation people make, not on the specific
interpretations they make. For example, while two readers may have different
opinions as to how a sentence should be interpreted, they could both be making the
same type of interpretation. They could both be focusing on the same clause, and both
considering that clause to be the most important part of the sentence. They could both
be influenced by the same features, and both be using the similar interpretative
methods.

The second important factor, which in this case reduces the range of possible
interpretations, is the elimination from consideration of those types of interpretation
that could not ordinarily be made by the average, 'everyday7 reader and listener. As
this research is about the interpretations of such readers and listeners there is no point
in considering interpretations that can only be arrived at by biblical scholars who have
been trained to use particular methods. Only a very small proportion of readers and
listeners would have the training and resources needed to carry out complex
investigatory procedures, such as those associated with historical criticism. Even those
with the necessary knowledge and skills would be unable to carry out complex
procedures while they are listening to texts being read.

" Malbon asserts that: 'we are not free to assume that the text can mean anything just because it can
mean many things' (1 993b: 99).

This differentiation between the interpretations of skilled scholars and the average
reader has been noted by many scholars. For example, Edgar V. McKnight and Robert
Fowler have pointed out that there is a wide divide between the way biblical texts are
viewed by biblical scholars and the way they are viewed by most readers (McKnight,
1985: 44-45; Fowler, 1985: 5-10). This is not just the result of one group being wellinformed and another group being much less informed. Both Edgar Conrad and James
Barr claim that the cause of the differences is the types of interpretative methods used
by biblical scholars (Conrad, 1991: 26; Ban, 1973: 19-20).*~

Thus in this research consideration is not given to interpretations based on methods
such as Form Criticism, Tradition Criticism and Redaction ~ r i t i c i s mAlso
. ~ ~ excluded
are interpretations that require the use of complex procedures such as those used in
~tructuralism~~
and ~ e m i o t i c s .Eliminating
~~
consideration of interpretiations that
require the use of complex methods also circumvents the need to inquire into: a) the
history of the text, b) information that can be gleaned from other texts, or c)
knowledge as to the social and cultural situation of the first century. This decision,
and decisions of a similar nature as detailed below, do not affect the overall result of
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They maintain that these methods cause a gulf between the professional practitioners and the
community of lay readers. Barr, who is a Professor of Semitic Languages and Literature, asserts that
'the historical approach is a matter of training and habit, which cannot be easily acquired.' And that this
method 'causes something of a gulf between the modem professional and the modem layman' (1973:
19 & 20).
24 George A. Kennedy asserts that form criticism 'primarily seeks to discover the sources out of which
the text is constructed'. He also asserts that redaction criticism 'is concerned with the intent of that
editor, and especially his theological intent, as revealed in his use of sources' (1 984: 4).
25
Structuralism will not so much produce interpretations of 'what the text means' as opinions about
'how the text means' (Tate, 1996: 210). While people reading and listening to a biblical text may well
contemplate the way the text functions to make meaning, consideration of such issues would take the
research into another field. This is another reason for not deciding upon Structuralism as a suitable
method to use in this research.
26 The recreation of meaning by readers and listeners can be clarified by semiotics (Croatto, 1998: 188),
but the process is involved and it could not be carried out by people while listening to a text being read.

this research, as the average readerllistener does not have the necessary training to
make these types of interpretation. As indicated earlier in this chapter, even biblical
scholars with the necessary skills would be unable to utilise such skills while they are
listening to the text being read.

Contemporary readers and listeners exercise considerable latitude in their
interpretations. They tend to interpret biblical texts in the light of their own particular
circumstances, and in ways that are relevant to their own needs. However, those who
are not biblical scholars may assign more importance to the textual meaning of the
text than biblical scholars do. In their everyday activities, people, particularly those in
the commercial world, rely daily on documents such as contracts, title deeds, laws and
regulations, to 'mean what they

The same applies to 'explicit written prose that

serves as the primary tool of science and philosophy' (Olson, 1977: 271). .In addition
many Christians seem to be still influenced by the assertion of Martin. Luther in the
sixteenth century that scripture is sui ipsius interpres (its own interpreter).28

Although the 'average, everyday person who is motivated to listen to or read biblical
texts' would rely mainly on the contents of the text in order to discern what it says,
they would not merely adopt the textual or literal meaning of the text as being what
the text means. Most would use a combination of both objective and pragmatic types
of interpretation in discerning its meaning.

Acts of parliament are usually interpreted according to the text itself, although in many jurisdictions,
a result of legislative Decrees, Courts also take into account the intentions of legislators.
Cited by David Olson (1977: 258-9). According to Olson this event marked a radical change in the
way biblical texts were perceived and resulted in 'the presumed autonomy of texts' (Olson, 1977: 263).
Although this might have been the result, Luther's stance was much more complex. According to
Herbert Marks, Luther maintained that the true Gospel was the oral preaching of the living word (1998:
26).

Adele Berlin designates this as 'a compromise between the extremes, one that
acknowledges that readers bring something to their reading of a text, but that, in
addition, the text, for its part, influences how it is read' (1993: 143). This is similar to
the processes used by Conrad (1991). He claims to use 'primarily objective theories of
interpretation in combination with pragmatic ones'. His approach, like the one in this
thesis, is 'within the larger framework of literary study', and he is also 'concerned
with the text's aesthetic momentum'. The combination by scholars such as Conrad of
objective theories of interpretation with pragmatic ones provides a model on which to
draw for this thesis. Conrad in his analyses takes note of the 'recurring rhetorical
techniques and patterns' that indicate unity and 'the variations in the recurrence of
repeated elements in the text' that suggest movement and progression. He is also
concerned with the pragmatic aspects, that is with the interaction of readers and
audiences with the text (199 1: 28-30).

The theories of Wolfgang Iser are applicable to listeners as well as to readers, as
listeners also become engrossed in the world of the story (Stevenson, 1924: 1 - 5 ) . ~ ~
This is despite Iser having developed his theories by studying 'the process by which a
reader actualizes a text' (McKnight, 1985: 78). Iser claims that it is a lack of certainty
in meaning and the defined intention of the author that 'brings about the text-reader
interaction', and this results in people becoming involved in 'filling in the gaps'
(1980: 109). He cites the observations of Virginia Woolf about Jane Austen's
writings, and T. S. Eliot's observations on Woolf s writings as examples of how

29 Even though their minds are involved differently in listening than in reading, they would probably be
just as mentally active in interpreting the stories they hear as they are in interpreting those they read.
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readers interact with texts (1980: 110-111). Thus the types of interpretation
considered in this thesis are a combination of the objective and pragmatic types.

Because the interpretations disclosed in this thesis are mainly based on the text itself,
they would be classified and assigned to 'box' A in the table below. This table is
similar to one utilised by Malbon (1993b:83).

'internal' context

'external' context

the interrelations
of the elements of

the interrelations
of the text with

societal/cultural
situation of the
text (eg. its origin

societal/cultural
situation of the

Interpretations made as a result of comparing the text with other texts would be placed
in 'box' B. Interpretations with specific historical contextual foci, such as those based
on studies into the history of the text, or in earlier social and cultural situations, would
be classified into 'boxes' C andlor D. As such interpretations can only be made by
those with the necessary resources, skill and training, they are not the types of
interpretation likely to be made by the average, everyday reader or listener.

Although the focus of the research is on the types of interpretation that can be made
by the average readers and listeners, those made by scholars are not excluded. Those

made by them, even when they are using specific skills, are included where such
interpretations could also be made by the average, everyday contemporary readers and

listener^.^'

The table below indicates the types that are considered and those that are

not.

Interpretations
considered

Interpretations
Not considered:
mainly because specific skills
required

I
I
objective3'
Text centred

I

I
ragm ma tic^^

~x~ressive~~
Author centred

Audience centred

I

I

Literary-criticism

Reader-response
criticism

I

I

I

Historical-Criticism Structuralism
e.g. Form criticism Semiotic Analysis
Tradition Criticism
Redaction Criticism

The terms expressive, objective and pragmatic are those advocated by M. H. Abrams
as a way of classifying various interpretative approaches (1953: 6-29).34There are no
definite boundaries between these categories, and the classification is really only a
means of bringing 'some order to the chaos of literary theories' (Powell, 1990: 11).
Conrad states that these approaches 'are more heuristic than actual, for the theories
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Such interpretations include those based on literary analysis and reader-response criticism. The
diagram indicates the types of interpretation that are considered, and those that are-in the main excluded
from the research.
31
Conrad describes objective types of criticism as being those that 'assume that the text is an object to
be studied in its own right without reference to external factors such as author intention and historical
background' (199 1: 27).
32 Pragmatic types of criticism 'are concerned with the text in terms of its reception' (Conrad, 1991:
27).
33 Expressive types of criticism are author-centred. They are not really relevant to this research because
this research is not focused on the compositional process.
34
The system of classification devised by ~ b r a m shas been found helpful by many scholars for
explaining where they consider meaning should be sought, or for outlining the options available.
Scholars who have used his classifications include Mark A. Powell (1990: 11) and Conrad (1991: 2729). In a footnote Conrad mentions that the classification was used by J. Barton in Reading the Old
Testament and in Classzfving Biblical Criticism and by Wiklander in Prophecy as Literature (1991:
27).

may overlap' (1991: 28). Abrarn7sfourth type, Mimetic,which is not listed, is closely
associated with historical criticism.35

For the reasons recorded both above and below many types of interpretation listed
below are not considered in the ten studies in Chapters Five to Seven. Types of
interpretation that are not considered include:
a) those made by experts about the history and culture of the era, the way
the text was written, and those based on the use of complex procedures
such as Semiotic Analysis and Structuralism.

b) those based on inter-textual comparisons. These are excluded because
people listening to the text being read would be restricted to making such
comparison based on their memory of the other texts they have heard. It
would also be difficult, if not impossible, to categorise such
interpretati~ns.~~

c) those made by people who seem to be obstinately committed to literal
interpretations because of their own specific beliefs and philosophies.
The strength of their convictions could possibly result in there being no
discernible differences between the interpretations they make as readers
and as listeners.

d) those based on allegory are also not considered. Most of these originated
in the first millennium of the Christian era when the conceptions of
people were very different from those of the present era. Interpretative
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Mimetic types of criticism denote 'precritical readings of the text' (Conrad, 1991: 27) and are closely
associated with historical criticism. According to Powell, mimetic types of criticism are 'the
philosophical basis for historical criticism' (1990: 12), and, according to Conrad, historical criticism as
practised 'reflects a mimetic dimension' (199 1: 28).
36
For example if the person interpreting Mark's Gospel was also comparing his two Feeding Stories
with the story in John's Gospel, such a person may be more interested in identifying differences
between the two Gospels, than identifying the differences between the two stories in Mark's Gospel.

methodologies cannot be satisfactorily compared across the ages (Oden &
Hall, 1998: xxix-xxx).

e) those of the accommodated type are another type not considered. These
are excluded because such interpretations are made independent of their
'con-text' (Schneiders, 1999: 163), on the basis that they have universal
application,37 or depict a behaviour that is worthy of em~lation.~'This
particular decision probably affects the interpretation of only one clause
in the text selected for use in this research.39

Interpretations influenced by contemporary cultural, political, philosophical and
religious beliefs are not excluded. This is because all interpretations are to some
degree moulded by such influences. Despite this, many interpretations, including
some advocated by feminists and liberation theologians, are likely to be overlooked
This is because the methods used in this research
rather than intentionally ex~luded.~'
would need to be more specifically focused on precise cultural, political and
philosophcal issues if one was to consider specifically these types of interpretation.

As indicated in the diagram on page 3 1 the interpretations excluded are mostly, but
not exclusively, those associated with compositional processes, which can also be
designated as being 'author-centred'. On the other hand, the interpretations that are

In his Homilies on the Gospels, Bede (673-735) alludes to Jesus looking up to heaven when he
blessed and broke the loaves. Bede used this text to instruct his listens by saying: 'He gave thanks in
order to teach us always to give thanks for the favors we have received fkom heaven' (Oden and Hall,
1998: 91).
38 When John Chrysostom (344-407) alludes to Mk 7:26 in his Homily 24 on Ephesians, he says: 'Have
you not heard of the Syrophoenician woman? By the constancy of her entreaty, she elicited the Lord's
compassion' (Oden and Hall, 1998: 10 1).
39 The only phrase possibly affected is the leaven of the Pharisees at Mk 8: 15. This phrase is
occasionally used in homilies and for pastoral purposes in an 'accommodated' sense.
40
According to the Pontifical Biblical Commission these interpretations result fiom approaches to
biblical texts fiom specific socio-culture and particular political points of view (1 994: 508).
37

considered are mainly those that would be designated as being of the 'text-centred'
and/or 'audience-centred' types.

4.0

Methods

4.1

The Data Used

For the reasons already mentioned, historical critical methods as such are not used,
and issues concerned with the history in the text and with the history of the text are at
most, peripheral to this research. However, it would be almost impossible to carry out
research such as this without the benefit of knowledge gained in the past from the use
of such methods. For example, textual criticism has made it possible to be reasonably
certain that the Greek text used in this research is substantially the same as the original
text. Our knowledge of the meaning of the Greek words in biblical texts has been
largely attained by grammatical criticism, another specialised discipline. As
Schneiders has observed, historical critical methods will always be of some
significance in biblical research (1999: 117). Although methods associated with
historical criticism are not utilised, extensive use is made of some of the data which
has been amassed due to the use of such methods by biblical scholars.

It is not necessary in this research to decide on the relative merits of the various
interpretations, as the issue relates to the types of interpretation readers and listeners
are likely to make, not the relative worthiness. Thus there is no need to consider the
relative merits of assertions about issues such as:

where specific events took place,
0

whether Jesus really did miraculously feed very large groups of people (Taylor,

1966: 321), or whether such event happened twice, or only once,"'
whether Jesus is feeding the Jews in one story, and feeding the Gentiles in the
second ~tory,"~
whether or not Mark's Feeding Stories allude to the ~ u c h a r i s t . ~ ~

It is the types and range of the interpretation people make that are pertinent in this
research, not the relative value of the arguments used, or the evidence upon which
scholars base their opinions. The research is aimed at identifying the types of
interpretation people make, and not on trying to assess whether one interpretation or
type of interpretation is better than another. However, as far as possible illogical
interpretations are not considered. This is unlikely to be a problem in this research as
most assessments are supported by evidence based on the published opinions of
biblical scholars, and these opinions have already been subject to scrutiny and
comment by other scholars. Where there is not confirmatory evidence of this kind,
there is supporting evidence based on literary analyses of the Greek text.

For example, Fowler claims that the story of the feeding of the Five Thousand was 'wholly the
author's creation' (1981: 68). B. D. Chilton criticises Fowler's methodology, making the colourful
comment that he 'mixes the apples of redaction with literary oranges, and does justice to neither' (1983:
596).
42
This issue is discussed by many scholars including: Nineham (1963: 208), Taylor (1966: 357),
Malbon (1993: 216) and Edwin Broadhead (1992: 143).
43
As already recorded in Footnote 10 in Chapter One, some scholars claim that they do, others that they
do not.
4'

5.0

Possible Ways of Proving the Claim

5.1

Surveys of Readers and Listeners

There are a number of obstacles that prevent the hypothesis being tested by merely
having one group of people read a selected biblical text, and another group listen to
the same text being read, and then comparing the answers of both groups to a list of
questions. Experiments of a sociological nature have to be carried out under closely
controlled conditions to be of any value. Many tests would be needed, in order to take
into account the many variables which are intrinsic in these types of inquiry.44The
tests would also have to be conducted under very strict conditions, and the results
checked by an independent, appropriately skilled assessor (Rubin, 1980: 430-432).
There is also the possibility of the questions used in the questionnaires being
perceived as being biased, thus reducing the value of the tests. In all, there are
substantial difficulties preventing this method being used for testing of the hypothesis.

Such tests are also unnecessary, as many experiments have already been carried out
along these lines using secular literature (Carpenter & Just, 1986: 24; and Carl
Weaver, 1972:

Details of many of these experiments, and the results obtained,

are recorded in the next chapter. They are almost sufficient in themselves to prove that
the hypothesis is correct. However, much more than this is done in this thesis. Here

Thomas Sticht conducted experiments comparing the results of giving written and oral instructions to
army personnel. The results showed that the differences related more to the ability of the individuals
than to the difference in medium (1972). However his experiment had several limitations which will be
outlined in the next chapter.
45
Particulars of such experiments are recorded in the next chapter. In the tests, the answers of readers
related highly to each other, and the answers of the listeners related highly to each other, but the
answers of the readers did not relate highly to the answers of the listeners.
44

the types of interpretation readers and listeners are likely to make are identified and
compared. The results are more meaningful than those that would be obtained in a
survey.

5.2

Comparing the Interpretations of Biblical Scholars

Another way of testing the hypothesis initially seemed to be very suitable. It would
have involved comparing interpretations made by those who employ reader-response
criticism with interpretations made using listener-response criti~ism.'~
However, there
are considerable h c t i o n a l problems that prevent the hypothesis being tested in this
manner. One is the scarcity of interpretations by scholars who approach the text as
listeners, although some may do so without actually acknowledging it. For example,
Heil, and Rhoads, seem to often approach the text from the listening perspective, and
Rhoads in his writings occasionally comments on the reaction of listeners (1992b).47

The title of Malbon's last book, Hearing Mark: A Listener's Guide, infers that she is
approaching the text as a listener. However the opinions she expresses cannot be taken
as representing the likely interpretations of contemporary listeners. This is because the
perspective she takes and the methods she uses are those of a scholarly reader with
historical and geographical interests4' Although she alludes to the benefits of

4 9 a s van Iersel describes the method of reader response criticism as 'taking the side of the reader'
(1988: 10). The method is described more fully later in this thesis. The terms: 'listener-response' and
'listener-response criticism' designate criticism similar to reader-response criticism, except that the
interpreter is approaching the text as a listener instead of as a reader.
47 Heil in his commentary on Mark's Gospel states that for him the term reader is synonymous with the
'technically more exact terms of "hearer", "listener" and "audience"' (1992a: 2), but in an article
published in the same year he seems to be approaching the text more specifically as a listener. In the
conclusion of the article he does not mention readers at all, and refers only to listeners (1992b: 358).
48 Malbon says that she has been reading and writing about 'the Gospel of Mark for twenty-something
years' (2002: 8). In this book, as in her earlier books and articles, she focuses on and comments on the
historical, cultural and geographical references in the text.

listening to Mark's Gospel being recited, she assumes that her readers will also be
readers of the text.49Her rather creative retelling is often without any textual basis.50
She also assumes that those reading and listening to Mark's Gospel would have a
knowledge of the Hebrew Scriptures and an interest in numerology (2002: 44-45, 48,
50-51).~' Thus the people she has in mind are different from the types of listeners I
have described.52While her book makes an important contribution to the subject, the
interpretations and opinions she expresses seem to be more those of a reader than
those of a contemporary listener.

There is also another impediment to testing the hypothesis by comparing
interpretations of biblical scholars. There is the wide diversity in the interpretations of
those who indicate that they are using reader-response criticism. While identical
interpretations are improbable, there would have to be a large degree of unanimity
amongst such interpretations to be able to use them in comparisons with the
interpretations of scholars who interpret the text from the perspective of listeners.
Robert Tamehill asserts that it is apparent that the use of reader-response criticism
'will not lead to a single set of results' (1994: 416). He draws attention to the
differences between the interpretations of Mark's Gospel made by Morna D. Hooker
(1991) and those made by Heil (1992a), both of whom claim to be using reader-

49 Malbon's 'Assumption 3' is: 'You have a copy of Mark with you as you are reading this guide ... and
stop to read it regularly' (2002: 6).
50 Malbon acknowledges that she is 'quite frequently ... not even translating at all but fieely
paraphrasing - even creatively retelling' (2002: 6). Example of the lack of textual support for her
translations are two of the statements she amibutes to Jesus. In commenting on 6:45-52 she has Jesus
saying: 'I'm going to pray on the mountain; I need to communicate with God' and in her comments on
7:24-30, she has him saying: 'I'm impressed. What you say brings me up short' (2002: 44 & 47).
5' Malbon asserts that they would recognise Mark's allusions to a story in Exodus and to 'Pharaoh's
hardened heart', consider that a 'foreign language has power' and have an interest in numerology
(2002: 44-45, 48, 50-51). The listeners she has in mind are rather unlike most of those who listen to
public renditions of Mark's Gospel in the current era.
52
It seems that Malbon's listener is a first century Jewish listener rather than a contemporary listener.

response criticism.53Tannehill goes on to point out that Fowler, who also used readerresponse criticism when writing his 1991 book, produces 'an interpretation of Mark
quite different' from that of Heil(1994: 41 8).

The wide disparity in the interpretations of three biblical scholars who used readerresponse criticism is shown in the following extracts,54The text involved, R/lk 6:51b52, consists of three short sentences that together form part of the narrator's comment
about the disciples after Jesus comes to them walking on the sea.
a

Hooker considers 'the disciples are utterly astounded by Jesus' power', and
that their failure to understand 'is the result of incomprehension and lack of
faith', and their hardness of heart is a condition 'dangerously close to that of
the Pharisees7(1991: 170).
Heil considers the disciples fear and astonishment indicates 'the extraordinary
and overwhelming character of the epiphany7, and that although they were
'insiders7 by failing to understand, 'they ironically respond as "outsiders" who
"look and hear" but do not "see or understand".' Heil claims this was because
'their hearts were hardened by God' (1992a: 149-150).
Robinson considers the phrase about the disciples' astonishment 'compares
the disciples with the Egyptiansyas described in Ex 14:25. He says they fail to
understand 'what the loaves said about their own abilities, their relationship
with Jesus and the presence of God'. This was, according to Robinson,
because 'they did not pray7. He says that the reference to their hardness of
heart 'implies not merely a failure to believe, but a refusal to believe7 (1994:
257-8).

The reason why the interpretations by Heil are different from those of the other two scholars may be
due to Heil attempting to present the point of view of both reader and listener. The issue is discussed
elsewhere.
54 TWOof the scholars, Hooker and Heil, are mentioned above; the third is Geoffrey Robinson.
53

All three interpretations reflect the themes of the passage: astonishment, lack of
understanding, and hardness of heart; but in other respects they differ considerably.
Heil's interpretations may be the result of combining reader-response and listenerresponse criticism, but this only adds to the dilemma of trying to use a test of this
type. Although the hypothesis cannot be tested merely by comparing interpretations
based on reader-response criticism with those based on listener-response criticism, the
interpretations of scholars who do employ such methods are utilised as evidence in the
research to verify determinations made by the use of other methods. The way such
data is used is discussed later in this chapter.

5.3

Other Possible Ways

Other ways that need to be considered are the methodologies that Pim Valkenberg
(1991) and Thomas Boomershine (1987) use in their studies. These scholars have
different objectives and use different procedures. Valkenberg attemptssto prove that,
in the middle ages, literate members of the Church acquired knowledge about the
scriptures that was different from that acquired by the illiterate members.
Boomershine's study is about media criticism. He advocates reading biblical texts
aloud as a means of identifying the full potential of a text. Valkenberg attempts to
'picture the way in which clergy read the Bible in the Middle Ages' and how 'the
great majority of the illiterate heard' it (1991: 47-57). His methodology is to compare
the contents of sermons and the contents of commentaries on scripture from the ninth
to the thirteenth century.55According to Valkenberg, the contents of the documents
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Valkenberg concentrates on the writings of the 'regular canons of Saint Victor' in the twelfth century,
and those of Thomas Aquinas and his contemporaries in the thirteenth century (1991 48-52). He asserts
that 'there is a great similarity between the scripture commentaries of these theologians and their
sermons' (1991: 55).

differ according to the audience to which they were delivered. He claims that:
whereas in the Latin academic sermons for a literate public the doctrine of
faith was developed in abstract terms, in sermons for an illiterate audience
this same doctrine of faith was made vivid in images and stories.. .. Another
way of bringing illiterate people into contact with the word of scripture was
catechesis (199 1: 55).
The focus of Valkenberg's inquiry is different from that used in this thesis. His study
is concerned with the different types of information conveyed to literate and illiterate
people, whereas this inquiry is about the different understandings people have when
they read and hear the same biblical text. Here it is assumed that people are hearing
the actual text, rather than a sermon about the contents of the text, and thus his
methodology is not suitable for this research.

Boomershine's method may be more suitable, as his objectives are somewhat similar
to those being pursued in this thesis. Both seek to identify the interpretations people
are likely to make when they are listening to biblical texts. The method Boomershine
advocates is listening to one's own voice while reading the text aloud. He
acknowledges that the results will not really be the same as when people are listening
to someone read the text to an audience. He maintains, however, that this is a practical
alternative, due to the difficulty of identifying and demonstrating oral interpretations
(1987: 54-5). In his demonstration he compares his own interpretation, after reading a
text aloud, with Kelber's narrative analysis of Mark's characterisation of Peter in the
same texts6 Because the procedure advocated by Boomershine has merit as a way for
identifying the interpretations of listeners, his method is adopted, together with other
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Boomershine's observations about the ways listeners are likely to react to the narrator's criticism of
Peter, and the reasons he gives for his interpretation being different fiom Kelber's are not only relevant,
but are of considerable importance. He compares them in an article (1987: 55-66). This issue is dealt
with more extensively in the studies in Chapters Five to Seven.

interpretative methods, to obtain collaborative evidence and examples of the types of
interpretation likely to be made by listeners. However, in this research, his method is
only used to that extent.

6.0

The Method Selected

6.1

Ten Studies

Apart from the procedure advocated by Valkenberg, the method used in this research
incorporates ideas from all the studies discussed above. The core of the method is the
application of theories to various segments of a biblical text. The theories are based on
experiments and studies into the differences between reading and 1isteni.ng.The whole
of the next chapter is devoted to describing the relevant studies and experiments upon
which the theories are based. These studies have been carried out in many academic
disciplines, 'the sociology of language, education psychology (teachei - student
ht,
interaction), philosophy of language, and computational linguistics' ( ~ d ~ n i ~1985:
72-73). They have also been carried out in many languages both modem and ancient.

There is not one, but ten separate studies. In each study different segments of the
selected text are used. The length of the segments vary fi-om three verses to twentythree verses. Two of the studies are of stories about Jesus feeding crowds with a few
loaves and fishes. The selected texts are segments of Mark's Gospel between 6:30 and
8:27a. Each segment has its own particular characteristic. In some studies a few verses
are selected for intensive study; but in most, all the verses are examined with much
the same degree of intensity. The potentiality of numerous interpretations, the

presence of poetic structures and rhetorical devices have been the influencing factors
in deciding which specific verses should be subject to intense scrutiny.

In order to keep the research within manageable limits there is not a discussion of
every issue that could be considered. This is very evident in a study of Jesus' response
to the request by the Syrophoenician woman, where the only issue investigated is
whether readers and listeners are likely to consider Jesus' statement to be ironic. There
are many other issues that could have been explored in that story, but to do so would
make that particular study very long, and complicate consideration of the most
commonly discussed issue.57

6.2

Verification of the Assessments

There is consistency in the results obtained across the ten studies and within
individual studies. As indicated in the introductory chapter this is a corroboration on
the basis of probability rather than complete validation (Ricoeur 1976: 78). However,
almost all the assessments made as to the types of interpretation readers are likely to
make, are verified by citing the interpretations of biblical scholars who have used
traditional interpretative methods. The interpretations of these biblical scholars are
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Selecting topics directly associated with the woman would raise many issues. For example, because
the woman is introduced and depicted as an interloper and an outsider, she can be considered as
representative of those who are generally excluded from communities, whether they be from religious
or secular ones. Because it is she, and not Jesus, who states the correct doctrine it is she who is depicted
in this story as the teacher. Because Jesus states that her request is granted as a result of what she says,
the story can be interpreted as depicting the wisdom incumbent in those outside Christianity. The story
thus is relevant from many perspectives including ecumenical, feminist, liberation and post-colonial
ones. It can also be used to open up discussions about salvation coming from non-Christian sources.
However, in the study only one specific topic is considered in order to keep the investigation within
manageable limits.

mostly of the type identified in the studies as being the kind that readers are likely to
make. Seldom are they of the type identified as those likely to be made by listeners.

Nonetheless there is also confirmation for the assessments made as to the types of
interpretation listeners are likely to make. Sometimes the confirmatory evidence
comes from the opinions of biblical scholars who indicate that they are approaching
the text from the perspective of listeners. On some occasions it is the opinions of
scholars who lived in an era of general orality. Often the supporting evidence for the
assessments comes from literary analyses of the Greek text. Thus there is evidence
from the opinions of biblical scholars past and present and/or from literary analyses of
the Greek text for almost all the assessments that are made as to the types of
interpretation readers and listeners are likely to make. The assessments themselves are
made by applying theories of reading and of listening to various biblical texts.

6.3

Possible Objections to the Method Selected

It seems that all the objections that may be raised against the selected method can be
satisfactorily answered, or shown to be of no real substance. For example, it could be
contended that experiments conducted in contemporary English are not necessarily
applicable to biblical Greek. However these theories are based on experiments and
studies that have been carried out in several languages that are both ancient and
modern.58Subject to due allowance being made for grammatical differences, all the
theories applied in the tests are applicable to both modern English and biblical Greek.
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An example of this is Joseph Duggan's book (1975) where there are seven articies that record
research that has been carried out in seven different languages, most of them being ancient languages.
Some of the other studies and experiments mentioned were conducted in the French language, or iT1
languages other than English.

The studies and experiments on which the theories are based are described in detail in
the next chapter.

Another possible objection to the proposed tests is the subjective nature of the
decision making processes. However, the results are dependent on combinations of
many assessments, almost all being supported by factual data from the Greek text, and
well established themes. Most of the assessments are supported by evidence showing
them to be in conforrnity with the opinions and interpretations of eminent biblical
scholars.

6.4

Cultural, Religious, Educational and Gender Diversity

It has been suggested to me that readers of biblical texts are likely to be predominantly
men, while listeners are likely to be predominantly women. It may also be that
members of some Christian sects are more inclined to read the biblical texts while
members of other sects may be more likely to listen to the texts being read. There
could also be differences between the educational standards or religious commitments
of readers and those of listeners.59However, I am not persuaded that research into the
effect of such differences would significantly improve the results of the research. In
order to undertake such studies further, research such as surveys would be needed to
establish the facts, and other methods would be required for assessing the effects of
the

59

difference^.^' No consideration is therefore given in the research to the possibility

As mentioned in an earlier footnote, Rhoads found that those who heard his renditions of Mark's
Gospel in educational facilities tended to react differently from those who listened to his renditions in
churches or at corrective institutions (1992b: 107).
60 In order to demonstrate this, it would also be necessary to establish whether one group is likely to be
more analytical in their assessments than the other, or perhaps more likely to be affected by the emotive
features in the text.

that religious affiliations, educational qualification, culture or gender of the readers
might be different from those of the listeners.

7.0

The Format and Contents of the Studies

7.1

A Common Format

The procedure and format of the ten studies in Chapters Five to Seven are somewhat
similar. However, in those studies where the biblical text is very lengthy, the study is
conducted in two or more divisions. In these instances each segment has more or less
the same format as the other studies. The first part of each study or sub-study is
directed to identify what the text says and how it is said. It is here that the textual
meaning of the Greek text is established by means of translations and additional data.
There is also information in the first part of the studies as to the rhetorical features of
the Greek text that enables subsequent appraisals to be made as to the likely auditory
meaning of the text. As mentioned in the introductory chapter, the Greek text is used
rather than an English translation, because the Greek text is almost universally
considered to be the basic source for all translations. The second and final component
of each study or sub-study is a record of the various assessments and data verifying
these assessments.

7.2

The First Half - Text Centred

The data used in the first segment of each study and sub-study is kept as objective and
verifiable as is possible. Thus there is in each of them: a) a standard translation of the
selected texts, b) additional data about the translations along the lines mentioned in
the next subsection at 7.3, c) details about the context (thus establishing the textual

refirence)? and various analyses identifying the mood and rhetorical features in the
. ~ ~these means most of the
text, thus enabling the auditory meaning to be d i ~ c e r n e dBy
possible literal meanings of the Greek text are established, sufficient relevant data
recorded for use later in the studies and for discerning the likely auditory meanings of
the text. This data can be established with reasonable certitude, so this part of the
process is both objective and in the main verifiable.

Reference is often made in the first part of the studies to some of the inferences
readers and listeners are likely to make to link various concepts together. Where
necessary the reasons why they would make such inferences are stated, but some of
them are almost self evident. For example, when people are reading and/or hearing the
text of Mark's Gospel they are likely to associate the themes of not hearing (deaf) and
not seeing (blind) with not understanding. The text itself connects these themes at
8:17-18.

7.2.1 The Use of Translations
Most contemporary readers and listeners would be unfamiliar with biblical Greek,
which is the language in which the text used in this thesis is written. They would thus
need to read or hear the contents of the Greek text through translations. Steps are
therefore taken to overcome some of the limitation inherent in all translations, as 'no
language is fully translatable' into another (Schneiders, 1999: 28). Every translation
involves an element of interpretation (Stenger, 1993: 9). Ideally the translations used

When reading or listening to readings of the whole Gospel, people would be inclined to interpret
specific clauses and stories with reference to data from the same text that they have recently read or
heard.
6' The discursive analysis of key words and phrases is located in Chapter Four, that is prior to the
presentations of the studies in Chapters Five to Seven.
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in this research should have orality and mood compatible to that of the Greek text.
The analyses in Chapter Eight are specifically directed to identifying problems
associated with this issue.

The objective in the ten studies is not to have 'correct' translations, but to ensure that
consideration is given in these studies, as far as it is possible, to all the justifiable
translations of the Greek text. This is done by supplementing the main translation with
notes and comments from other English translations, and from analyses of the Greek
text. In separate subsections of each study attention is drawn to the rhetorical features,
such as rhyme, rhythm and repetitions, that are present in the Greek text. Thus data is
recorded which enables consideration to be given to the features likely to influence
how the text is heard, and the tones and moods they impart to the text when it is heard.
The combined effect of such data ensures that all the justifiable translations of the
Greek text are considered in the ten studies in Chapters Five to Seven.

7.2.2 The Literal Meaning of the Greek text
The translations and accompanying data in the ten studies establish what the Greek
text says, that is its textual meaning. The textual meaning is, to use Schneiders'
terminology, the explanation component. For Heil it is the semantic dimension and the
second stage or dimension of his investigatory process, which he describes as being:
what the textual unit actually says and means as determined by analyzing its
vocabulary, grammar, rhetoric, context, literary genre, historical-cultural
background, narrative function, etc. (1 992a: 2).
Heil considers the first stage of the interpretation process is the identification of the
linguistic units. However, this aspect is at most of only minor significance in this

research, because it is conducted on the assumption that the biblical texts used in the
various studies are read or heard during readings of the whole gospel.

7.2.3 The Auditory Meaning - What Listeners Discern as having been Said
While the above comments concerning textual meanings also apply in a general way
to the auditory meanings, additional consideration has to be given to the auditory
meaning, that which listeners discern the speaker said. Auditory meanings differ from
the textual meanings due to the greater impact rhyme, rhythm and repetition of sounds
have when the texts are read aloud, as compared with their impact when read silently.
Because of this, the methodologies associated with the silent reading and study of
texts are not necessarily the most suitable for assessing the likely interpretations of
While the reasons that rhyme and rhythm
listeners (Boomershine, 1987: 49-60).~~
affect listeners may be unknown, the effects of alliterate and rhythmic sounds upon
listeners have long been recognised (Cotterell & Turner, 1989: 295).64

7.3

The Second Half

-

Audience Centred Interpretations

While the first part of each study is in the main objective or text-centred, with the
objective of identifying what the text says, the contents of the second half are mainly
associated with pragmatic or audience-centred interpretations. The division is solely

Boomershine concedes that it is possible for readers to 'imaginatively enter into the dynamics of the
story as an oral narrative, in part by creating the sounds of the story in their minds ... but it is only a
possibility.' (1987: 59-60). He points out that the methodologies based on silent reading of the text
increase 'psychological distance' and fail to discern the 'sympathetic involvement' of listeners, and
that: 'When the text is studied in silence ... it is possible to stand apart from the narrative event and to
evaluate [characters] ... with a high degree of dispassionate objectivity' (Boomershine, 1987: 49 & 59).
64
Peter Cotterell and Max Turner state that 'just why we rhyme and balance clauses, and how the
rhyme and balance affect the meaning of the resultant text is unclear; but that a particular emotion is
created by such linguistic fonns is not in dispute' (1989: 295).
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for systematic reasons, and the combination of both sections results in adequate
consideration being given to both objective and pragmatic types of interpretation.

Assessments made in the second part are akin to the understanding stage of the
interpretative process which, as mentioned earlier, is 'the dialectical process of

explanation and understanding' (Schneiders, 1999: 14). Heil considers this to be the
third stage of the interpretative process. He describes it as the 'pragmatic' dimension,
identifying 'what the passage does to and how it affects its audience' (1992a: 2).

Thus the creative activities of readers and listeners in the interpretative process is
recognised in the studies. However, biblical texts not only provide information; they
are also didactic narratives capable of persuading and convincing (Pontifical Biblical
Commission, 1994: 502-506). In addition to taking this aspect into account
consideration will also be given to effects that rhythm, rhyme and the sbund of words
might have on the types of interpretation listeners make.

7.4

Supporting Studies

As mentioned earlier, there is an assumption in this research that those who are
reading or hearing the various biblical texts do so while progressively reading, or
listening, to the whole Gospel. The effects of the information people glean from
having read or heard prior segments of the Gospel must, therefore, be taken into
account. This is done in the narrative analysis in Chapter Four. The focus in that
analysis is on those characters and features that are also in the selected passage of
6:30-8:27a, and in particular on those that are prominent in that passage. This type of
analysis produces a synchronic understanding of the texts identifying the language,

composition, narrative structure and the rhetorical devices used for persuasion. Such
analysis are particularly appropriate where, as in this research, the text is a narrative
that comprises stories and personal testimonies. Analyses of this type also highlight
'the textually-integrative features', such as structure, compositional techniques and
rhetorics, and stress 'the importance of their literary context' (Telford, 1993: 499).

The goal in that analysis is philological rather than historical, and the methods used
include literary criticism and rhetorical analysis. The methods are somewhat akin to
those referred to as rhetorical criticism in biblical studies, but with slightly different
objectives (Wuellner, 1987, 425).65The literary criticism and rhetorical analyses used
in that chapter are those which Vernon Robbins delineates as focusing on:
features like the repetition of particular words, the creation of beginning and
endings, alternation of speech and story telling, particular ways in which
words present arguments, and the particular "feel" or aesthetic of the text.
(1996: 3).
This type of criticism make us aware not only of the 'rational and cognitive
dimensions' of a text, but 'also the emotive and imaginative ones' (Wuellner, 1987:
461). They also reveal features that instruct, delight and persuade audiences.

Later in the thesis, in Chapter Eight, there are supplementary studies comparing
certain features that are present in eight verses of the Greek text with those present in
several English translations, three contemporary versions and two made in prior
centuries. The importance of results obtain in these studies relate more to the
consequences of the research, rather than to how the research is conducted.

Wilhelm Wuellner claims that this 'is evident in the works of two leading literary critics: L. Alonso
Schokel and R. Alter' (1987: 452).
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3 "TEOWIES RELATING TO READING AND
LISTENING
There arefifty ways of saying Yes,
Andfive hundred ways of saying No,
But only one way of writing them down. 1
Bernard Shaw.

0.0

Introduction

0.1

Phonology

Shaw's hyperbole draws attention to the powerful role phonology has in speech, a
quality that is absent from texts. Writing and reading normally use only two of the
three 'levels' of language, those of words and grammar. In speech people also use the
third 'level', that of phonology, where, for example, speakers can vary their
intonations, and stress various words and phrases (Wilkinson et al., 1974: 14-15).*
Writers can also insinuate pauses and stress with punctuations, by underlining words,
and by the ways they layout the text on the page. To a more limited extent the sound
of words can be suggested in texts by various rhetorical devices. However audio
features can only be fully experienced when they are heard, and visual features can
only be fully perceived when they are seen. While phonology is more important in
speech, other features, such as grammar, are more important in written documents
(Begg, 1971: 177 & 180).

1

Shaw, qtd in Bartholomew (1987: 70). Marshall McLuhan makes a similar assertion. 'There are not
many ways of writing "tonight," but Stanislavsky used to ask his young actors to pronounce and stress it
fifty different ways while the audience wrote down the different shades of feeling and meaning
expressed' (1994: 79).
By intonations and pauses speakers can indicate whether utterances are statements, questions or
sarcasm, and even change the meaning of sentences. In texts phonology can be implied by the use of
question and explanation marks.

0.2

Limitations on the Data Included

There has been an enormous amount of research into the communicative processes,
and such research is ongoing. Some of the results are not relevant to the research
being recorded in this thesis. For example, studies into the language used at dinner
tables have little or no relevance to research into listening to biblical texts where the
communication is non-reciprocal. The results of other studies can only be used
sparingly. For the reasons stated below, very little data is included that specifically
relates to: a) conversations, b) differences between writing and reading, c)
comprehension skills and d) concentration and distraction.

Differences between writing and speaking cannot be used for determining the likely
differences between reading and listening, despite many of the characteristics between
these communicative processes being much the same.3 For an interchange of such data
to be of any validity, the affinity between writing and reading would need to be
somewhat similar to the affinity between speaking and hearing.4 However, the latter
are much closer than the former. For example, it takes much longer to write than to
read, whereas the speed at which one person speaks is the speed at which another
person hears. The skills required to speak and hear are also more closely related to
each other than those required to read and write. Some researchers consider the skills

Milton Horowitz and Alan Berkowitz claim that 'many of the differences that characterize speaking
and writing also characterize listening and reading' (1967: 214). On the basis of tests they conducted,
they assert that 'it is clear that many differences exist between the two modes of reproduction (speaking
and writing) and the two modes of acquisitions (listening and reading)'. They also claim that 'in
general, these differences are both linguistic and cognitive and bear out the essential similarity of
behaviour (on the variables tested) of speaking and listening on the one hand, and reading and writing
on the other' (1967: 213). However elsewhere Horowitz and Berkowitz concede that 'for both practical
and theoretical reasons' there are differences between reading and listening (1967: 208).
4
This is perhaps clearer when stated as a formula. Where R is reading, L listening , W is writing and S
is speaking, the relationship of R does not equal W as the relationship of R is not the same as I,.
L
S
W
S

required to read and those required to write are so different that they should be
thought of as two separate specialised skills (Frith, 1979: 379).5

There are only brief references in this thesis to the research that has been undertaken
into the comprehension skills of readers and listeners. This is because studies into the
levels of the comprehensions of adults show that their comprehension skills when
reading are usually similar to their comprehension skills when listening (Carpenter &
Just, 1986: 24; Richardson, 1996: 11-12; and Weaver, 1972: 1 2 ) . It
~ is only those who
have much more than normal difficulty in reading who are likely to have a lower level
of comprehension when reading than when listening.7

Studies also show that the attentiveness of individuals when listening to narratives is
very similar to their attentiveness when they are reading. People can normally think
and read three times faster than the normal speed of speech, which is the speed at
which they would hear stories when they are narrated. This differential between the
time taken to think, and the speed at which listeners hear speech, enables people to

5

Frith claims that the skills used in reading and writing are so different that 'it is necessary to consider
language reception, as in reading, and language production, as in writing, to be two separate,
specialised skills' (1979: 379).
Studies have shown that differences in the ability of individuals to comprehend what they read does
not vary significantly from the ability of those same people to comprehend what they hear. For
example, tests show that people who are good at comprehending what they read are also good at
comprehending what they hear. The results of tests also show that the levels of comprehension of
individuals when reading are similar to their levels of comprehension when listening.
In 1972 Thomas Sticht reports on tests he conducted on several groups of army personnel to ascertain
whether giving instructions verbally or in writing resulted in different comprehensions of the messages.
While there were significant differences in the results, he concluded that the individuals' reading and
listening skills were the same (1972: 300). There are, of course, people with adequate listening skills
who cannot read at all, and those who have difficulty with visual decoding, so Sticht's findings are only
applicable to people who can read. Andee Rubin has pointed out that tests, like those conducted by
Sticht, are only applicable to the particular circumstances under which the texts are conducted (1980:
430-2).
7
Some individuals cannot read at all, yet have little or no difficulty in hearing or comprehending what
they hear.

'tune in and out, as well as to become distracted during listening' (Tompkins &
Hoskisson, 1991: 108). Listeners are much more attentive when the script has a story
line.8 This is evident when congregations listen to Passion narratives being read and
when children listen to bedtime stories. Even little children can follow the storyline of
their bedtime stories while dealing with other distractions. People also listen
attentively to readings of plays, a fact attested to by the popularity of radio plays
before the advent of television.

0.3

The Data Included

Data has been specifically included to show that people receive, recognise, record, and
recall what they read, differently from what they hear. Carl Weaver gives details of
texts where the members of some groups read the text, and the members of other
groups heard the tests when read aloud. Weaver reports that 'the reading tests
correlate highly with each other, but not with the listening tests; and the,listening tests
correlate highly with each other but not with the reading tests' (1972: 12). He also
refers to other tests where the participants were required to mark on test sheets
whether or not various items they read or heard were correct. He reports that the items
which participants reading the story marked as correct were different fiom the items
those listening to the story marked as correct. Weaver declares that such tests indicate
that people discerned different aspects of the text when listening to it being read, to
those they discern when reading it for themselves (1972: 12).

8

People are not always attentive when listening to isolated passages read successively, as when two or
three texts fiom different biblical books are read at Church Services. However, when they are listening
to a biblical text that has a story lime, they are unlikely to become so distracted that they lose track of
the plot, or the gist of the story. There are many biblical texts that are narratives, or contain narrative
sections.

0.4

The Sources of the Data

The bulk of the data in this chapter, particularly that in the first five sections, relates
to, or is based upon, experiments and studies that have been conducted into the
processes of reading, listening and remembering. Research into these processes has
been carried out in disciplines associated with Cognitive Psychology, Education,
Linguistics and Language. Scholars have not only undertaken their own studies and
experiments, but have also made use of knowledge acquired by those who alleviate or
remedy the difficulties some people have in seeing or hearing.9 Scholars have
developed theories to elucidate these results, and have then tested their theories by
further experiments.

Some of the data in this chapter is derived from the observations of anthropologists,
and from the contemplation of philosophers.10Some are the results of studies into
ancient and oral literature. For example, the research undertaken by Milman Parry and
Albert Lord in the middle of the last century identified formalistic constructions in
epic poetry (Parry 1923; Lord, 1960). The publication of their research stimulated
many studies into oral and ancient literature."

In his annotated bibliography published

in 1985, John Foley lists more than 1800 books and research papers directly or
indirectly related to the oral-formulaic theory (Foley, 1985). Many more studies have

Knowledge about why people experience difficulty in communicating has thrown light on the
commutative processes.
10
Denis Donoghue refers to the proposition of scholars, such as Paul Ricoeur, that we should read texts
twice, once in print and 'once for the voice' (1996: 156). Ricoeur maintains there is a difference
between reading and listening. He expresses the view that while readers can 'explain the text in terms of
its internal relations, its structure' the text is fulfilled and interpreted by speech. He claims that 'we can
lift the suspense and fulfil the text in speech, restoring it to living communication; in this case we
interpret the text' (1 98 1: 152).
I1
Some of these later studies were carried out in the fields of anthropology and in cultures that were
predominantly illiterate, others were studies in oral literature, such as folk stories and epic poems.

been published since he prepared the data for his book. Numerous studies listed in his
book draw attention to the differences between written literature and oral literature.
Many also draw attention to the extensive use in oral literature of formalistic
expressions, such as cliches, proverbs and sayings (Tannen, 1982a: 1). The views and
theories of Parry and Lord were tested and enlarged upon by others, such as Eric
Havelock (1982), Ong (1988) and Richard Enos (1990).

While the information recorded above indicates in broad terms the source of the data
used in the first five sections of this chapter, the data used in the other two sections
comes from more specific sources. That recorded in section Six comes mainly from
the research of the philosopher Hans Robert Jauss, the anthropologist Walter Ong and
a few biblical and literary scholars. The discussion in that section concerns the extent
to which people mentally associate themselves with the narrator and the characters
when they are reading or listening to narratives.

Subject to appropriate allowances for grammatical differences, all the research
documented in this chapter is applicable to the English language and to the Greek of
Mark's Gospel. This is because all the studies mentioned were carried out in
languages that conjugate verbs and use alphabetical systems that are based on those
that were first developed in the Greek language (Benveniste, 1996: 320).12The studies
used are those that have been undertaken in many languages, both modem and

" These two languages, like most European languages, have alphabetical scripts and conjugate their
verbs. Emile Benveniste claims that the classification of verbs into three persons and singular and plural
is inherited by European languages from the Greek grammatical system (1996: 320). Some of the
theories and studies would not be relevant to tonal languages, such as Chinese and Vietnamese, and
some may not be pertinent to texts written with ideographic symbols, such as Chinese and Japanese.

ancient.13 Sometimes the breadth of the research is evident by the location where the
experiments or studies were undertaken, presented or published. For example, one of
the books is based on symposiums held at Odense and Copenhagen, cities where
English is not the 'first' language (Bekker-Nielsen et al, 1977).14 Another book
contains seven essays concerned with research conducted in eight different languages:
Serbo-Croatian, Irish, Old English, German, French, Spanish, Arabic and Russian
(Duggan, 1975).

"

Michel Denis' study was conducted in the French language (1982), and the studies of Matei Cordoldi
and his associates' were undertaken in the Italian language (1993).
l 4 For example, eight papers about the relevance 'of the relationship between oral and literaiy
traditions' to medieval studies were originally presented to a symposium at Odense University in 1976
(Bekker-Nielsen et al, 1977). Other papers were presented at a symposium held at Copenhagen.

1.8

The Reading Process

1.1

Words Identified by their Orthographic Forms

Experienced readers usually identify words by their orthographic forms, as this
method is quicker and easier than mentally sounding out individual words. For
example, experienced readers would not identi6 the word big by mentally sounding it
out as be-i-guh. The very fact that most people can read much faster than they can
speak indicates that they are not normally sounding out the words when they are
reading. Scholars who have researched the reading process declare that readers
become so proficient at identifying words by their orthographic form that they can
'decode meaning from graphic input directly without recourse to oral re-creation'
(Goodman, 1973: 16). Similar views are expressed by Patricia Carpenter Bnd Marcel
Just (1986: 15). The data documented in this section is that which specifically relates
to the reading of texts where the words in the texts are separated by spaces.

Until the beginning of the eighth century, texts were almost universally written in
'continuous lines of up to forty or fifty unspaced letters. The words or syllables in
such texts were hard to identify unless simultaneously pronounced' (Calinescu, 1993:
181). Matei Calinescu asserts that when reading aloud in classical Roman times, and
during the Middle Ages, the syllable rather than the word was, for all practical
purposes, the basic unit of meaning (1993: 183). Of course readers can still identify
words that are written in a phonetic alphabet verbally, or by mentally 'sounding them

out'.'' People occasionally do so in order to identify unfamiliar words. They also tend
to mentally sound them out when writing. The method is also an important step in
learning to read. However, studies show that experienced readers seldom recognise
words in this way. Even children who are learning to read tend to identify words by
their orthographic form (Frith, 1979: 385).16 The lack of one-to-one matchings of
phonetic and alphabetic symbols means that many words cannot be identified by their
sounds.

Evidence that readers identify words from their orthographic forms, rather than their
phonetic forms, is provided by the difficulty people have in reading sentences that are
phonologically correct, but orthographically anomalous. Carpenter and Just give as an
example the sentence: 'Eye Do Knot No What You Herd' (1986: 15). Readers find
this sentence difficult because they are not using phonological coding when reading it.
Uta Frith asserts that similar results were obtained in a series of experiments of this
kind, irrespective of the age and reading ability of the participants.17In tests using
misspelt words readers found it more difficult to read words that sounded correct than
misspelt words that looked to be correct (Frith, 1979: 385).ls On the basis of
experiments he conducted, Dominic Massaro asserts that while decoding words as
sounds can assist readers to remember words, 'phonemic encoding is not necessary in

15

In the process, readers convert the stimuli perceived by the eye into mental sounds. They then process
these mental sounds into meaning in much the same way as they discern what has been said when
listening to someone speaking. The aural process is considered in some detail in the next section of this
chapter.
16
Frith refers to stringently controlled tests that show this to be the case, but this is also evident when
children reading aloud say cloud when the word is sky. Such mistakes indicate that they are attributing
meaning to the written version of the word rather than its spoken fonn (Baddeley, 1999: 54).
17
The texts Frith reported were conducted using two groups, one of very young readers, and one of
mature readers.
18
Frith refers to experiments where readers found words that were graphically distorted easier to read
than misspelt words which retained only the sound of the correct word (Frith, 1979: 379-390).

processing written language for meaning' (1979: 347 & 349-350). On the basis of
experiments such as these, researchers assert that the readers do not usually discern
the meaning of words by their sounds (Frith, 1979: 385).

When they are recognising words by their orthographic form, readers usually
recognise several letters at the same time. They do not usually identify serially the
individual letters. Carpenter and Just refer to experiments conducted by researchers
that indicate that readers usually 'identify several letters at once, often using
information about one letter to identify other letters' (1986: 16). Sometimes readers
need to scan only the beginning of words. They often quickly skip over the ending of
words, where such endings are predictable (Frith, 1979: 382-383). For example, when
readers observe that the first part of the word is answ- or evid-, they can usually
correctly guess what that word is.''

1.2

Readers Interpret as they Read the Words

Important tools for investigating the reading process have been instruments which
measure the length of time readers fix their eyes on each word. The results show that
readers do not move their eyes smoothly and uniformly along the lines of texts. As eye
fixations constitute between 90-95% of reading time, the measurements recorded by
the instruments are the duration of times the eyes are fixed on each word, not the eye
movements (Carpenter & Just, 1986: 12). Measurements of eye fixations enable
researchers to identify the words readers are finding difficult to read, or where they
pause to cogitate over the significance of the word. The measurements thus enable

19

They were less successful at guessing the ending of parts of words that had many possible endings
such as: conc-, resp-, and refr- (Firth, 1979: 383).

researchers to locate the points at which the readers pause to reconsider their initial or
tentative interpretations. Such tests show that people ascribe meanings to words as
soon as they identify them, or think they have identified them. Carpenter and Just
claim that words are generally interpreted as they are read, and that only in
exceptional circumstances do readers 'wait to see what words are coming next before
making an interpretation7(1986: 13).20

Carpenter and Just also refer to tests using instruments that measure the perceptual
span of readers7sight. Tests conducted with such instruments show that the perceptual
span within which readers encode words is very narrow, and the results confirm that
readers only focus on one word at a time.21 Researchers developed theories on the
basis of such tests, and then confirmed their theories by other tests. Their theories are
of considerable importance for this study, as they affirm that readers process and
interpret texts linearly.

Other tests conducted by Carpenter and Just required readers to connect the sentences
by inferences, in order to establish meaning. The inferences they had to make varied
in the degrees of difficulty. The researchers found that readers paused for longer

20 Researchers using machines that record eye fixations and perceptual span, and also comprehension
tests have established that mature readers make cognitive decisions about each word while their eyes
are directly fixed on each particular word (Carpenter & Just, 1986: 16-20).
21
Scholars also use instruments in order to ascertain the number of characters readers can perceive in
adjacent words when they have their eyes futed on a particular word. The normal span is between six
and twelve character spaces, although 'some information about word and letter shapes is available in
the periphery' (Carpenter & Just, 1986:14-15).

periods of time when the indirect inferences were difficult to make.22They found that
the readers paused where they were having difficulty in interpreting the sentences and
while their eyes were fixed directly upon the word causing the difficulty. They
concluded that the readers were attempting to interpret words as they read them and
were not 'holding several words in memory and delaying interpretation' (1986: 20).

Another series of tests they conducted involved using sentences where a word in the
initial clause was ambiguous, and where the most likely meaning was shown in a
subsequent clause to be the wrong meaning. Such sentences are sometimes called
'garden-path' sentences.23 They found that readers focused their eyes for longer
periods of time on the ambiguous words, and that they paused when they had to
reinterpret the initial clauses.

Researchers concluded from such studies that normally readers process ,texts word by
word, line by line, identifying the syntax and utilising the clues provided by the
punctuation as they read the text. Readers can, if they want to do so, look back at an
earlier clause or passage, glance ahead, or pause. However, tests show that backward
eye movements are 'relatively uncommon', which seems to indicate that reflection is
mostly carried out 'in active memory storage' (de Beaugrande, 1984: 56).24

*'

In their article Carpenter and Just provide examples of sentences that have to be connected by
inferences. One of these examples is of two sentences the first of which included information that a
millionaire was found dead in his room. The second sentence was: The killer left no clues for the police
to trace. Readers were quicker making the inference that the killer killed the millionaire when the word
dead in the first sentence was changed to murdered. Carpenter and Just assert that 'the longer pause in
the frrst instance reflects the fact that inference relating dead to killer is more difficult to make than the
inference relating murdered to killer' (1986: 20).
'3 'Garden path' sentences are those that have ambiguous data in the first part of the sentences, for
which the most likely meanings are shown to be wrong in the latter part of the sentences.
24
Experiments show that readers find it difficult to read if they have to refer back to earlier parts of the
text, or have to frequently search their 'long-term memory to relate currently read information to earlier
text' (Carpenter & Just, 1986: 19).

The results of these experiment show that readers process words separately and
sequentially, word by word, line by line. Such data establishes that when reading
people interpret texts linearly. The process of separately and sequentially identifying
each words facilitates readers being able to remember the actual words of texts. Often
readers can even remember the position on the page where the words are located.25
The spatial organisation of sentences and the layout of texts are obviously very
influential, as data about these structures is subconsciously stored in long term
memory. The types of information likely to be remembered by readers are discussed in
some detail in later sections of this chapter.

1.3

The Importance of the Initial Sentence

Studies have also been conducted into the strategies readers use in interpreting
sentences, the structural characteristics of language, and the general comprehension
processes. One finding that is particularly relevant to this research is that which relates
to the 'cues readers use to distinguish between important and unimportant
information' (Carpenter and Just, 1986: 18). Carpenter and Just refer to research that
shows that 'the opening sentence of a paragraph is often interpreted as the theme, even
when it is not' (1986: 18).

1.4

The Sound of Words

The sound of words often are important in the reading process: a) in order to enunciate
what has been read, 'after meaning has been arrived at', and b) in order to establish
the meaning of the word, 'when meaning could not be arrived at' from the

25 Jacqueline Sachs remarks that 'we have probably all experienced the phenomenon of remembering
the location on the page of something we have read' (1974: 99).

orthographic form of the word (Frith, 1979: 385). As already noted above, the recoding of words into sound also helps readers remember them.

Researchers have been able to establish the time lag between readers fixing their eyes
on words and when they enunciated them.26The delays between the time readers fixed
their eyes on words and when they uttered the words indicate that meanings are
attained before each word is spoken (Carpenter & Just, 1986: 22). The delay between
recognising a word and saying that word enables people to assign the appropriate
pronunciations, intonations and pauses to their utterances. The results of these tests
are consistent with 'the well-known eye-voice span' that occurs when texts are read
aloud.

1.5

The Theories identified in this Section

The following theories have been identified in this section and will be used in the ten
studies in Chapters Five to Seven. They indicate that readers:
usually identify words by their orthographical form,
focus on the words of the text as they read,
interpret text linearly,
expect the first sentence of a paragraph to contain or indicate the theme of the
paragraph.
There is a table in the first Appendix setting out in tabulated form concise statements
of the above theories and those identified in the other sections of this chapter.

26

For example, researchers have asked readers who were undergoing tests measuring eye fixations to
read the text aloud and measured the time lag between readers fixing their eyes on words and when they
enunciated them.

2.0

The Listening Process

2.1

Recognising Words in Speech

In order to understand utterances, listeners need to have a knowledge of the language
and memories of the meaning of words, just as readers do. However, the processes by
which listeners discern what has been said are very different from those used by
readers to detect what has been written. Contrary to the usual assumptions, listeners
do not identifjr words by recognising the phonemes, the vowels and consonants within
words. While it is possible to sound out a word like lady as 1-ay-d-ee, people usually
speak too quickly for a listener to discern the separate sounds of the consonants and
vowels.27 Glass and his co-authors recount experiments conducted by A1 Liberman
and his colleagues at the Haskins Laboratory (1979: 48-56). One series of such
experiments showed that the sound pattern of many consonants varied according to
the sound of the attached

For example, they found that the longer vowels in

the words writer and latter, as spoken by some people, cause the dental sounds to be
heard as a d rather than as a t. These two words then sound like rider and ladder

(1979:49).

Another experiment conducted by Liberrnan and his associates showed that inserting a

75 millisecond pause between the s and the 1 sounds in the word slit (s-lit) causes the
sound to be hear as split. A pause while pronouncing sore (s-ore) results in it
sounding like store. However, mostly a silent pause within a word prevents listeners

27

In the example given the participants were not be able to detect differences in the sounds of the
consonants I and d, or the vowel sounds a (ay) and y (ee).
28
For example, the length of the fwst vowel in a word will affect the sounds of the consonants.
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from recognising that word at all (Glass et al., 1979: 49-50). These experiments
indicate that people do not usually recognise the separate sounds of vowels and
consonants within words.

2.2

Recognising Phrases in Speech

The above data refers mainly to discernment of particular words, but other
experiments reported by Glass and his co-authors also show that we do not usually
hear utterances as series of separate words. For example, the word the is often slurred
into the sound of its associated noun, causing both the article and the noun being
heard together as one sound. While children may initially learn the names of
individuals, animals and objects, they soon learn to string words together by repeating
the phrases and clauses they have heard. They tend to repeat them with the same
inflections, and use them in similar situations to those in which they have heard them.
Thus children learn most of their native language as series of phrases and clauses,
where the words in the phrases are often slurred together.

Experiments using spectrograms confirm that often words are slurred together in
speech. The results of these experiments also confirm that the breaks in sentences are
often within words rather than between words. Listeners perceive illusory breaks
between words, but the print-outs from spectrograms show that many of the assumed
breaks are illusory, and do not really occur. Glass and his co-author record the
spectrogram reading of a person saying: the steward dismissed the girl. The print-out
from the spectrogram recorded two breaks within words, and only one break between
words (1979: 53). Despite the spectrogram recording the sentence as: thestew arddis

missed thegirl, listeners had no difficulty concluding that the speaker said: the steward

dismissed the girl. The above data shows that the unsystematic breaks in speech result
in listeners recognising phrases collectively, rather than as series of separate words.

We are more likely to be conscious of the slurring of words and of breaks within
words when we are trying to understand people speaking in a language of which we
have only an elementary knowledge. We are also inclined to think people are talking
very quickly when we hear them conversing in a language that is foreign to us. This is
often due to the speaker slurring words together. As in English, words in foreign
languages tend not to be delivered, or heard, as distinct and separate sounds (Glass et
al., 1979: 54). Ellis and Hunt claim that in speech 'words usually run together as
sound patterns' and that it is these sound patterns that people recognise (1993 : 3 17).

2.3

Converting Audio Stimuli into Meaning

Listening involves much more than the reception of audio stimuli. Listeners have to
reflect intuitively on what they hear, notice contextual clues, recognise organisational
elements, consider the relationship of main to subordinated ideas and draw justifiable
inferences (Wilkinson et al., 1974: 74). In order to assign meaning to the audio
stimuli, listeners must assimilate the selected stimuli into their own cognitive
structures or, where necessary, produce new cognitive structures. Weaver describes
the process as one of 'selective attention, ... searching for a match to the stimulus
pattern' (1972: 59).29When the listener discerns the appropriate category, he or she is
then able to ascribe meaning to the stimuli.

It is an intuitive part of the listening process to disregard distracting audio stimuli, and select the
important segments. Weaver claims that listeners are consonantly selecting 'one stimulus from all the
stimuli' that are clamouring for their attention (1972: 30).
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Listeners also use their general knowledge to guide them in discovering what is being
said. Readers as well as listeners find it easier to process words when they are in
semantically related contexts. For example, people would find it easier to detect the
word teacher when the discussion or story is about schools, or if the word pupils had
previously been mentioned. However, while semantically related context is helpful for
readers, it is often indispensable for listeners. Semantically related contexts often
enable listeners to overcome problems they encounter due to words being softly
spoken, mispronounced or said indistinctly.

2.4

Top-Down Processing

Tests show that in order to ensure that sentences make sense, listeners select the most
appropriate word from possible alternatives. An example used by Glass and his
associates is an utterance that sounded like: John is a moon I know. Those listening to
the speaker assumed he said: John is a man I know. In order to ensure that the
sentence is meaningful, they assumed that the sound moon was man. In addition to
using their general knowledge, listeners also make use of clues from the grammatical
form of the sentences (Glass et al., 1979: 51-52). The use of such knowledge by
listeners is often called 'Top-Down Processing7.

John Best makes several affirmations concerning the way listeners make use of both
'from the top down' and 'from the bottom up' processes in order to discern what has
been said. He asserts the 'bottom up' perception occurs in three independent stages,
the first being an auditory stage where acoustic signals are depicted and stored. He
envisages the second stage to be where phonetic labels are assigned to the speech
signals, and the third stage to be where phonological 'rules' are applied. However,

speech perception also involves the parallel use of what Best calls the 'top down'
component. He asserts that listeners make use of other knowledge, such as contextual
information, to supplement any deficiencies in the 'bottom up' process (1995: 3 16-7).
It is thus clear that listeners often need to take into account the context in which
sentences are spoken, as well as the grammatical form of the sentences, in order to
discern what has been said. The correct perception of a word or clause will be 'partly
dependent on the context in which it is uttered' (Glass et al., 1974: 52).

2.5

The Importance of Context for Discernment by Listeners

Graeme Kennedy, in discussing the comprehension of listeners, asserts that 'it is
increasingly clear also that understanding a sentence is dependent on context as well
as grammatical form' (1978: 10). There is great variety in the tests that have been
conducted dealing with this issue, and all show that listeners are very dependent upon
context for discerning what has been said and what is meant. Some of these studies
are recounted by Wilkinson and by Glass and their respective associates (Wilkinson et
al., 1974: 29-3 1; Glass et al., 1979: 5 1). One of the experiments recounted by Glass
and his co-authors involved four sentences where only the final word in each sentence
was different. The sentences were: It was found that the -eel was on the - -. Depending
on the whether the final word was axle, shoe, orange or table, people perceived the
word -eel as wheel, heel, peel or meal. They intuitively assigned a sound of wh, h, p or

m depending on the meaning of the subsequent word (1979: 5 1).

In other tests researchers have shown that listeners rely on the context to identify
words that they hear only indistinctly, and to discern words that are slurred,
mispronounced, or made difficult to hear by noises such as coughs. Because they

intuitively take context into account, listeners often do not even notice minor
mispronunciations (Glass et al., 1979: 50).~'

In another experiment, researches demonstrated the important role context plays in the
discernment of listeners by asking people to identify words that played on a tape
recorder. The participants had difficulty identifying them when they were not in the
order in which they are normally spoken (Glass et al., 1979: 52). Ellis and Hunt
obtained similar results in slightly different tests.31In their experiments, people were
only able to identify about 47 percent of the words which were spoken randomly,
whereas they were able to correctly identify all the words they heard in the context of
sentences (1993: 3 17). Such studies show how extremely important context is in
perceiving what has been said. These studies also indicate why listeners, unlike
readers, tend to delay their interpretations until they hear the whole sentence.

2.6

Additive and Aggregate Processing

Information recorded in the prior section of this chapter affirmed that people usually
process the texts they read linearly, that is word for word, line for line. This is not,
however, the way people normally process what they hear. They tend to process what
they hear additively and aggregately. This may be because speech is heard as a string

30 When people were asked to repeat sentences containing words that have been mispronounced, they
usually gave correct pronunciations for the words that had been mispronounced. For example, when
people were asked to repeat the sentence 'we had a lot of compsiny over the weekend' most listeners
repeated the sound 'compsiny' as 'company'. Because people often make errors when speaking, errors
mostly go unnoticed. People intuitively select the correct word from the context (Glass et al., 1979: 50).
31
Ellis and Hunt conducted experiments that showed that people could correctly guess the words that
were spoken indistinctly when the words were spoken in the context of a sentence. However, they were
unable to recognise the same sounds when the sounds were not heard in sentence contexts. Ellis and
Hunt assert that 'recognition of words is very much dependent on context, expectations and knowledge'
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of words, and/or because listeners intuitively take context into account to clarify,
verify, and often even to determine what has been said. Additive processing not only
occurs in communiques at the sentence level, but also in the processing of larger
imputs of information. An extreme exemplification of additive and aggregate
processing is the way evidence is presented to and assessed by juries. Members of the
jury listen to the evidence, and then try to reach agreement based on the totality of the
evidence they have heard.32When journalists report on Court Cases they present the
facts to their readers in a very different manner. Mostly journalists try to describe
events in their chronological order, and in a form that enables the newspaper's readers
to read and process the data linearly.33 Studies conducted by scholars, such as those
mentioned below, support the above assertion that listeners tend to process what they
hear additively and aggregately.

Ong bases his claims that listeners process narratives additively and aggregately on
both his own observations as an anthropologist working in oral cultures, and on the
results of studies into oral literature (1988: 36-39).34Havelock uses different terms,
but also bases his opinions on studies into oral literature. He observes that in oral
narratives phrases and stories that are repeated, or are somewhat similar to prior ones,

32

In the main, the evidence is presented to them orally, and reports of conversations are recounted to
them in direct speech.
33
The sequence in which jurors learn about occurrences may not correspond to the chronological order
in which they occurred.
34 Ong states that 'in a primary oral culture, thought and expression tend to be ...(i) additive rather that
subordinative' ... (ii) aggregative rather than analytic' (1988: 37-38). Ong refers to studies in oral
literature from which he claims that 'other instances of additive structure can be found across the world
in primary oral literature' (1988: 38).
Ong maintains that the stories in the Hebrew Bible are examples of compositions requiring additive
processing, as are the translations of the Bible that were made when the culture was still massively oral.
He asserts that the 1610 Douay version of the Old Testament, 'produced in a culture with a still massive
oral residue', 'keeps close in many ways to the additive Hebrew original'. In support of the last
assertion he compares the 1610 Douay version of Genesis 1: 1-5 with a modem translation, and
concludes that the modern translations lack the orality of the original texts (1988: 37).

and that repetitions are an essential component of the utterances and oral literature. He
contends that:
what is to be said and remembered later is cast in the form of an echo of
something said already; the future is encoded in the present. All oral
narrative is in structure continually both prophetic and retrospective .... the
basic conjunctive being 'and then,' 'and next' - the narrative is not linear but
turns back on itself in order to assist the memory to reach the end by having
it anticipated somehow in the beginning (1984: 183).
Havelock claims that in oral literature the syntax is paratactic, with each piece
contributing to the whole. He bases his conclusions on his own research into ancient
oral compositions, such as the Oedipus Tyrannus of Sophocles. He says that:
oral poetry employs recurrent themes which progressively repeat each other
with variations.... The narrative syntax is paratactic - the basic conjunction
being "and then," "and next" - the narrative is not linear but turns back on
itself (1984: 183).

According to Havelock it is the totality of many successive stories which influence
listeners, who are thus enticed to process the scripts they hear additively.

Dewey points out that narratives which are prepared for being heard often consist of
'independent, often repetitive, episodes enticing additive and aggregate processing.
She maintains that the presence of the conjunctive 'and' facilitates the additive and
aggregative processing of narratives by listeners. This conjunctive enables listeners to
identify the causal relationship between the activities being reported.35The successive
presentation of episodes also makes it easy for listeners to mentally visualise the
events as they hear them (Dewey, 1989: 36).
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Havelock considers that the use of and as a link for sentences tends to freeze the scenes as 'separate
disjunct episodes'. He asserts that while each episode is 'complete and satisfying in itself' the
successive presentation of episodes encourages additive processing as 'action succeeds action in a kind
of endless chain' (1963 : 180).

Relying on the results of studies into oral cultures Dewey asserts that listeners do not
negate what they know when they acquire new information, rather they add the newly
acquired information to their existing knowledge. She contends that the additive,
aggregative style of oral literature has an inclusive logic that it is 'both this and that
rather than ... this but not that' (1992: 49).

2.7

The 'Sense Point'

In speech the 'sense point' tends to be near the end of idea units, whether the units be
short ones, such as in clauses and sentences, or in long linguistic units, such as stories.
This may in part be due to listeners being those most likely to recallwhat has just
been said, but it also seems to be due to the people taking longer to make meaning
from what they hear are compared with what they read. Tom Hogan asserts that:
the majority of sentences we use in spoken English, and most of the pars
Iparagraphs] we write for radio news, don't make sense until towards the
end.... The human ear and eye make sense of new information at very
different speeds. The eye makes meaning of fresh information very quickly.
But, by comparison, the ear takes a great deal longer.... If you put a sense
point at the beginning of the story, your listener mightn't understand what the
rest of the story's about. (1985: 10 & 12).

2.8

The Theories Identified in this Section

The theories identified in this section indicate that listeners:
0

usually discern speech as phrases rather than as a series of separate words,

0

rely upon contextual information to discern and/or confirm what was said,
interpret what they hear additively and aggregately',
expect the 'sense point' to be at or near the end of utterances and stories.

These theories are recorded in more concise form in the table in the first Appendix.

3.0 Words and Context
The 'context' referred to in this section, and in the thesis generally, is specifically the
contexts in which phrases and sentences occur in the texts, or in which they are
uttered. That word is not used to refer to the literary or historical circumstances in
which the interpreter is presumed to read, or hear a particular text. Different words
and expressions will be used in this thesis to describe those situations and influences.
This is because it is also important to take into account that various external factors
are likely to affect the ways texts and utterances are interpreted (Malbon, 1993b;
Crossan, 1993: 151).
Text and Textual Meanings - Context and Speaker's Meaning

3.1

It is by words that information and opinions are conveyed in documents. After all, the
specific aim of the writing system is to convey meanings through the medium of
words. This is so self-evident, that there is a danger that we might overlook the
importance readers assign to the literal meaning of sentences. David Olson maintains
that:
an explicit writing system unambiguously represents meanings - the meaning
is in the text. It has a minimum of homophones (seedscene) and homographs
(leadllead) at the phonemic and graphemic levels, few ambiguities at the
grammatical level, and few permissible interpretations at the semantic level
(1977: 264).
However the message a writer or speaker wishes to convey, or does convey, may not
be the same as the meanings of the words of the sentence per se. On this subjectmatter Olson refers to the views of scholars 'ranging from linguistic theories of
meanings to psychological theories of comprehension'. The issue is well demonstrated

by the example he gives. He asserts that 'the speaker's meaning of "You're standing
on my toe" may be "Move your foot" (1977: 259-260). In most cases listeners will
discern the meaning of sentences by taking into account the context in which they are
uttered.

The message or opinion a person wishes to convey may be communicated merely by
remaining silent, as in failing to endorse the other person's enthusiastic comments
about a particular person or place. Attitudes can also be conveyed by the telling of a
joke or story, when such joke or story is used to change the subject being discussed,
defuse a tense situation, or to present an opposing point of view in a round about
way.36

On the other hand an analytical reading of texts tends to concentrate on the meanings
being conveyed by the words. 'A purely visual reader will miss not only alliterations,
rhymes, onomatopoeias and other external sound effects, but also puns, equivocations,
double entendres, calculated ambiguities, and so on' (Calinescu, 1993: 186). More
general literary analyses are likely to identify such features and also take the context
into account. The context will sometimes indicate that a statement is sarcastic, in
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For example, when someone is critical of Asians for the type of food they eat, I often tell the
following story.
An Asian student took his Australian landlady to a Chinese restaurant to celebrate his graduation.
He wanted to thank her for looking after him, so he ordered a Chinese banquet. Almost the fvst item
on the menu was Birds Nest soup. The student told her that the soup was a great Chinese delicacy,
with an expensive ingredient that came from nests found in the dark caves of Borneo. The student
then explained to her that the ingredient was really the birds' saliva, which had previously glued the
nests together. His landlady said 'I could not possibly eat anything that comes out of the mouth of a
bird. Could I have an omelette?' - I sometimes have to add: 'You know where eggs come from'.
By poking fun at our own dietary concepts the story asserts that my point of view is different from the
opinion of the person who criticised the dietary habits of Asians. The conflicting points of view are to
be found in the context in which the story is told, not in the words of the story.

which case the speaker's meaning may be exactly the opposite to the literal meaning
of the text.

Hildyard and Olson report on tests they themselves conducted on children who, they
say, appeared 'to listen more to what was MEANT, but to read more for what was
SAID'. They claim that the results of their tests s~~pport
'the hypothesis that one listens

for what was meant', the gist of the story, 'but reads what was, in fact, written' (1982:
30). At the end of their article they surnrnarise their findings as indicating that:

readers and listeners do adopt somewhat different strategies in comprehending narrative discourse. Listeners pay particular attention to the theme of
the story building a coherent representation of what was meant. The readers,
on the other hand, are able to pay closer attention to the meaning of the
sentences per se.... It is, we may say, a reflection of the bias of written
language towards literal meaning, to the meaning preserved in the text.
(1982: 31-32).
In the first footnote to their article they give the examples of two children arguing:
A says: 'My dad is bigger than your dad.'

B says: 'My dad is bigger than your dad.'
Readers are likely to be immediately aware that both statements are the same, and
only after reflecting on the context would they discern that the children, despite saying
exactly the same words, are asserting contrary points of view. On the other hand those
hearing the children speak, or hearing a report of what they said, would intuitively
recognise that they have asserted opposing points of view. This is because listeners in
interpreting utterances intuitively rely on their general knowledge and the context in
which the utterances were made.

The different ways people discern meanings may in part be due to most readers
considering texts to be precise records of what is meant, while listeners tend to

determine the meaning of sentences from sounds that are ephemeral. Hildyard and
Olson claim that:
in oral language, the point, intention or significance of the language, the
'speaker's meaning' is preserved in the mind of the listener; as the actual
words and syntax, and intonations are ephemeral, they are rapidly exchanged
for those interpreted meanings which can be preserved. In written language,
the words and syntax, the 'sentence meaning', is preserved by the artifact of
writing, and mental recall becomes the precise reproduction of that artifact.
(1982: 20).
They base their assessment on experiments which they claim consistently show that
'listeners tend to recall more of the gist of the story and readers may recall more of the
surface structure or verbatim features' (1982: 20). In their earlier work they assert that
'written language leads to a focus on sentence meanings while oral language leads to a
focus on speakers' meanings' (1978: 97).

3.2

Context Eliminates Many Potential Ambiguities

Merrill F. Garrett claims that in speech: 'even if only fully ambiguous sentences are
considered, they are far more common than might be supposed'. He goes on to state
that: 'we simply don't notice most of the ambiguities that we encounter' (1970: 50).
Although there are more potential ambiguities in speech than in texts, readers seem to
notice and be troubled more by ambiguities than listeners are. This may be due to
readers tending to rely on the words of sentences to discern their meanings, whereas
listeners, in making their interpretations, rely more than readers do on the context in
which utterances are made. Despite a large amount of ambiguity in speech,
interpretative errors by listeners due to ambiguities are rare (Garrett, 1970: 51).

Common sense removes many

but it is the context in which sentences

occur that usually ensures that the correct interpretations are made. On most occasions
listeners are unaware of potential ambiguities, and make only one interpretation
(Garrett, 1970: 57;38and Graeme Kennedy, 1978: 19).39

Ambiguity is not conducive to the precision expected in written documents and
writers try to avoid sentences that are ambiguous, especially when explicitness of
meaning is the goal (Olson, 1977: 275).40 One way ambiguity is avoided in written
English is to have different spelling for words that sound the same, but have different
meanings.41In the sentence he is a miner, readers know that the person is not being
referred to as a minor. Although the pronunciations of the words are slightly different,
listeners would normally have to rely on the context to determine whether the person
is being depicted as a miner or a minor.

In written English ambiguity is also avoided by the use of apostrophes. The position
of the apostrophe avoids many possible ambiguities in texts, as in addition to

Garrett gives as an example the sentence: 'The boy chased the dog with a stick'. This sentence is
ambiguous, because it is not clear who had the stick, the boy or the dog. However, the sentences: 'The
boy chased the dog with a car' and 'The boy chased the dog with a bone' are not ambiguous, because
people would infer, on the basis of their general knowledge, that the boy had the car in the first
sentences, and the dog had the bone in the second. Garrett refers to such common knowledge as the
'internal context' (1970: 5 1-52).
3g Garrett refers to experiments he made with James Lackner which showed that 'both interpretations of
an ambiguity must be simultaneously available to a listener while he is computing the sentence which
contains the ambiguity' for the listener to be aware of the ambiguity (1970: 58). They have to first
comprehend what 'is said' in a passage, and then realise that there are two possible interpretations
available.
39
Graeme Kennedy asserts that listeners do not notice many potential ambiguities 'unless they are
particularly literalistic' (1978: 19).
40
Olson contends that although explicitness of meaning is 'better thought of as a goal rather than as an
achievement', 'it is goal appropriate only' for the written documents. His contention is that explicitness
of meaning is not normally possible in speech. In his statement his actual words are 'the particular,
specialized use of language that I have called texts' (1977: 275).
41
For examples the words right and write, there and their, threw and through have the same sounds, but
different spellings in order to avoid ambiguity.
37

indicating the possessive case, it also indicates if the noun is plural or singular. As the
presence and position of an apostrophe cannot be conveyed in speech, many
utterances are ambiguous. For example, boy's, boys ' and boys all sound the same, so
the phrase boys toys when uttered could be a reference to toys suitable for boys, a
particular boy's toys, or several boys' toys. Listeners can normally discern from the
context what is meant.

Thus, due to the availability of apostrophes and different spellings for words that
sound the same but have different meanings, there is less ambiguity in written
documents than in speech. However, despite many more ambiguities in oral language,
than in written documents, listeners are seldom troubled by ambiguities. They will
mostly fail to even notice them, because they intuitively rely on the context in which
the utterance was made, and on their general knowledge, to assist them i n discerning
the meaning of sentences.

3.3

The Role of Context in Discerning Sarcasm

On rare occasions sarcasm is obvious in the words themselves, without the need to
consider the context.42Generally, however, irony and sarcasm can only be discerned
by considering the context in which the statement or utterance occurs. People can
usually discern that a statement is sarcastic when the meaning of the words per se is
contrary to the sentiments previously expressed by the speaker or writer, or contrary to
the sentiments attributed to that character earlier in the story.
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Sarcasm is evident in the text itself in the example given by Carl Weaver. He states: 'If one woman
says to another, "I like your hat. I liked it last year too," you may be sure the intended meaning is not
what is said' (1972: 9).

Listeners tend to notice sarcasm because of their reliance on context to discern
meaning. Like readers they expect characters in stories to be depicted as being
consistent in their attitudes,43and for their utterances to make sense.44Best calls this
the 'one-meaning convention' (1995, 322). It is an excellent way of discerning in
literary analyses of texts whether or not the words are meant to be construed as being
sarcastic. Because listeners need to take account of the context in which utterances are
made in order to discern what is said, they are more likely than readers to detect
sarcasm and irony in utterances attributed to characters in stories. On the other hand,
because readers are inclined to focus on the words of texts and to assume that the
meaning of a sentence can be found in the meaning of the words per se, they
sometimes fail to detect sarcasm and irony in statements attributed to the characters.
The above data indicates that those reading text tend to discern the meaning in the

words, whereas those listening to utterances and stories tend to discern ,meaningJFom
the context. Deborah Tannen specifically endorses Olson's assertions that in oral
traditions 'meaning is in the context', but that in literate traditions 'meaning is in the
text' (1982: 2).45

Best contends that if a speaker 'has more than a single intention, he or she is expected to give us
some other clue to start us looking for other meanings (1995: 322).
44 An example Best gives is a statement by a colleague. The fellow lecturer told him that the attendance
at his classes had increased, but then added: 'they're not coming because they want to be thereY.Best
contends that the statement only makes sense if his colleague meant: 'Well they're coming to class, but
not for the reasons I had hoped' (1995: 322-323).
45
Olson declares that the 'meaning is in the text' (1977: 260 & 264) He maintains that a number of
researchers, of whom he names ten, have demonstrated that for listeners 'sentence comprehension
depends in large part on the context and on the prior knowledge of the listeners' (1977: 260).
43

3.4

The Theories Identified in this Section

The studies mentioned above indicate that:
written texts encourage readers to focus on the words of the text, and to find the
meaning in those words, the 'meaning of the words'.

listeners rely more than readers do on context, to discern both what the speaker
says and the underlying meaning of a sentence. This is also in line with the
information recorded at 2.4 concerning the importance of context in the 'topdown' process that listeners use in discerning meaning.

In the table in the first appendix these theories are incorporated with those recorded in
the earlier sections.

4.0 Memory and Imagery
4.1

The Working Memory

The studies and experiments already considered indicate there are considerable
differences between the processes by which people read and by which they listen to
speech. Yet, despite these differences, there are obviously interconnections between
the visual and auditory systems, as, for example, the way visual images can be used to
assist us to remember information we hear. There has been considerable research into
the ways the visual and auditory systems interact, into the ability of people to
remember what they read and hear, and into the ways people form mental images. The
outcomes of some of these studies are difficult to reconcile, and sometimes the results
obtained in different studies at first seem to be contradictory. In order to reconcile the
results of their studies, and to 'isolate certain subcomponents and 'attempt to
understand them' scholars have conceived theoretical models of the demory system
(Baddeley, 1999: 49; Best: 1995: 178-79). One of these models is used later in this
section in order to illustrate how scholars conceive the memory system operates.

An example of seemingly contradictory results in studies of the memory system are

those that were obtained when people were asked to remember visually presented
data, while they can hear someone talking. In these circumstances the participants had
difficulty remembering the data that was presented visually, even when they were
instructed to ignore what the person was saying. The difficulty they experienced was
not due to their being distracted by the noise, as they could remember the data when
they were only hearing meaningless noise. However they experienced the same degree

of difficulty when the speech was in a language that was foreign to them.46 Their
ability to recall what they read was also affected by someone singing, but not to the
same extent if while they were looking or reading they were only hearing instrumental
music (Baddeley, 1999: 50). What is even more significant are the findings that the
participants7 ability to remember visually presented data was not materially affected
by someone speaking when they were repeating one word over and over again while
they were reading or visualising the data being presented (Best, 1995: 179).

These results, which seem to be so incompatible, can be rationalised by means of a
theoretical model. Before this can be done, it is necessary to describe the particular
working memory model that is being used in the explanation. Information will also be
given as to how this theoretical model explains other phenomena associated with the
memory of readers and listeners. The model is only presented as a way of clarifying
and coordinating what would otherwise be very perplexing data. It is immaterial as far
as this research project is concerned whether or not this particular model adequately
explains all the phenomena. Despite the limitations inherent in theoretical concepts, it
is a useful way of explaining why individuals may be less able to imagine events in
stories they read than in stories they hear.

Scholars initially developed theoretical models of the working memory based on the
assumption that all sensory stimuli are processed by a solitary memory system
(Searleman & Hemnann, 1994: 69). However, such models did not adequately

AS there is also disruption when the language is foreign to the listeners, the recall process is probably
operating at the level of sound rather than that of meaning, but still be capable of filtering out noise
(Baddeley, 1999: 50).
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account for results obtained in many of the studies (Logie, 1996: 48).47In order to
adequately account for the various phenomena it was necessary to conceive a
'working' memory that was much more complex. In the early 1970's Alan Baddeley
and Graham Hitch postulated a 'working memory' model with 'multiple, separate
components7 (Searleman & Herrmann, 1994: 69). The main assumption behind the
complex models is that the human brain receives audio stimuli and visual stimuli via
two different channels. Baddeley maintained this concept when he later amended the
theoretical model that he and Hitch had initially conceived (Logie, 1996: 48).48 In its
more complex form it takes into account most of the results which have been attained
as to the ability of people to recall what they read or hear.49 It probably does not,
however, realistically account for all the phenomena.50

For example, the concept does not account for the differences between the ability of individuals to
recall what they perceive visually, and their ability to remember what they have heard,. The abilities of
individuals to recognise faces has been found to be usually similar to their ability to recognise pictures,
but to be mostly different from the same individuals' abilities to remember audio acquired knowledge,
such as names.
48 In the early 19707s,Baddeley's main associate was G. J. Hitch, but Baddeley has since considerably
altered the model to account for its initial shortcomings. For example, it needed to be amended to
account for the difficulty people have in recalling data in serial order and to take into account the way
people gain access to their prior knowledge in order to identify auditory stimuli. Logie discusses some
of the changes and the research and the opinions that gave rise to the changes (1996: 48-55). Baddeley
continued to carry out research using his model, and to publish the results of studies undertaken with
associates. For example, he carried out research in more recent years with Gathercole and Paoagno
(Baddeley et al., 1998: 158-173).
49
For example, their model accounts for results of studies which show that people fmd it easier to
remember short words than to remember long words, and studies that indicate that people find it
particularly difficult to remember sequences where the words have similar sounds. It also accounts for
tests that show that words and phrase that are repeated are easier to remember. The model of Baddeley
and Hitch also accounts for the fact that if we repeat a word 'the articulatory control process can
"refresh" the acoustic memory ... allowing it to stay longer' in the memory (Searleman & Herrmann.,
1994: 69)
Dominic Massaro suggests further refinements, such as a working memory model that processes visual
and audio stimuli in separate systems in 'four process components: feature detection, primary
recognition, secondary recognition, and rehearsal-recording' (1979: 33 1-354).
50
For example, the Baddeley model, which is discussed below, may not realistically account for the
difficulty many people have in remembering items in the correct serial order (Burgess & Hitch, 1992:
432). This factor may be better explained by the concepts of G. Sperling, who conceives all incoming
visual stimulations going into a buffer zone for an ultra-brief period. He bases his theory on tests as to
the ability of people to remember visual images that were illuminated to different degrees of intensities
(Best, 1995: 120-1).
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Their model, which is briefly outlined below, is based on the ass~unptionthat reading
and listening to texts involve a sequence of processing stages (Massaro, 1979: 33 1). It
is also based on the assumption that memory can be usefully conceived as being
'broadly divided' into three sectors: (1) a storage for transient visual and auditory
sensory stimuli; (2) a short-term or working memory and (3) a long-tern memory
(Baddeley, 1999: 19).51A simplified representation of the Baddeley model is:
Phonological
loop

Visuo-spatial
sketch pad
Central executive

-

Baddeley and Hitch conceive the core of the working memory, the central executive,
as having two slave systems, which they called the visuo-spatial sketch pad and the
phonological loop. They theorised these 'slave systems' acquire, check and preserve
data including 'the order of information' (Baddeley, 1999: 49-66; Searleman &
Herrmann, 1994: 69). They assume that all verbal stimuli are detected, temporally
retained, and processed in the slave system they called the phonological loop, or
articulatory loop. This is a concept adopted by many other scho1a1-s.52

Baddeley here equates short-term memory with working memory but later he refers to the central
executive as a component of the working memory (1999: 66). Best differentiates between the concepts
of short-term memory and working memory (1 995: 178).
52
For example, Alan Searleman and Douglas Herrmann (1994: 69), John Best (1995: 178) and Robert
Logie (1996: 48). Searleman and Henmann describe the phonological loop as being 'responsible for
manipulating speech-based information' (1994: 69). Best describes it as theoretically consisting of two
parts: a phonological input store and an articulatory rehearsal process (1995: 178). Logie describes it as
'comprising a passive phonological store and an articulatory rehearsal process', and that:
auditory presented verbal information [theoretically] gains direct access to the passive store,
which retains information in a phonological form. Information in the store is subject both to
decay over time and to interference from new verbal material. Loss of information from the
store can be prevented by means of subvocal rehearsal (1996: 48).
"

In addition to the phonological loop the Baddeley model is conceived as having a
second conduit for the reception and processing of visual stimuli. Baddeley and Hitch
called this second 'slave' system the visuo-spatial sketch pad, or visuo-spatial scratch

pad (Logie, 1996: 48-55).53They conceive the sketch pad as also being able to form
and manipulate mental images.

There are obvious connections between these two 'slave systems'. For example, when
reading aloud people are able to recognise words like go, toe and poem by their
ontological forms, yet realise that they have to pronounce the oe in toe like the o in go,
and not like the oe in poem. According to Massaro, visual information acquired in
reading is transferred 'into another code very quickly after it is viewed' (1979: 348).
In order to account for the interconnection between the systems Baddeley and Hitch
posited the theoretical concept of a central executive. They conceive this.as being a
'limited-capacity attentional system that controls the phonological loop and sketch
pad, and relates them to long-term memory'. This 'central executive would almost
certainly be more complex than either of the two slave systems'(Baddeley, 1999: 66).

Baddeley claims that his model provides an explanation for the phenomena mentioned
early in this section. He conceives the phonological loop to have an artifice for
detecting and filtering out noise from audio stimuli coming from speech. Irrelevant
speech can bypass the filter as it is not identified as noise. The irrelevant speech
having bypassed the filter corrupts the visual stimuli as it is also passing through the

'Spoken verbal material is thought to have 'obligatory access to the phonological store, whereas
visually presented material is thought to have 'obligatory access to the visuospatial scratchpad' (Logie,
1996: 49-50).
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phonological loop, having been previously processed in the visuo-spatial sketch pad.
However, according to Baddeley, the filter system can be activated to filter out the
sounds coming from speech by the subvocal and continuous repetition of the same
word, such as, for example, the word the. The activated filter system then prevents
irrelevant speech entering the system, and the visual stimuli can then proceed
uncorrupted through the phonological loop. Baddeley claims to have found additional
support for his theory in the results of experiments which required people to repeat
words like the under their breath while they were reading. He asserts that 'people
appear to read just as rapidly, and have no difficulty in understanding the gist of what
is written, while [they are] suppressing sub-vocalisation' (1999: 53).

4.2

Imagery

People often use their imagination when reading and listening to stories They can
visualise scenes, events, people and objects. They can contemplate the beauty or
hideousness of people, places and objects, and react with emotions of humour, fear,
and pathos. Although people often use their imagination in remembering data, such as
the names of people, imaging is more a visionary than an auditory task. For example,
it is easier to mentally visualise the shapes of trains, than to try to visualise the sounds
trains make.54

There are many theories about the processes by which images are formed and their
effect on memory. Some theories date back to the time of Plato (Paivio, 1971: 2).j5
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We can, of course, mentally recall the sounds trains make, and even mimic these sounds, but such
activities seldom lead to visualisation even when it would be the easier option.
55 According to Allan Paivio, Plato hypothesised that 'perceptions and thoughts are impressed on the
mind as on a block of wax'.

However, there is a lack of consensus amongst scholars in relation to these theories
(Paivio, 1971: 1-9). Because of the lack unanimity in relation to theories concerning
imaging, those recorded here are those based on studies conducted by researchers.

Studies referred to by Baddeley show that the ability of people to perform tasks, such
as driving cars and tracking lights, is diminished if they are at the same time trying to
mentally visualise an event that was taking place elsewhere. An example of such an
occurrence would be driving a car while trying to mentally picture the activities of
players in a football match which is being describe by a commentator in a radio
broadcast. Other studies show the abilities of people to perform tasks, such as driving,
are not impaired to any discernible degree if at the same time they were merely
listening to music, or to someone talking (1999, 63-64). Studies such as these attest to
what Logie refers to as 'the overlap between visual imagery and visual perception'
(1996: 53). Baddeley considers 'that visual-imagery processing and the processing and
retention of visually presented information share cognitive resources' (1996: 53).
Baddeley's explanation accords with the results attained in other studies and with the
opinions expressed by scholars such as Brooks and

en is.^^

Brooks considers

'visualisation and reading compete for the use of neutral pathways specialized for
visual perception' (1967: 289).
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Denis, who conducted his tests in the French

language, reports that the participants read much more slowly than they normally did
when they were imaging while reading (1982: 540). Those who read a story at their
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For example, those carried out and reported on by L. R. Brooks (1967: 289-299) and Michel Denis
(1982 & 1991).
57 Brooks records that 'listening to the same message did not produce comparable interference with
visualization' as reading the text did (1967: 289). According to Brooks, studies specifically about
reading, listening and imaging show that it is more difficult to cany out imaging while reading than it is
while listening (Brooks, 1967: 289-299).

normal reading speed are likely to be restricted in their ability to form mental images
about the events recorded in the text. People listening to a story being told normally
find it easy to imagine the events being described in the story. The results of such
studies are consistent with the ability of children to be instantly aware when there is
an omission from a bedtime story that is being read to them.58 Such studies as these
indicate rather conclusively that analytical thought, including reading, interferes with
the process of imaging.

The discussion on imagery is intentionally short, in order to keep the thesis within a
reasonable length and to maintain the focus of the research on the linguistic aspects.

An adequate discussion of imagery when reading and listening to biblical texts would
possibly necessitate an entire thesis being devoted to the subject. However, what has
been referred to is sufficient for the purpose of this research.

4.3

Memories of Readers and Listeners

In order to establish meaning, listeners have to momentarily store information about
the sequence, intonations and pause made by the speaker during delivery. The capacity
of both readers and listeners to store such information in their short-term memories is
very limited. For listeners the limitation seems about three seconds, but it may be
more related to quantity, than to time. That is the limit may relate to the number of
items that can be remembered, rather than the time taken to hear the data.59Burgess
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The reader of the story is probably reading more or less mechanically with little or no imaging.
Although Baddeley asserts that people can only remember as much as they could 'say in just 1.5
seconds' (1999: 52), the tests conducted by Jacqueline Sachs showed that listeners could remember the
exact words of sentences after a delay of three seconds better than readers could after a delay of one
second. It has also been postulated that the capacity of people for storing information in their short-term
memory is limited to about seven items, but may vary between five and nine items (Burgess & Hitch,
1992: 433).
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and Hitch contend that it seems to be more useful to think of the short term memory
as 'a noisy system in which the opportunity for confusion increased with the number
of items' rather than it being 'a tape of finite length' (1992: 437). Studies conducted
by Sachs show that listeners forget most of the information about the sequence,
intonations and pauses while they are hearing the next sentence (1974: 100). By that
time it is usually evident what information needs to be held in storage for the purpose
of 'aligning semantic encoring' (Sachs: 1974: 99).60That time is usually long enough
for identifying nouns in the prior sentences that are alluded by pronouns in the current
~entence.~'
Once meaning is established listeners usually lose almost all their memory
of the actual words, intonations and sequence (Kennedy, 1978: 9; Sachs, 1974: 95).62
These assertions are consistent with the data which is recorded earlier in this chapter
at 3.2.

The linguistic material people hear is thus recorded in 'terms of meaning' rather than
as words. Listeners normally forget completely the exact words they hear after a short
delay.63However, rhetorical devices, such as rhythm, rhymes, balanced clauses and
repetitions, assist listeners to transfer information relative to the words used to and
from their long terrn memory.64Havelock contends that because rhythm is melodic it

Because acoustic signals are ephemeral, it is necessary for people to store data until they are able to
establish meaning. Sachs asserts that 'acoustic signals arrive sequentially and disappear immediately'
(1974: 99).
Often readers and listeners need to recall information conveyed to them in a prior sentence in order to
understand what they read or hear, as when a pronoun in the sentence refers to a prior noun.
62 Kennedy maintains that 'once the internal structure is decided on, the surface structure is erased from
short-term storage' (1978: 9). Sachs found in her studies confmation of earlier findings that listeners
do not store 'the exact wording of sentences' in their long term memories (1974: 95).
63
Sachs found that after forty syllables listeners could only recall a few words and could not remember
many of them after twenty syllables, which for listeners is about seven seconds (1974,99).
64
Rhythm is important in 'preserving a lengthy sequence of verbalized statements' and 'operates at the
level of meaning when it takes the form of statements that either repeat or resemble each other or
balance against each other' (Havelock, 1984: 182).
60
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is in all its variety of forms 'the mnemonic technique par excellence'. He includes in
his classification of rhythm, statements that 'either repeat or resemble each other or
are balanced against each other' (1984-5: 182). Casting information in the form of
stories also makes it easier for listeners to remember (Ong, 1988: 140-141;65 Graesser,
1981: 152).66Children as well as adults find it easier to remember data told to them in
this form.

Differences in the ability of readers and listeners to recall the words of sentences are
not indications of their ability to recall the meaning of sentences. Begg has shown that
'memory for the meaning of concrete sentences is independent of memory for their
wording' (1971: 180). Sachs has shown that within time frames of three seconds
listeners are better than readers at recalling the words and structures of sentences.
However, readers are better than listeners at recalling the actual words of sentences
after delays exceeding four seconds.67 The explanation for the better memory of
listeners within time frames of three seconds seems to be related to the need for
listeners to store information about what they hear until meaning is established. Sachs
found that after a duration of eight to fifteen seconds, readers were not only better than
listeners at remembering words, but were also more accurate than listeners when
asked to reconstruct the sentences they read or heard. She found that listeners
effectively lose all memory of the actual words after hearing forty syllables of further
linguistic material (1974: 98-99).
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Ong observed that in oral cultures people 'use stories of human action to store, organize, and
communicate much of what they know' (1988: 140).
66
Graesser asserts that 'compared to expository prose, narrative is read faster, easier to comprehend,
and better retained in memory' (1981: 152).
67
Sachs found that within time farnes of four to seven seconds readers are better than listeners at
recalling the actual words of sentences (Sachs, 1974: 98-99).

While readers are usually able to recall more of the words and more about the
structures of sentences than listeners can, studies show that listeners are often more
accurate than readers at recalling the meaning of the sentence and in remembering
issues of importance (Horowitz & Berkowitz, 1967: 212). Other scholars express
similar views as a result of their studies (Hildyard & Olson, 1982: 20; Begg 1971: 176
& 1

Sachs, 1974: 99). These researchers support the theories mentioned earlier

that readers tend to remember the words and structure, that is what is said, while
listeners tend to be slightly better than readers at remembering the gist of what is said,
that is what is meant. This is of considerable significance for this research.

4.4

The Results of Studies into Inferences

Studies using sentences that have to be connected by inferences produced results that
are consistent with the results of the studies referred to above. In the experiments two
or more sentences had to be connected by inferences in order to establish the overall
meanings of the passages. Even though readers and listeners mostly made the same
inferences to mentally connect the sentences, they tend to recall the sentences
differently. For example, Hildyard and Olson report on an experiment where one
group read and another group listened to the following sentences: 'There was a
terrible squeal of brakes. They saw the girl lying on the ground.' They report that both
readers and listeners mentally connected these two sentences by inferring that 'there

In the experiments conducted by Begg the participants heard and read sentences and after delays of
varying periods of up to fifty seconds were tested as to what they could recall of the words and
meanings of the sentences. The readers and listeners could mostly recall the meaning of the sentences,
but not the actual words. After delays of eight to fifteen seconds, listeners mostly reconstructed the
sentence with different words based on their memory of the meanings of that sentence. (Begg, 1971:
176-180).

was a vehicle and that the vehicle hit the girl'. When the readers were later asked to
reconstruct the script, they usually recalled only the actual words in the statements.

The few readers who did mention the inference tended to differentiate between the
statements and the inference. On the other hand when listeners were asked to recall
the statement they usually incorporated the inference in their reconstructions. Hildyard
and Olson contend that the results they obtained in their studies indicate that readers
tend to remember the words they read, while listeners tend to remember only the gist
of what they have heard (1978: 91-1 17).

4.5

Processes and Theories Mentioned in this Section

In this section information has been recorded which indicate that people:

0

use different mental processes in remembering what they read, to that which they
use in remembering what they hear,

find it easier to form images when listening, than when reading, and

are better at recalling the words of stories they read, than in those they hear.
However, they tend to be better at remembering the gist of utterances and stories
they hear, than for those they read.
Concise statements about these theories are also recorded in the table in the first
appendix.

5.0

Analytic and Affective Discernment and Persuasion

5.1

Cognitive and Affective Discernment

Language 'is used to convey both cognitive and affective information7(Wilkinson et
al., 1974: 2), and most texts, including the biblical text used in this study, have both
cognitive and affective elements. While this is true of most communications, there is
generally more cognitive than affective subject matter in written documents, with the
opposite being the case in speech.69This reflects the view that the print media is more
suitable than speech for conveying data which requires analytical thought. However,
what is more relevant to this research is that it also reflects the view that it is more
difficult to think analytically and critically when listening than when reading7' People
usually find it difficult to analyse the contents of oral presentations without some form
of visual aid (Ong, 1982: 11).71Tim Schramm says that 'the ear is a comprehensive
organ that absorbs and receives; the eye, on the other hand, tends to analyse and
deconstruct7(1992: 65).

Although we can discern and be moved by the emotive features in the stories we read,
we are almost intuitively moved emotively by such features in utterances and stories
we hear. David Olson posits an explanation for such differences based on what he

69 Written documents are generally used for conveying arguments and information that recipients may
need to analyse, or reflectively think about.
O' Although the intellect as well as the emotions are employed in listening (Coger and White, 1967: 4 &
225), studies recorded in this subsection show that in listening the intellect is not used the same way, or
to the same extent, as in reading.
71
Ong claims that it is difficult to analyse data which is being conveyed orally, and that 'writing is an
absolute necessity for the analytically sequential, linear organization of thought' (1982b: 11). He bases
his opinion on the relative absence of analytical thought in oral cultures, and contends that the
development of analytical thought is dependent upon the acquisition of the ability to read and write.

claims are three underlying differences between speech and written material. He
asserts that there are differences in meaning, conceptions of truth, and function.
Discussing the differences relating to meaning, he claims that 'utterances appeal for
their meaning to ... common intuition based on shared commonsense knowledge',
while prose text 'appeals to premises and rules of logic' (1977: 277).72In discussing
different concepts of truth, he declares that truth 'in oral utterance has to do with truth
as wisdom', whereas truth in prose text 'has to do with the correspondence between
statements and observations'. The third underlying difference he identifies relates to
the primary functions of speech and writing. He says that in speech the interpersonal
function is primary, whereas in written texts 'the logical and ideational functions
become primary'. Olson also contends that oral language 'while an instrument of
limited power for exploring abstract ideas, is a universal means of sharing our
understanding of concrete situations and practical action' (1977: 278).

Although it is more appropriate to read than listen to communications that require
cognitive thought, it is usually more suitable and effective to hear than to read
communiques conveying affective information and emotive expressions.73People are
also more likely to discern the mood and the attitudes attributed to characters in
narratives they hear, than in those they read. Peter Cotterell and Max Turner claim that
oral language is not only capable of conveying emotion, but it is also a creator of
emotions. They assert that:

-
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A slightly larger extract of Olson claims that: 'conventional utterances appeal for their meaning ... to
a common intuition based on shared commonsense knowledge.... Statements match, in an often
tantalizing way, the expectancies and experiences of the listener.... Prose text, on the other hand,
appeals to premises and rules of logic for deriving implications.... The meaning is in the text' (1977:
277).
73
Even a moan can be expressive of both pleasure and pain (Marks, 1989: 27).

just as there can be no music other than mood music, so there can be no
utterance which is not emotive, and to that extent non-literal .... Just why we
rhyme and balance clauses, and how the rhyme and balance affect the
meaning of the resultant text is unclear: but that a 'particular emotion is
created by such linguistic forms is not in dispute (1989: 294-5).

People more often express emotions, such as compassion, joy, surprise and anger, in
speech rather than in writing. It is also easier to sense these sentiments and moods
when they are heard than when they are read. The moods and emotive nature of poems
are more obvious when heard, than when read silently. Such features remain largely
dormant in the words of songs and poems, and in the scores of music, until they are
heard.74

5.2

The Theories Identified in this Subsection

The studies and theories mentioned in this subsection indicate that:

0

reading is more appropriate than listening for discerning and understanding
data that requires analytical and cognitive thought. Sometime it is not possible
to analyse and follow the logic of presentations that we hear without some
visual aids.

it is by listening rather than by reading that we are able to fully discern the
mood, rhyme, rhythm and emotive qualities of stories and presentations.
Often this also applies to discerning the mood and attitudes attributed to
characters in narratives.

The moods and melodies remain latent in the printed scores of songs and music until they can be sung
or performed, when they are, of course, heard by the performers as well as any listeners.
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5.3

Persuasion of Readers and Listeners

The inquiry in this segment is not concerned with assessing the persuasive effect the
utterances recorded in the stories might have had on the characters in the stories. The
data recorded here relates to the persuasive effects various features in stories, and in
other kind of presentations, are likely to have on those who read or hear the text.
Studies specifically about the meaning of texts are also particularly helpful for
assessing the persuasive effects of texts. Studies show that there is mostly no
correlation between discernment of meaning and the persuasive effect of messages
(Tan, 1986: 1 6 9 ) . ~ ~

There are three particular ways by which writers and orators attempt to influence and
persuade people to their way of thinking. One of these ways is by using logically
based arguments, those that appeal to reason. A second way is by .'appeal to
character', where the credibility of the presentation depends on the authority and
standing of the person who makes it, or to whom the assertions are attributed. The
third way is by making appeals to the emotions of readers and/or listeners (Tompkins
& Hoskisson, 1991: 120). These three components coincide with the assertion by

Aristotle that persuasion can be achieved by: logos (logical arguments), ethos
(credibility of source), and pathos @sychological appeals) (Wolvin and Coakley,
1988: 287). In appealing to the emotions of their listeners and readers, speakers and
writers are able to utilise one or more of the numerous psychological appeals available
to them. For example, they can appeal to our admiration of heroes, to our fears, and/or
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Some scripts which are effective in persuading people to buy a particular product have no obvious
message. Written messages are more suitable for conveying meaning when the message is difficult, yet
oral presentations have been found to be more effective than visual presentations in changing attitudes
(Tan, 1986: 169).

our cravings for companionship and/or recognition.76Appeals to the emotions are
often more effective than appeals based on logical arguments (Tompkins and
Hoskisson, 1991: 120).

Ideally, readers and listeners should assess critically all communications that have the
potential to persuade them. However, studies show that it is easier for readers than for
listeners to assess the validity of the arguments used and the relevance of the evidence
presented in support of such arguments (Tan, 1986: 169-170). The studies also show
that listeners are often unable to distinguish the emotional components from the
logical ones, and they find it difficult to evaluate inductive and deductive arguments
while the speaker continues to speak (Wolvin & Coakley, 1988: 287 & 293). Thus
readers are in a better position than listeners to critically evaluate assertions inferred
as being based on logical arguments.

While listeners have often been influenced by the emotive appeals of orators, we may
not be impressed, or moved emotively, or persuaded by entreaties in these speeches
when we read copies of them. We experience similar differences almost daily. Radio
news broadcasts tend to stir our emotions more than newspaper reports of the same
incidents. This is despite the newspaper articles usually being more suitable for
assessing what might eventuate as a result of the event. These differences seem to
reflect the 'environment of social interaction' which is typically associated with aural-
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Appeals to the emotions of narrative audiences often contain words, like love, loyalty and
compassion, that are considered particularly effective for evoking the desired responses. Sometimes the
appeals take the form of name-calling, labelling or stereotyping, seeking to degrade a particular person
or object (Wolvin & Coakley, 1988: 3 12).

oral communications, as opposed to the detached characteristics of writing (Chafe:
1985: 105; Beaman, 1984: 45).77

5.4

The Theories Identified in this Subsection

The studies and theories recorded in this subsection indicate that:
we are more likely to be moved by the logic in presentations when we can see
them written down rather than when we hear them.

conversely, we are more likely to be moved by emotive and psychological
aspects of presentations when we hear them, than when we read them for
ourselves.
The theories recorded above and at the end of the previous sub-section are
included in concise forms in the table in the first appendix.

Wallace Chafe asserts that the 'environment of social interaction causes written language to have a
detached quality that contrasts with the involvement of spoken language (1985: 105). Karen Beaman
endorses Chafe's views and claims it is 'the speed of reading works [as compared] with the slowness of
writing7 that creates 'an "integrated" and "detached" quality in written language as opposed to the
"involved" and "fragmented" nature of speech' (1 984: 45).
77

6.0

Identiwing with Narrators and Characters

6.1

Accepting the Narrator's Point of View

6.1.1 Awareness of the Narrative Form
In order to satisfactorily follow the story line of narratives, readers and listeners need
to be aware, at least subconsciously, of the narrative form, and 'where they are' in
relation to the narrator of the story. They can usually intuitively discern the narrative
style from the script itself. Sometimes this is indicated by the inclusion of time
phrases like: last week, or by the more conventional ones like: in those days or once
~ ~ use of verbs in the present tense when referring
upon a time (Fabb, 1997: 1 6 6 ) . The
to events which happened in the past, is another feature that draws attention to the
narrative form of the communique. These verbs are often referred to as being in the
'historic present'. We are more instantly aware of this when some verbs are in the past
tense and others are in the present tense. An example of this would be someone
saying, 2 s soon as John saw the snake he yells and goes for his life'. We are also
aware of the narrative style when there are clauses, such as he said, introducing direct
speech. This is more obvious when the verb in the clause introducing direct speech is
in the past tense, and the verbs in the dialogue are in the present tense.

There are also clauses that not only indicate that the account is a narrative, but also
draw attention to the presence of the narrator. Nigel Fabb calls these clauses, which
are comments by the narrator, 'orientation clauses'. He claims that they interrupt the
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Stories for children often begin with the fixed phrase once upon a time. In the text used for this study,
the story at Mk 8:l-9 commences with the phrase:'Ev ~ K E ~ V U LT
S
U
fipipats
IS
(In those days).

flow of the narrative 'just as it is about to reach its crucial moment' (1997: 169). They
result in a disruption in the flow of the story line which has the effect of drawing the
attention of readers and listeners to the actual comment, and also to the role of the
narrator as the informant and/or storyteller.

6.1.2 Various Types of Narrator
Narrators are of many types.79 The narrator in the biblical texts used in this research
does not enter into the story itself, and uses verbs in the third person singular when
addressing the narrative audience. In order to keep this part of the research within
manageable limits, the data in this subsection is restricted to information and theories
'relating to narrators who are of this kind. It is thus not necessary to consider whether
readers andlor listeners would identify themselves with the narrator if he or she was
also a character in the narrative, or whether when this is the case they would be more
disposed to accepting the narrator's point of view.

For those who are listening to a story being told, or read aloud, the speaker in effect
assumes the role of the narrator. This is particularly evident when the rendition is to
an audience by a speaker who can be seen by them. In these circumstances the
members of the audience have a sense of unity with each other and with the person
who is narrating the story. Readers do not have the same sense of affinity with other
readers, or with authors. The difference is evident when, as Ong points out, a lecturer
asks his students to read from a handout. The unity of the audience is broken as they
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They can be one of the characters in the story, outside the story line, or only occasionally a character
within the story. He or she may use verbs in the fust or the third person to address the readers and
listeners. The narrator in Mark Twain's Huckleberry Finn is an example of a narrator who is a character
in the story and who addresses the narrative audiences in the first person.

change their role from being members of a group listening in unison to the speaker, to
that of individuals each reading the handout (1988: 74-75).

As indicated above, the 'voice' of the person narrating a story is in effect 'heard' as
the narrator in the story. Listeners are inclined to equate the two 'voices' as being 'one
and the same'. For example, when listening to radio news broadcasts we accept the
superficiality that the news reader has some in-depth knowledge of the issues that he
or she is recounting. This is despite our underlying awareness that the information for
the news items was sourced by others, and that the script was probably not even
written by the actual reader. We suppress this knowledge and equate the news reader
as the narrator in the script, who claims to be the source of the information. As
indicated earlier in this subsection, listeners are even more likely to equate the reader
of the script with the narrator in the texts, when they can see the reader in person, as
when he or she is reading at a lectern, or at a table on television.

6.1.3 Amenability of Listeners and Readers
There seems to be a general perception that people are more likely to be influenced by
radio 'talk-back' hosts than by column writers in newspapers. The influence of radio
announcers on their audiences has been documented in a film by Rob Hof (~1997).
His documentary film related to the effect of radio on those who were listeners to
international radio broadcasts. The film recorded data covering a period of about
seventy years. The focus is on the emotional bonds that were often formed during that
period between listeners and 'the radio stations'. With associates, he critiques his own
documentary film, and they collectively claim that the emotional attachments of
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listeners to broadcasters were often ongoing, and even acted as 'lifelines' in times of
emergency. Studies, such as the one just mentioned, attest to the inclination of
listeners to accept the narrator's point of view. There are also studies which attest to
the awareness of listeners to the presence of the narrator. Tim Schramm reports on the
reactions of members of some groups who listened to narrations of biblical stories.
The first reaction he mentions is their focusing 'on the narrator of the story7. He
epitomises one group's reaction to the narrator as being: 'Why are you [the narrator]
telling us this?'. The other reactions he records are those that related to 'the story
itself (1992: 67).

On the other hand readers are more inclined to focus on what the narrator says, and
why he or she is saying it. Thus while listeners will try to discern the point the narrator
is making, those reading the text are more likely to focus on what the-narrator is
actually saying, and try to discern why the comment is being made. :This probably
reflects their being more capable than listeners are of analysing communiques.

6.1.4 The Theory Identified in this Subsection
The data mentioned above indicates that listeners are more likely than readers are:
to be conscious of the narrator, and his or her role in the story, and
to accept the narrator's point of view.

6.2

Identifying with Characters in Narratives

This subsection is concerned with the ways people are likely to identify with the
characters in the biblical stories they read or hear. The presentation concentrates on
the general inclinations of readers and

listener^.'^

The theories and classifications

mentioned in this section are mainly those advocated by Hans Robert Jauss (1974 &
1982b)." His theories of an aesthetic of reception incorporate three subtleties of

poiesis, aesthesis and catharsis (Ricoeur, 1988: 176). However, it is his views about:
a) the communicative function of catharsis and b) the five modalities of aesthetic
identification that are particularly relevant to this particular exploration.

6.2.1 Catharsis and Religious Texts
Jauss defines catharsis as 'the enjoyment of affects as stirred by speech or poetry
which can bring about both a change in belief and the liberation of [the mind of] the
listener or spectator7 (1982b: 92). Because it has the potential to change beliefs and
opinions, it is often utilised for ideological, political and commercial purposes.
However there is always the possibility that the emotional involvement of readers and
listeners in the hero's, or heroine's, imaginary fate will 'turn into a mere enjoyable
identification with the passion presented' (Jauss, 1974: 3 12). This is most obvious in
dramas and stories of passion and violence. Presentations and narratives of
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For example, there are only incidental references to factors such as: a) the dispositions of individual
readers and listeners, b) possible differences between fist and subsequent readings, c) the effect of
different reading habits, and d) the effect of the prevailing culture.
The main works of Jauss that have been translated into English are: Toward an Aesthetic of
Reception (1982a); Aesthetic Experience and Literary Hermeneutics (1982b) and Question Answer
(1989). The data recorded is mainly &om Aesthetic Experience and Literary Hermeneutics. A large part
of that book was previously published in the journal New Literary History Vol 5 in 1974 and that data
fkom that article is also cited.

these types have been criticised for having the potential to corrupt listeners and
viewers. The emotional involvement of readers and listeners with the character's fate
can also 'degenerate into mere derision'. As Jauss points out, this often results in
malicious and mocking laughter, due to audiences finding pleasure based on their own
perceptions of their superiority to that of the characters (1974: 3 13 & 1982b: 181).

It is because of outcomes such as those mentioned above that the Church has
denounced presentations and stories of this kind. However its hierarchy, in addition to
denouncing them, promoted alternative expositions. These included Passion plays,
stories and poetry. According to Jauss, 'the cathartic experience demanded here is not
purgation but transformation7, a 'movement of compassio'. He says it 'demands a
participation intended to lead the person from contemplation ... through compassion ...
to imitation' (1982b: 101).

As a result of this, the dispositions of readers and listeners towards religious texts may
be different fiom their dispositions toward secular texts. Jauss gives two reasons for
this. One is the polemic within Christianity 'against admiration and sinful
concupiscentia oculorum'. The other is the insistence of religious authorities that their
texts are based on historical truths (1974: 291; 1982'0: 107-8). For example, stories
about the lives of the saints consist largely of reports of events which the authors
claim or infer to have really happened. The authors of these books expected their
readers and listeners to be moved by catharsis to emulate such saints.

While those who read and hear religious texts can identify with 'what is exemplary in
the action7,they can also merely satisfy their 'idle curiosity or lapse into self-sufficient

emotionalism'. Although the producers of religious tracts intend their readers,
listeners andlor spectators to be 'shaken by compassio and .. . moved to undertake
action in emulation of Christ', often their narrative audiences are not so moved (Jauss,
1974: 291; 1982b: 101-2).*~These factors are taken into account when Jauss'
aesthetic theories are applied to biblical texts in Chapters Five to Seven.

Jauss asserts that there are at least five 'modalities of identification' (1974: 296-8;
1982'0; 154 & 159). Only four of these types are discussed, as the fifth modality of
identification, the 'ironic alienation from the anti-hero or missing hero', is not used in
any of the studies.83 Two of the types, admiring and cathartic identification are
discussed together, as this also draws attention to the trend by readers and listeners to
pass 'through a sequence of attitudes.. .in the course of reception'. Although they may
'pass from one level of identification7to another there is always likely to be one
primary attitude dominant, even if only momentarily dominant (Jauss, 1982b: 153 and
155).'~ Because the process of identification is dependent on the imagination, the
results are sometimes less than ideal. This can be due to deficient attitudes such as
boredom, or indifference of the reader or listener (1982b: 158).

--
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Jauss asserts that the insistence of religious organisations 'upon historical truth of its material' means
that religious stories and plays are composed for more that the 'mere pleasurable contemplation' of
narrative audiences (1974: 291).
83
It is certainly possible to interpret one or more statements in the biblical text used in this study as
being ironic. There are passages in the text where statements about or by Jesus seem to be ironic.
However I do not use Jauss' conception of ironic identification for making assessments as to the
possible differences in the interpretations of readers and listeners. Jauss defines ironic identification as
'a level of aesthetic reception where an expected identification is held out to the spectator or reader
only to be subsequently refused or ironized'. According to Jauss, 'such procedures of ironizing
identification and the destruction of illusion serve to pull the recipient out of his unreflected advertence
to the aesthetic object and thus prompt his aesthetic and moral reflection' (1982b: 181-2).
84
Jauss describes his model as 'a functional circle of possible primary attitudes of aesthetic experience
where the momentarily dominant identification can be describe both in the phrases of the reception
process and in its results' (1982b: 153 and 155).

The two modalities of identification that seem to be more relevant to this study are:
'sympathetic' and 'associative'

identification. These modalities are surveyed

separately later in this subsection. The other two that need to be considered are
admiring and cathartic identification, which both involve viewing 'the hero7, that is
the character being contemplated by the reader or listeners, as 'better than'
themselves.

6.2.2 Admiring and Cathartic Identification
Jauss considers people may admire the perfect 'hero', or separately, or alternatively by
'cathartic' identification pity the suffering or hard-pressed 'hero'. Jauss defines
'admiring identification' as the 'aesthetic attitude that defines itself in terms of the
perfection of the model' and which prompts 'an astonishment that does not cease
when the novelty wears off (1982b: 167-8). He refers to the effect of distancing in
admiration identification, and the distinction between unfiee imitation and fiee
emulation. Jauss defines 'cathartic identification' as:
the aesthetic attitude, already described by Aristotle, that fiees the spectator
fiom the real interests and affective entanglements of his world, and puts him
into the position of the suffering and beset hero so that his mind and heart
may find liberation through tragic emotion or comic relief (1982b: 177).

Jauss refers to the assertion of Gotthold Lessing that 'admiration by itself is less likely
to change the spectator's feelings7,... and that it is pity that 'achieves identification
more directly'. Lessing considers this is because in admiring someone we do not have
to 'contribute anything', but that our pity for someone improves 'both the man of
sense and the dunce' (1982b: 174). Jauss contends that this is the 'fundamental
distinction' between admiration and cathartic identification. He also asserts that

admiration is an affect that creates distance, pity one that annuls it' (1982b: 157).*'
Because Jesus is depicted in many episodes in the Christian scriptures as the beset or
suffering 'hero', readers and listeners of these texts would be moved by pity to
emulate him. However, other factors often restrain the formation of such attitudes.

Most contemporary readers and listeners would consider it is impossible for them to
emulate Jesus, as he is also depicted in religious texts as the perfect 'hero'.
Admiration in such circumstances can, according to Jauss, descend 'into the nonfulfilling disposition of curiosity'. Jauss considers the model is then 'worn out', or one
that is 'no longer attainable, or cliche' (1974: 307). Contemporary readers and
listeners are thus more likely to identify themselves with a 'less than perfect hero', a
character or group that they consider to be similar to themselves. The dominant way
readers would identif) with such a character or group would be by, what Jauss calls,
'sympathetic identification'.

6.2.3 Sympathetic Identification

Studies into the ways readers relate to characters in novels indicate that readers tend to
identif) themselves with the hero or heroine who is depicted as being somewhat
Jauss describes this level of reception as being 'sympathetic
similar to themselve~.~~
identification' with the less than perfect or everyday hero or heroine. He refers to the
Aristotelian classification of these characters as being those who are presented as
being 'similar to us' (1974: 297; 1982b: 157). Jauss defines sympathetic identification

85 Jauss justifies his statement 'admiration is an affection that creates distance, whereas pity transcends
distance' by stating that ' for I can admire only what is not possible for me' (1974: 290).
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For example, Janice Radway found in a survey she conducted of readers of romantic novels that this
was their habitual inclination (1996). Jauss also gives examples (1982b: 172-177).

as 'the aesthetic affect of projecting oneself into the alien self, a process which
eliminates the admiring distance and can inspire feelings in the spectator or reader that
will lead him to a solidarization with the suffering hero' (1982b: 172). Thus
contemporary readers, upon finding it impossible to emulate the perfect 'hero' or
'heroine', are likely to identify themselves with a character or group who is depicted
as having abilities and dispositions similar to their own.

There is confirmatory evidence for the above assertion in Chapters Five to Seven.
There, data is recorded showing that of those biblical scholars who express opinions
on the issue most consider that readers identify themselves with the disciples when
they are reading Mark's Gospel. This would be what Jauss terms as sympathetic
identifi~ation.~~
However, it is also significant that a minority of scholars do not think
that readers identify themselves with the disciples. This divergent opinion indicates
that at least some scholarly readers did not do so, and thus not all people' when reading
narratives identify themselves with a character who is somewhat like themse~ves.~"
Thus Jauss' theory of sympathetic identification is indicative rather than definitive. It
indicates that most readers are likely to relate to those characters in biblical narratives
who are depicted as being like themselves, but it also indicates that not all readers will
do so. This is of some significance, as the same acumen may apply to many of the
theories mentioned in this chapter. For that reason all the theories applied in this thesis
are assumed to be indicative rather definitive.

87 Some of

the scholars who consider readers identify with the disciples are: Heil, 1992a: 146; Malbon,
1993b: 92; Tannehill, 1977: 139-140 and Wegener 1995: 212. Bassler says they do so up to 10:46
(1986: 166-7). Rhoads & Michie consider that readers would sympathise with them (1982: 129).
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Paul Achtemeier questions the basis on which Tannehill makes his assessment that readers identify
with the disciples (1 986: 47-48). Jouette Bassler considers readers identified willingly with the disciples
up to Mk 10:46-52 but not in the latter parts of the Gospel (1986: 167).

6.2.4 Associative Iden~fication
For the reasons set out below listeners are unlikely by way of sympathetic
identification to relate to a specific character or group. Rather they are more likely to
relate to all the characters by way of associative identification. Jauss states that
associative identification is 'attractive even when the participant is only called to play
the role of an observer' (1982b: 165). The mode of identification is not, however,
passive. It involves the 'observer7 entering, via the imagination, into the story world of
the production, festival, drama or narrative.

Jauss defines 'associative identification' as being 'an aesthetic behavior that realizes
itself most clearly in assuming the role in the closed, imaginary world of a play action7
(1982b: 164). By 'play action' he does not mean a presentation for the benefit of
spectators, but one where the division between spectators and characters is suspended
by the spectators mentally entering the story world via their imagination (1974: 299 &
1982b: 164). It is a feature of associative identification that the 'observer', whether in
this case they be listeners or readers, mentally leave the praxis of their own lives for
the imaginary world of the story.89

In associative identification the 'observer', reader or listener, assumes the role of all
the characters in the story. Playwrights and script-writers exploit the tendency of live
audiences to identify themselves sequentially with all the characters, and comedians
and clowns do the same.90Jauss contends that those who identify associatively assume
89

Jauss describes it as 'the negativity of the praxis of life by the imaginary world of play' and as 'a
readiness on his part to put himself into another's role' (1982b: 164).
Plays often contain subplots involving minor characters and have several characters undergo sudden
reversals of fortune. Circus clowns entice their audiences to relate successively with each of them, as
they successively outwit each other and the audience.

'the posture' of all the characters, and even take on the characters' attitudes (1947:
299 and 1982b: 164-5). Dewey also asserts that listeners are inclined to associate
themselves sequentially with all of the characters in narratives (1989: 42-43; 1992: 55
and 1994: 153).

These theories indicate that those listening to stories are especially prone to
associative identification, and that in doing so they assume the role of all the
characters in the narrative. This seems to be the case irrespective of whether the
storyteller is the puppet master of an Indonesian shadow play, a compere, or a person
reading biblical texts. This assertion is in line with the opinions expressed by Dewey
(1992: 55 & 1994: 153);' Boomershine (1987: 59-60)'~and Ong (1988: 177)."

6.2.5 The Theories Identified in this Subsection

Jauss' theories, and the observations of other scholars, indicate that the %dominant
way
contemporary readers would relate to characters in biblical texts they read would be
by sympathetic identification with a particular character or group. His theories, and
observations of other scholars, indicate that those listening to biblical narratives would
be more prone to associative identification, and, by entering imaginatively into the
world of the story, associate themselves sequentially with all the characters.

91 Dewey says 'we need to take into account the sequential process of identification with the characters
that occurs in listening to aural performance' (1992: 55). Dewey in another article discusses at some
length the ways she considers listeners mentally participate in the stories they hear (1994: 151-5).
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Boomershine maintains that when texts are studied in silence the event can be evaluated 'with a high
degree of dispassionate objectivity', but that Listening usually involves 'a higher degree of sympathetic
participation in the story' (1987: 59-60).
93
Ong claims that readers do not identi@ themselves with characters in the same way as listeners do.
He claims that speech is performance-orientated, while 'the written text appears prima facie to be a
one-way informational street' (1988: 177).

7.0

Factors that make Texts Suitable for being Heard

7.1

The Source of the Data

Not all the modes of expression used in everyday speech are suitable for use in texts
that are intended for oral delivery. One reason for this is that conversations are
reciprocal, while texts which are read out aloud are usually not reciprocal. When in
discourses people are unsure what has been said, or what the speaker means, they can
usually elicit more information by their questions or expressions.94 Usually they
cannot do this when the speaker is reading from a text. Thus while many factors that
make texts suitable for being heard are also present in normal conversation, it is in
texts that are written to be heard under non-reciprocal conditions where the features
that make text suitable for being heard can best be identified. Texts in this category
are lectures, sermons, and scripts used in radio broadcasting. Such texts, if
efficaciously prepared, have certain discernible features. As shown in thk following
analyses, these features are much the same whether the language in \irhich they are
written is Biblical Greek or modem English.

Literary critics can discern whether texts have such features, and many do so when
they make a critique of a

Lecturers in radio journalism instruct their students

on how to write scripts for use in radio broadcasting, and at radio stations scripts are
routinely assessed for their suitability for being heard (Hall, 1978; Hogan 1985).
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The speaker is also usually aware f?om the response of his listener if the interpretation is correct.
These are not the conditions under which the contents of texts are usually heard.
95 In describing how he has analysed six lines of a poem by W. B. Yeats, Denis Donoghue asserts that
'In everything I have said about Yeats' poem, I have treated the words on the page as if they were a
transcript of someone's speech, real or imagined.' He goes on to say that except for his references to
lines and sentences, he has 'attended mainly to acoustic or phonetic properties, symbols and rhymes'.
He says this is because he wants 'to retain the orality of expression even through the mediation of print'
(1996: 149).

In contemporary societies, news items prepared for radio broadcast are different from
the news items that appear in newspapers. The reasons why they are different are
apparent when consideration is given to the reactions of listeners in countries where
radio announcers read the news directly fiom newspapers. Tom Hogan reports many
of the listeners 'complain that the news sounds dead and lifeless' (1985: 1). The
scripts intended to be used in radio broadcasts are specially prepared to meet the needs
of listeners. Such scripts have characteristics known as orality. David Cohler
considers the style to be principally conversational, and designates it as 'writing for
the ear' (1994: 2). The type of language that is suitable will vary according to the topic
of the discourse and the status of the parties?6 However, the words, grammar and
expressions used need to be those with which the intended listeners are conversant.

7.2

The Appropriate Language

Radio announcers and news readers tend to use everyday words, 'the language of
conversation', as this avoids the barriers of suspicion which would be created by the
use of pretentious language (Mencher, 1998: 307). Listeners tend to reject
communiques that are delivered with pompous inflections, or in condescending tones.
Colloquial styles thus improve the acceptability and the persuasiveness of oral

communication^.^^ It seems that listeners are more credulous, and less critical, when
the language they hear is similar to the language they themselves use.

As Wilkinson and his associates observe, a scientist delivering a lecturer will use language that is
very different fiom the language a mother uses when scolding her son. These variants are often referred
to as the 'register' of the language (1974: 18-2 1).
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Tom Hogan, a lecturer in radio broadcasting, asserts that 'a listener should always feel that the person
reading the news is having a conversation with him' (1985: 2).
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Sentences in texts prepared for oral delivery are usually short, consisting of single idea
units, often connected by conjunctions. The verbs in these sentences are often in the
present tense, in the third person plural, and in the active voice. Words are often
contracted, and phrases colloquial and expressive.

Broadcasters use short sentences, sometimes only phrases (Mencher, 1998: 3 0 7 ) . ~A~
major reason for people using short sentences in conversations, and in addressing
audiences, is the difficulty listeners have in understanding long sentences. Short
sentences, if properly constructed, communicate messages 'in the most clear, simple
and concise way' (Hogan,1985: 7).

While the length of sentences is one of the most obvious differences between speaking
and writing, another important difference is the length of the idea units.. In written
language the average number of words in each idea unit is about eleven words, while
in spoken language the number is about seven words. Not only do the idea units in
written text tend to be longer, they also tend to be more complex (Chafe, 1985:
Listeners tend to be confused when a sentence contains several idea units (Hogan,
1985: 6). In speech the prototypic idea unit is 'a clause that ... contains one verb
phrase along with whatever noun phrases, prepositional phrases, adverbs, and so on
that are appropriate' (Chafe, 1985: 106).
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This is typical of speech generally, where sometimes expressions are no more than a single word or
phrase.
99 Chafe gives examples of the many ways by which what would be basic idea units in speech are
expanded in written texts (1985: 108-1 10).

Sentences are more often joined together by conjunctions in oral discourses that in
texts. Wilkinson, Stratta and Dudley give an example of the differences by comparing
a girl's written and verbal accounts of the same event. They point out that 'in the
spoken version there is a higher proportion of simple sentences joined by "and" and
this helps to contribute to the effect of excitement' (1974: 21-24). In speech the word

and often indicates the end of the prior sentence just as much as the commencement
of a new one (Beaman, 1984: 60-1). Karen Beaman asserts that it often 'serves as a
filler word or weak connective' and observes that in English it is often reduced
phonologically into expressions such as en or n (1984: 79). loo

People often use the present tense when speaking about past events. For example, they
may say 'he comes along and - -' or 'he sees it and - -'. Grammarians refer to these
tenses as 'historic presents'. This is another feature of everyday speech that is
frequently used in radio broadcasts. Such use of verbs in the present tense to describe
past events makes the communication more 'immediate' (Hall, 1978: 3 1; Boyd, 1997:
71).1°' The present tense creates intimate ambience with the listeners, and encourages
listeners to imagine they are observing the event as it is actually happening. It imparts
a sense of immediacy to the script (Via, 1975: 148-9; Mencher, 1998: 3 0 9 . ~ ~

loo Beaman, who carried out research into coordinating conjunctions, asserts that the word and often
serves as a 'weak connective' in speech. She maintains that the word is often used 'as an introducer of
clauses, and as an indicator of the sequential ordering of events in a narrative' and that the 'actual
frequency of occurrence of coordinating conjunctions is over twice as great in speech' as in written
narratives (1984: 60-1).
lo' Andrew Boyd, a lecturer in radio journalism, says that 'broadcasters understandably play to their
strengths, and most newsrooms heighten the sense of immediacy in their copy by using the present or
perfect tenses' (1997: 71).
102
Via asserts that use of the present tense 'tends to make the event described and the instance of
discourse coincide (1975: 148-9). Mercer a f f i s that the use of the present tense gives listeners 'a
sense of immediacy, of events being covered as they happen' (1996: 309).

Another feature of radio scripts that corresponds to the characteristics of everyday
speech is the use of verbs that are 'impersonal plurals'. Impersonal plurals are verbs in
the third person plural that do not have a subject, and for which no subject is
indicated. Examples of impersonal plurals are: they said and they saw. Listeners will
assume that 'they' refers to people generally. Listeners find it easier to understand
sentences in the active 'voice' than in the passive voice, and to understand positive
statements rather than negative statements (Kennedy, 1978: 16).lo3 According to
Smith and McMahon 'a passive sentence takes longer to process than its active form'
(1970: 274).

As in everyday speech, the words used in radio scripts are often contracted. People
often abridge words when speaking. In some languages words tend to be contracted by
dropping off prefixes or suffixes. In most languages speakers are inclined*tocontract
words by slurring the ends of the words. When pronouns are joineLdto verbs in
English the verb is often contracted, as in: I'm or you're (Hall, 1978: 43 and
Mencher,l998: 307). Slurring words, and shortening them, can improve the flow of
the sentences by inducing or improving the natural rhythm of sentences (Hogan, 1985:

Oral communications often tend to be hyperbolic and contain more exaggerations than
are usually present in written material (Hall, 1978: 44).'04 Belligerent expressions are

103

Kennedy asserts that it is easier to verify the truth of falsity of statements like Jive precedes thirteen
than it is to verify whether thirteen is preceded byflve is correct (1978: 16).
104
Mark Hall asserts that 'conversation is more colourful, more picturesque that the written word.' He
says that 'when we speak to someone, we are more likely to use forceful verbs, descriptive adjectives
and short sentences.' He maintains that good news stories have 'these same ingredients' in order to
convey 'more colourful, meaningful word pictures' (1978: 44).

also more common in speech than in writing. The use of forceful and colourful
language in speech is at least in part due to the impromptu and spontaneous nature of
speech. On the other hand the slower and more deliberate processes involved in
writing tend to moderate the tone of the expressions used in that medium.

Another difference between written and oral communications is the way knowledge
and the data on which it is based is presented. Wallace Chafe asserts that in speech
'most knowledge is communicated as if it were factual' (1985: 118). He maintains
that speakers tend to be unequivocal, rather than provisional, and use decisive words
and phrases such as: must-be, certainly, must have been, and obviously. On the other
hand, people when writing are more circumspective and tend to use provisional words
like: maybe, might andpossibly (chafe, 1985: 118-9).

7.3

Repetitions

Compositions intended for oral delivery often have rhetorical features which can be
broadly classified as repetitions. Sometimes the restatement of the word, phrase or
clause may be somewhat different. Repetitions are important for ensuring that
listeners both discern, and remember, what has been said. Havelock makes the
following observation:
The basic method for assisting the memory to retain a series of distinct
meanings is to frame the first of them in a way which will suggest or forecast
a later meaning which will recall the first without being identical with it.
What is to be said and remembered later is cast in the form of an echo of
something said already; the future is encoded in the present. (1984: 183).
Boyd asserts that one of the skills in broadcasting 'lies in highlighting and restating
the main points without making them sound like repetition'. He call this practice
' signposting' (Boyd, 1988: 59-60).

Repetitions are particularly important in oral communication. Repetitions enable
listeners to overcome any difficulties they may have encountered in discerning what
has previously been said. Speakers not only restate what they say to assist the
discernment of listeners, but also to reduce the chances of their communication being
misunderstood. One particular way of ensuring that messages are understood is to
state positively what has already been said negatively, or vice versa. An example of
this is: He went to Sydney. He did not come here. Repetitions also facilitate listeners'
recognition of words and phrases, as they find it easier to recognise words and phrases
they have recently heard.

There are many grammatical repetitions in written and spoken languages, both in the
English language and in Biblical Greek. Verbs and their subject nouns usually have
the same number, as in she says and they say. In Biblical Greek there are many more
of these grammatical repetitions, as in that language articles, adjectives and nouns
have the same number, gender, and case. For example, in the phrase h i

T@

xXopQ

x 6 p ~ q(on the green grass) the article adjective and noun are all in the masculine
gender, singular number and dative case. In the phrase TOGS

hvOp6.rrous

r r ~ p ~ ~ r u ~ (the
o ~ vmen
~ uwalking)
s
the article, noun and participle are all in the
accusative case, masculine gender, plural number. These reiterations assist readers as
well as listeners to make the correct connections between the nouns and the verbs, and
between adjectives and nouns. They also enable listeners to confirm or correct their
identifications. Kenneth Church refers to speech as 'a natural error-correcting code'

(1987: 53).

Sometimes repetitions are referred to as redundancies, or circumlocutions. However,
many of these so called redundancies or circumlocutions are important for ensuring
that listeners understand what has been said. The prevalence of such redundancies in
speech attests to the important role they play in assisting the comprehension of
listeners. Graeme Kennedy refers to research which indicates 'that up to fifty per cent
of the acoustic signals of English sentences may be redundant'. These include
agreements of gender, case and number, but many of the acoustic signals are those
conveyed in repetitions and circumlocutions. Kennedy asserts that:
without this redundancy, however, speech processing becomes extremely
difficult. ... Research has consistently indicated that the more predictable a
verbal element is, the more easily it is perceived and processed. ... Thus, the
less redundancy there is in a message, the harder the listener has to work at
the various stages of comprehensive processing. (1978: 19-20).
Writers tend to avoid redundancies other than grammatical redundancies.

7.4

Information Recorded in this Section

The above survey shows that non-reciprocal speech, and scripts prepared to be heard,
are likely to have many of the following features:
0

The sentences that are short, consisting of single idea units, and connected by
conjunctions.

0

Many verbs will be in the present tense, active voice and/or in the third person
plural.
Words will sometimes be contracted, and the phrases colloquial and expressive,
with statement and expressions that are unequivocal rather than provisional.

0

There will be many repetitions, some of which may seem to be redundant.

This information recorded in this subsection is used specifically in the first study in
the next chapter. It is also used, together with the data and theories recorded earlier in
this Chapter, in the ten studies in Chapters Five to Seven.

DATA PERTINENT TO THE SELECTED GREEK TEXT
In the first place it is a voice calling, not a text: ..
the Gospel must be a living voice. 1
Martin Luther.

0.0

The Objectives of the Chapter

In this chapter there are two separate studies which identify and record:
a) the features of the selected biblical text which indicate that it is more suitable for
being heard, and that induce mood into the narratives.

b) information that readers and listeners are likely to know, from having read or
heard sections of Mark's Gospel that are prior to 6:30.

The methods of inquiry differ in each study. While the focus of the first analysis is on
the Greek text at M k 6:30-33, information is also recorded as to the extent the features
of orality identified as being present in those four verses occur throughout Mark's
Gospel. There is also data as to the features that emphasise and/or clarify the meaning
of certain phrases or clauses, and to those features which help impute tones of conflict
and the mood and attitude to the characters. The second inquiry is effectively a
narrative analysis of the text of Mark's Gospel prior to 6:30. The objective in this
analysis is to identify some on the features likely to affect the interpretations people
make when they are reading or hearing the subsequent stories at 6:30-8:27a. The
information gleaned in these studies is used extensively in the various studies in the
next four chapters.

'

In Weimarer Ausgabe 12:259 Luther wrote: 'Auffs erst, ists eyne rufende stym, nicht eyne schrifft: ...
das Euangelion soil eyn lebendige styrnme seyn', (translated and cited by Marks, 1998: 36).

1.0

Orality in the Greek Text of Mark's Gospel

Although the analysis in this study is focused on four specific verses, there is also
information as to the extent to which the features of orality which are present in these
verses, occur elsewhere in the Gospel. The data thus indicates the extent to which the
factors associated with orality occur throughout the Greek text of Mark's Gospel.

1.1

Sentences and Clauses

The text below is of the text at 6:30-33. It is set out sentence by sentence. The words
that are underlined are the verbs that are in the indicative or imperative moods.

The average length of these Greek sentences is less than seven words, and the longest
clause is of nine words. A noticeable feature is the presence of the paratactic
i
at the commencement of all but two of the sentences. Short
conjunctive ~ a (and)

, features that extend throughout
sentences, and sentences commencing with ~ a iare
Mark's Gospel (Zenvick, 1963: 153).~When texts are read aloud conjunctions often
2

Zenvick asserts that 'the monotonous frequency, unknown to Greek literature, of ~ a used
i
at the
beginning of each narration and of each sentence of the narration ... is especially conspicuous in Mark
(1963: 153).

indicate the commencement of sentences. To this extent they operate as verbal fullstops and commas to the prior sentences. Although ~ 6 0 6 s(then or immediatel~)~
is
not present in any of these four verses, the word €6065 occurs together with ~ a ini
approximately forty places elsewhere in the Gospel. The above data indicates that
much of Mark's Gospel comprises: short sentences, connected by ~ a i Only
.
one
sentence contains more than one idea unit.4

There are rhymes and rhythms in several of the sentences or clauses. At 6:3 1 two short
clauses have the same rhythmic form and length, and similar terminal

sound^.^ These

clauses emphasise the contrasting movements of coming and going.
fiaav y&p oi i p x 6 ~ ~ v o ~

~ a oii
The phrase

~ ~ " T T ~ ~ O VrroXXoi
TES

K ~ T 'i8iav

ELS ipqpov

for they were coming
and many were going

T ~ T T O V(by

oneself [or apart] into a desert place

alone) at 6:31 is repeated in the reverse order in the next verse creating a reverse
rhyme. Clauses with rhythm and that rhyme are scattered throughout the Gospel. The
rhetorical analysis in the next section will show that many of these features are in the
selected passage of Mk 6.30-8:27a.

3

On about forty occasions ~ireirsis in a foremost position in the sentence after ~ a ibut
, on six or seven
occasions, including 6:54 it is placed later in the sentence. Kilpatrick considers that when ~ireirsis in
the initial position it is a connecting particle rather than an adverb of time (1993: 168). Thus it is
possibly best translated as then when in the initial positions and as immediately when later in the script.
However at 7:25 after &AX7 (but) it is in the initial position and almost certainly is an adverb of time.
4
There are two 'idea units' in the second sentence, at 6:30b. The sentence can be translated as: and they
related to him all that they had done and what they had taught.
5
Each clause has eight syllables, one ending in the sound -VOL, and the other ending with -lot.

1.2

Verbs

-

Historic Presents and Impersonal Plurals

The verb, ouvciyov~at(they gather) in the first verse is in the present tense. So also
is X i y ~ t(he says) in the third sentence. These verbs are 'historic presents', that is,
verbs in the present tense referring to past activities. There are about 151 verbs in the
Gospel that can be classified as historic presents (Hawkins, 1909: 143-8). Most of
these verbs are verbs of 'saying', and most are 'spoken' by the narrator. As shown in
the prior study, verbs in the historic present are not unusual in colloquial English and
they are also common in Greek. However, such verbs seem to be more frequent in
Mark's text than in almost any other Greek text of the period.6 These historic presents
contribute to the vividness of the stories, and the conversational tone.

At 6:33 the verb

E?~SOV(they

saw) has no subject, and no subject is implied by the

context. The implication is that they are the general populace of the area. This verb,

E ~ S O is
V ,one of the twenty-one verbs in Mark's Gospel that C. H. Turner considers to
be 'impersonal plurals' (1924: 378).7 Five of these verbs are in the selected passages
of 6:30-8:27a.' These verbs contribute to the colloquial nature of the comunication.

1.3

Repetitions

In the four verses at 6:30-33 there are many repetitions in sounds, such as the prefix

ouv-, and the root word f i ~ 0 o v .The
~ sound of the prefixes &rr- and ~ i p o occur
also in

6

John has 162 historic presents in his longer Gospel, and historic presents are frequently used by
Josephus, and by the translator of 1 Samuel in the LXX.
Turner defmes impersonal plurals as 'the use of a plural verb with no subject expressed, and no
subject implied other than the quite general one "people"' (1924: 378).
At Mk 6:33,43, 54; 7:32 and 8:22.
he verb &rrijheov (they went away) at 6:32 has the same root as rrpoijX0ov (they went before) at 6:33.
Both these verbs are the aorist form of the verb which occurs as a participle, <px6p~voi,
at 6:31. All
these verbs and participles are associated with coming or going.

'

the prepositions &rrd (from) and npds (to). The words rroXXoi (many) and h r r c i y o v ~ ~ s

(going) are repeated,10 while the phrase

K ~ T ' i6iuv

€is Epqpov ~ 6 n o v(to a desert

place apart) is repeated in the reverse order." As elsewhere in Mark's Gospel
analogous phrases often differ slightly (Neirynck, 1972).12

Several words at 6:30-33 are unnecessary for establishing meaning, and to that extent
can be described as being redundant.
0

The verb 6 ~ 5 - in
r ~the phrase 6 ~ 5 - 6r ~
p ~ ' i sa6701 means you come, so the
other two words meaning you and yourself are redundant. The additional
words do, however, make Jesus7directive more emphatic.

e

At 6:33 the adverb rreCfj (on foot) is redundant as the verb o u v i 6 p u ~ o v
records that they run as one.I3 The presence of m<ij does, however,
emphases the difference between the way the crowd travels, and the way the
disciples travel.

e

The phrases E

~ Sipq pov T ~ ~ O(toV a

desert place) at 6:31 and 6:32 indicate

that the place is away from habitations, so the additional phrase

K ~ T 'i6iuv

(apart), while ernphasising the isolation of the place, is redundant in that it
does not provide any additional infomation to the readers or listeners.
Throughout Mark's Gospel there are many words and phrases used for
emphasis but which would be considered as being unnecessary, if the sole
purpose for the text was to convey infomation.l4

lo The word noXXoi have somewhat the same orality and rhetorical features as those in the original texts
occurs at 6:31 and 6:33, and it also occurs in the subsequent verse, that is at 6:34.The participle
irntiyov~esat 6:3 1 is in the nominative case and the participle irntiyov~asat 6:33 is in the accusative
case, and there is only one letter different between the two words.
11
At 6:31 the phrase KUT' i6iav €is Epqpov ~ 6 n o vat 6:31, and at 6:32 it is in the reverse order, c i s
Eipqpov T ~ T T O VKUT' i6iav.
l2 Neirynck has published an extensive list of the phrases and clauses that are repeated in this Gospel
(1972).
13
The adverb onfoot is not necessary as running already indicates that they do so onfoot.
14
Many such words and phrases present in the selected passage of Mk 6:30-8:27a are mentioned in the
studies in the next three chapters.

Throughout Mark's Gospel there are many words and phrases used for emphasis
but which would be considered as being unnecessary if the sole purpose of the
Gospel being written was to convey information.

Adele Berlin claims that repetition is 'one of the most extensive devices in the Bible,
taking many different forms' and that it 'is a key to perception, to interpretation; it
calls attention to the similarity of two things or utterances, and may also be calling
attention to their differences' (1983: 136). In Mark's Gospel repetitions range from
words and phrases to themes and concepts. There are repetitions of:

words, phrases15and of the sounds that occur within words.

* proclamations, as for ex-le:

a) the first part of the proclamations at 7:15 is

repeated with variations as a question at 7:18b,16 b) most of the second part of
the proclamation at 7:15 is repeated at 7:20-21,'" and c) many words in the
proclamation at 7:20 are repeated at 7:23.1s
e

words and themes, for example, sometimes information is repeated or enlarged
upon in this Gospel without the words and phrases being reproduced. Rhoads
Dewey and Michie refer to these types of construction as 'two step progressions'
(1999: 49).
concepts, which are sometimes achieved by a positive statement followed by a
negative statement, or vice versa. Such compositions can be quite simple, such

15

The phrase K ~ T ' i6iav cis E p q ~ o v~ 6 7 1 0(apart
~
to a desertplace) at 6:3 1 is repeated in the reverse
order at 6:32. The repetition of a phase in the reverse order tends to suggest that the phrases represent
the commencement and termination of a passage. This rhetorical device tends to 'set off and unify the
data between the two phrases and so accentuate that internal data. Many phrases are repeated at 8:1718.
l6 The main difference in these proclamations is: the subject is negative in the statement while the verb
is negative in the question.
l7 The repetition of the second part of Jesus' pronouncement at 7:20, is slightly more succinct, due to
omission of T& (things) in two places.
18
7:20 ~ K ~ ~ O ~ E U ~ ~GKE^LVO
E V O VKOLVO^L
,
T ~ V
dV8po710~.
7123 ? o o e € V ~ K T T O P E ~ E T CKL LU KOLVO^L
~
T ~ V
~V~PWTOV.

as: He ran away, he is no longer here. In Mark's Gospel the negative - positive
structures usually consist of two sentences, the negative one containing the
adverb 06, the positive one commencing with &AX&. There are five of these
compositions in the selected passage of 6:30-8:27a.19 Two of these are
reproduced below as they are also good examples of the emphatic effect of the
repetitions of sounds and rhythms:
7:15 0 6 6 6 ~i o ~ itoeev
~ v TOG dv0pCjnou

There is nothingJFom outside man

~ ~ o ~ r o p e u 6 p ~...
v o~vo i v 6 a aa~W v ,

entering in ... defile him

&AX&

T&

i~TO^ &veph~ou~ K

ia-rlv T& K O L V O G V T ~T
7:19

&AX'

~ &vOponov.
V

outfrom man going out

is what defiles the man.

O ~ ~
Kiorrop~6e
a ~h 0a 6~

not entering him

eis

into the heart,

T ~ ~
Vapsiav,

E ~ TS ~ ~
V o~Xiav,

~ a E iI S
1.4

T T O ~ E U ~ but
~ E that
V ~

T ~ &+e6p6va
V
~

but into the stomach,

K ~ T O ~ E ~ and
E Tinto
~ the
~ ,drain goes out.

Emphasis by Aggregative Adjectives and Hyperbolic Staternenti

The fxst sentence in the selected passage records that the disciples teli Jesus sdv-ra

(all) they had taught and done. The adjective all is aggregative and the statement is a
hyperbole as their report would have been only a summary of all that they taught, and
of all that they did. People often use aggregative adjectives and exaggerations in
speech such as: small seeds, high mountains, all the people and everyone. The clause

&nb naoljv

T ~ V
7~6XeovW o m

all the cities) at 6:33 can also be classified as a

hyperbole (Guelich, 1989: 338), and nao6v classified as an aggregative adje~tive.~'
There are many hyperbolic statements and aggregative adjectives in Mark's Gospel.

l9 Two of them, at 6:52 and 7:25, are comments by the narrator. Another is in the question by the
Pharisees and scribes at 7:5. The other two are in the explanations by Jesus at 7:15 and 19.
20 1Tciv~a
is the accusative neuter plural and naaQv is the genitive plural of nas meaning all.

In addition to hyperbolic statements and aggregative adjectives emphasis is achieved
by means of:
verbs of saying in the imperfect tense, to intimate that the speaker or speakers are
repeating or stressing what they are saying.21
enhancive words, such as using the Greek word for sea to designate what is really
a lake.22
rhyme:3

rhythm,24assonance (repetition of a vowel) and alliteration (repetition

of an initial c ~ n s o n a n t ) . ~ ~
0

the use of verbs in the present tense when reporting episodes that happened in the
past. This is particularly effective at 8:16b-18 where the ten verbs that are in the
indicate mood are also all in the present tense.

1.5

Moods Depicting Conflicting Points of View or Conflict

Rhetorical devices can be used to infuse a mood of discord into narratives and to
depict the characters as having conflicting aspirations and/or points of view. Some of
the ways this is achieved in Mark's Gospel are:

21

As at Mk 7:17, 20, 27, 36 (twice); 8: 11, 15, 21, 23 and 24; beseeching at 6 5 6 and discubsing at
8:16.
22
Tjv Bcihauoav (the sea) is mentioned nineteen times in the Gospel. On the first and last occasion,
that sea is depicted as a particular body of water with a definite location. In both instances it is referred
to by the title: sea of Galilee. In this Gospel the sea is associated with, by name, the Galilean area.
Many readers and listeners may know that the sea is really a lake, and that it has a different naine, but in
Mark's narrative the word is always BciXauoav (sea) and the word Xipvq (lake) is never used.
23 The sounds 06 (no) and -ETE occurs seven times at 8: 17-18. This is evident when the text is set out in
metric form, as it is in the ninth study which is recorded in Chapter Seven.
24
For example, there is a reverse rhyme and rhythm at 7:27b where each clause is of eight syllables,
one having Xapelv at the commencement before its object, the other with paX~lvat the end after its
object. The passage is discussed in more detail in the Chapter Six.
25
At 6:39-41 there is alliteration, repetition of an initial consonant, with the sounds: i n i - ... uvpn6uta
ovpn6uta i.rr(, xXopQ ~ 6 p ~Tpautai
y,
~paotat',KUT& ... KaTh, ~ V T ...
- T ~ T -The
. conjunction
K U occurs
~
seven times within these phrases.

Q

questions in this narrative 'intensify the conflicts'. They do this 'by creating
suspense and tension' (Rhoads et al., 1999: 55).26 The proportion of questions in
this Gospel is exceptionally high.

Q

the presence of emotive words, such as hypocrite and hard hearted, antagonistic
and/or belligerent expressions, the presence of many

and the

adversative conjunctive 6i (but).
contrasting one character or group with another, such as depicting them as going
in different directions, exaggerating the enthusiasm of one group in order to
emphasise the lack of enthusiasm of another group.
Q

using phrases with contrasting concepts,28such as what goes into a person and

what comes out, and the concept of being apart or outside.
discontinuity in the flow of the narrative to emphasise 'the differing thoughts' of
the characters (Grundy, 1993: 4 11;Fowler, 1981: 11o).~'
irony, of which there are several forms of irony in Mark's gospel, extending
throughout the text (Camery-Hoggatt, 1992; Fowler, 1992: 69; and Tannehill,
1979: 79).30

26

In the first edition of their book Rhoads and Michie draw attention to various aspects relating to the
use of questions in Mark's Gospel. They state that 'within this brief story, the characters pose an
extraordinary number of question, mostly rhetorical'. They declare that 'the interrogative mood
intensifies conflict between the characters' (1982:49).
27
There are seven negatives in the three verses at 8: 16-18.
28
Only a few words separate the phrase i v ~ d X p a ~dv0p61~wv
a
(human commandments) at 7:7 fiom
.rrap&ocs~v~ 9 &v0p6.rrov
v
(human traditions) at 7 9 , and fiom nap68oo~v' upijv hour traditions) at
7:9 fiom the phrases ~ i l vi v ~ o h f i vTOG ~ E O G(the commandment of God) at 7:8 and 7:9. The phrases
are contrasted with each other without a conjunction at 7:8. These asyndetons emphasize the contrasts.
29
Breaks in the flow of the narrative between the verses at 8:14 and 15, and between the verses at 8:15
and 16 serves to depict Jesus talking about one issue, while his disciples are talking about another.
30
The mockery of the soldiers where they depict Jesus as a king is verbal irony, as the soldiers do not
mean what they say, but it is also dramatic or situational irony because Jesus really is a king (Tannehill,
1979: 79).

1.6

Summary of the above Analyses

The above survey shows that the four verses at 6:30-33 contain: short sentencesjoined
by conjunctions, balanced clauses, verbs in the 'historic presents' and that there are
'impersonal plurals', repetitions and hyperbolic statements. Only one sentence
contains more than one 'idea unit'. Thus many of the features identified in the prior
chapter as being characteristic of orality are present in the first four verses of the
selected text. The above data also shows that various features and rhetorical devices
infuse mood into the text and impute attitudes to the characters.

1.7

Confirmation of the Results

The above observations about the orality in Mark's Gospel are in conformity with the
observations of biblical scholars. Scholars who have expressed somewhat similar
opinions about Mark's Gospel include: Kelber (1980 and 1983: 44-79 & 217); Dewey
(1989: 33-39; 1992 and 1994); Nineharn (1963: 21); Beavis (1987: 5933 and Wegener
(1995: 83-86). Other 'oral and aural qualities of Mark's Gospel' have been noted by
Mark Wegener. He asserts that:
the author's style is more that of a speaker rather than that of a writer.. ..few
incidents or scenes ... are longer than half a page. All have a highly visible
quality ... because they relate the characters' actions and speeches... . oral
stories are episodic; the events are strung together.. .. Mark's individual
anecdotes are merely hooked one onto another .... the 'echo principle' is
characteristic of oral stories ... key expressions and themes are repeated ...
(1995: 83-84).

While this research is not concerned with the history of the text, it is pertinent to
remark that the original text did not have the punctuations, breathings, or divisions
between words that are in the Greek text used for this research. Achtemeier asserts

that it would have been an almost impossible task to read Mark's text 'at sight'.31
Readers of Mark's Gospel would have to study the text, or have had previously heard
the contents of the script, in order to read it aloud to an audience. Thus when the early
Christian read the text they would have read it aloud.32

Further confirmatory evidence for the opinions expressed above is provided by
Dewey, who uses a method that is entirely different from the one used in the above
analysis. She assesses the structure and contents of the text, and shows that it
conforms with Plato's understanding of mimesis, the illusions of reality that are
characteristic of oral performances. According to her, Plato's conception of mimesis
consists of 'happenings (gignomena), not abstract thought; the happenings are visually
concrete (horata); and they are many (polla), that is pluralized, not organised
according to cause and effect'. Dewey shows that there are similar features in Mark's
Gospel (1989: 34-38).

31

Achtemeier asserts that 'the sheer physical nature of the written page in classical antiquity mitigated
against its ease of reading and in that way also contributed to the culture's reliance on the oral mode in
communication. The written page consisted entirely of lines each containing a similar number of letters,
lines that ended and began irrespective of the words themselves. Documents were written without
systematic punctuation, without indications of sentence or paragraph structure, indeed without
separation of the letters into individual words' (1990: 10).
32
Even in the fourth century Augustine was surprised to discover that Ambrose read books silently
(Book 6, Ch 3).This would be a unusual event as the words in texts were not separated by spaces, or the
clauses by punctuations. The lack of spaces meant that words could not be identified by their
orthographical form, and texts were read by sounding out the syllables.

2.0

A Narrative Analysis

It is desirable to briefly review the segment of the Gospel that is prior to the selected
passage of 6:30-8:27a, as the contents of the earlier segments of a narrative would
tend to affect the interpretations people make when they read and listen to subsequent
segments (Greenwood, 1985: 67)." The contents of the prologue of this Gospel are
likely to be particularly influential. The data recorded there establishes the role of the
narrator, the relationship between the narrator and the narratees, and foreshadows
some of the important themes of the Gospel (Smith, 1995: 218-221). The prologue
also gives readers and listeners 'a vantage point from which they can appropriate the
ensuring narrative7 (Wegener, 1995: 99). In order to keep this inquiry within
reasonable bounds, this analysis is confined to those features that are present in the
selected biblical passage of 6:30-8:27a and also in the prior segment of the Gospel.
This inquiry is focused on the narrative form of Gospel, the narrator, and on those
characters, settings and themes that are mentioned in both segments.

2.1

The Narrative Form and Composition

There are several factors in Mark's Gospel that indicate that the text is basically a
narrative: a) The events are recounted from a specific perspective. b) The episodes are
mostly arranged chronically. c) There is a plot that comes to a climax within the text.
d) There is also a central figure and a limited number of other characters, and e) there
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David Greenwood in discussing the methodology of A. J. Greimas asserts that 'the meaning of a
whole is not produced by an objective summing up of the meanings of parts' and that 'it is only in the
light of hypotheses about the meaning of the whole that the meaning of parts can be defined' (1985:
67).

is a narrator who presents a consistent point of view. This assessment is in line with
the opinions held by many contemporary biblical scholars.34

At the commencement of the Gospel narrative audiences are given information that is
not known to the characters in the stories. Thus from the very outset readers and
listeners tend to 'perceive the events differently from the way the characters do'
(Berlin, 1994: 54). The acquisition of this special information tends to make narrative
audiences at least subconsciously aware that they are outside the world of the text.
Because contemporary readers and listeners have no personal familiarity with the
cultures and the locations mentioned in the stories, they are likely to be even more
cognisant than they are outside the story world of the text. However, there is sufficient
information in the text concerning these customs and locations to enable them to
understand the individual stories, and to follow the overall narrative.35

While the narrative form is fairly evident, and there are identifiable structural
arrangements in some segments of the Gospel there is no definitive overall structure
for the Gospel as a whole. This is party due to the plot not being constructed on the

34

Biblical scholars who assert that Mark's Gospel is a narrative include: Dewey (1989: 37-38); Kelber
(1983: 65); Perrin (1976: 122-3); Petersen (1978a: 49); Rhoads and Michie (1982: 11); Tannehill
(1977: 135) and van Iersel (1988: 4). John Drury asserts that Mark's Gospel is 'obviously and
emphatically a narrative' (1987: 402). Petersen devotes a chapter of his book mainly on this issue
(1978a: 49-80) and asserts it in his article (1978b: 97). Starobinski declares it to be 'a perfect example
of pure narrative' (1971: 379). Ernest Best also asserts that it is a narrative but claims that it 'contains
elements that would place it in the Gattungen' of biography, history, sermon and narrative (1989: 43).
35 For instance, many Jewish customs are explained in the text, with the result that those contemporary
readers and listeners who have only a rudimentary knowledge of the period, or of the customs of the
inhabitants, have little difficulty following the story line.

basis of logical progression.36 For example, the hostilities recorded at 3:6 do not
proceed immediately to a climax (Dewey, 1989: 38).37Thus those who are reading or
hearing the Gospel for the first time cannot correctly foresee what will be the subject
matter of the next story. The narrative is, however, constructed on a 'plot of causality',
that is events which occur as a result of the preceding events.38It is also possible to
track the important components and stages in the plot. For example, there are many
reports of conflicts, and the number and type of Jesus' opponents expand as the plot

advance^.^'

Although many biblical scholars propose possible configurations for the structure of
the Gospel, they do not even agree as to 'the boundaries of larger units' (Petersen,
1980: 187). Dewey asserts that this lack of agreement is a 'strong argument against'
all the structural arrangements that have been advanced by scholars (1991: 224).
Because scholars do not agree as to the structure for the Gospel as a, whole, or the
boundaries to the larger linguistic units, this research is conducted on that basis that
there is no obvious structure. This is beneficial rather than being a problem, as it is
assumed in the various studies recorded in this thesis that the biblical texts are read or
heard during the process of reading or hearing the whole Gospel.

For example, the script often 'holds out' the possibility that events could lead to Jesus not being
crucified, but the outcomes are always different. The possibility that God may have other plans is raised
at 14:37; and at 14:47 there is the possibility that Jesus might escape through armed resistance. Later in
the text there are indications that the death penalty might not eventuate, either because there are not
sufficient witnesses, or by means of a pardon from the Roman ruler, or by a miracle while Jesus is on
the cross.
37 Dewey asserts that the hostility 'is then forgotten about for eight chapters (although there are
occasional conflicts between Jesus and the authorities) until in 11:18 and 12:12 the authorities ... seek
to kill Jesus'(1989: 38).
38 There is little or no plot of predestination, with few events presented as foreordained, or as following
a 'divine script'. For example, Jesus is depicted as going to his death freely, by not trying to avoid it.
39
Initially his opponents are local Scribes, then the Pharisees who involve the Herodians. Herod hears
about Jesus, then Scribes come from Jerusalem. Later the high priests are involved and the crowd turn
against him. Pilate condemns him to death, and his executioners abuse him.
36

Despite what has been said above, some overall conception as to the structure of the
Gospel does facilitate the systematic consideration of the text. The diagrammatical
representation on the next page is recorded solely for this purpose. The boundaries of
pericopes indicated in the diagram are the same as those used in the studies in the next
three chapters. The concept is adapted from a diagrammatical representation by
. ~ ' numbers in brackets
Norman Petersen of a larger section of Mark's ~ o s ~ e l The
indicate the order in which the texts are located in Gospel, and also the number of the
study in which that particular pericope is used in the studies recorded in the next three
chapters.

Synchronic Classification
A Mostly Prose

B Prose & Poetic
Parallelism

C Copious Poetic
Parallelism

Disciples & the
crowds are
mentioned

The crowds are
not mentioned

The disciples are
not mentioned4'

* The disciples are not specifically mentioned in (5) & (8)

Petersen's diagram is of the compositional units from 4:l to 8:26. He uses it to demonstrate his
assertion that the pericopes are successively in three different styles of 'formal and material'
parallelism. The segments of text used in the various studies in this thesis differ slightly from the
passages Petersen designates as being compositional units. For example, verses 6:53 and 7:31 are
included with the prior verses in pericopes in the studies in this thesis. A more significant difference
between the above diagram and Petersen's more extensive one is at 8: 11-22a. In the studies recorded in
this thesis, the story of the confi-ontationwith the Pharisees at 8:ll-13 is the basis of one study, and the
story about a conversation in a boat at 8:14-22a is used in another study. Petersen treats these two
stories as being one unit.
41
The presence of the disciples is inferred by the plural of the participles ~ ~ E X ~ ~ V (on
T W their
V
coming
out) at 6:54.
40

None of Petersen's classification are used in the studies recorded in this research. The
diagram based on the groupings he advocates is presented here merely to draw
attention to some of the features that are common to the stories within each group.
Some of the affinities between these stories have long been recognised by biblical
scholars. They often refer to the similarities between the two stories of Jesus feeding
crowds with a few loaves and fishes, and between the two cures at 7:32-27 and 8:22b27a.. The two feeding stories are numbers (1) and (7) in column A, and the two cures
numbered (6) and (10) in column C. The chart also draws attention to other features
that are somewhat the same. For example, in the stories listed in column C, the
participants come 'together spatially and temporally' and upon departing the scene,
none of them, other than Jesus, are mentioned in subsequent stories. There are also
more poetic parallelism in these stories than in the other pericopes listed in the chart.
These stories thus tend to 'stand apart' from those adjacent to them.

All four stories in Column B record conversations. Two of the conversations take
place in the confined space of a boat, and another within the confines of a house. The
stories listed in this column have features that are similar to stories elsewhere in the
Gospel (Shepherd, 1995: 524).42The most obvious is the earlier boat trip at 4:35-41
which Petersen places in the same column in his more extended chart. Readers and
listeners would probably recall that story when they are reading or hearing the stories
at 6:47-53 and 8:14-22a.

Shepherd is specifically referring to the central pericopes of 'sandwich' constructions, such as the
stories at 3:20-35 and 5:21-43. These are also the characteristics of other stories such as 4:35-41 and
6:l-6b. Petersen includes these stories in the 'B' grouping in his chart, which covers the text of Mark's
Gospel from 4: 1 to 8:26.

4'

Like all generalisations the above classification has it limitations. While two of the
stories in Column B specifically refer to the disciples' lack of understanding, the
disciples are not mentioned in the other two stories allocated to that group. The
classification does, however, show that the theme of not understanding is not
confined to a particular type of story, nor are the calls to understand directed only to
the disciples. At 4:9 the populace is called upon to listen, and to both listen and
understand at 7: 14.

There is no need to discuss the widely acknowledged 'sandwich' constructions that
are prominent in other sections of Mark's Gospel, as there are none of the more
generally acknowledged 'sandwich' constructions in the passage selected for this
research.43The only obviously concentric or chiastic grouping of stories is at 7:32 to
8:27a and the construction of these verses is discussed in Chapter Seven.

2.2

The Narrator

In this Gospel, the stance of implied author and that of the narrator can be conceived
as being identical (Tolbert, 1989: 95; Rhoads, 1982: 422).44This is due to their both
being anonymous, and to 'everything the narrator describes and predicts' being later
confirmed within the narrative as being correct. It is more appropriate to refer to the
narrator rather than to the author, or to the implied author, as the studies in this thesis
revolve around how the text is received and interpreted, rather than being concerned
with why or how the text was written.

These are structural devices more technically called intercalations (Tate, 1996: 240). In Mark's
Gospel there are several types. Sometimes one story is inserted within another story, and sometimes one
story is framed by two similar stories.

43

As mentioned above, readers and listeners do not enter the story world of Mark's
Gospel. Neither does the narrator. He/she communicates to the narrative audiences at
one level, and the characters communicate between themselves at a second level of
exchange. The interactions between the narrator and narratees are thus outside the
activities described in the

Only the narrator in this story communicates

directly with the narrative audience.

Throughout the Gospel, the narrator's point of view is the same as Jesus' point of
view (Petersen, 1978b: 97). This contributes to the establishment of the narrator's
credibility, but there are also several other factors which early in, the narrative
establish the narrator as a credible and reliable informant. In the prologue the narrator
quotes from the Hebrew Scriptures and correctly predicts future events.46At several
places in this Gospel the narrator informs readers and listeners of the tbughts and
aspirations of the various characters. This is information which is beyodd the capacity
of human beings to know. The narrator is thus of the type known as 'an unlimited
omniscient narrator' (Rhoads & Michie, 1982: 36; Petersen, 1978b: 105). Readers and
listeners are inclined to accept such information without challenging its credibility.
This is in part due to the trustworthiness of the narrator having already been
established, but also due to the narrative form of the communication. Those who read
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Rhoads claims that in Mark's Gospel there is little or no difference between the point of view of the
narrator and the norms and choices of the implied author (Rhoads, 1982: 422). The term 'implied
author' is used to denote the conception of the author as disclosed by text.
45
Mary Ann Tolbert asserts that in Mark's Gospel 'neither the narrator nor the narratee exists as a
persona within the fictional world'(1989: 92). Ernest Best contends that 'there is only one level in
Mark's story, the level of its participants; it is we who read it or listen to it fi-om our vantage point as
spectators who exist at a different level' (1989: 54). It is immaterial for this research which is the better
way of describing these relationships. Both concepts acknowledge that in Mark's Gospel the narrator
and narratees do not enter the story world of the characters.
46 Wegener asserts that 'some of Mark's modem readers may not be versed in the Jewish Scriptures in
general or the prophecies of Isaiah in particular, but that does not blunt the quotation's sizeable
narrative impact' (1995: 97).

or listen to narratives expect to be informed of the inner thoughts and motives of the
characters.

In addition to describing events and reporting on what the characters say, the narrator
makes many significant comments to the audience.47Boomershine and Bartholomew
classify the narrator's comments in this Gospel as being of three kinds: (1) comments
in the form of appositives;48 (2) comments introduced by -ijv (flaav)
66; and (3)
comments with y6p (1981: 214). The comments these scholars assign to the first
group are brief remarks within sentences that provide additional information about a
character, date or place. Those in their second group are those that provide more
extensive information, and these are mostly introduced by -ijv 66 or by ijoav 66.
Boomershine and Bartholomew assert that the comments which are introduced by y dtp
'generally occur in the midst of stories', and in these the narrator purports to explain
'confusing or surprising elements in the narrative'. These scholars state that 'these
narrative comments sometimes 'raise new questions as well as answer old ones7,and
that the one at 6 5 2 is 'an inside view into the disciples' emotional response to a
surprising action of Jesus7 (1981: 21 5-219). Comments by the narrator thus often
provide audiences 'with criteria for evaluating' the actions of the characters (Perkins,
1989: 303).

47

For example, the narrator makes four comments in the story at 7:l-23. Two of them explain Jewish
customs, while another translates an Aramaic word. The fourth comment draws the attention of readers
and listeners to the significance of one of Jesus' pronouncements and the inference to be drawn from it.
48 At 7:11 and 7: 34 there are parenthetical clauses, explaining the meaning of Aramaic words that are
introduced by 6 i o ~ t (that
v
is).

2.3

The Characters

As in most narratives, the attitudes and the thematic values of the characters are
disclosed by their actions, by what they say, and what the narrator and other characters
say concerning them. Kelber asserts that in this Gospel 'it is through actions, face-to
face dialogues, controversies and confrontations that characters come to life'. He
claims that these actions 'can be perceived with the mind's eye', and being thus
visualised they 'take on a keen sense of "realityn'(1983: 69).

Apart from Jesus, the only characters mentioned in both the selected text and in the
prior segment of the Gospel are members of five groups. These groups are: Jesus'
disciples, the crowds, the Pharisees, the Scribes, and unclean spirits. The following
brief comments concerning Jesus and these groups are only of a general nature, and
specifically record data relating to them that is in the earlier sections of this .Gospel.

2.3.1 Jesus

Jesus is the central and dominant character throughout Mark's Gospel, and is present
in all the episodes recorded in the selected passage of Mk 6:30-8:27a. However,
despite this segment being one eighth of the whole Gospel his name occurs only twice

in the whole segment, once in the first sentence, and once in the last sentence at 8:27a.
Elsewhere his presence and actions are referred to, or indicted by verbs and pronouns
in the third person singular, which translate into English as he, him and his.

In the earlier segments of the Gospel Jesus is depicted as a powerful character and he
is also the authoritative 'voice' in this narrative. There he is shown to have power and
authority over unclean spirits, nature and death, and to be 'an accomplished performer

of powefil deeds' (Kelber, 1983: 51).~' He is also depicted as being able to discern
people's thoughts and motives, and as having authority to forgive sins. He is
proclaimed as being the Son of God in the title, and at 2: 11 a voice from heaven calls
him his son. In addition to being portrayed as having superhuman powers, Jesus is
also depicted as being very human and undergoing a wide range of moods. These
moods are typical of a passionate, compassionate and committed person.50 These
moods emphasise his humanness. Audiences are thus informed of these matters before
they read, or hear, the stories at 6:30-8:27a.

In stories prior to 6:30, Jesus is addressed and referred to as 6 1 6 & o ~ a &(teacher),
0~
and what he says as being 616ax7;j a h 0 5 (his teachings). Although he is said to teach
6:34, he not referred to as teacher nor what he says as teachings in the text selected
for the research.51However, at 7: 14 and 8:2 Jesus is inferred to be teaching the crowd,
and at 7: 17-23 and 8:14-21 that he is endeavouring to teach his disciples. Jesus' role
as teacher is thus implied rather than stated in the selected passage of 6:30-8:27a.~~
The ways Jesus is depicted in this segment are discussed in more detail in the studies
in the next three chapters.

49 Kelber goes on to assert that 'while the heroic Jesus is elevated to a presence larger than life, he
remains deeply committed to life' (1983: 52).
50
For example, at 3:s he is angry, and at 5:38 he is tired.
51 At 6:34 the verb GL~CICTKELV
(to teach) occurs.
52
It is rather different in the Gospel as a whole, as in the whole text there are twelve occurrences of the
noun 6166o~aXos(teacher), five of the noun S ~ S a x iwhich
,
describes the act of teaching, and eighteen
occurrences of the verb 6 1 6 t h ~(to~ teach).
~ ~ ~ Some of these references are to the actions of his
disciples and the religious leaders.

2.3.2 His disciples
The word p a 0 q ~ a i(disciples) occurs forty-five times in the

Although most

of these references are to the disciples of Jesus, some of them are to the disciples of
John the Baptist, and to those of the Pharisees. Thus the role and status of discipleship
revolve around the attachment of the disciples to their various masters, with the word
p a 0 q ~ a iconveying a concept of tutelage.54More than a quarter of the references to
the disciples are at 6:30-8:27a, so discipleship is an important concept in the selected
passage. Mostly the word p a 0 q ~ a iis accompanied by a noun or pronoun in the
c disciples), and occasionally my or your
genitive case, such as oi paeq-rai a b ~ o (his
disciples.j5 While these people are rightly referred to as the disciples, within the story
itself these characters are very definitely depicted as his disciples.

In the studies in the next three chapters there is some information concerning the
many, and often conflicting, opinions that scholars have as to how the disciples are
portrayed in Mark's

However, at this juncture it is only necessary to briefly

discuss how the disciples are depicted in these early stories, and the scholars are less
divided as to how the disciples are depicted in these stories. The disciples respond
enthusiastically when Jesus' calls on them to follow him, and they assist him in
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In this Gospel the Greek word for disciple is always in the plural.
Werner Kelber asserts that in this Gospel discipleship 'reflects the activist notion of the learning
process' (1983: 69).
55
The Greek text used for this thesis shows the accompanying pronoun as doubtful at 6:41. The same
text does not have a possessive pronoun or noun in six other places where the word pa€l~-ral
occurs.
That is at 4:34; 8:l; 9:14; 10:10,13,24 and 14:16. Paul Ellingworth, relying on reasoning of J. K.
Elliott, argues that a6-roD should be in the text at most of these places (2000: 114-126). It is
inconsequential for this research as to whether the possessive pronouns should be in the texts at these
places. The only occurrence in the segment being used in my research is at 8: 1, and the word pa€lq~ai
also occurs in the same story at 8:4 and 8:6 with possessive pronouns attached making it quite clear that
the reference at 8: lis to Jesus' disciples. The position is much the same with all the other places where
there are no possessive pronouns.
56 AS Rhoads observes there is not even consensus on specific issues, such as whether or not the conflict
between Jesus and his disciples is eventually resolved favourably (1982: 416).
54

teaching, feeding and healing the people, and in casting out unclean spirits. The way
they are depicted in these stories is probably consistent with the preconception that
most readers and listeners already have concerning the disciples (Danove, 1998: 26).57
The first reference to the disciples' lack of comprehension is at 4 : 1 3 , ~and
~ this
becomes an important concept in the passage selected for this research. In the later
stories there are several references to their lack of understanding.59

Early in the Gospel those who formed Jesus' inner circle are portrayed as individuals,
and referred to and addressed by their personal names. Some are depicted as having
distinctive traits. However, this is not how they are depicted in the selected passage of
6:30-8:27a. While Simon Peter is mentioned by name twenty-five times in the Gospel,
neither his name, nor the name of any other disciple, is mentioned in the passage
selected for the research. Not even the title the twelve occurs in this segment. Thus in
the stories at 6:30-8:27a the disciples are depicted as a collective body, a composite
group, and that group is not even depicted as being composed of separate individuals.

2.3.3 Crowds, Opponents and Evil Spirits
Of the thirty-eight occurrences of the word 6xXos (crowd) in the Gospel only eight
are in the selected passage. However an assessment of the importance of the crowd in
the selected text based on these figures would certainly result in an incorrect
assessment of the importance of the crowds in those stories. In addition to the word

57

Danove asserts that Mark's 'narration builds on the reader's pre-existent positive esteem for the
disciples by encouraging certain positive aspects of their characterization while introducing negative
elements into other aspects' (1998: 37-38).
58 There, at 4: 13, Jesus asks: OGK o'i6a-r~... ; (do you not understand ... .?).
59
For example, at 652; 7:18 and 8:17-21 there are references to their lack of understanding. Directly
after the selected passage Peter is recorded as having a faulty understanding of Jesus' role as the
messiah.

6xXos, groups of people are indicated in the selected text by the words rroXXoi (many)
and rrds (all), and verbs in the impersonal plural.60 As in the earlier stories, the
crowds are depicted in the selected passage as needing instruction. On two occasions
they are also depicted as being in need of food. They react excitedly when people are
cured, and often serve as a foil to the responses of Jesus' disciples. Throughout the
narrative the crowds are depicted as being distinct from the disciples, neither group
being a sub-group of the other (Best, 1976: 392).

The Pharisees and the Scribes are depicted as Jesus' main opponents in both the
selected text and the prior segment of the Gospel. Five of the twelve references to the
Pharisees are in the selected passage. At 3:6 the narrator also informs the narrative
audience that the Pharisees are plotting to destroy Jesus. Such information and
inferences prepare readers and listeners to accept Jesus' accusation at 7:6 that the
~ai
Pharisees and the Scribes are k r r o ~ p ~ (hypocrites).

The - y p a p p a ~ ~(Scribes)
Is
are associated with the Pharisees at 2: 16, and referred to
rather despairingly, there and in three other places in the stories prior to 6:30. They are
mentioned twice in the selected text, and on both occasions they are mentioned in
association with the Pharisees. At 2:7 the Scribes speak politely to Jesus, when
readers and listeners know from what the narrator tells them, that the Scribes really
think he is blaspheming. Their politeness therefore infers that they are insincere,
devious andlor hypocritical.

60 The word .noXXoi which is present at 6:3 1 and 33, and nBs which is at 6:39 infer or indicate many
people. Verbs in the impersonal plural at 6:33, 54; 7:32 and 8:22 also indicate the presence of, or the
activity of, many people.

There are references to

TO

nveiipu

TO

& ~ & 3 a p ~(the
o v unclean spirit) in the prior

stories, and sometimes there are many of them. In one of the stories in the selected
passage there is a reference to an unclean spirit who is also called a 6u~~16viov
(demon) in that story.61 In addition to being repulsive in themselves, they give a
negative evaluation to the people and places they are said or inferred to inhabit. They
are first mentioned at 1:23, where one inhabits a man who is in a Jewish synagogue.
The reference thus abstrusely gives a negative evaluation to that establishment.

2.4

Landscape and Buildings

In this Gospel there are no descriptions of the landscape and scenery that evoke
images of sensory beauty or horror. Despite this, the geographical and structural
settings are important contributors to the story line, and to the drama of the narrative.
(Malbon, 1984: 368; Welfald, 1995: 5-9). Some settings have geopolitical meanings.
For example, in stories early in the Gospel the religious allegiances of those who live
in the region can be gleaned fiom the presence of synagogues in one case, and pigs in

L S Cities or
another. Other examples are references to Tyre, Sidon and A E K ~ L ~ O X(Ten
Decapolis), which were considered to be Gentile cities.

The topography in which Jesus operates expands as time passes. At 2:2 the doorways
are blocked with people. At 3:20 the crowd inside is so dense that they cannot eat. The
crowds are then taught in open spaces, and at 5:31 the crowd jostle him as he walks.

61

Both words, unclean spirit and demon, occur in the references to the Gentile woman's daughter at
7:24-3 1.

At 7:24 he cannot even remain hidden in a Gentile city. Jesus' journeys by sea and
land also insinuate an expansion of his mission.

Some settings, such as ipqpos (desert or wilderness) are highly charged with
meaning. Rhoads Dewey and Michie describe the desert as 'a dangerous and
threatening place ...[but] also a place of testing' (1999: 69). They are also depicted as
locations associated with God's revelations. Five of the ten occurrences of the word
refer to places where Jesus prays, or where the coming of the Messiah is proclaimed.62
Three of the other five are in stories where Jesus teaches and feeds crowds. The other
location is the place where Jesus goes when he cannot go into the town after touching
a leper. The word thus connotes much more than the location being a desolate place.

raX~Xaia(Galilee) is mentioned twelve times in the text. The first six o~casionson
which the word occurs the references are to the location fiom which, Jesus comes,
goes to, andlor where he establishes his mission. Galilee is thus depicted early in the
Gospel as the place of God's revelation and fiom where Jesus commences his
mission.

'H 66Xaaaa (the sea) is mentioned nineteen times in the Gospel, and it is called the
. ~is~ thus depicted as being part
Sea of Galilee on the first occasion it is m e n t i ~ n e d It
of the Galilean area, but distinct from the land itself. Although many readers and

At 1:12 the spirit drives Jesus out into the wilderness and there he his tempted by Satan. At 1:35 it is
a desert or wilderness to which Jesus goes to pray. Whereas at 1:3 a voice in the wilderness proclaims
the coming of the Lord, and at 1:s it is a desert or wilderness where all the people flock to meet John
the Baptist.
63 It is also called the Sea of Galilee on the last occasion that the sea is mentioned as being a specific
location. The two later occasions in which the word sea occurs are in parables.
62

listeners would know that this particular area of water is really a lake, it is always
called 96Xuoau (sea) in this Gospel, and the word Xipvq (lake) is never used.64
Malbon points out that sea has 'richer spiritual connotations and a more significant
contrast to land' than the word lake would have (1984: 364). The destructive powers
of the sea are indicated at 5 :13b; 9:42 and 11:23, but Jesus transverses the sea without
difficulty on several occasions. He even walks over it. Despite many of his disciples
being fishermen, crossing the sea proves difficult and frightening for them. The sea is
thus a barrier which Jesus easily transcends, but which his disciples experience
difficulty in crossing.

In addition to geographical settings, there are many architectural settings in the text,
such as houses and boats.65Only Jesus and his disciples are depicted as being in the
boats.66Throughout the Gospel the ship's occupants are depicted as being. segregated
from the crowd67Although Jesus does instruct the crowd from a boat, the teachings
Jesus gives to the disciples in boats are not contiguously available to the crowds. The
enclosed space of the boat implies that there is an intimate relationship between Jesus
and his disciples. Just as Jesus and his disciples being depicted together in a boat
denotes togetherness, the disciples occupying the boat without Jesus at 6:45-47
stresses their separation from Jesus at that time.

64

It is really a lake with the entry and exit of the Jordan river at its northern and southern ends.
However, the reader's knowledge fi-om geography, history, or from the other gospels should not
interfere with their appreciating the narrative as it is written.
*' For example, at 3:9 the text reads iva rrXo~6p~ov
n p o o ~ a p ~ ~air-rq,
p f j 616 -rbv 6xXov, iva KT)
0Xipoo~va 6 ~ 6 v(that a small ship might be rea& for him, because of the crowd, that they might not
press upon him).
66 In order to record his confrontations with the Pharisees at 8: 10-13 the text records that Jesus leaves
the boat and returns after the encounter.
67 At 4:l it is because the crowd is large that Jesus teaches fi-om a ship. When they enter a ship at 4:36
the text says that they leave the crowd behind. The attempt to escape the crowd by ship at 6:32 is
frustrated when the crowd runs ahead of them.

Another word insinuating intimacy is o i ~ o s(house). The masculine form of the word
occurs twelve times. A closer intimacy is insinuated by the feminine noun o i ~ i a
(household) which occurs on nineteen occasions. The masculine and feminine forms
are not used indiscriminately, and on all occasions the gender of the word has
relevance for the meaning of the specific passage. Early in the Gospel houses replace
the synagogues as the places where Jesus instructs his followers. There are no
references to buildings such as auvayoyfi (synagogue), kpov (temple) or va6s
(shrine) in the selected passage of 6:30-8:27a.

2.5

Significant Words and Themes

Often the meanings of words and their thematic roles have already been indicated by
prior usages, or are confirmed in later verses. On the other hand sometimes words
have more than one thematic role. For example, the word 666s (way) has several
l . ~words
~ encompass more than the narrow
different meanings in Mark's ~ o s ~ eMany
dictionary definition. David Cranmer asserts that 'when we make reference to a taxi,
the frame "taxi" usually includes the concept of a "driver"' (1984: 432). Sometimes
audiences have to reassess the meaning they ascribe to words when they subsequently
encountered them. For example, verb [ q - r i w (seek) has a neutral connotation where it
initially occurs, but has negative connotations in the seven places where it is
subsequently located (Danove, 1998: 21-22). On the other hand some words, such as
the verb +opiop.a~(to fear), have negative connotations throughout the text.

The word 666s (way)occurs sixteen times in the text. Early in the Gospel it indicates an expedition,
and/or visitation by God to his people. At 8:3 666s has a slightly different conative meaning, for there
it refers to a particular journey undertaken by Jesus. It also indicates a journey at 9:33. On many
occasions, as at 10:17, 32, 46 and 52, it means apath or road. At 12:14 it is used in the phrase the
ways of God.
68

Some words that are prominent and important elsewhere in the Gospel, such as

~iruyyiX~ov
(good news) and PuoiX~iu(kingdom), are not present in the selected
passage.69There is thus no purpose in discussing such words in this chapter. Another
word prominent elsewhere in the Gospel but absent from the selected passage is

66vapis (powerful work).70It is significant that no incident in the selected passage is
designated as being apowerful work.

There are two words in the text denoting understanding. One is the word VOETV which
occurs at 7: 18; 8: 17 and 13:4. Louw and Nida say it means 'to comprehend something
on the basis of careful thought and consideration' (1989: 380-1, 32.6). The other word
is ouvie~v(to understand or perceive), It is literally to put together ideas. It occurs
only once outside the selected passage, which is at 4:12, where it is in a quotation
from the Hebrew

At 7:14 it is in a command to the crowd to hear and

understand, but on the other occasions it is accompanied by negatives in clauses
referring to the lack of understanding of the disciples, and is an important theme in the
text used in this thesis.72

In the Gospel the words ~ 6 a y y i h t o v(good news) and P a o t h ~ i a(kingdom) occur on six and nineteen
occasions respectively.
70 Airvapets (power) often translated as miracle butpowerful work is more descriptive. Where it occurs
at 6:2, 5, 14 & 9:39 it means powerful deed or powerful work, but on an equal number of occasions it
occurs in the Gospel where it refers to God or God's Power. On two other occasions it merely means
ower.
Within 6:30-8:27a it occurs at 6 5 2 ; 7:14; 8:17 and 21 and as a negative, 6-ouvrros (lacking
understanding) at 7 :18.
72 Irrespective of whether on not the lack of understanding of the disciples is factual or not, the
disciples' incomprehension is an important theme within the narrative eom 4:l onwards, and more
particularly in the segment of the text used in this research. Biblical scholars have slightly different
opinions as to the implications of the motif of their not understanding. Malbon considers it h c t i o n s to
draw attention to a 'search for understanding'. She asserts that what distinguishes Jesus' disciples from
his opponents is not their possession of 'the right answers but being possessed by the right question'.
She asserts that the central thrust of 4:l-8:21 is the search for understanding', that is comprehending
'who Jesus is, and thus of what following him entails' (1993: 227-8). W. T . Shiner has a different point
of view. He considers 'the rhetorical effect of the disciples' lack of understanding' is to depict 'Jesus as
hard to understand, rather than ... the disciples as slow of understanding' (1995: 30).
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''

"Ap-ros (loaJ bread or food) and its p l ~ ~ r a&PI-OL
l
(loaves, bread or food) are
important words in the Gospel, particularly in the selected passage of 630-8:27a. Of
the twenty times the word occurs in the Gospel, sixteen are in the selected passage,
and the nouns a p ~ o sor a p ~ o ioccur in most of the episodes recorded in that
segment.73No symbolic or allegorical meaning that can be imputed to the singular
word dip-ros in the prior stories is applicable to the word where it also occurs in the
singular in the selected text.74The word occurs three times in the selected text. At
8:14 it occurs with the adjective Eva (one), and literally means one loaj At 7:5 and

7:27 it has an article, and on both occasions literally means the bread or the loaf

Only one of the fourteen occurrences of the plural dip-roi is in the text prior to 6:30.
There it refers to the loaves in the temple eaten by David and his men. As is the case
with the singular dip-ros there is no symbolic meaning which can be attributed to the
word in that story which is appropriate for the word &PI-oi where it occurs in the
selected text. The word obviously means loaves where it is the plural accompanied by
the nwnbers,five or seven, or where it is in a question and a number needs to be given
in the answer. This also seems to be the most appropriate translation where the word
is in the plural with an article. Where the plural ap-roi, is without an article the
appropriate translation would seems to be bread orfood.

73

These numbers include the doubtful inclusion at 6:44 which is in the plural. The presence or absence
of the word and its article have no effect on the meaning of the text or the analysis.
74
In the singular the word occurs six times in the Gospel. Two of these are in the stories prior to 6:30
where it is without an article or article UPTOS means bread or food. One is at 3:20, where Jesus and his
disciples are unable to eat bread because of the number of people in the house. Another is at 6:s when
Jesus directs his disciples not to take bread on their mission. The third is at the last supper at 14:22. At
7:27, where Jesus is talking to the Syrophoenician woman, a possible symbolic meaning for the bread
can be gleaned fkom the context. In the story of the Last Supper the symbolic meaning of bread is more
explicitly stated.

Eating is an activity often mentioned in the Gospel (Fowler, 1981: 37; Quesnell, 1969:
(eat),
v which in its aorist form is +ay~'tv,occurs twenty-seven
195). The word i o 6 i ~ ~
times in the Gospel, and more than half of these occurrences are in the selected
passage of 6:30-8:27a The word occurs seven times in the prior stories.75

Jean Starobinski draws attention to the positive dynamics built into the repetition of
the preposition c i s (into), which in Mark's Gospel always signifies movement (197 1:
383). The phrase € i s -rb rripav (to the beyond) occurs six times in the Gospel and is
usually translated as to the other side. Four times the phrase is used in association
with sea voyages. The other two occasions are in sentences referring to people
crossing the Jordan river.76The thematic role of the phrase seems to be more related
to bridging divides than denoting division. Despite this some scholars consider the
word denotes divisions. Scholars use terms such as 'east side' and 'west aside' in an
effort to trace Jesus' movements in and out of Jewish territory (Malbon, 1984: 365372; Kelber, 1974: 58 and Wefald, 1995: 10-11). The need to use terms like 'east
side' and 'west side' to trace these movements attests to the fact that the text often
does not overtly infer or designate on which side of the waterway the various events
occur.

Another prominent concept in the Gospel is that of being apart or outside the village.
The term

K ~ T i6iav
'

(apart or by onesem occurs on seven occasions; the one in the

TWOof the occasions are in the story of Jesus eating with tax collectors and sinners, and two are
about David and his men eating loaves from the temple. Dan Via considers references to eating and
food to be associated with a 'meal code' which intimates that 'Jesus is a ruler who must be servant of
all' (1975: 133).
76 The phrase €is -ri, d p a v (to the beyond) at 3:s refers to people coming from the other side of the
river and at 10: 1 it is used in connection with Jesus going to the other side of the Jordan.
75

prior stories is at 4:34 where Jesus takes his disciples apart to instruct them. The next
two occurrences are in the selected passage where the references are to his taking his
disciples aside to rest. The only other usage in the selected passage is at 7:33 where he
takes the deaf man apart in order to cure him.

In the story of the blind man at 8:22-27a, Jesus is said to take him outside, not apart.
The word <to (out) occurs on ten occasions in the Gospel and at 1:45 it is Jesus who
is outside.77Some scholars discuss those who are insiders and those who are outsiders
(van Iersel, 1988: 79-82, Weeden, 1971: 27). However it is only at 4:11 that the

<to (who [is] outside) can possibly refer to those who are outside the
phrase TOIS
fold, and there the usage could be ironic (Camery-Hoggatt, 1992: 127-8; Fowler,
1992: 72).78The text does not seem to contain any word expressing the concept of
'insiders'.79 Themes can, of course, be conveyed by means other than words. The
people are depicted as insiders and Jesus' relatives as outsiders at' 3:20-32. The
disciples seem to be depicted as insiders at 4:34, but as outsiders on other occasions,
as, for example, at 6:44-52. Donald Juel claims that readers are 'treated as insiders
throughout the story, learning what none of the characters can know' (1994: 145). He
claims that despite this, 'we may read it as outsiders ... because it is simply difficult to
understand' (1994: 129).

77

At 3:3 1 and 32 it is Jesus' relatives who are outside. At 5: 10 it is the evil spirits who do not want to
go out of the district, and at 8 2 3 the blind man is led outside by Jesus. At Mk 5:10, 8:23; 11:19 and
12:8 the word is used as a preposition meaning outside. At 1:45; 3:3 1, 32 and 11:4 it is used to indicate
locations that are outside.
78
The word b ?to, which Louw and Nida describe as 'a figurative extension of meaning of < t o
"outside"'. It is used in other New Testament texts for 'a person who is not a member of a particular ingroup' (1989: vol. 1: 122 note 11.10).
79
In other New Testament books the word b Eo
i w (who is outside) is used, but this word is not present in
Mark's Gospel (Louw & Nida, 1989: vol 1 : 123 note 11.1 1).

3.0

Conclusion

The data recorded in the first segment of this chapter identifies the literary features in
the Greek text of Mark's Gospel that are likely to facilitate listeners discerning not
only what has been said but also the meanings, moods and inferences that are in the
text. In the latter segment the data explicates the knowledge which both readers and
listeners would be likely to attain from having read or heard the contents of Mark's
Gospel prior to 6:30. The details mentioned in both segments provide essential
background information for the ten studies which are recorded in the next three
chapters.

APPLYING "FHEORlES TO TEXT
The true meaning of scripture can never be wholly comprised in a
literal reading of the text... Hindus, for example, believe that the sound
of the words in the Vedas is just as important as their lexical sense.
Karen Annstrong.

0.0 Overview of the Objective and Format of the Studies
The objective in the ten studies recorded in this and the subsequent two chapters is to
identify and compare the types of interpretation contemporary readers and listeners
are likely to make when they engage with ten specific stories from Mark's Gospel.
The assumption is, just as Annstrong states in the quotation above, that 'the true
meaning of scripture' comprises more than 'a literal reading of the text'. The
assessments are made by applying the theories of reading and listening td the Greek
text of each story. As part of the process, appraisals are also made as to the phrases
and textual features readers and listeners are likely to notice, and the themes and
issues they would tend to consider to be of particular importance.

The studies have approximately the same formats. The objective in the first part of
each study is to establish the literal meaning of the text and provide data for later
establishing its auditory meaning. The assessments and confirmatory evidence are
recorded in the second part. At the commencement of each study the Greek text and
an English translation are set out in parallel columns. The translations are mostly from
the Revised Standard Version, but occasionally it is a more literal translation. These

1

Armstrong (1996, 5 ) .

translations are supplemented with additional information from other English
translations in order to overcome as far as reasonably possible the limitations that are
intrinsic to all translations. Such data is followed by brief notes concerning the
location of the particular story within the narrative as a whole, and much more
extensive information about the rhetorical and other literary features that are present in
Greek text.

In the second part of each study appraisals are made by applying theories of reading
and listening to the data identified and recorded in the first part. These appraisals
include evaluations as to what readers and listeners are likely to notice, what they
consider important, what might influence their readings, and the types of
interpretation they are most likely to make. The opinions expressed by biblical
scholars and observations based on literary analyses of the text are contiguously
recorded. These tend to confirm or support the appraisals.

The biblical texts used for the three studies recorded in t h s chapter are from Mk 6:30-

56. These recount how Jesus miraculously fed five thousand people, walked on the sea
and cured the sick who touched the fringe of his garment. The texts used for the
studies in the next chapter are from Mk 7: 1-31, and those used for the studies recorded
in Chapter Seven are five stories at 7:32-8:27a.

The boundaries of the texts used in each study more or less accord with the paragraph
divisions in modern English translations. However, those sentences and verses that are
relevant to both a prior and a subsequent story are analysed in the prior study, and

referred to in the subsequent study. The sentences or verses affected by this decision
are those at 6:45-47, 53; 7:3 1; 8: 10, 22a and 27a.

The length of the Greek texts used in each of the ten studies vary from three to twentythree verses. As the texts used in three of the studies are particularly long, the texts,
analyses and assessments in those studies are in two or more sections. In all but two of
the studies all the verses are scrutinised with much the same degree of intensity. In the
other two studies the focus is specifically on particular verses in order to give
adequate consideration to the predominant issues. While the format and the procedure
used in each study is much the same, differences in the content, length of the texts, the
subject matter and the issues discussed in each study ensure that the procedures and
theories are tested under a wide variety of circumstances.

The results obtained in the studies are indicative rather than definitivei2 None of the
results obtained are presented as evidence for or against any particular interpretation,
nor do they indicate the relative value of competing interpretations. As stated above,
the objective in every study is to identify and compare the types of interpretation
readers and listeners are likely to make, and by doing so demonstrate that they will
often be different.

2

Because not all people are affected in the same way, the results are only indicative. There would be
some people who would make much the same interpretations irrespective of the medium by which they
access the text.

Studies 1 to 3
THREE TEXTS DEPICTING MIRACLES AND ATTITUDES

Study 1 The First Feeding Story

-

Mk 6:30-47

0.0 The Selected Text, Context and Style
This text is the first of two stories in Mark's Gospel which tell of Jesus feeding
crowds with only a few loaves and fishes. Because of the length of this text the literary
analyses and assessments in this study are presented in four sections: 6:30-34, 35-40,
41-44 and 45-47.

1.1

The Greek Text and the RSVTranslation

6:30 ~ a ouv&yov-rai
i
oi &n6o~oXoinp6s

6:30 The apostles returned to JESUS,and told

' I W O ~ V~ - a i&nh"YclXav
h i , all that they had done and taught.
TrdVTa boa i-rroiqoav K a i boa i-6i6atav.
And he said to them,
away
- by
31 ~ a Xi i y ~ iair-ro~s, A E ~ T iEr p ~ a
~ 6s ~ 0 i
yourselves to a lonely place, and rest a
K ~ T ' i6iav
€IS i p q ~ o v ~ 6 n o v ~ a i
while.' For many were coming and going,
& v a n a i r o a o e ~ 6Xiyov. qoav yhp oi
and they had no leisure even to eat.
ipxi)p.~voi~ a oii ~ ) ~ & ~ O V T TTOXXO~,
ES
K~\L
T ~ V

32

And they went away in the boat to a

lonely place by themselves.

33

Now many

saw them going, and knew them, and they
ran there on foot from all the towns, and got
there ahead of them. 34 As he landed he saw
a great throng, and he had compassion on
them, because they were like sheep without
a shepherd; and he began to teach them
many things.

As some English versions differ from the RSV in translating the word rroXX6 at 6:34,
it is necessary to mention some alternate

rendition^.^

The word rroXXd could be a

pronominal meaning many things, if the reference is to quantity, or at some length if
the reference is to time. It could also be an adverb meaning greatly, ooften, etc., as this
Greek word is often used in its accusative form as an adverb. Cranfield says it is used
adverbially meaning at length (1963: 217). Taylor states that 'there is good reason to
interpret it adverbially' (1966: 320). Even it is used as a pronominal, and more
certainly if it is an adverb, the reference at 6:34 seems to be to time, rather than to
quantity.4 While the RSV translates it as many things, the JB translates it as at some

length.

1.2

Inferences and Context

Narrative audiences need to make inferences in order to follow the story line. Mostly
reading or
the ones they make will be much the same irrespective of whether they %are
hearing the story. For example, both groups are likely to assume that when Jesus
suggests he and his disciples go to an isolated place to rest, he is concerned for the
welfare of his disciples. Most readers and listeners are also likely to assume that the
arrival of the crowd, before the disciples even disembark from their boat, would not
be to the disciples' liking.

3

noXA4 is the accusative neuter plural form of the word voXX-irs, which is used six times in various
ways in the first six verses. The first two occasions are at 6:31 and 6:33. In both places it is the plural
.rroXXo~,used as a pronominal, meaning manypeople. It is also present at 6:34 where it is an adjective
with the noun crowd, meaning great crowd. It also occurs twice at 6:3, on both occasions with the word
hour to mean a late hour.
4
The next two occurrences of the word noXX6s are references to length of time.

The last sentence of the prior story, that is at 6:29, records that the disciples of John
the Baptist collect his decapitated body for burial. According to Joel Marcus, the
contrast between the actions of John's disciples and the triumphant return of Jesus'
disciples is not entirely favourable to the latter (2000: 415). While only a few readers
and listeners may make this collation, the reference to John's disciples in the prior
sentence would ensure that narrative audiences apprehend that those sent are Jesus'
twelve disciples. Their perceptions are confirmed a few verses further on where at

6:35 those travelling with Jesus are referred to as oi p a O q ~ a ia h o D (his disciples).

The designation oi ~ I T ~ ~ T O X(those
O L sent) in the first sentence (6:30)normally refers
to those sent out as delegates. Many readers would associate the word with the name
given to those who, subsequent to Jesus' death, became known as the apostles. In
almost every English text dn6o-roXo~is transliterated as apostles, rather-than being
translated as those sent. Even when the phrase oi

&IT~(TToXOL

is transliterated as the

apostles, readers and listeners are still likely to associate the apostles with the twelve
who were sent out on missionary activities in the episode recorded at 6:7-13. This is
~~v
because the information alludes to an earlier event where Jesus & i - r o o ~ i A h (sent

out) the twelve to preach and to drive out unclean spirits.

The title oi paOq-rai air~oij(his disciples) is used to describe them in the rest of the
~
to be used. The disciples are depicted as a
story, while the term oi d n 6 o ~ o X oceases
composite group both when they are referred to as the apostles at 6:30 and when
referred to as his disciples at 6:35. On both occasions they gather together before

coming to speak to Jesus. In the subsequent segments of this story they address him
with 'one voice' and at the end of this story they depart together without ~esus.'

1.3

Rhetorical Features at 6:30-34

A significant feature of this particular story is that it is 'narrated through the technique
of a dialogical triangle', consisting of 'Jesus, his disciples and the crowd' (Broadhead,
1992: 121).~Throughout this story, and the whole of the selected segment of 6:308:27a, the disciples and the crowd are depicted as being two separate composite
groups. In the first four verses the movements of the disciples and the crowd are
subtly contrasted. There are contrapositions of comings and goings; resting and

going; gathering and coming apart; going to a desert place and coming @om the
cities; between by ship and by foot running, and between being on one's own and
being a great crowd. Some of these contrasts are more obvious and more emphatic in
the Greek and Rheims7texts than in the modern trans~ations.~

The story as a whole 'is artistically told, with effective use of repetition' (Marcus,
2000: 403). There are repetitions of sounds in the root words: -fjXBov and 6rrdyov-r-,
in the prefix auv-, in the endings -ov and -ov, and in the sounds in the prepositions

The verb ouvciyov-ia~(they gather to or they go as one) before the accompanying words npbs rbv
'IqooOv (to Jesus) portends the corporate manner in which the disciples are depicted throughout this
story.
6
Wegener refers to 'the interaction of Jesus and the disciples and the crowd' as being 'realistic and
positive' (1995: 132).
7
This is evident when a comparison is made regarding the presence of the words come/corning and
going in the five English translations most often used in this research. The Rheims translation, like the
Greek text, has come/coming and going on three occasions, the RSV has these words twice, while the
other translations have them only once. Some of the contrasting phrases are more emphatic in the Greek
text. For example, the phrase rrelfj ... ouvi6papov (onfoot ... run together) emphasises the way the
j foot) is redundant other than for emphasis.
people travel, as the word r r ~ l f (on

and prefixes rrpds and rrpo- (to), and d 7 ~ dCfrom) and &IT-(away).There is rhyme and
rhythm in the balanced clauses at 6:32:8

4oav y8p oi i p x 6 p e v o ~

for there were those coming

~ aoil ~ ~ T ~ ~ O rroXXoi
V T E S

and the many going

These repetitions result in the opposing concepts of going in and going out being
especially noticeable when the passage is read out aloud. Many of the concepts of
coming and going, and going in and going out, are between two clauses that have a
reverse rhythm:
6:3 1 K ~ T i6iav
'
6:32

i p q pov 7-6rrov

€is ipqpov ~ 6 r r o vK ~ T b' i a v

alone into a desert place.
into a dejertplace alone.

Thus in the Greek text there are many rhetorical features such as repetitions of sounds
that accentuate the contrasting movements of the crowd and the disciples, and the
different ways by which they travel.

The clause: they were like sheep without a shepherd at 6 5 4 has the qualities of a
formalistic expression, causing it to be noticed by both readers and listeners. The
formalistic structure of this verse also makes it easy for listeners to remember.

1.4

Assessments as to the Likely Interpretations at 6:30-34

The theories of Jauss are particularly relevant for assessing the ways readers and
listeners would relate to the characters in this story.9 One of Jauss' theories indicates

8

Each clause has eight syllables, one ending in the sound - v o ~and
, the other ending with the sound -

101.

Jauss asserts that those reading and hearing religious texts are sometimes 'shaken by compassio ' and
moved 'to undertake action in emulation of Christ', while others are merely curious 'or lapse into selfsufficient emotionalism' (1974: 29 1; 1982b: 101-2). However, he also indicates that Christians are
more likely to be affected by other tendencies, and it is his theories about the ways people identify with
the characters in stories that are particularly relevant to this investigation.

that readers of biblical texts are inclined to identifgr themselves with a character or
group who is an 'everyday' type of hero.'' In this story the disciples are depicted as
being of this type. Readers would thus tend to identifl themselves with the disciples in
this narrative. This assessment is confirmed by the published opinions of biblical
scholars who generally claim that readers of Mark's Gospel associate themselves with
the disciples.'I

The way listeners relate to the characters in the narrative is likely to be very different
from the ways readers do. According to both Jauss and Dewey, listeners tend to
'assume the posture' of all the characters in the stories they hear (Jauss, 1982'0: 164-7
and 1974: 299-303; Dewey, 1992: 55 and 1994: 153). In this particular story, listeners
are likely to sequentially associate themselves with Jesus, with his disciples and with
the crowd. They will 'assume the posture' of each person or group as they speak, or as
their activities are described. Their alternate identification with the crowd and the
disciples as they listen to this segment of the story would result in their intuitively
discerning that both groups are competing for Jesus' attention. The theories indicate
that listeners may be more conscious than readers are that both the crowd and the
disciples are competing for Jesus' attention. It would seem that most scholarly readers

As mentioned in Chapter Three in some detail, Jauss describes this as 'sympathetic identification'.
Some of the scholars who consider readers identify with the disciples are: Heil(1992a: 146); Malbon
(2000: 117); Tannehi11 (1977: 139-140) and Wegener (1995: 212). Bassler asserts that readers identify
willingly with the disciples up to 10:46-52 (1986: 166-7). Rhoads, Dewey & Michie state that 'the
reader probably identifies with the disciples more than any other characters' (1999: 128). Rhoads &
Michie refer to readers sympathy for the disciples in their earlier work (1982: 129). Dewey claims that
listeners associate themselves sequentially with all the characters (1992: 55).
Achtemeier (1986: 47) and Juel (1994: 73) are among the few scholars who doubt whether readers do
really associate themselves with the disciples. Juel considers that readers would normally identify
themselves with the disciples, but because readers are 'privy to truths the disciples seem unable to
grasp' they tend to resist identifying themselves with them (1994: 73).
It is difficult to assess with any degree of certainty the proportion of readers who would associate
themselves with the disciples but the opinions of biblical scholars indicate that most are likely to do so,
at least until 10:46.
lo

l1

fail to notice these contrasting movements of the disciples and the crowd, as many do
not mention this aspect in their commentaries.12

There is a potential ambiguity in the Greek phrase ~ a &riyvoaav
i
lroXXoi (and

many recognised) at 6:33, as it is not obvious what, or who, they recognised. Because
readers expect precision in written material, those reading the Greek text would try to
resolve the dilemma. Translators certainly try to do so. The JB has and many guessed

where, the RSV and N N have but many ... recognised them, while the KJ has and
many knew

&&.I3

However, such stratagems to remove the ambiguity result in

attention being diverted away from the activities of the crowd to what, or who, the
crowd may have recognised.

Mostly listeners do not even notice ambiguities in the utterances they heas (Garrett,
1970: 50-57). They are therefore unlikely to even notice the potential ambiguity in this
story.14 For example, the Rheims version, which was translated in an era when
intercommunications were mainly verbal, retains the ambiguity. Like the Greek text it
is an example of the 'positive and productive use of ambiguity'.15 In such texts readers
and listeners are able to choose for themselves from various possible interpretations.

12

The contrasting methods of travel and movements are not mentioned in the commentaries of
Cranfield (1963), Heil (1992a), Hooker (199 I), Taylor (1966), Turner (193 1) or Robinson (1 994).
These scholarly writers also do not draw the attention of their readers to the competition between the
crowd and the disciples for Jesus7attention.
l3 The KJ translation is probably the result of using a Greek text which has the additional word a.it-rbv
(him). This version is probably an indication that some literate person in an earlier century also disliked
the ambiguity in the Greek text.
14
This assumes that the text of the story they hear has the same ambiguity as the Greek text. Garrett
provides several examples in support of his assertion (1970: 50-57).
l5 Paul Ricoeur uses the 'positive and productive use of ambiguity" when referring to the dual
meanings, literal and figurative, of metaphors in poems (1976: 47). However the principle he espouses,
that readers do not have to choose between the two possible meanings in the instance he gives, is also
applicable to other types of ambiguity.

The diversity in meanings is also consistent with the concept that crowds are made up
of individuals who would not all make the same observation. On this particular
occasion some of those in the crowd would have recognised Jesus, and/or his
disciples, and others would have discerned where Jesus and his disciples were going.
However most of those present would probably have relied on the observations made
by the few more observant ones. More importantly for the purposes of this inquiry is
the different result which ensues from whether or not readers and listeners notice the
ambiguity in the Greek text. Those who notice the ambiguity are likely to ponder over
who or what the crowd recognised. It is listeners who are most likely to overlook or
ignore the ambiguity and who will thus remain focused on the actions the crowd take
in their efforts to see and hear Jesus. It is also listeners who are likely to be alerted by
the repetitions of sounds in this script to be at least subconsciously aware that the
disciples and the crowd are vying with each other for Jesus' attention. They are also
more inclined than readers are to enter into the world of this story via their
imagination (Ong, 1988: 45-46; Haverlock, 1963: 45).

The above data indicates that readers are likely to discern and ponder over the
potential ambiguity in the Greek text of this story, and would either fail to notice, or
consider insignificant, the competing aspirations of the disciples and the crowd who
both want Jesus' attention. As shown above, the discernment of listeners is likely to
be somewhat different. They would tend to overlook or ignore the ambiguity but they
would be at least subconsciously aware that both the crowd and the disciples are vying
for Jesus' attention.

2.1 The Greek text and RSV translation
6.35 Kai 4 8 ~
;pas

nohXfjs y ~ v o p i v q s 6:35 And when it grew late, his disciples
npooeh86vres a h @ 0i pa8qTdr a 6 ~ 0 c came to him and said, 'This is a lonely
E h s ~ o v " E ~ T ~CoTLv
O ~ T6n0~
place, and the hour is now late; 3s send them

'

46q 5pa noXXfi- 36 &n6Xuoov aho-irs, 'iva

& T T E X ~ ~ V T E SE

away, to go into the country and villages

~ ST O ~ S K ~ K X $ & Y P O ~ S K a i

~ 6 p a &yopdrowo~v
s
i a u ~ o l sTL + d y o a ~ v .
37

6 82

& T T O K P L ~ E ~ E'~LTFEv
S

TOIS IS, A ~ T E

round about and buy themselves something
to eat.'

37 But

he answered them, 'You give

them something to eat.' And they said to
him, 'Shall we go and buy two hundred
denarii worth of bread, and give it to them to
eat?'

38

And he said to them, 'How many

loaves have you? Go and see.' And when
they had found out, they said, 'Five, and two
fish.'
39 Then

ini

T@

xXwpQ X ~ P T ~40. ~ a di v i n ~ o a v

n p a o ~ a in p a o ~ a iKaTh itca-rbv ~ a ~i

a

he commanded them all to sit down

by companies upon the green grass. 40 So
~ h
they sat down in groups, by hundreds and by

TTEVT~~KOVT~.

fifties.

Once again it is pertinent to make some comments about other possible translations.

In the RSY version, like many of the other English versions, the phrase Zpqpos

6

T~ITOS

at 6:35 is translated the same way as

E ~ Sipqpov T ~ I T O V (into

&~TLV

a desert

place) at 6:3 1 and 6:32. However, the grammatical construction of the phase at 6:35 is
very different from the phrases that occur at the other two locations.16 At 6:35 the
x&

word i p q p . 0 ~(desert) could be a noun or an adjective. If it is a noun, the phrase
ipqpos

&TLV

6 ~ 6 r r o smeans something like: this place

is a desert.

l7

If it is an

l6 The Greek would need to have the article in the attributive position, as either i o r i v 6 ipqpos 7 6 ~ 0 s
or &TLV 6 T ~ T T O6S Epqp.0~for a translation to be as given in the RSY.
l7 If it is a noun, being without an article, it is a complement of the verb 'to be' (Wenham, 1991: 35).
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adjective, the phrase means something like: this place is desolate. l 8 For the purpose of
this research, there is no significant difference between these two renditions.
However, there are significant differences between these two possible translations and
those recorded in most modem English versions. Also the tense of the verb in these
versions do not reflect the inference in the Greek text that the disciples' utterance is
repeated or stressed. For example, the RSV version is: they said, 'This is a lonely

place ', which reads and sounds like a mere statement of fact. Translations such as:
they were saying 'This place is a desert ', or 'This place is desolate ', are much more
emphatic. Such renditions also infer that the disciples are repeating what they saying,
making their utterance more akin to being a complaint, than being a statement of fact.

2.2

Moods and Rhetorical Features at 6~35-40

The first four verses of the five verse in this passages record a conversation between
Jesus and his disciples. There are four verbs in the imperative mood. One is a
command by the disciples to Jesus, and three are commands by Jesus to his
disciples.19On two occasions the adversarial 66 indicates that Jesus in his reply will
express views which are contrary to those expressed by his disciples. Thus in the
Greek text this dialogue is more akin to being a record of a disputation than that of a
normal conversation.

Probably few readers and listeners would notice all the rhetorical features detected in
the following analysis. However the purpose of this analysis is not to establish which

18

If it is an adjective, the construction is the predicative use of the article with the verb 'to be'
(Wenham, 1991: 50).
l9 The verbs are &~r6Xvoov,
8 6 ~ 6 ~, I T I ~ Y E Tand
E ~ T E .

of the features readers and listeners are likely to notice, but to detect the features that
induce mood into the story. The features readers and listeners are likely to notice and
the effect such features might have on the interpretations of readers and listeners are
considered in a subsequent segment of this study. The objectives in this particular
examination are: a) to identify and record the rhetorical features present in the Greek
text, and b) to note the inferences and moods such features might invoke.

The clause introducing the disciples' words in the first verse is unusually long. It
consists of eleven Greek words. A literal English translation would be something like:
When it was already a late hour his disciples coming to him are saying.
Contemporary narrative audiences thus know from the information in this clause that
the hour is late before they read or hear the same information in the disciples7
statement. They also know that the place is desolate, as earlier in the story Jesus
suggests that they go to a desolate place in order to rest. Thus the disciples7statement
does not in itself convey any information that readers and listeners do not already
know, or that Jesus would not have already known. As the tense of the verb i X ~ y o v
(saying) indicates that the disciples are repeating or stressing what they are saying, the
inference is that the disciples consider that Jesus has been teaching the crowd for a
long time. The disciples7 statement is more like a complaint than a statement
providing Jesus with some relevant information.

In the story the disciples continue to speak, prefacing their next statement with an
order to Jesus that he dismiss the crowd. The verb &1~6Xuoovis in the imperative
mood, singular, second person, so the phrase &~r6Xuoovair-rols means: ('you) dismiss
them! The manner by which the disciples address their master infers that they can

order him about. It is a reversal of roles, and thus insinuates disrespect, if not
insub~rdination.~~

The disciples then say: 'iva ~ I T E X @ ~ V T E SE ) ~ S TOGS K ~ K Xdyp06s
~
~ a ~i h y a s
dyop6oooiv i a u ~ o ' i s

+6yooiv (that they can go into the country and villages

round about and buy themselves something to eat). The various ways this statement
might be interpreted is considered later in this segment.

The clause introducing Jesus' reply at 6:37 is 6 S.? d r r o ~ p i 0 ~EZITEV
is
afi~o'is(but he

answering said to them). While the participle ~

I T O K ~ L ~(answering)
E ~ S
may

seem to

be somewhat redundant, it does serve to stresses the verbal interactive that is taking
place between Jesus and his disciples. The introductory clause is also particularly
emphatic. The adversary particle 66 (but) and the aorist tense of both the verb and the
participle indicate that Jesus will express a definitive point of view, and one which
will be contrary to that expressed by his disciples. The clause introducing Jesus' reply
is longer than what he says.21 The brevity and stringent nature of his reply is thus
emphasised by the wordiness of the introductory clause. He replies with a command,
A6-r~a h o ' i s 6 ~ ~ $1a sy ~ 1 v (You yourselves give them to eat), which is very
emphatic. While it contains four words, the two pronouns, a f i ~ o l sbourselves) and
6 ~ ~ (you),
~ 1 sare superfluous except for emphasis.22It can be translated as: You feed

them!
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In addition to giving orders, the imperative mood is sometimes used by a superior when giving
directives to his or her assistants. In such instances the imperative mood is normal, and its use would
not of itself imply that the speaker is an,gy or being dictatorial.
The introductory clause at 6:37, but he answering said to them, consists of five Greek words. What
is said consists of four Greek words. The RSV translates only half the words that are in the introductory
clause.
" The verb 6 6 by
~ itself
~ would have been sufficient to convey the order: you give!

"

The disciples in their response repeat many of the words they used in their prior
statement.23 In both utterances the participles ~ I T E X ~ ~ V T E(having
S
gone) are in
forward emphatic positions. The text thus infers that the disciples claim that carrying
out his order would require them to go, instead of the crowd having to go. Many
scholars consider the overall effect is to insinuate sarcasm, disrespect and mock
disbelief (Broadhead, 1992: 119; Cranfield, 1963: 217 and 221 ; Marcus, 2000: 41 8
and Taylor, 1966: 323).24

The introduction to Jesus7 next response, which is at 6:38,

also contains the

adversarial 64 (but). Once again it foreshadows that Jesus will express a point of view
that is contraq to that expoundedby his disciples. Part of his reply is a question: How
many loaves have you? The other part contains two imperatives: Go! Look! There is
E
go!) and ~ S E T E
@OU see!).
no conjunction between the imperatives ~ I T ~ Y E T @OU

This and the colloquial ~ I T ~ Y E Tmakes
E
Jesus7 response harsh and emphatic (Taylor,
1966: 323).25The utterance is even more emphatic when it is heard, because of the
repetitions of the sound of 'ete' in three consecutive words ~

E T E ~; T T C ~ Y E .T~Es E T E . ' ~

Initially they said: ~ T T E X ~ ~ V T E..S. & Y O ~ & G O ( T L VCau~ois ( P & ~ O G L V (having gone ... they can
V. a+ro^Ls
buy for themselves something to eat). Now they ask rhetorically: & T T E X ~ ~ V T E S & Y O ~ & G ~ E..
(Payelv;(having gone shall we buy ...for them to eat ?).
'4 The verbs are & Y O ~ & ( T W ~ E V
(shall we buy) and;Sh~opev,(shallwe give) b e in the future tense
subjunctive mood and infer that the disciples are being sarcastic. ranf field asserts that the future
indicative of BL;I(To~Ev (we should give) 'after the deliberative subjective in shall we buy makes the
expression 'very harsh' (1963: 217). Taylor claims that it has a 'tone of astonishment, amounting to
reproof (1966: 323). Cranfield states that the question is disrespectful (1963: 221). Broadhead claims
that the deliberative subjunctive 'implies a question, perhaps one filled with sarcasm and disbelief
(1992: 119).
25
The Greek word for go is the colloquial ~ I T & ~ E Lrather
V,
than the formal T T O ~ E ~ E D ~ U L .
26 The interrogative ~ X E T E ;(have you?) is followed immediately by the imperatives ~ T T & Y E T E
23

&SETE.

The focus of the story then changes from being a conversation between Jesus and his
disciples to a description of the behaviour of the crowd. The duplications of
ozrp~r6o~a
oupn6o~aat 6:39 and Trpao~ainpao~aiat 6:40 depict the crowd as

being colourful andor orderly pmiy groups.27The narrator says that he ordered his
disciples to have the people recline on the green grass, thus inferring that the location
is very different fiom the desolate place the disciples claimed it to be. The depictions
of the crowd reclining on green grass in large but orderly groups intimates a festive
mood. Their demeanour is in stark contrast to the pensive mood of the disciples.

2.4

Assessments of the Likely Interpretations at 6:35-40

As indicated in the prior segment of this study, many readers would identify
themselves sympathetically with the disciples when reading this story. The
interpretations of those who identify themselves with the disciples would presumably
be more favourable of the disciples than the interpretations of those who do not
identify themselves with them. Thus those reading this story would probably overlook
the inferior status of the disciples when they order Jesus to dismiss the crowd. Very
few scholars mention the subordinate status of those making this demand.28Because
listeners would be inclined to sequentially assume the roles of Jesus and his disciples,
they would be very much aware of the disputation between Jesus and his disciples.

As already shown in Chapter Three, written texts encourage readers to focus on the
words of the text, and to find the meaning in those words. Thus many of those reading

The word oup.rr6o~ameans common meal or drinking party. The word .rrpao~aiin the singular
means a vegetableplot.
28 When contemporary scholars are discussing the disciples7 demand most do not even allude to the
difference in the status of the parties.
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the statement by the disciples that they can go into the country and villages round

about and buy themselves something to eat would consider that the disciples are
expressing concern for the welfare of the crowd. Many biblical scholars interpret this
statement that way.29

On the other hand, because listeners rely more than readers do on the context to
discern both what speakers say and to discern the underlying meaning of their
utterances, listeners would take into account the disciples' prior command to their
master that he dismiss the crowd. They would also take into account the tone of
complaint in the disciples' repetitious statements regarding the hour being late and the
place being desolate. Listeners would thus tend to discern that the disciples are upset,
and that this is probably due to the amount of attention Jesus has been giving to the
crowd. Listeners may even conclude that the disciples are imputed as being angry,
because they are depicted here as being of the opinion that Jesus is putting the needs
of the populace before their own needs (Williamson, 1983: 1261.~'

It was also shown in Chapter Three that those listening to stories are more attuned
than readers when it comes to discerning the mood, rhyme, rhythm and emotion in

In this Marcan story readers many not be particularly aware
stories and utteran~es.~'
that the crowd is depicted at 6:39 as reclining in a festive ambience. This appraisal is

29

For example, Guelich says of their statement that 'here the disciples come to Jesus with their request
on behalf of the people' (1989; 341), and W. T. Shiner considers the disciples 'bring to Jesus' attention
the problem of the crowd's hunger' (1995: 21 8).
30 Williamson says that 'his compassion for the throng ... takes precedent over his concern for his
disciples or for himself (1983: 126).
31 Scholars assert that listeners tend to be more aware than readers are of the mood of characters and the
attitude attributed to them by their utterances and actions (Coger & White, 1967: 4 & 225; Cotterell &
Turner, 1989: 294-6; McLuhan, 1994: 79 and Wilkinson et al, 1972: 21).

to some extent confirmed by the dearth of any significant references to the festive
nature of the scene by biblical scholars in the commentaries and articles used in
connection with this research. Because listeners would occasionally assume the role of
the crowd and be conscious of the many repetitions of sounds in this verse, they would
almost certainly be intuitively aware of the festive mood imputed to the crowd.

On the other hand, readers tend to concentrate more on the informative aspects of the
text, and to be more analytical in their interpretations. In this instance readers would
probably ponder over whether or not Jesus' command that his disciples feed the crowd
is rational. R. T. France is a scholarly reader who considers Jesus' command to be
ludicrous (1996: 86). In the story the disciples by mentioning the enormous sum of
money that would be needed to acquire the necessary food infer that Jesus' command
is unrealistic. As this response seems to be typical of what most people would do or
say in similar circumstances, this most likely also exemplifies the reaction of readers.

Modern English translations probably also reflect the types of interpretations
contemporary readers are likely to make. If this is so, readers would probably read the
verb ~ X E Y O V at 6:35 as they said although a more exact rendition would be they were

saying. The verb is translated as they said in all the modern English translations used
in this research. On the other hand, the Rheims translation of 1582 has saying, which
is probably akin to the ways contemporary listeners would hear this verb.32 The
difference in this instance, although slight, is significant. This is evident when the
translations are compared. A typical contemporary translation of the passage at 6:35b-

32 The assumption in this research is that listeners hear a text that reflects the nuances of the original
text.

36a would be: his disciples said to him ... send the people away.

33

The Rheims

versions is: his disciples came to him, saying: ... send them away. The later is more
emphatic and indicates that the disciples were repeating what they were saying.

2.5

Conclusions reached in the assessments at 6:35-40

The assessments made in this sector are that:
e

the interpretations of readers would tend to be more favourable of the disciples
than those of listeners,
readers would overlook, or not notice, many of the tones of discontent in
utterances of the disciples, and

e

listeners would notice both the peevish mood of the disciples and the festive-like
behaviour of the crowd.

The Greek text and RSV translation

3.1

6.41 ~ a hapdv
i
~ 0 9 sT T ~ V T E a p ~ o u s~ a i6:41 And taking the five loaves and the two

TO$S 860 L x ~ G ~ s&vaphi*as e t s 7 6 ~fish he looked up to heaven, and blessed,
oirpavhv eir'6yqoev
KaTitchatitv and broke the loaves, and gave them to the
TOGS a p ~ o u s~ a i6i8ou
i
TOISp a 8 q ~ a I s
disciples to set before the people; and he
[air~oD] iva n a p a ~ i 8 6 o ~ avi r ~ o l s , ~ a i
divided the two fish among them all.
TO$S860 ix86as i p i p ~ o ~
T vT ~ O L V .
42

~ a i@ayov
i

orloav,

43

TT~VTES

~ a i x o p ~ & o - 42 And they all ate and were satisfied. 43 And

i ~ a v~ ' h o ~ a ~~ a

~ they~ took eup twelve
~ baskets
a
full of broken

~ o @ i~ ~h oq p~ h ~ Kai
a ~ drrh
a T6v L~860v. pieces and of the fish.
44 K a i

;Ioav oi @ ~ Y ~ v " s[TO'S

a ~ T O v ~the
I loaves

44 And

those who ate

were five thousand men.

nev~a~~oxiX
&~v 8o pi ~ s .

33 The NIV and the GNews have 'send the people away'. The NEB has 'send the people off. The Knox
has 'give them leave to go', and the Phillips 'let them go now'. The JB has 'so send them away', but
the four words do not have the tone or force of the two words in the Greek. The RSV following the KJ
version, is more emphatic as it has 'send them away'. The Greek text at 6:35b-36a is: a h @oi ~ a e q ~ a i
a h 0 6 i X ~ y o v... ri~r6Xuoovah-08s.

3.3

Assessment of the text at 6:41-44

The story reaches its climax in the verses of this segment. Because people tend to be
aware of details when they are recorded in texts, readers of this se-ment are likely to
notice the figures given for the quantity of bread and fish, and for the nurnber of
baskets, and the number of people present. Many would wonder as to whether the
objects or numbers mentioned have any particular significance. Although some
scholars try to find symbolic meanings for the numbers, there would probably be few
contemporary readers who are so interested in numerology that they would do so.34
While they are unlikely to be able to establish any symbolic meanings for the words
baskets or$sh, many may consider the term the loaves has some symbolic meaning.
This is an issue that is particularly relevant in the following study, where the issue is
discussed in some detail.

As readers can ponder over the details, many are likely to contemplate the miraculous
aspects of the story. Some may even seek to find some rational explanations for how
Jesus fed the crowd from so few resources. This is reflected in the opinions expressed
by many scholarly readers, and the various interpretations they advocate.35

There is nothing, however, in the text indicating that the event should be considered as
being a miracle, and the event is not even referred in the text as being 8uvOip~s

34

Quinton Quesnell lists many of the rather htile quests to find symbolic meanings for the fish and for
the numbers (1969: 268-274).
35 Many scholars discuss the miraculous aspects of the event or assert that the story is a 'miracle story'.
For example, Cranfield, 1963: 221-2; Guelich,1989: 336; Heil, 1992a: 141 & 145-6; Hooker, 1991:
163 and van Iersel 1998: 229 consider the story is about a miracle. Lamar Williamson Jr. claims that
there are three themes at 6:30-44: The Good Shepherd theme, The Blind Disciples theme and the Bread
in the Wilderness, a eucharistic theme (198 1: 169-173).

(powerfill works). Any conception that this event is miraculous evolves from
contemplation of the details recorded in this segment of the story, rather than fiom
some statement or rhetorical features in the text itself. Thus those listening to the
story, being unable to devote time to the contemplation of specific issues, would be
unlikely to even consider whether or not the event was miraculous. When people enter
into the world of a story they 'suspend disbelief and 'accept what is possible and
what is not possible in that world' (Rhoads, 1992b: 1 0 4 ) . ~
Listeners
~
expect the main
character to overcome enormous obstacles in the stories they hear. They do not usually
seek rational explanations for the unusual events which are often integral components
of oral narratives.

The interpretations that readers and listeners make regarding this segment of the story
are also likely to be significantly affected by their general knowledge and beliefs.37
For example, their interpretations are likely to be influenced by their opinions as to
whether miracles really do occur, and by the beliefs they have regarding Eucharistic

celebration^.^' It is not possible to determine with any degree of certainty, on the data
that is readily available, the extent to which the interpretations of contemporary
readers are affected by their beliefs. For that reason, assessments as to the types of
interpretation readers and listeners might make regarding this particular segment of
the story are limited to those recorded above.

36 Rhoads

supports his assertion on this theme by quoting fiom Coleridge.
In the studies in this chapter no consideration is given to possible allusion to events recorded in the
Hebrew Scriptures. However the story of how Moses was able to feed the Israelites with manna fiom
heaven when they were in the desert is so well known that many contemporary readers and listeners
may consider, as Broadhead does, that Jesus is depicted somewhat in the role of Moses (1992: 122).
Those with a more extensive knowledge of the Hebrew Scriptures may consider Mark's story is more
akin to the stories concerning Elijah and Elisha in 1 and 2 Kings (Marcus, 2000: 415).
38 AS it is mainly Christians who read and listen to Mark's Gospel, the likelihood of many finding
allusions to the institution of the Eucharist in this passage cannot be ignored.
37

4.1

The Greek text and the RSV translation

6.45 Kai ~ 6 0 3 sj v r i y ~ a o ~~v0 6 ps a 0 q ~ d s 6:45 Immediately he made his disciples get
a h o c i~Pf@'alE ~ S ~6
n ~ o d y e ~c vi s ~6 nipav V

iws a h b s 6voX6e~ T

vXo^lov Kai into the boat and go before him to the other
P BqOo~cSdv,
~ ~
side, to Bethsaida, while he dismissed the

~ V~ X X O V . 46

~ a i
crowd.

c i n o ~ a ~ r i ~ ~a vi ro~so l sdlnijX0~v E ) ~ S ~6
iipos 1 ~ p o o ~ 6 [ a o 0 a i .

~ a6Gias
i
y~voyivqs
qv TA TXOTOV i v y i o q T ~ BaXciooqs,
S
~ a Gi~ G T ~ y6vos
S
i n i ~ f jyijs.
s
47

46

And after he had taken leave of

them, he went into the hills to pray.
47 And

when evening came,

the boat was out on the sea,
and he was alone on the land.

As with the earlier segments, it is necessary to comment on some of the Greek
phrases. The word ah0^1s(them) in the phrase d - r r o ~ a & p ~ v oas h o l s (having taken

leave of them) refers to the last noun of the same number and gender, which in this
case is

T ~ V~

X X O V (the crowd). The RSV has he had taken leave of them. The N N

version specifically mentions the crowd, and the Rheims has the people. The participle
d-rro-ratdl~-~vos
can mean having taken leave

05 or having said farewell.

The JB has

after saying goodbye. A translation such as having said farewell to the crowd would
also be appropriate for the purpose of this study.

4.2

The Tone of the text and Inferences at 6:45-47

The verb r j v d y ~ a a e v(he compels) in the first verse is a particularly forceful word,
and here it is used in the present tense imperative mood, indicting that his disciples go
'against their will' (Gundry, 1993: 335). It also infers that the relationship between
Jesus and his disciples has become somewhat strained, as this is not the way a person

would normally speak to his or her friends.39Earlier in this story Jesus ignores the
demand of his disciples that he should dismiss the crowd; now he orders his disciples
to depart before he sends the crowd away.

The rift between Jesus and his disciples is emphasised not only by the way he orders
his disciples to go but also by his absence from the boat. The narrator's report that
Jesus is alone on the land while his disciples are in the middle of the sea emphasises
his absence. Malbon contends that 'the opposition of land and sea is probably the
most dramatic topographical contrast' in the whole Gospel (1984: 375). Earlier in the
Gospel an intimate relationship between Jesus and his disciples was inferred by their
being depicted together in a boat. His absence on this occasion is not only mentioned,
but is also stressed by the statement that he was alone on the land.

4.3

Assessment of the Likely Interpretations at 6:45-47

Listeners are likely to be particularly aware of the mood of displeasure intimated by
Jesus' command to his disciples that they leave, and the inference which can be drawn
from the narrator's statement that Jesus and his disciples departing separately. Readers
are less likely to be conscious of the mood in Jesus' order or the inference to be drawn
from their separate departure. Very few scholarly readers mention these matters in
their commentaries and articles.

~ a l c o l mCoulthard draws attention to the 'performative significance' of 'reporting verbs7, with an
example from Jane Austen's book (1 985: 180).
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5.0 Composite Assessment and Summary
As listeners tend to interpret what they hear aggregately rather than linearly, they are
likely to interpret the story as a whole. They would try to ascertain the gist of the
complete story, rather than focus on specific details within the text. In order to hear
the rendition of the next part of the story, listeners would only have time to
momentarily reflect on the details in the text, and would not cogitate over what such
details might signify.

The conclusions that can be drawn from the data presented in this study are that:
many readers would identify themselves with the disciples, and this would result
in their interpretations being biased in favour of the disciples. Listeners would be
more inclined to sequentially assume the posture of Jesus, the disciples and the
crowd as they speak and as they are referred to in the script. They would discern
that both the disciples and the crowd are vying for Jesus' attention.
readers would notice the ambiguity in the text, particularly in the details such as
the numbers. Many would contemplate as to whether some of the details have
symbolic meanings, and to reflect on the miraculous aspects of the story,
while readers would generally fail to notice the tones of discontent in utterances of
the disciples, listeners would be very much aware of them. They would notice
both the peevish mood of the disciples and the festive demeanour of the crowd.
listeners are more likely than readers to consider the gist of the story to be the
compassion Jesus shows for the crowd and his disciples, and that the attitude of
the disciples to the crowd is different from that of their master. Listeners would
find confirmation for their earlier perceptions in the final verse of the story where
Jesus and his disciples go their separate ways.

Study 2 The Narrator's Comment in Mk 6:47-53

1.0 The Text sand Translations
The focus of this study is on a sentence consisting of three clauses at 6:5 1b-52. This
particular sentence is a comment by the narrator purporting to account for the
disciples' amazement when Jesus joins them by walking across the sea. The Greek
text and the RSV translation of this passage and the nearby verses are set out below.40
As the inquiry is focused on the text at 6:51b-52, it is only necessary to identifl all the
relevant textual meanings of the Greek text of this particular passage. There is,
however, a brief review of the whole text at 2.1.

The Greek text and the RSV Translation

1.1

6.47 ~ a &+(as
i
yevopivqs

6.47 And when evening came,

$v T A nX010v i v p i o q ~ f i @aX&ooqs,
s

the boat was out on the sea,

~ a aii r ~ A sp6vos ini ~ f j yqs.
s

and he was alone on the land.

48 ~ a i6dv
i
ah-06s paoavi5opivous
TQ

i h a c v ~ l v $V
, Y ~ 6P ~vEIJ-0sZ

a c ~ o ~ sn,e f i

iv

48

And he saw that they were distressed in

V ~ M ~ ~rowing,
S
for the wind was against them. And

guhaKfiv

TET~PT~V

~fis
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but when they saw him

ghost, and cried out; 50 for they all saw him,
and were terrified.
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'Take heart, it is I; have no fear.'
51
he got into the boat with them
O And
~
and the wind ceased.

The passage at 6:47-53 also includes the last verse of the text used in the prior study.
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1.2

Translations of 6:51b-52

There is considerable variance in the ways the sentence at 6:51b-52 has been
translated. For example, while the W V has their hearts were hardened, the NIV and
the JB have their minds were closed. This is probably the most obvious difference
between the various English translations, but there are other differences that are quite
significant. For the purposes of this research it is not necessary to try to determine
which of the various versions is the best. However, it is essential to identify and
record all the justifiable translations. In order to do this expediently, the three clauses
at 6:5 1b-52 are analysed separately, and then considered as a whole.

As indicated by the brackets in the Greek text at 6:51b there is doubt as to whether &K
r r ~ p ~ o o owas
O in the original text. These words are an idiom 'implying excess

-

exceedingly, extremely, decidedly, excessively' (Louw & Nida, 1989: vol. 1: 687,
78.20). The clause can thus be translated asfiom excess, or beyond measure. For the
purpose of this study, the translation of 6:51b needs to express both the disciples'
extraordinary astonishment and information that they were dumfounded!'

Most

41 The words i.v iav-rols (within themselves) indicate that their astonishment did not express itself in
words (Marcus, 2000: 427; Swete, 1913: 139).

English translations do so. For example, the JB has: they were utterly and completely

dumbfounded. The RSV version is they were utterly astounded.

The two clauses at 6:52 form a literary construction which Rhoads and Michie claim
to be an example of 'antithetical parallelism7. They say that such compositions have
initially 'a negative step' which is 'followed by a second and more precise step in the
affirmative7(1982: 47). The compositional arrangement can be conveniently referred
to as being a 06 ... &AX7 (not ... but ...) construction. Speakers commonly use this type
of structure in order to clarify what they are saying, as well as to clarify what they
mean, and there are many such structural arrangements in Mark's Gospel. Although
most of them are in the sayings attributed to Jesus, there are also many that are
comments uttered by the narrator.42

The first of the two explanatory clauses is: 06 y8p ouv.ij~avini ~ o i Bs p ~ o i swhich
,
the RSV translates as for they did not understand about the loaves. The translations of
this verse in the JB and in the XI include the word miracle.43Because there is not any
Greek word that can be translated as miracle, such renderings may seem to be more
like interpretations, rather than precise translations. However, as shown later in this
study, the inclusion of the word miracle may convey the gist of Greek text better than
some of the other translations. The Greek text will therefore need to be considered in
some detail.

There are eight instances of recorded speech prior to this passage. they are mostly in sayings that are
attributed to Jesus. They are at 1: 44; two at 2: 17; 3: 26, 29; 4: 17, 22 and 5: 39. They are also in
comments by the narrator in these verses and in the verse at 7: 25.
43
For example the JB has: because they had not seen what the miracle of the loaves meant.

42

The subordinating conjunction yhp can be translated in several ways. For example, if
yhp is translated asfor, as it is in the RSV and several English versions, the clause will
record the cause or reason for the disciples' amazement.44 If yhp is translated as

because, as it is in some other English versions, the clause becomes an explanation for
the disciples' a m a ~ e r n e n t .However,
~~
yhp can also indicate continuity andlor
certainty, in which case the appropriate translation would be since, then, indeed or

certainly. For the purpose of this research, the translation needs to incorporate all the
possible meanings which the Greek text can convey, and this result is achieved when
yhp is not translated by any specific word. This is not that unusual, as yhp is often
left untranslated when it occurs in questions. The resulting translation would then
have the same 'positive and productive ambiguity' of the Greek text, a feature of texts
Ricoeur considers to be often advantageous (1976: 47).

Of much greater consequence is the way i r r ~is translated. Here i m occurs with
words in the dative case. There is data in Appendix Two concerning all the clauses in
this Gospel in which irri occurs with words in the dative case. At this junction it is
sufficient to mention that irri with words in the dative case can mean: a) on (literal or
figurative) when the reference is to place, or b) at, or on the occasion of when the
reference is to time. As the reference in this clause is to time rather than to place, the
appropriate translation of the phrase irri

T O ~ S 6 p ~ o i swould

be on the occasion of

The k=I, Rheims and NZV also translate yhp as for.
The JB and the G N m s translate it as because. Robert Fowler, who has researched Mark's use of yhp
in some detail, classifies this clause as one of the 'explanatory yhp clauses' (1991: 92-122; and 1981:
77-78, 162-64 & 207).

44
45

the loaves.46Because that phrase is translated in the RSV and the NIV as: about the
loaves, that translation will also be taken into account in the assessments made later in
this study. For some people the difference between these two translations may seem to
be insignificant.47 However, as demonstrated in a later section, translating i m as

about results in different types of interpretation from those where i r r ~is translated as
on the occasion oJ or is translated, as in the JB and the KJ, as the miracle of the
loaves..

The second part of the 06 ... BXXa construction is: &AX7 $v afi~Liv -$I ~ a p G i a
-ire-rropwp.ivq.The adversative particle &Aha is very common in Mark's ~ o s ~ eand
1 , ~ ~
mostly, as in this clause, it is at the commencement of a positive clause that follows a
negative one. Although &Aha is translated as but in the RSY, many other English
translations leave it untranslated, which probably results in the most appropriate
translation for the purpose of this study.49

The RSV translation of the balance of the clause is their hearts were hardened.
However the noun, article, accompanying verb, and the participle, are all in the
singular.50The appropriate English word is heart, not hearts, and it is translated that

The NEB translates this clause: for they had not understood the incident of the loaves, which is very
similar to the translations suggested above. Boomershine and Batholomew state that 'the first part of the
comment naturally refers back to the preceding story of the feeding of the five thousand' ( 198 1:2 16)
47
For example, Zerwick and Grosvenor record both meanings for ini. They firstly give the meaning as
being 'on the occasion of and they then add by way of explanation: 'about the loaves, i.e. what was
involved in the multiplication of the loaves, what the miracles meant' (198 1: 126).
48
The word &XAais used on 45 occasions in this Gospel.
49
The JB, NIV, GNews, Phillips, and the NEB leave &Aha untranslated. The Rheims and KJ versions
are not of any guidance as to the whether this word should be translated or not, as both these
translations are based on a Greek text that has cv ydp (for it was) rather than &AX' iv. This research is
based solely on the one Greek text, which has &AXy 3v.
50
The verb iv (was), the article and the noun 4 ~apGia(the heart), and the participle ~ E T T W ~ W ~
(insensitbe or made hard) are all singular.
46

~ V I )

way in the KJ and Rheims versions. The disciples are depicted as having a common
attitude, not a combination of individual attitudes. Marcus asserts that 'the many
disciples are said to share a single, hardened heart' (2000: 427). In the same clause the
verb { v (was) is in the imperfect tense, while the participle r r ~ r r o p o p i v qis in the
perfect tense, passive voice. This is a periphrastic pluperfect construction which
emphasises the past extending into the present, so an appropriate translation of the
clause { v a h G v

Although

fi

fi ~ a p G i arr~rrwpopivqis their heart remained hard.

~ a p G i ameans the heart, it is translated in several modern English

translations as

This, according to Zerwick & Grosvenor, is because in ancient

Semitic thought the heart was considered to be 'the seat of the intellect' (1981: 126).
However, the text used in this study is not in a Semitic language, nor would many
contemporary readers and listeners consider the heart to be the site of the intellect.52
Readers and listeners have already encountered the word ~ a p G i ain a,phrase at 3:5
where it indicated a hardness of attitude, rather than dullness of mind. The participle,
which is formed fiom the verb rrop6w (harden), also indicates that the reference is to
the site of the emotions, rather than the site of the intellect.53However, because it is
translated as minds in many English versions, such translations will also be taken into
account when making assessments as to the types of interpretation readers and
listeners are likely to make. Because alleging that someone is dull would not usually
be considered as offensive as referring to the person as being hardhearted, those

51

As mentioned above, the NIV and the JB versions have their minds were closed, rather than their
hearts were hardened.
52
The issue in this study is what the text says to contemporary readers and listeners, not what it might
have meant to the original audiences, or to some of them.
53
The word .rr~nopopiv-rlhas to be translated rather inappropriately as dull for the reference to be to
the mind.

translations which render ~ a p 6 I aas minds will be evaluated as being less critical of
the disciples than those where ~ a p 6 i ais translated as heart.

2.0 Context, Inferences and Rhetorical Effects
2.1

Context and Inferences at 6:48-52a

While the narrator's comment at 6:51b-52 purports to explain the reason for the
disciples' fear which is mentioned in the prior verses, it also refers directly or
indirectly to an event and/or a particular aspect mentioned in the prior story. As the
verse at 6:47 was reviewed in the prior study, it is only necessary here to discuss the
verses from 6:48 to 50.

At 6:48 the disciples are said to be distressed fiom rowing against the wind. In the
~v
a 6 ~ o O s(inteniied to pass
same verse the narrator states that Jesus - i j e ~ h rrap~X8~Tv

by them). Biblical scholars have not advanced a really satisfactory explanation for this
statement.54However the information does negate any perception that Jesus thought
his disciples were in any physical danger. As there is nothing in the text to indicate
that they were in any danger of sinking, there is an inference that the disciples could
have changed direction to a less demanding course. Broadhead asserts that 'the real
need is not in the sea but in the hearts of the disciples' (1992: 125). The overall effect
of the contents of the verse at 6:48 is to infer that the disciples were determined to go
in the direction of their own choosing.

54

Henderson sums up the position by saying the clause has 'presented exegetes with a notorious crux of
interpretation' (200 1: 19).

The long clause of nine words introducing Jesus7 reply at 6 5 0 retards narrative
audiences finding out what Jesus says. It thus slows the pace at which the story is
being narrated. The long introductory clause also intimates that he will speak slowly
and calmly, inferring that he is in control of the situation. His demeanour is thus in
stark contrast to that of his disciples, who d v i ~ p a [ a v(scream). This contrast and his
direction that theyfear not emphasises their fear, as does the narrator's comment that
they were extremely astonished when Jesus joined them in the boat. The topic of the
disciples7fear is thus an important theme in this story (Broadhead, 1992: 1 2 5 ) . ~ ~

2.2

Rhetorical Aspects at 6:Slb-52

Boomershine and Bartholomew assert that the narrator's comment at 6:51b-52 is 'an
inside view into the disciples' emotional response to a surprising action of Jesus'
(1981: 2 1 9 ) . ~It~also interrupts the flow of the story line, as there is n& a smooth
progression of thought from the data recorded in the prior verses and that recorded in
the statement itself. There is also no obvious logical connection between the clauses
within the comment itself. For example, it is not patently obvious why or how the
disciples' amazement upon their recognising Jesus is due to their lack of
understanding. It is also not clear what connection there is between the disciples
failing to understand and their being hardhearted, if that is the correct translation. The

55

Broadhead actually states that it is 'the central crisis of the story' (Broadhead, 1992: 125). However,
it is the narrator's subsequent comment at 6 5 1b-52 concerning their fear that brings the story to its real
climax.
56
Booniershine and Bartholomew also assert that it is 'one of the most intensive insights into the
characters of the gospel'. The other comments they consider to be in this category are those at 9:30-32;
12:13-17 and 16:s (1981: 219). They refer to the narrator's comment at 6:51b-52 as being 'an inside
view [which] takes the audience "inside" a character and describes internal events which would not be
known to an observer' (198 1: 2 18).

disruption in the story line caused by the comment thus functions as 'an evaluation',
changing the orientation of readers and listeners from 'what happens', the story line,
to what the story is about, the orientation of the story (Fabb, 1997: 171). Fabb claims
that these types of clauses have the effect of drawing the attention of listeners to the
narrative form of the story.

Bassler makes some interesting observations concerning this particular comment and
the effect it has on the flow of the story line. She contends that this is the first of
several 'gaps' in Mark's Gospel, and that these 'gaps' entice readers and listeners to
become 'entangled' in the story itself (1986: 163). In making these assertions she is
appropriating the theory of Wolfgang Iser that people create meaning by filling in such
'gaps' (1980: 109-111). In this particular instance the narrator's comment does more
than entice narrative audiences to become 'entangled' in the current -story. The
comment also entices narrative audiences to find some connection between the topics
that are mentioned, or at least to try to find some connection between them. The
narrator's comment refers to an event or item which is mentioned in the prior story,
and also to the internal thoughts or attitudes of the disciples.

The juxtaposition of these two rather different concepts results in the narrator's
comment at 6:51b-52 having the elements of 'vividness and strangeness' which C. H.
Dodd considers as being typical of metaphors, and which tease the minds of listeners
into active thought (Dodd, 1961: 16). Bassler endorses Dodd's opinion and says that a
characteristic of metaphors is that

they communicate, not by yielding information only to those privy to the
interpretative key (allegory), nor even by clarifjring a less well know concept
by comparing it to a better known one (simile). Rather, a metaphor
communicates by juxtaposing two not entirely comparable elements, thereby
inducing the hearer to extract from the somewhat discordant image a new
vision of the primary element. ... The important aspects of this definition
should be stressed: the parable does not impart information to the hearer as
much as it creates meaning within the hearer. This it does by entangling the
hearer in the everydayness of the story and then, through a 'surprising odd
turn,' compelling the hearer to make some response ... (1986: 158-9).

The above data indicates that disruption of the flow of t l e story line caused by the
comment, and the discontinuity of thought within the comment itself will cause
readers and listeners to be particularly aware of the comment itself, and of its contents.
They are thus likely to be aware that it refers to: a) the disciplesyattitude andlor their
lack of consciousness, and b) to an item or event in the prior story.

3.0 Assessments
3.1

The Interpretations of Readers

Because readers generally interpret texts as they read them, it is both appropriate and
expedient to review the two clauses at 6 5 2 successively. As recorded in Chapter
Three, readers tend to pay particular attention to the words or phrases that they
consider to be significant. When they are reading the first of the clauses at 6 5 2 one
phrase they are likely to focus upon would be: 06 ... o v v f j ~ a v(not understand). In
doing so they are likely to ponder over what it is that the disciples did not understand.
Some may decide that it is not possible on the information recorded in the text to
determine what the disciples failed to understand.

The opinions of scholars who focus on the reading aspects of this Gospel conform
with the above assessment. Many of them deliberate over what it is that the disciples'
failed to understand.j7 Some of these scholars consider the lack of understanding was
factual.58Others consider the lack of understanding is merely a rhetorical ploy of the
author, andor presented by the author as factual as part of his narrative strategy (van
Iersel, 1998: 233).j9 Several scholars assert that the narrator's comment raises more
questions than it answers.60It is not necessary to try to assess the relative value of the
opinions of these scholars. It is the fact that they deliberate as to what the disciples
failed to understand, which tends to confirm the assessment that many readers would
deliberate over this issue.

57 Shiner asserts that many scholars differ in their opinions regarding the disciples7 lack of
understanding (1995: 30). Malbon compares her own point of view with the somewhat different
opinions of Petersen and Fowler. Malbon says 'Petersen and Fowler see the misunderstanding (or
incomprehension) of the disciples as central to 4: 1-8:21 or 4: 1-8:26. I see as a central thrust of 4: 1-8:2 1
the search for understanding - understanding of who Jesus is and thus of what following him entails'
(1993: 227-8).
Malbon considers that what distinguishes Jesus' disciples from his opponents is not their possession of
'the right answers but by (their) being possessed by the right questions' (1993: 227). Suzanne
Henderson asserts that their failure to understand is related to 'their failure to exert the authority Jesus
has provided for their active participation' in his missionary activities (2001: 4). Gundy discusses which
of the two events, the feeding of the five thousand, or the walking on the sea, the disciples should have
found the easier to understand (1993: 343). Many scholars when they are commenting on the disciples'
lack of understanding refer to this verse and to the verses at 4: 12-13, andlor the later verses at 8: 14-21.
All these verses refer to the disciples' lack of understanding. All these passages contain the verb
a u v i ~ t v(to understand). It occurs twice in the first passage, at 4:12 and 4:13. In the latter verse Jesus
asks: OLKoi8a-r~. . ;(do you not understand ?).
58 Weeden is one of the scholars who considers the author presents the disciples' lack of understanding
as being factual. He asserts that Mark did this in order to portray the disciples as heretics. He maintains
that 'in Mark's schema the disciples remain heretics even unto his own day' (1971: 164).
59 Guelich claims that 'the disciples' amazement betrays their lack of understanding about who Jesus
really is,' and that they had failed to comprehend what Jesus 'taught about himself (1989: 352).
Malbon considers the lack of understanding functions to draw attention to a 'search for understanding'
(1993: 227). Shiner has a very different approach. He considers that 'the rhetorical purpose for the
disciples' lack of under-standing appears to be the portrayal of Jesus as hard to understand, rather than
the portrayal of the disciples as slow of understanding' (1995: 30).
60 Quesnell asserts that the narrator's purported explanation for the disciples' amazement creates more
questions in the minds of readers and listeners than it solves (1969: 66). Bassler endorses his opinion
(1986: 157). Boomershine and Bartholomew state that the comment raises a question as well as
answering one: what is the meaning of the loaves?' They assert that 'this question cannot be answered
with the information previously given.' (1981: 216). Henderson asserts that 'in its allusion to "the
loaves", Mk 6 5 2 both hints to the nature of the disciples' misunderstanding and refuses to pinpoint
precisely what they failed to grasp' (2001: 5). Charles Hedrick points out that while the narrator at 6 5 2
offers an explanation as to why the disciples were utterly astounded, the narrator 'leaves unclear
precisely what it was the disciples failed to understand about the loaves' (1987: 247).

.

Another phrase readers are likely to consider to be significant is irri TOIS
dip-rots,
which is usually translated as either about the loaves, or on the occasion of the loaves.
When it is read or translated as being about the loaves it implies that loaves have
some symbolic meaning. When read or translated as on the occasion of the loaves it is
a reference to something which occurred on the occasion of the loaves. Readers are
likely to ponder, even if only briefly, as to what the loaves might signify or what it
was on the occasion of the loaves that the disciples failed to understand.

There is no unanimity amongst biblical scholars as to what the phrase the loaves
might mean or ~ ~ r n b o l i s Some
e . ~ ~ consider it has Eucharistic significance,62 while
others assert that it means something rather different.63 Cranfield mentions six
possible symbolic meanings in addition to those associated with the Eucharist. The
seven he mentions can be briefly described as: (i) a sign of Jesus' compassion for the
multitude, (ii) the secret of the kingdom of God, (iii) a sign of the presence of the final
Redeemer (an OT concept), (iv) an allusion to the Eucharist, (v) an allusion to the
final 'Messianic Banquet', (vi) Jesus as the true bread, and (vii) symbolic of offering
of the bread of life to the Jews and Gentiles (1963: 221-223). It is unnecessary in this
research to deliberate over the relative merit of the various interpretations and

61

Ernest Best claims that the loaves is symbolic of teaching (1983: 49 & 63). However, Gundry infers
that Best's reasoning is unsound. He, Grundy, asserts that the juxtaposition of teaching and feeding
does not indicate that loaves are symbolic of teaching, because the somewhat similar juxtaposition of
exorcism and teaching at 1:2 1-28 does not indicate that exorcism is symbolic of teaching. He contends
that the similar conceptions supplement each other but that neither are 'symbolized nor deemphasized
by the other' (1993: 329).
DuPont (1999: 294-297); Taylor (1966: 321 & 357), Nineham (1963: 206), and Quesnell(1969: 208
& 222) hold these opinions.
63
Bas van Iersel has a rather different interpretation as he claims that 'the disciples are upset because
they had not understood about the loaves', and that in this way the narrator 'warns the reader that there
is more to the loaves than appears at first sight' (1998: 233). Geoffi-ey Robinson asserts that 'the loaves
and the fishes, in addition to being real food in their own right, will be a symbol of spiritual food'
(1994: 241). Henderson asserts that the statement relates to the disciples' role and authority rather than
Jesus' identity (200 1: 23).

symbolic meanings attributed to the loaves. It is the fact that scholarly readers
deliberate over what phrase the loaves might signify that is relevant to the argument.

Those who read or translate the phrase i r r i TOISE i p ~ o ~ass being on the occasion of

the loaves would almost certainly consider the reference is to something associated
with the event recorded in the prior story where Jesus fed five thousand people with a
few loaves and fishes. This rather obvious appraisal is confirmed by the way many
other biblical scholars and translators interpret the clause. Henderson investigated the
interpretations of this clause by biblical scholars, and she asserts that most of these
scholars 'read "the loaves" as a cryptic reference to the feeding story as a whole'
(2001: 22). The translations of the phrase in the KJ and the JB as miracle of the loaves
refer more specifically to the miraculous aspect of that particular event. The
translation in the NEB is less specific, for in that book the rendition is: for they had

not understood the incident of the loaves.

The second part of the narrator's comment is

4 ~ a p G i ar r ~ r r o p w y i v qA. more or less

literal translation of this clause is: their heart (singular) remained hard. The following
discussion will, however, also assume that the clause can be read or translated as:

their minds were closed, or

AS indicated earlier, translations referring to the

mind being closed or dull will be evaluated as being less derogatory of the disciples
than those that infer that their heart remained hard.65

64

As stated previously, this is because the clause is translated more or less that way in many English
versions.
65 When i ~apGiais assumed to mean the mind the inference is that the disciples are dull. However,
when 4 ~apGiais taken as meaning the heart some readers and listeners may assume that the narrator is
asserting that the disciples are hard-hearted, and thus insensitive to the needs of others.

As readers tend to focus on the words of the text many would consider the comment
could be construed as being critical of Jesus' disciples.66The extent to which they
accept such criticism as being justified or as being particularly critical of the disciples
would largely depend on whether or not the interpreters identify themselves with the
disciples. The tendency of readers to mentally identify themselves with the disciples
would probably cause many to reject, or only partially accept the critical aspect of the
comment. This is despite those who read or hear this Gospel being specifically
'encouraged' by certain aspects in the text itself to accept the narrator's point of
view.67The opinions expressed by biblical scholars tend to support this assessment.
George Young considers the narrator's criticism is unjustified and says it is 'the device
of an unreliable narrator7 (1999:

1 4 6 ) . ~ Many
~

scholars advocate mild

interpretations.69Others indicate their preference by adopting translations that allude
to the disciples' dullness of mind, rather than to their hardness of heart.70

66

For example, there would be some who, like Hooker and Robinson, would consider the comment is
very critical of the disciples. Hooker considers their astonishment is due to a lack of faith. Hooker adds
that 'their condition was even dangerously close to that of the Pharisees' and refers to verse 3:5 (1991:
170). Robinson says it is 'a strong statement, for it implies not merely a failure to believe but a refusal
to believe'. He observes that the phrase was applied at 3:5 to the attitude of the Pharisees and that it 'is,
therefore, a strong statement, for it implies not merely a failure to believe, but a refusal to believe'
(1994: 258).
67 AS shown by the data recorded in the fourth chapter of this thesis, there are several ways by which the
narrator in this Gospel is depicted as being reliable, including quoting from the Hebrew Scriptures and
by foretelling outcomes that later occur just as they were predicted.
68
Young contends that the disciples 'operate throughout according to the rules of reason and logic and
even show a concern for the welfare of the crowd, asking Jesus to dismiss them so they could go into
the nearby villages and buy something to eat'. Young contends that 'it is impossible to find anything in
the disciples' remarks that would betray a hardness of heart or lack of perception' (1999: 146 & 151).
69 Taylor has 'their minds ... were dull7 (1966: 330-1). Turner has 'their spiritual sight was "dulled" or
"blinded"' (1 93 1: 33). Gundry states that 'hardheartedness equals failure to understand because of the
loaves'. He asserts that 'these clauses do not hold up the disciples, their amazement, or even their
ignorance and hardheartness, for criticism' (1993: 337-8). Swete claims that, 'the ~apGia(ii:6) includes
the intelligence considered in its relation to the moral and spiritual life of men' (1 9 13: 140).
70
For example, the Jerusalem, NIY, Phillips, New English and Today's English Version have their
minds were closed, or something similar. It is not possible on the data that is readily available, nor it is
necessary, to determine the percentage of readers who would seek to fmd a symbolic meaning for the
loaves, and the percentage who would interpret the phrase as a reference to some aspect of what
happened on the occasion ofthe loaves.

The above data indicates that readers would tend to: a) to deliberate over the phrases

05 ... o u v f j ~ a vand &rri TOIS~ P T O L S b)
, try to find some symbolic meaning for the
loaves, and/or c) try to identify what is the aspect referred to in the comment. and d)
consider the comment is, at least to some extent, critical of the disciples.

3.2

Interpretations by listeners

In everyday conversation, listeners automatically assess whether or not the speaker's
meaning is the same as the sentence meaning. These meanings are not necessarily the
same.71People intuitively discern what the speaker means by taking into account the
context, the tone in the speaker's voice, and their own general knowledge (Olson,
~
who hear the narrator's comment at 6:5 1b-52 are thus likely to
1977: 2 6 0 ) . ~Those
take into account: a) the tone of the 'speaker's voice', as indicated to the reader by the
presence of rhetorical effects and emotive language in the text, b) the contents of the
prior verses and c) their knowledge of the eventual demeanour of the disciples. These
three elements need to be reviewed when assessments are being made as to the types
of interpretation listeners are likely to make regarding the narrator's comment.

The extent to which the context is likely to affect the interpretations of listeners of the
clause at 6:52b is indicated when the context of this clause is compared with the
context of somewhat similar words used in an assertion regarding Jesus' opponents at
3 5 . The tone of these two passages are dissimilar, due to slight divergence in the
phraseologies and very different contexts. At 3:5 it is stated that Jesus grieved at the

71

The example recorded earlier was that given by Olson, who asserts that the speaker's meaning of
'You're standing on my toe' is likely to be 'Move your foot' (1977: 260).
72 David Olson asserts that 'a number of researchers ... have demonstrated that sentence comprehension
depends in large part on the context and on the prior knowledge of listeners' (1977: 260).

hardness of their heart, and in the prior clause that he looked around in anger. The
adjacent clauses at 6 5 2 do not impute a tone of conflict, or infer that the narrator is
being critical.

The method used by Boomershine for assessing other comments by the narrator in this
Gospel can be used to identify the emotive effect of the rhetorical features of this
comment. He advocates reading the text aloud. When the narrator's comment at
6:51b-52 is read aloud it does not 'sound' as if the narrator is being critical. This is
still the same when different parts of the comment are emphasised. When the sentence
is rendered with a critical tone, the rendition sounds artificial and/or spurious. The
results are similar to those Boomershine obtained when he tried to render in a critical
tone the comments that the narrator makes elsewhere in this Gospel concerning Peter
(1987: 56).73 Boomershine evaluated these comments by listening to his own voice as
he read the biblical text out aloud. His interpretations differ from those of Werner
Kelber who studies the text as a reader. Boomershine finds, contrary to Kelber, that
the narrator's explanations are 'thoroughly sympathetic' of Peter, and that the author
'invites the audiences to enter Peter's mind' (1987: 55-58).

The two aspects considered above relate to the tone and the context associated with
the clause

~ a p G i a.rrcrrwpwpivq (their heart remained hardened). The other aspect

which needs to be taken into account is the general knowledge of those who are likely
to hear this particular comment. Almost all of those who hear Mark's Gospel being

73

Boomershine claims somewhat similar results in his study of the story of Peter's denial which readers
usually interpret as being critical of Peter. He suggests that 'throughout the reading, point your finger at
Peter and, at the end of the story, condemn and mock him as he realizes his guilt'. He continues by
saying 'it inevitably comes off as somewhat moralistic and has the feel of a childish taunt' (1987: 56).

read would know that the disciples did eventually understand, and that their attitude to
others did not remain hardhearted.74This knowledge would subconsciously affect the
way listeners interpret the narrator's comment. For example, it would ensure that
listeners associate the narrator's comment with the particular period of time
designated in the story, and not with the time at which the narrator told or retold the
story. The data included here is similar in many respects to stories which recount
earlier mishaps or incorrect decisions and where it is unnecessary to mention the
fortuitous result.75Those who tell such stories do not expect to be criticised for past
errors they now acknowledge to have been wrong, or for opinions they no longer hold.

The data deliberated upon above relating to mood, context and the general knowledge
of the listeners indicates that they are unlikely to interpret the narrator's comment at
6:5 1b-52 as a criticism of the disciples by the narrator.

Because listeners tend to enter into the story by their imagination, they would be very
much aware of the disruption to the story line caused by the narrator's comment at
6:5lb-52. The hearer is also induced to make a connection between the two rather
discordant concepts within the clauses.76This would change their orientation from
imagining what is happening in the narrative to reflecting on the essence of the story,
and in this particular instance to also recall the gist of the prior story to which the
comment refers (Fabb, 1997: 171). The comment does not explain why the disciples

74 I know, like most of those who listen to readings of Mark's Gospel know, that most of the disciples
later suffered martyrdom because of their commitments to Jesus and their commitment to the various
Christian communities to which they ministered.
75
For example, upon arriving at a friend's house people may describe how they came to be lost on their
journey, without mentioning their eventual arrival.
76 The comment does not explain why the disciples were fearful and extremely amazed as it initially
purports to do.

were fearfill and extremely amazed as it initially purports to do. This comment
functions in the way that Bassler claims metaphors do; it teases the minds of listeners
into active thought (1986: 158). It is somewhat significant that both Bassler and Dodd
refer to hearers in their assertions (Bassler, 1986: 158-9; Dodd: 1961: 16).77In this
particular case the effect of change in orientation of the listeners would be to cause
many of them to reflect on the disciples7 attitude or conduct on the occasion of the

loaves.

The above assessments are consistent with the data recorded in Chapter Three which
indicates that listeners are inclined to accept the point of view of narrators. It also
accords with the observations of scholars that listeners are particularly aware of the
presence of the narrators and their role. For example, Tim Schramm reports that at a
'Bibliodrama7 he conducted the audience focused primarily on the narrator of the
story (1992: 67). The audience's awareness of the narrator was also very evident at a
narration of the Mark's Gospel I attended in 1999 at the Seymour Theatre, ~ ~ d n e ~ . ~
In that performance the three artists not only narrated the story to the audience, but
often one of them would narrate one of the passages to the other two presenters.
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It may be that the observations of Bassler and Dodd apply more specifically to listeners, although
when Bassler applies her theory to the interpretation of biblical texts she refers to the reaction of
readers. This, however, may be because it is as a reader that she scrutinises the text.
C. H. Dodd claims that in its simplest form 'the parable is a metaphor or simile drawn from nature or
common life, arresting the hearer by its vividness or strangeness, and leaving the mind in sufficient
doubt about its precise application to tease it into active thought' (1961: 16).
78 I was able to observe this reaction at that performance, which was entitled The Gospel of Mark. After
the narration my observations were confirmed by several members of the audience with whom I
discussed this particular aspect.

4.0

The Conclusions Reached in this Study

The data in this study indicates that readers are likely to:
e

contemplate various phrases and try to ascertain what it was that the disciples
failed to understand,
ponder over whether the loaves have some symbolic meaning, or seek to find what
it was on the occasion of the loaves, that the disciples failed to understand,

e

consider the narrator's comment is, at least to some extent, critical of the disciples,
and

e

are likely to make interpretations of the type that evolve from contemplating
details in the text.

Listeners, on the other hand, are likely to be influenced by comment to reflect on the
attitude and demeanour of Jesus' disciples in both this and in the prior story of Jesus
feeding the crowd.

Study 3

-

The Enthusiasm of the Crowd

-

Mk 6:54-56

0.0 The Effect of Verse Numbers and the Contents of this Story
The text used in this study recounts the reaction of the populace who, upon
recognising Jesus, place their sick so they can touch Jesus' garment and be cured. One
of the issues considered in the study is the extent to which visual features, such as
verse numbers, affect the interpretations of readers, and conversely the extent to which

,
the interpretations of
sonic features, such as repetitions of the word ~ a i affect
listeners.

The Greek Text and My Translation

1.1

6.54 ~ a ~ i[ E X ~ ~ V T Wa6-rOv
V

;K

TOU

TXoiou

~ 6 0 2 &s T L ~ V ~ V T EaSi r ~ b v 55
~

~

P

L61qv
~ Tjv
~ x6pav
P ~hKsivvv
P ~

~ a ijptav-ro
i
$ 6 TOISK ~ ~ @ ~ T T O L S
TOGS K ~ K OZSx o v ~ a sT T E ~ L $ & ~ E L V
~ T O Uf i ~ o u o v~ T i Lo

~iv.

And upon their coming out of the boat,
immediately upon recognizing h&, 55

654

~ they ran through the whole coune/side,

and they began on pallets
the sick to carry around
to where they were hearing him to be.
56 And

wherever he entered,

into villages,

4 E ~ ST ~ X E L S

or into cities,

sis ciypoirs,
i v ~ a l hyopais
s
i ~ i 6 s o a vTOGS
ciot3cvoDv~as

or into regions,

in the market places they laid the sick,
and they besought him
that if only the fringe
of his garment they might touch;
and as many as touched him
were healed.

In order to draw attention to the position of v. 55, the translation being utilised in this
study is more literal than the RSV version. As can be seen from the Greek text and the
translation, the v. 55 is located in the middle of a sentence. There is no verb in the
indicative, imperative or infinitive mood in the prior verse at 6:54. According to
Taylor the awkward break between the verses is due to the influence of the Vulgate
(1966: 332).

The texts have also been set out sentence by sentence in order to draw attention to the
word ~ a being
i
at the commencement of each of them. As elsewhere in this Gospel,

i
to also act as a 'signpost', indicating the line of demarcation
the word ~ a tends
between both idea units and sentences.

Although there is no indicative verb in the first verse, the RSY like most English
In order to do this,
versions, translates the words at 6 5 4 as if they are a ~entence.~'

O Vtheir coming
translators have to render one or both of the participles, ~ ~ E X ~ ~ V T(on
r~~
recognised), as if they are indicative verbs. The RSV
out) and i - f r ~ y v 6 v - (having
translation is: and when they got out of the boat, immediately the people recognized
him. As can be seen from the above data the location of the verse number affects the
way the first sentence is usually translated.

1.2

Context, Rhetorical Features and Inferences

The verse at 6:53, which was reviewed in the prior story, is relevant to both the
preceding story and to this one, and provides a link between both stories. Taylor

79

For example, in the RSV, NIV, JB, KJ and the Rheims, verse 6:54is rendered as a sentence.
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maintains that the verses from 6:30 to 6 5 6 form a 'compact whole', and that this
particular story is linked temporally, rather than topically or didactically, with the two
prior stories.

While this story is linked temporally to the two prior stories, the duration of the period
covered in this story is much longer than the periods of time over which the earlier
events took place. Those incidents occurred within a time span of less than twentyfour hours, while the event recorded in this story seems to have taken place over
several days. For that reason some scholars classify this story as being a summary
statement (Guelich, 1989: 354; Hooker, 1991: 171). If it is a summary statement then
it is a summary of incidents that have not previously been recorded in this Gospel, and
at a location that has not previously been mentioned by name. Charles Hedrick claims
that in Mark's Gospel such summary statements 'stand alone, completely independent
of the particularized pericopae that surround them'. He says they 'introduce new
information into the narrative in a general and non-specific manner' (1984: 294).

The style of this story is different from that of the two prior stories, and the sentences
in this story are longer. In the frrst two verses there are many repetitions of sounds,
such as those associated with the concepts of going out, around and in. Gundry refers
to the doubling of nepi- (around,), the quadrupling of €is (into), and to other
rhetorical features that are present in this passage. He mentions the positioning of the
phrases and the emphatic effect of KGV, which is ~ a i i6 v ($only), and to the extent
to which the words 6001

Bv

(as many as) in the final sentence emphasises the

'magnitude' of the healings (1993 : 345).

Another rhetorical effect is achieved by three of the five verbs being in the imperfect
tense, and which thus insinuate repetitive actions.80These verbs intimate that the
people are continually running around, hearing and beseeching. This activity
contrasts with the demeanour of the disciples at 6:53 where a participle and two verbs
in the aorist tense report that the disciples having crossed over, come to land and

anchor.

The responses of the people and Jesus' movements infer that his mission has been and
is still expanding. The responses of the populace also indicate that Jesus has become
well known, and is perceived as being able to heal the sick (Heil: 1992a: 52; Petersen,
1980: 214). Because the sick are carried on pallets, there is an inference that they are
very sick. Despite this they are healed, as the populace expected they would be, by
merely touching the fringe of Jesus' garment.

2.0 Assessment
The location of the verse number is likely to result in readers processing the clause at

6:54 as if it is a sentence. This would result in their associating the adverb ~ireirs
(immediately) with the participle in that verse rather than with the verb which is in the
next verse. Thus they would read the text as immediately the people recognised him
rather than immediately upon recognising him they ran. Because this verse follows
contiguously a story in which the disciples did not initially recognise Jesus, ,some

80

One of the verbs in the imperfect tense intimates that Jesus is continually entering into towns, into
cities, and into villages, and another verb in the imperfect tense indicates that those who were
previously sick remain healed (Guelich, 1989: 355; Gundry, 1993: 345). There is also a participle, an
auxiliary verb and a verb, the second last one, in the aorist tense.

readers are likely to notice the contrast between the crowd immediately recognising
Jesus and the slowness of the disciples in doing so. Lamar Williamson is a scholarly
reader who notices and draws attention to this contrast (1983 : 13

On the other hand, listeners would not even be aware of the presence of the verse
numbers, and would discern the end of each idea unit by hearing the sound of the
word

In this particular story the word ~ a occurs
i
five times, all of which are at

the junction of sentences. Upon hearing a text with the same grammatical construction
as the Greek text, they 'hear' the first sentence along the lines of and upon their

having embarked, the people, immediately upon recognising him, ran. Heil, who is
inclined to approach this Gospel as a listener, translates the sentence somewhat along
these lines (1992a: 1 5 1 ) . ~
The
~ spontaneous reaction of the crowd in such a rendition
is their running. The contrast is then between the enthusiastic reaction of the crowd
upon recognising Jesus and the despondent disengagement of the disciples.84

Unlike most of the stories in this Gospel, Jesus has only a very passive role in this
story. He does not teach, or even speak, and the cures occur without him having to
take any specific action. (Guelich, 1989: 357). Although the text indicates that he
entered many towns and villages, the only activity directly attributed to him is his

81

Williamson says 'that in striking contrast to the disciples ... the people on the shore recognise him
immediately' (1983: 131).
82
In this Gospel the sonic signals indicating the end of a sentence or idea unit and the commencement
of another is the word K U ~ .
83
In his concluding paragraphs to an article written in the same year as his commentary, Heil refers to
listeners or listener three times, and does not mention readers at all (1992b: 358). In his commentary he
transiates the sentence as: 'As they came out of the boat, people, immediately recognizing him, ran
about the whole district .... ' (1992a: 151).
84
They are depicted as being dumbfounded when Jesus joined them in the boat, with their astonishment
being described as being iv i a u ~ o l s(within themselves) (Marcus, 2000: 427; Swete, 1913: 139).

getting out of the boat. As there are few details to ponder over, many readers would
consider this story to be little more than a summary account of Jesus' activities. The
opinions expressed by biblical scholars tend to support this assessment.*'

Listeners, however, are likely to be at least s~~bconsciously
aware that the story is
really about the enthusiastic activity of the crowds. The repetitions of sounds and the
many verbs in the imperfect tense impart a tone of frenzied movement centred on the
activities of the populace. It is not Jesus but the crowd, who has the active role in this
story. It is the people who, immediately upon recognising Jesus run throughout the
countryside, and who carry their sick to where he is. It is also the populace who, by
inference, beg him to cure their sick.

3.0 The Conclusions Reached in this Study
The above data indicates that most readers would consider the story to be merely a
summary of Jesus' activities, and that due to the location of the verse number, readers
would associate the spontaneity of the crowd with their recognition of Jesus. On the
other hand, most listeners would consider the story is about the vivacious way the
populace react to the presence of Jesus. Listeners would discern that their enthusiastic
reaction is in stark contrast to despondent mood the disciples display in the two prior
stories.

-

85

-

Some of the scholars who describe it as being a summary statement are Broadhead (1992: 127);
Cranfield (1963: 229); Guelich (1989: 354); Hooker (1991: 171) and Nineham (1963: 185-6).

6 APPLYING THEORIES TO TEXT
Studies 4 and 5
Central to the reading of every literary work
is the interaction between its structure and its recipient.'
Wolfgang Iser

Teachings Conveyed by Stories of Confrontation
The biblical texts used in this chapter are somewhat different in style and themes from
the texts utilized in the preceding chapter. There are also indications in the first verse
of the text that a new linguistic unit commences at 7:l .2 Such variances are
particularly advantageous as they ensure that the theories relating to reading and
listening are applied to various types of biblical texts.

' Iser (1 980: 106).

These indications include the phrase: ~ a oiv v c i y o v ~ a.~. npbs (they go as one), which also occurs
at the commencement of linguistic units at 4:l and 6:30. The verb o u v c i y e v ~ ais~in the singular at 4:1
as there the subject is crowd.

Study 4

0.0

-

Persuasive Aagumentatfion

Two Interrelated Events

-

Mk J:"1-23

- 7:1-13 and 7:14-23

As indicated in the subheading, the biblical text used in this study is often recorded in
two sections. However, the occurrences recorded in them are connected by time,
subject matter, and the repetition of common phrases and themes. The verses at 7: 1- 13
recount a verbal controversy between Jesus and religious leaders, while those at 7: 1423 record the proclamation he issues to the crowd and the explanation of the
proclamation he gives to his disciples. In order to facilitate this review, the two
episodes are analysed separately. However, the assessments are made on the
assumption that the segments are interrelated and form one composite story. This is
because the aim of the study is to identify the extent to which contemporary readers
and listeners are likely to be influenced by the way the assertions are enunciated and
predicated. Assessments are also made as to the themes readers and listeners are likely
to consider to be particularly important.

1.0

The Text, Inferences, Rhetorics, Mood and Issues at 7:1-13

1 .

The Greek Text and the RSVTranslation of 7:l-13

7.1 Kai

o u v 4 y o v ~ a t npbs a h b v oi
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V
together
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vi+ov~at

T&S

xeipas o i r ~

defiled, that is, unwashed.

3

(For the

Pharisees, and all the Jews, do not eat unless
they wash their hands, observing the
traditions of the elders; 4 and when they come
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And he said

to them, 'You have a fine way of rejecting
the commandment of God, in order to keep
your tradition!
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things you do.'
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It is necessary to make some comments concerning the above translation, as it does
not encompass all the possible meanings and inferences that are in the Greek text. For
example, the loaves are not mentioned at 7:2, whereas the Greek text has i o Q i o u o ~ v
T O ~ S U ~ T O U S (they

ate the loaves). The RSV version, like most English translations,

also has two sentences for the very long Greek sentence at 7:2-5. In order to have two

~
seen) at 7:2 is rendered as if it was a
sentences the aorist participle i 8 6 v - r ~(having
verb. This results in the stress in the translations being on what the Pharisees see,
whereas the stress in the Greek text is on the verb i-rr~pw-rko~v
(they ask a question) at
7:5. The RSV also translates the word ~ u X i j sat 7:9 in a different way from the way it
is translated at 7 6 . For the purpose of this research, both words need to be translated
the same and to retain the sarcastic tones of the Greek text. An appropriate translation
in each case would be how shrewd you are.3

1.2

Context, Inferences, Rhetorical Features and Moods at 7:l-13

The word loaves and the theme of eating connect the segment at 7: 1 - 13 with the prior
story of Jesus feeding the crowd. The text also infers that the disciples are eating some
of the loaves they collected after the five thousand were fed, as in the second verse the
definite article -roirs (the) in the phrase TOGS &p-rous (the loaves) indicates that the
loaves are those that have previously been mentioned (Guelich, 1989: 363).

It can be assumed from the reference to the Scribes as having come +om Jerusalem
that this implies that the confrontation occurred in Galilee (Taylor, 1966: 334). The
question itself infers that his disciples are breaking traditions. Although the Pharisees
and the Scribes ask their question politely, contemporary narrative audiences know,
from having read or heard of them in prior stories, that these religious leaders would

The RSV has well at 7:6 and you have a$ne way at 7:9. KaXijs (well) is the fxst word spoken by
Jesus in each assertion. The word is used ironically with sarcastic undertone implying something like
'You are smart aren 't you '. A translation something like shrewdly would be more appropriate than well.
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be trying to discredit Jesus. Thus there is an inference that the Pharisees and the
Scribes are not genuinely seeking information, and that their politeness is a sham.

In this segment of the story the rhetorical features help to infuse certain tones into
Jesus' utterances and reverse the accusations of wrongdoing. Thus, instead of the
segment being an account of allegations made against Jesus, it becomes an account of
his allegations against his opponents. Initially the tone of conflict is rather subtlety
suggested, being inferred rather than stated. For example, the description of the
Pharisees and some of the Scribes gathering together before they confront Jesus infers
that they have a hostile intent. Marcus says that it depicts them as being 'hostile bands
ganging up against him' (2000: 440).

The next verse obliquely mentions what the religious leaders see, and this becomes
the basis of the accusation they direct to Jesus in question form. However, information
as to the action taken by the Pharisees and Scribes is briefly withheld from readers and
listeners of the Greek text, due to the inclusion within the sentence itself of a long
parenthetical clause explaining Jewish customs. The participle

~ ~ ~ V T(having
E S
seen)

is at 7:2 while the verb recording the resulting action is much further on at 7 5 . This
delay infuses anticipation and tension into the narration. It is not uncommon in speech
for a speaker to break off in the middle of a sentence to give an explanation
concerning the subject matter of his discourse. However, such interruptions to the
flow of the narrative are avoided as far as possible in written

4

document^.^

Most modern English translations overcome the problem by making a sentence of the data at 7:2.
However, this results in there being little or no tension in the narration due to the delay. The RSV, like
most English translations, has two sentences for what is in the Greek text one sentence. In one sentence
they record what the opponents see, and in the other what they say.

The clause introducing Jesus' response contains the adversative conjunctive 66 (but),
thus intimating that Jesus will express a contrary point of view. The confrontational
tone is accentuated by Jesus' reply. He responds with questions that attack the
traditions and the thinking of those who previously in their questions inferred that he
was in the wrong (Cranfield, 1963: 243; Heil, 1992a: 152 and Marcus, 2000: 449).5
Jesus makes two assertions, the first at 7:6-8, and the second at 7:9-13. The structure
is the same in both.6 In the first response, he calls the Pharisees and the Scribes
~ I T P O K P L T ~ (hypocrites).
~V
In both

assertions he alleges that they use human traditions

to override, and even to avoid, the laws of God. This brings the belligerent tone of the
text to its full intensity.

In this first segment there are repetitions of the words r r u ~ i p uNther) and yq-ripu
(mother), and the common root word in the phrase

~ L ~ ~ O K O V T ~E LS

~UOK~X~US

(teaching as teachings). Honor is emphasised by the two almost identical words -rip6
and

T L ~ U and
,

the double negative,

O ~ K ~ T(no
L

longer) and o66iv (nothing), at 7: 12

gives emphasis to the assertion. At 7:9 the imperfect tense of the verb in the
introductory clause, and he was saying to them, indicates that Jesus is repeating or
stressing his assertion. The effect of the repetitions not only emphasises what he says,
but also emphasises the 'radical opposition' there is between God's commandments

-

Cranfield says he 'replies to the challenges of the Scribes and the Pharisees in v.5 by challenging the
authority of the oral law' (1963: 243). Heil refers to Jesus' response as 'directly and aggressively
meeting their accusation' (1992a: 154). Marcus says that Jesus' in his reply attacks 'his interlocutors
and on the concept of tradition that undergirds their question' (2000: 449).
His utterances are introduced by the phrases: but he said, and and he was saying. The central
component of each assertion are quotations from Scripture. KaXOs, which is used ironically meaning
something like shrewdly, is the first word in each of them, and there are several phrases that are the
same or similar.

and their traditions. Taylor says, 'what God commands and what man ordains are set
in radical opposition' ( 1 966: 33 8).

Phrases about divine and human commandments and traditions are contrasted in
various ways throughout the passage.7 At 7:8 the phrases occur next to each other
without a conjunction, further emphasising the contrast. The phrase traditions of the

elders at 7:3 and 7:5 changes to human traditions at 7:9. In her analysis of the
phonetic features of this passage, Margaret Dean draws attention to this change.' She
asserts that:

T ~ ~ o itsv negative cast
the key phrase T$V nap68oaiv ~ 6 ~v ~ E ~ P u acquires
from the aural impact of carefully manipulated phonetic and syntactic
elements. The txansformation of the thematic ~ f i vnap&6oo~v~ 6 v
n p ~ a P u ~ i pto~ ~v j vnap66ooiv 6 ~ 6 vrelies for its narrative effect on
rhyming syllables and the interchange of key words in repeated phrases
(1996:62).
The traditions of the Jews are not mentioned in any other story in this Gospel and the
word nap66oais (tradition) only occurs in this segment. The allegations made
against Jesus elsewhere in this Gospel are not that he breaks the traditions of the
elders, but that he breaks the commandments? The same applies to the allegations
made concerning the disciples elsewhere in this ~ o s ~ e l . ' ~

7

These phrases are: -rjv iv-roX4v TOG CJEOG (the commandment of God) and i v ~ 6 X p a ~dvCJp6mwv
a
(human commandments) and rrap66oo~v~ i j v&veph.rrov (human tradition). Only a few words separate
the phrase ~ v ~ 6 X p a - r&v0phrrwv
a
(human commandments) from the phrase T ~ Uiv~oXfivTOG OEOG
(the commandment of God). This phrase is in turn contrasted with rrap66ooiv ~ i j v&vCJph.rrov (human
tradition). This is at the very end of Jesus7 fvst assertion. The same phrase is repeated at the
commencement of the second assertion with only human changed to your own.
The text used in the research has -rip map66oo~vTOV &vCJpLj.rr~v(human tradition) rather than -r$v
map66oa~v.6pGv @our tradition) in the text used by Dean.
For instance, the accusations against for touching a leper at 1:40-45, claiming to forgive sins at 2:1-12,
and eating with tax collectors and sinners at 2: 13.
10
Such as the accusations against the disciples at 2: 18-20 for the disciples not fasting, and at 2:23-28
for plucking grain on the Sabbath.

1.3

The issues raised at 7:1-13

The narrative at 7:2-4 and the allegations in the question of the Pharisees at 7:5 raise
two issues: eating with hands defiled, that is unwashed, and not observing the

traditions of the elders. The allegation about eating with unwashed hands is not
refuted by Jesus, or dealt with until 7:14-23, but the broader issue of keeping the
traditions is immediately contested with a counter attack. He points out that their
allegation against the disciples is based on their 'own traditions, not on the Torah'.
Hooker contends that 'by concentrating on the former they are in danger of ignoring
the latter' (1991: 173).

The question by the Pharisees and the Scribes at 7:5 is the only utterance recorded as
spoken by them in this story. At 7: 11 a doctrine they are alleged to teach is made
known to the narrative audience in an allegation by Jesus. He commences his
allegation by asserting: 'but you say '. What they are deemed to say is not part of their
argument, but is another allegation against them. The Pharisees and the Scribes could
have argued that 'the purpose of the oral tradition was not the evasion of the written
law, but, on the contrary, its more complete and exact performance' (Nineham, 1963:
189-190). However, Jesus' second allegation counters this potential argument by
giving an example of how oral traditions were being used, not to ensure compliance
with the God's law, but to avoid some of its obligations.

2.0

The Text, Rhetorical Features and Sounds at 7:14-23

2.1

The Greek Text and the RSVTsanslation of 7:14-23
7:14 And he called the people to him again,

and said to them, 'Hear me, all of you, and
understand:

15 there

is nothing outside a man

which by going into him can defile him; but
the things which come out of a man are what
defile him.'"
17

And when he had entered the house, and

left the people, his disciples asked him about
the parable.

18

And he said to them, 'Then

are you also without understanding? Do you
not see that whatever goes into a man from
outside cannot defile him,

19

since it enters,

not his heart but his stomach, and so passes
on?' (Thus he declared all foods clean.)

20

And he said, 'What comes out of a man is
what defiles a man.

21 For from within, out of the heart of man,

come

evil

thoughts, fornication,

theft,

murder, adultery, 22 coveting, wickedness,
deceit, licentiousness, envy, slander, pride,
foolishness. 23 All these evil things come
from within, and they defile a man.'

The RSV translates 06

V O E ~ T Eat

7:17 as do you not see, but the more usual translation

is do you not know, as the verb V O E ~ T Ehas the same root as voCs (mind,).

" There is no verse number 7:16, as the textual passage which this number was assigned to is no longer
considered to have been in the original text.

2.2

Context and Inferences at 7:14-23

This segment is connected to the prior one at 7:l-13 by time, location and the key
motifs of defilement and human thoughts. The issue of defilement is confined to these
two segments of the ~ o s ~ e 1The
. l ~word &v0phrros(human being) occurs three times
in the first segment,13and seven times in the second segment.14Most of, but not all of,
these occurrences are in phrases which have some allusion or reference to human
thoughts. Marcus declares that 'it is not insignificant, then, that the very last word' of
the story is dv0poj-1~0~
(2000: 460).

Instead of continuing to address the Pharisees and the Scribes, Jes.us directs his
pronouncement to the crowd. He thus symbolically ignores his opponents, treating
them as people of no importance. This gesture is more obvious in the later story
where, as on this occasion, he is again confronted by the pharisees.15

At 7:14, Jesus summons the people to hear and understand. As he directs his
proclamation specifically to the crowd there is an inference that it is important that the
I

proclamation be understood not only by the disciples but also by people generally. The
request by the disciples for an explanation justifies the repetition of the saying at the
narrative level. It also reiterates the theme that the disciples fail to understand. The
exclusive nature of the request is emphasised by two clauses when he had entered the

l2 The noun K O L V ~ and
S
the verb ~oiv6woccur once in the first segment, and the verb occurs five times
in the second segment. These are the only occurrences of these words in the whole Gospel.. The noun
K O L V ~ (defzled
S
or ritually unclean) is only at 7:2. The verb occurs at 7:5, twice at 7: 15 (twice) and at
18, 20 and 23. The verb means: to cause something to become unclean, profane or ritually
unacceptable. This is the gist of the meaning given for this word by Louw and Nida is (1989: vol.1:
536, 53.33).
13
The word &v0phnosoccurs at 7:7,9 and 11.
14
The word 6v0phnos occurs twice at 7: 15 and twice at 7:20 and also at 7: 18,21 and 23.
I5
The story of that confrontation is the text used in the eighth study.

hozise, and 6.1~6(awayfiom) the crowd. There is thus an inference that the disciples do
not want to display their ignorance to the crowd, andlor do not want the crowd to
encroach on their pupil-teacher relationship.

2.3

Rhetorical Features and Repetitions of Sounds at 7:14-23

Guelich points out that Jesus' enigmatic or parabolic saying at 7:15 is in the form of
an 'antithetical parallelism' (1989: 361).16 This is also the case at 7:19 where there are
also similar repetitions and rhythms. These are evident in the following extracts:
7:15 oC6iv

~ E O ~ ETO%
V dlv6pLj1~0u

~OTLV

~ ~ o ~ o p ~ u 6 Ey ~~ Sav6or bvv
6 6 6 v a ~ aK ~O L V ~ O a6r6v,
~L

There is nothing from outside the person
going into him can defile him

aXXu -rh i~TO% 6.v6pcj.rrou & K T T O P E U ~ ~ _ L € V U but that out from the person going out
~OTLV
-rh

7:19

K O L V O C V TT~

~ V
&V~PWITOV.

is what defiles the person.

Q ~ E
K ~ O ~ T O ~ Ea
~ 6E~To~DL

not entering him

E ~ S-rjv

into the heart,

~apGiav,

611' E ) ~ ST

~ V
~o~Xiav,

but into the stomach,

~ a €is
i r b v h+~tjpOva~ K I T O P E ~ E T ~ Land
, into the drain goes out.

Some of these sounds are repeated in the clauses at 7:20 and 7:23.
7:20

~ K I T O ~ E U ~ ~~KEE V
T VOOKOLVO?
V,
T ~

7:23

~ o O ~ €~ K
VT T O P E ~ ~ E
K Ta i~ KOLVO^L
L

V
~v~~wITov.

T ~ V
~V~PWTTOV.

Narrative audiences are alerted to the importance of the pronouncement at 7: 15 by it
being preceded by: a) an introductory clause, where the verb is in the imperfect tense
in E X E ~ E V a h o l s (he was saying), indicating that his utterances are repeated, and b)

16

At 7:17 the saying at 7:15 is referred to as being a .rrapupoXjv, which transliterates as parable.
Zenvick and Grosvenor indicate that such a designation in the Hebrew senses would include enigmatic
sayings such as the one at 7: 15 (1981: 128).

summoning the crowd to both come back and to Hear me, all of you, and

The pronouncement at 7: 15 is emphasised by:
a

the antithetical parallelism in which it is constructed,

e

being expressed in a negative - positive format, which in this instance results in
the negative statement being emphasised, supported and/or clarified by the
subsequent positive statement. These 06- &XXh constructions occur frequently in
this ~ o s ~ e l . ' '

e

many repetitions within this relatively short passage. There are repetitions of
~ V ~ P O ' T T O (person),
S

~oivoCv(defilement), ~h (things). There are repetitions of

sounds with the prefixes and prepositions of d o - c i s and :K-

&K

These sounds

emphasise the concepts of entering and exiting.
emphasis on the contrasting movements by means of balance and rhythm in the
clauses of: i t o 0 ~ vTOG &V~PC;)TTOU E ) L O I T O ~ E U ~ ~ E V O V
and & K TOG

(outside the person going in)

& V ~ ~ ~ I T &OKUT ~ O P E U ~ ~ E V(inside
CI
the person

going out).

it being the only utterance attributed to Jesus between his calling of the crowd to
listen and his leaving them.
the pronouncement being repeated almost verbatim in the later explanations Jesus
gives to his disciples. One half of the saying is repeated in the explanations at

7: 17-19 and the other half is repeated in the explanation at 7:20-23.19

At 7:18, prior to any explanation being given by Jesus to his disciples, there are two
adjacent rhetorical questions that reiterate the theme of the disciples not

17

The Greek text ~ ~ : ' A K o ~ (~ TO~TUTT E
~ V T E S~ a ~GVETE.
i
The example which was recorded in an earlier chapter is: He went to Sydney. He did not come here.
In Mark's Gospel these negative - positive structures usually consist of two sentences, one containing a
negative such as 06, the other commencing with &AX&. There are five of these compositions in the
selected passage of 6:30-8:27a. Two of them, at 6:52 and 7:25, are comments by the narrator. Another
is at 7:5 where it is used in the question of the Pharisees and Scribes. The other two are in the
statements by Jesus at 7:15 and 19. These are the two passages that are reviewed in this section of the
study.
19
The question at 7: l8b virtually repeats the first part of Jesus' proclamation at 7: 15.
18

understanding. The first one is od-rws ~ a 6i ~ ~ d1osl j v ~ ~ ~o iO T E(what! you also!

don't you understand?), where ~ a (also)
i
and 6 p ~ T s('you) make this question even
more emphatic.20The second is 06

V O E ~ T E (don't YOU

h o w ) . The intensity of these

two questions is more noticeable when heard, since the verbs

V O E ~ T Eand ~ O ~ V E T O L

have the same root-word.

The first explanation is at 7:18b-19a. It is in the form of a rhetorical question and
basically repeats the first part of Jesus7 proclamation at 7:15. The main difference
between the two passages is that the subject is negative in the statement, while the
verb is negative in the question.21In the clarification that follows Jesus states that
whatever enters a person does not go into the heart; rather it goes into the stomach
and then out into the drain. The contrast between heart and stomach is emphasised by
the 06- &AX&, (not this - - but that). This is similar to the negative - positive structural
composition of Jesus' saying at 7: 15. At 7: 19b, between the two explanbtions, there is
a comment by the narrator: ~aeapicovrrClv~aT& pphpa-ra (he making clean all

foods).22 The placement of this parenthetical clause between Jesus' two responses
gives it added emphasis.

The second part of Jesus' pronouncement is repeated almost verbatim in the
~ explanation is followed by Jesus7 statement that: fiom
explanation at 7 2 0 . ~The

within, out of the heart of people evil thoughts go forth. Other than for emphasis one

The conjunction and the pronoun do not add anything to the meaning of the question. Gundry
proposes the translation as: 'You know, don't you ... ?' (1993: 355).
This is another instance of a phrase or sentence being repeated with slight variations.
22
The participle is in the present tense and in the third person singular thus referring back to the
speaker, Jesus.
23
The only difference is the omission at 7:20 of the two occurrences of ~h (things) at 7: 15.

O'

of the phrasesj?om within and out the heart is redundant, as both indicate that the
source is from within the person It is 'a dual reference to origin' (Gundry,1993: 355).

The twelve consequences of evil thoughts that are listed include six plural nouns
pertaining to evil actions, and six vices, which are abstract concepts recorded with
singular nouns. All the nouns are in the nominative case and there is no verb. Gundry
observes that the twelve are all sins 'against fellow human beings, not sins against
God, the gods, one's nation, or the social order' (1993: 366).

3.0

Assessments Relating to the Theme or Themes at 7:l-23

3.1

The Crux of the Story

Four of the first five verses at 7:l-5 are almost exclusively concerned with aspects
relating to the Jewish

tradition^.^^ Jesus in his response, which occupies most of the

next eight verses, widens the topic under discussion to include other Jewish traditions
and he rejects such traditions claiming they are contrary to the law. As readers expect
the themes of stories to be mentioned in the initial sentences, they would be inclined
to think that these traditions are the crux of the story, or at least the crux of the first
episode. Many biblical scholars hold this opinion. Some expressly claim that the
traditions of the Jews is the theme of the whole passage or at least the first segment,
while others indicate that this is their opinion by the sectional headings they give to
this segment in their

24

translation^.^^

There are references to ritual cleansing by hand washing and the question by the religious leaders
infers that Jesus' disciples do not adhere to these traditions. The traditions of the elders are mentioned
three times.
25 For example, Guelich alleges that not to 'walk according to the tradition of the elders becomes the
primary question of 7: 1-13' (1989: 366). The heading of the segment 7: 1-13 in the JB is The traditions
of the Pharisees, and in GNews it is The teaching of the ancestors.

The traditions of the Jews are not specifically mentioned in the second segment, and
many readers would be inclined to consider that Jesus' proclamation at 7: 14 shifts the
focus of the story fiom that of the traditions of the Jews to the theme of defilement.
Thus many of those who considered that the theme of the first episode is the traditions
of the Jews may consider the theme of the second part is that of defilement. There is
some corroboration for this appraisal in the subheadings in many commentaries and in
those English translations that have subheadings.26Gundy refers to the shift as being
fiom how to eat to what to eat (1993: 354).27

Greek words meaning defilement, be they adjectives or verbs, occur on slightly more
(traditi~n).~'
As people
occasions in the whole of this story than the word ~ap6Goo~s
when reading tend to give particular attention to the words of the text, many readers
would consider that defilement andlor Jesus' pronouncement to be the crux of this
segment. Some scholarly readers indicate that they hold this opinion.29Some readers
may even consider defilement is the overriding theme of the whole story. The

26

For example, while the sectional headings in the JB and the GiVews for the first part of the story are
about traditions, those for the second half are about defilement. The heading for the segment 7 :14-23 in
the JB is On clean and unclean. The heading for the passage at 7:14-23 in the GNavs is The things that
make a person unclean. Cranfield includes in his heading the Question of Ritual Cleanness (1963:
230). Guelich's heading for the whole passage of 7:1-23 is, On Tradition and Deflement (1989: 359).
27 Gundry says: 'Jesus' saying marks a progression from the question how to eat to the question what to
eat'. He asserts that it 'entails a shifting from a question about the oral law of the elders to a question
about the written law of the OT' (1993:354).
28
Defilement is mentioned on nine occasions, twice more than traditions. The words K O L V ~ S
(unclean),as an adjective, occurs at 7:2 & 5; and K O L V ~ U(make unclean) at 7:15 (twice) and at 18,20
and 23. The word ~rap660o~s
(tradition) occurs only in the first part of the story. There it occurs at
7:3,5, 8, 9 and 13.
29
Taylor classifies this segment as a Proclamation Story (Taylor, 1966: 334). Marcus claims that the
saying at 7:15, which he points out is called a parable at 7:17, is the climax of the passage and 'the
central point of the whole complex' of 7:1-23 (2000:453).

subheadings that some biblical scholars give to their commentaries and translations of

7: 1-23 tend to confirm this as~essment.~'

However, due to both segments being particularly long, and the characters and topics
being somewhat different, most readers would regard the segments at 7: 1-13 and 7: 1424 as being separate stories. Guelich discusses this question and refers to some
scholars who have expressed opinions for and against the divisibility of 7: 1-23 (1989:
360-1). In most translations and commentaries the two passages are treated as if they
are separate events.

Listeners, on the other hand, are more likely to be moved by the repetitions of sound
and to be aware that Jesus' mood is somewhat the same throughout the whole story.
They would intuitively be aware of the antagonistic tone in Jesus7 utterances in the
first segments, and from this discern that his point of view he is expressing in the
second is diametrically opposed to that of the religious leaders. Listeners would
perceive that differences between the opinions held by Jesus and the religious leaders
extend well beyond the issue of ritual defilement.

The repetitions of sounds would cause listeners to notice the contrasts between
various concepts, such as that between human traditions and God's Laws, and
between what goes in and what comes out. In the second segment the emphasis is very
much on the notion that human thoughts are the source of all depravity. The catalogue

30

The sectional heading for the passage 7: 1-23 in the NIV is Clean and unclean. Hooker also has one
subheading for the whole passage and that is A Dispute About Purity (1991: 172). Guelich asserts that
'Mark's interest in 7:l-23 appears to focus more on what defiles than on the narrower concern about
food laws' (1989: 378).

of sins and vices successively listed as twelve nouns without any verb ensures that
listeners are conscious of the disastrous outcomes of evil thoughts. As listeners expect
the gist of a story to be towards the end, most would consider the crux of this story to
be that people defile themselves by their own evil

They would hear this

inferred or stated in various ways throughout the second segment of the story.32
Furthermore this is the segment which contains most of the rhetorical features
associated with sound. They would also expect the theme to be indicated in the final
segment and here Jesus explicitly states in the final sentence that all these evil things

comefiom within, and they defile the person. Listeners would tend to consider this to
be the main theme of the story.

The opinions expressed by Kelber and the sectional headings Heil gives to the story in
his commentary tend to support the above assessment. In referring to the dramatic
effect stories of conflict have on listeners, Kelber asserts:
The listener is drawn into the controversies through the device of
polarization of issues and agents. After the debate has climaxed, the listener
is left with the final saying ... The focal sayings, strategically placed at the
culmination of the story, are the carriers of the community's social, cultic and
moral values: social intercourse with outcasts ... (1983 : 56).
As mentioned previously Heil is inclined to interpret this Gospel from the perspective
of listeners. His sectional heading for 7:14-23 is To the Crowd and His Disciples

Jesus Reveals a New Teaching about Internal Uncleanness (1992a: 1 5 6 ) . ~ ~

31

Listeners expect the 'sense point' to be located (Hogan, 1985: 10-12).
AS is common in oral narratives, the central theme or themes are repeated in different situations.
Repetitions are not only desirable, but are often necessary in order that listeners grasp what has been
said. Paul Danove claims that, in Mark's Gospel, 'the beliefs of a narrative audience must be cultivated
by the narration and require redundant intensification'. He goes on to say that 'the use of verbal
repetition indicates the operation of a rhetorical strategy to cultivate the beliefs of the narrative
audience' (1998: 24).
33 The heading Heil has for 7: 1-13 is Jesus demonstrates that Pharisees and Scribes annul God's Word
with their Human Traditions (1992a: 153).
32

3.2

Conclusions Reached as to the Crux of the Story

The above data indicates that while readers are likely to consider that the story at 7: 1-

23 is concerned with the traditions of the Jews, or with that which defiles people,
those listening to the story are likely to consider that the gist of the story is Jesus'
proclamation that people defile themselves by their own evil thoughts.

4.0

The Persuasive Value of Jesus' Statements

4.1

The Issue Considered

The issue being considered in this segment is not the effect Jesus' statement might
have had on the crowd, his disciples or his opponents. These are historical issues, and
are accordingly outside the ambit of this thesis. Although the responses of characters
may in some instances be archetypes of how readers or listeners might react, the
responses of the characters are not recorded in this story.34 Assessments as to the
extent the presentations in this story might have on contemporary readers and listeners
have to be based on the text itself. The issue being considered can be defined briefly
as being whether Jesus' statements, and the ways they are presented, have the same
potentiality to persuade readers as they have to persuade listeners, and vice versa.

4.2

Methods Used to Persuade

The normal methods used to persuade people can be roughly classified as being of
three types. There are those that appeal to the intellect, those that appeal to the

34

His disciples do not understand the saying Jesus addresses to the crowd, so the inference is that the
crowd would not have understood it. There is no information as to whether the disciples understood the
explanations he gave them, nor as to how the Scribes and the Pharisees reacted to Jesus' tirade against
them. In subsequent stories they are still hostile towards him, so probably the only inference that can be
drawn is that his statements increased their resolve and their hostility towards him.

emotions and those that 'appeal to character'. With the latter type the acceptance of a
proposition or assertion is dependent upon the authority and standing of the person
who makes it. Those that appeal to the emotions are often as effective as those that
appeal to the intellect (Tompkins & Hoskisson 1991: 120).

In recent decades there has been considerable research into the most effective medium
for 'enhancing attitude change' (Tan, 1986: 169). Researchers have been able to
establish why some statements are more effective in one medium than they are in
another medium. Statements and communications that have the potential of
influencing people generally have varying proportions of each of the three types that
have been mentioned. However, the ratio of each type tends to vary according to the
medium which is being used. For example, solicitations in written submissions
usually appeal more to the intellect, whereas the entreaties of orators .tend to be
directed to the emotions of their audiences.

A change in the medium by which a person learns of Jesus' pronouncements is
unlikely to affect the extent to which he or she accepts their authoritative status.
According to George Kennedy 'there is a distinctive rhetoric of religion' and that this
'can be found in many cultures, East and West, and at the heart of it lies authoritative
proclamation, not rational persuasion' (1984: 6). Kennedy maintains that Mark's
Gospel is an example of radical Christian rhetoric, characterised 'by assertion and
absolute claims of authoritative truth without evidence or logical argument' (1984:
104). As the opinions of readers and listeners as to Jesus' authority and
trustworthiness are likely to be the same, there is little to be gained by considering this

particular method of persuasion. The balance of this inquiry will focus on the logical
and emotive aspects of the text.

4.3

Argumentation Based on Logic

Readers are able to critically assess the validity of the reasoning, the adequacy of the
evidence presented, and the logic used in the argumentation. For assertions to be
pervasive on the basis of the logic, the arguments should consist of valid propositions,
supported by relevant evidence (Wolvin & Coakley, 1988: 287-290). Those reading
this story would probably deliberate as to extent to which Jesus' assertions are
supported by reasoning that is logical, and by adequate evidence. Some may consider
that Jesus' declaration at 7:14 to be inconsistent with his allegation at 723-12. In the
earlier passage he asserted that the traditions of the Pharisees contravene the Laws as
promulgated by Moses; yet in the latter one he seems to abrogate these same Laws
with his claim that food cannot make a person unclean (Hooker, 1991: 178-9). Several
biblical scholars focus on this issue.35

Most contemporary Christian readers and listeners would probably consider it to be
beyond contention that people cannot be spiritually corrupted by external factors such
as the food they eat, or the way in which they eat it. Such readers are thus likely to
consider the traditions of the Jews and their culinary laws to be now of little more than

Hooker says this is because his saying 'appears to contradict the Mosaic Law as set out in Leviticus
11' (1991: 178-9). Hooker's explanation is that the sentence is an 06- - hXXh construction, so the
'antithesis - not this but that - indicates that one thing is more important than another'(l991: 179). On
the other hand Cranfield maintains that this type of explanation is entirely unsatisfactory. He asserts that
'the key is rather that Jesus speaks as one who is, and knows himself to be, ... the one in whom they
will find the fulfilment of the law' (1963: 244). Gundry asserts that 'it is the prerogative of Jesus as
God's son to change the Law (1993: 356).
35

of historical interest. However, they would still expect some justification to be given
as to why some Laws that once applied still apply, while others no longer apply.
Discussion of this problem at the story level is outside the ambit of this re~earch.?~
At
the narrative level many contemporary readers may not even be aware there is a
problem as they would consider that Jesus, being greater than Moses, can annul the
laws Moses made. However, upon analyzing the story, many readers would discern
that the text does not provide an adequate explanation as to why some of Moses' laws
no longer apply.

Because readers can analyze texts and ponder over the logic of the argumentation,
most readers would probably consider the coverage of the debate is very much one
sided. For example, Jesus does not specifically answer the accusations of the Scribes
and the Pharisees. While his denunciation on the legitimacy of these traditions is a
logical and rational response, the complainant's rejoinder is not recorded. Not only are
responses of the Pharisees, and their side of the argument, not recorded, but Jesus'
assertions go unchallenged in the story. The opinions expressed by biblical scholars
tend to confirm this a s ~ e s s m e n t . ~ ~
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For example, neither the Pharisees, the Scribes, nor many of the onlookers, would have been
prepared to consider that Jesus was greater than Moses. However, as stated above such issues are
outside ambit of this study.
37
For example, Cranfield (1963: 244-5); Gundy (1993: 256 & 266-170); Hooker (1991: 177-180);
Nineham (1963: 189-193) and Robinson (1994: 273-279). Hooker asserts that the example at 7:12
'hardly fits the argument' and that at 7: 15 the response 'is really less appropriate than at frst appears
(1991: 177-8). Marcus goes further and asserts that 'the Markan Jesus, then, breaks out of the
boundaries imposed by tradition, law, and even logic'. Marcus draws attention to the lack of logic in
Jesus' assertion by asking rhetorically 'how then can what comes out from inside of human beings
pollute them? (2000: 461).

Some readers may consider there is insufficient data for them to make a proper
judgment. Such readers, and those readers who decided that the argumentation and/or
the evidence are inadequate, are unlikely to be persuaded by the data recorded in this
story. Northrop Frye also holds the view that many readers would find the text to be
deficient in this regard. He claims that many passages in the Bible that seem initially
to be rational arguments turn out on closer analyses to be disguised forms of
exhortation. Frye contends that 'there are no true rational arguments in the Bible, not
even in the New Testament7(1982: 27).

The above data indicates that while most readers are likely to accept Jesus'
proclamations because of the high regard they have for him, they are unlikely to be
impressed by the logic of the argumentation. While listeners also endeavour to
critically evaluate what they hear, they usually fmd it difficult to properly 'evaluate the
truth and validity of the speaker's deductive arguments'.38 Contemporary listeners
would not have time to critically analyse the argumentation in this story. They are thus
unlikely to make any appraisals, either for or against the assertions, on the basis of the
logic used, or as to the adequacy or inadequacy of the evidence.
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Several literary scholars attest to the difficulty listeners have in evaluating the validity of deductive
arguments. Alexis Tan asserts that 'we are generally more critical of ... material that is written than ...
audiotaped material' (1986: 170). He mentions experiments into the different results that ensue &om the
use of written messages and audio tapes such as those conducted by Chaiken and Eagly. They found
that audio tapes were more persuasive that written messages, but that written messages are more easily
understood (Tan, 1986: 170). On the basis of studies they themselves made, Wolvin & Coakley
concluded that it is difficult for listeners to 'work with formal syllogisms while the speaker continues to
speak' (1988: 293). Wolvin & Coakley declare that it is difficult for listeners to 'work with formal
syllogisms while the speaker continues to speak' (1988: 293).

4.4

Appeals to the Emotions

Jesus' assertion at 7:14 and many such things you do does not specify any particular
wrongdoing. It is thus worthless as evidence, and it is not even a logical progression
from something that has already been said. Intellectually the assertion has no
persuasive value. However assertions of this type are often made by people when they
are making verbal assertions. Such statements give emphasis to prior assertions and
increase the verisimilitude of the story. While readers may be unmoved by the
assertion, those listening to the story are likely to be swayed by the emotional appeal
of Jesus' assertions.

Listeners would also discern fi-om the forceful and belligerent tone of Jesus' words
that he has a passionate belief in what he is saying. As recorded earlier in this study
there are many rhetorical features in these verses that help to infuse the- aggressive
moods. The aggressive tone also serves to emphasise the difference between his
opinions and those of the Pharisees and the Scribes.

Jesus' affirmations to the crowd and to his disciples have even more rhetorical
features than those that are present in the first segment of this story regarding his
confrontation with the Pharisees and the Scribes. Such features 'serve the function of
persuasive rhetoric: the affect-arousing pathos of traditional rhetoric' (Wuellner,
1987: 458). The term rhetoric used in this sense 'is the art of persuasion' (Malbon,
1992: 34). Because the rhetorical features that infuse the emotional impact are mostly
those related to sound, listeners are more likely to be influenced by them than readers
would be. Most listeners on hearing the story would assume that Jesus overwhelms his
opponents with his assertions. The story is thus likely to entice listeners to not only to

accept the validity of Jesus' assertions, but to do so without even considering whether
or not there are any deficiencies in the presentation as regards logic or evidence.

4.5

Assessment of the Persuasive Impact of the Passage

The above data indicates that:
both readers and listeners would be inclined to accept Jesus as an authoritative
'voice7,and thus consider his proclamation as being correct.
readers are unlikely to be particularly impressed by the evidence or by the
reasoning which is provided in support of his assertions, and this perception would
lessen the extent to which they embrace his proclamations, as they would be only
mildly moved by the emotive aspects of the presentation.
listeners would probably not even reflect on whether or not Jesus' proclamations
are supported by adequate evidence or by logical argumentation. They would be
moved by the emotive aspects of the argumentation and thus persuaded to accept
unconditionally the validity of Jesus' assertions.

Study 5

0.0

-

Jesus' Response to a Gentile

-

Mk 7:24-31

The Story and Limitations of the Study

The story used in this study is one that recounts an encounter between Jesus and a
Syrophoenician woman. There are many issues associated with this story which could
be used as the basis of this inquiry. However, many of these issues are so absorbing
and consequential that it is only possible to adequately examine one of them.39 The
issue selected is one that pertains to Jesus rather than to the woman, and is focused on
his response to the woman's request as recorded at 7:27. The research questions for
this study can thus be stated as: What opinions do readers and listeners have
concerning the reply attributed to Jesus at 7:27? Do they consider that he was
speaking ironically? Or, alternatively, do they think his statement indicates that he
thought his mission should be, at least initially, only for and to the Jews.

Although the issue selected is very much focused on Jesus and his mission, the study
is not an exploration of the christology of Mark's Gospel. Such an inquiry would need
to embrace other segments of the Gospel. For instance, there is only one title
attributed to Jesus in this story, and, as indicted later in this story, it probably does not
have any christological connotations. There are several titles attributed to Jesus that

or example, the study could have concentrated on one or more of the issues that revolve around the
woman, who despite being introduced as an interloper, and depicted as an outsider, is extolled for the
doctrine she proclaims. The selection of such an approach would enable consideration to be given to
feminist issues, as in Newsom & Ringe (1998). Other issues that could be examined using this story are
liberation theology, post-colonialism and even 'the word of salvation issuingfrom an other who is "not
Christ"' (Perkinson, 1996: 61).

39

have christological connotations in other sections of Mark's ~ o s ~ e l However
.'~
none
of these terms or titles occur in any of the biblical texts that are utilised in this thesis.

1.0

Text, Context, Compositiom, Inferences, Rhetorics and Mood

1.1

The Greek Text and Rhoads' Translation41

~ : ~ ~ ' E K E66
^ ~&@v aEmv h s
b1~ijX0cvc i s

T& Bpia

7:24 Now arising from there

Tirpou.

~ a ~ii o ~ X e &
c ivs o i ~ i a v

he went off to the territory of Tyre.
And entering into a house,
he wanted no one to know,
but he could not escape notice.

6s ciXcv TZ) ~uyci~piov
a6~ijs
i'rv~Dpa& ~ d @ a p ~ o v ,

a woman whose little daughter had an
unclean spirit,
came and fell down at his feet.

26

4 66 yuvi 6v

~XXqvis,

26

Now the woman was a Greek,

Cupo+oivi~iooaT@ y i v c ~ .

A Syrophoenician by birth.
~ a rjph-ra
i
a6rZ)v
And she asked him
iva ~b 6 a ~ p 6 v ~ oi~fi6Xq
v
&K T ~ S
to drive out the demon from her daughter.
Ouya~pbsa 6 ~ i j s .
27 ~ a i X
i c y ~ va h a ,
2-1 And he told her,
" A+ES np6-1-ov x o p ~ a o e i j v a~h
~ ~ i ~ v a , 'Let first the children be satisfied,
oi, ycip ~ O T L V~aXbvXafi~lv~ b avp ~ o v
for it is not good to take the bread of the
T ~ TV ~ K V W V
children
~ a TOTS
i ~uvapioisPaXcTv.
and throw it to little dogs.'
28

4 82 &nc~pieq~

a Xiya
i
ah@,

K6pic-

~ aT&
i ~uvcipia~ ) I T O K ~ TTO ~ ~S p a r i l q s
ioeiouoiv &nZ)T ~ +LXIOV
V
TOV nui8i0v.

28 But

she answers and tells him
'Lord;

even the little pups under the table
eat [some] of the crumbs of the little
ones.'

Boring provides a list of these titles and their location in Mark's Gospel (1983: 148-150). Neither
does the word X p ~ o ~ (Christ),
bs
nor any of the titles normally associated with christology, occur in this
story. Comments as to how the word Kirpi~(Sir)which occurs at 7:28 should not be translated is
discussed later in this study.
41 Verse numbers have been added to Rhoads' translation (1994: 344). As he did not record verse 3 1 in
his 1994 article the translation in this study of that verse is that of the RSV.
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29

~ a Ei~ T E Va i ) ~ f j ,
AL&TOCTOV

29 And

T ~ V
X6yov

i t ~ X f i X u B ~& Kv ~

hay€,

'Because of this saying - go on off!

q euya-rp6s
s
oou 7-6

[the demon] has gone from your
daughter'.

8a~p6v~ov.
30

~ a &i - r r ~ ~ ~€is
o ~~o a6 dv ~ o ai)-rqs
v

i7~iT

E ~ ~ ET AV 1 ~ a ~ 8 iP~PXqpivov
ov

30 And

and the demon gone out.

~ a T iA 8aip6viov iE~XqXuB6s.

T T ~ X L ViE~Xedv& K

qXBev SL& ZLGQVOS
cis
&vh pioov

T ~ dpiwv
V

he returned from the region of
Tyre,
BdXaooav
V
~fjs
TaX~Xaias he went through Sidon to the Sea of Galilee,

TQV

T ~

going away to her house,

she found the little one thrown on the bed,

~ V

KX~V~V

31 Kai

he told her

dpiwv Tcpou

AEK~T~XEWS.

31 Then

through the region of the Decapolis.

Several comments need to be made regarding the English translation as it is difEcult
to translate into English some of finer points of the Greek text. For example, Rhoads,
like most English translators, translates the two somewhat different Greek words
T ~ K (descendants)
V ~

and ~rai6iov(child) by the same English word children. The

difference in meaning of these Greek nouns is perhaps best grasped by considering the
meaning of the verbs which have the same roots. The verb

birth to, whereas the verb

I T ~ L ~ E ~ Emeans
L V

(descendants) occurs twice in Jesus'

T ~ K T E ~means
V

to train or educate. The word

to give
T ~ K V ~

while the word ~rai6iwv(of the

young children) occurs in the woman's reply and also at 7:30. Rhoads states that the
word nai6iov (child) 'connotes fondness7 (1994: 357). There is probably some
significance in the woman being described as using the word ~ a i 6 i o vwhen she refers
by inference to the Jews.
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Which is the plural of r i ~ v o v(a descendant). The noun designates 'the child from the standpoint of
origin', while the verb T ~ K T E Lmeans
V
to beget, to give birth to (Marcus, 2000: 463).

The English word house is also used to translate both the masculine form of the word,

dKOS

(house) and the feminine form oi ~ i awhich
,
designates a household rather than

a building used as a house. Both the feminine form o i ~ i aand masculine form O ~ K O S
are used extensively in this Gospel, and on all occasions the gender of the word used
is the appropriate one, and sometimes the differences are of some significance. At
7:24 the word o i ~ i indicates
a
the woman intruded on the household gathering, while
at 7:30 the word d ~ o indicates
s
that the woman goes into the building which is her
home. The translation above, like most English versions translates both words as

house.

At 7:27 a Gentile uses the word K ~ P L when
E
she addresses Jesus. Turner asserts that in
this verse the term is nothing more than a customary title of respect, and that it should
be rendered as 'Sir' (1931: 37). However, Rhoads translates it as Lord. Of more
significance is the way the verb E X E ~ E Vat 7:27 is translated. This verb is in the
imperfect tense, indicating that Jesus was repeating or stressing what he was saying.
Thus the clause introducing his responses, i i X ~ y ~av6 ~ gis, for the purpose of this
study, better translated as he was saying to her, rather than he said to her or he told

her.

Some English versions express the colloquial mood and the rhythm of the Greek text
much better than the RSV translation. For example, Jerry Carnery-Hoggatt captures
some of the rhythm of the Greek text with his translation:

Let the children first be fed;
For it is not right to take the children's bread
and cast it to the dogs. (1992: 149)

The NIY is slightly better than the RSY at expressing the colloquial nature of the
verbal exchange.44 he rendition of Rhoads seems to be even more colloquial as he
contends that the word order of the Greek text indicates that the accent should be on
the wordfirst (Rhoads, 1992b: 116). He acknowledges that his translation is awkward
in written English, but he affirms that 'it is possible in spoken English to employ a
greater variety of word order than in written English' (1992b: 116). He asserts that the
translation should be: Letfirst the children be satisfied45

1.2

The Context

The location of the story in the Gospel is immediately after the episodes recording
Jesus' proclamations regarding Jewish traditions. The position of the story in the
Gospel is 'certainly significant' (Hooker, 1991: 181). Marcus claims that 'the
progression from 7:l-23 to 7:24-30 is a logical one' (2000: 465-466).46In order to
adequately discuss this story Rhoads records the text from 7: 14 onwards. In doing so
he identifies what he calls 'verbal threads' that connect this story to prior episodes
(1992b: 118).47In addition to the 'verbal threads' mentioned by Rhoads, the theme of
eating is present in both stories. The length of the prior story, which consists of
twenty-three verses, also ensures that it would have more than usual impact on
narrative audiences. For these reasons the contents of the former story have to be
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For example, the NIV hasfair where the RSV has right, and toss where the RSV has throw.
The verb xop-rao8fiva~ (to be satisfied) is the infmitive aorist passive of xop-rCl<w (to satis& with
food). It is the same word as i x o p ~ C l o e ~ o a(they
v were satisfied) that occurs in the first Feeding Story
at 6:42.
46
Marcus asserts that 'having challenged not only Pharisaic purity regulations but also Old Testament
dietary laws that separated Jews socially kom Gentiles, the Markan Jesus is now positioned to respond
favourably to a Gentile woman's plea' (2000: 465-466).
47
Rhoads claims the words such as went o x unclean spirit, fell at his feet, bread, satisfied, and house
are 'verbal threads' as they occur in this story and in prior stories (1992b: 1 18).
45

taken into account when assessing the types of interpretation readers and listeners
might make.

Despite the connections between this story and the prior stories, there are many
differences. The woman is by gender, language, culture, and race the antithesis of the
Pharisees and Jesus' disciples, who with Jesus are the main characters in the prior
stories. The setting is also in a location that was largely inhabited by people who had
religious affiliations and cultures different from most of characters previously
mentioned in this Gospel. Even the first words of the story portend a change, as
instead of the usual KaL, the text commences with

~ K E ~ ~62E (but
V
from

there).47

Jesus' departure from the prior location is emphasised by the graphic participle

d r v a a ~ B s(having risen up) in the phrase d r v a o ~ h s&.rrqXB~v(having risen up he
went away). The last verse of the story records that after this event he travelled
extensively in gentile areas, yet this is the only occurrence that is re~orded.~'

1.3

Compositional Style and Inferences

This story is somewhat different from the other Proclamation Stories in Mark's
~ o s ~ e l The
. ~ ' most obvious difference is the reversal of the roles of the principal
characters. In the other proclamation stories Jesus' opponents, his disciples, or other
characters raise issues which Jesus then resolves by his pronouncements. In this story

The word ~ K E I is~ present
E V in only four other places in this Gospel.
The return journey is described at 7:3 1 as being undertaken by a 'roundabout' route.
49 Taylor claims that there are nineteen proclamation stories, and he does not include this passage as
one them (1966: 78-89). However elsewhere Taylor says the 'this narrative is more akin in form to the
Proclamation-story than to the Miracle-story' (1966: 347). This story has many of the requisites he
gives for stories to be considered proclamation stories. These requisites are: 'short narratives in which
everything is subordinated to the desire to give a saying of Jesus which was of interest and importance
to the earliest Christian communities' (1966: 78).
47
48

it is Jesus who raises the issue, and it is the woman who resolves the issue.jl Jesus
affirms that her pronouncement is correct by declaring that it is by her words, that is
by the validity of what she says, that her daughter has been cured.

This is not the first encounter between Jesus and the inhabitants of the Tyre region, as
Tyre is mentioned earlier at 3:8 as being one of the places from which people came to
see and hear him. It is also not Jesus' first journey into an area where the inhabitants
are not predominantly Jews, as there is an account at 5:l-20 of Jesus going into a
.~~
district where all the inhabitants, and the person whom he cures, are ~ e n t i l e s The
reason Jesus goes into the gentile area on this occasion is not stated. However,
whatever the reasons were for Jesus making these journeys, the changes in location
infer that he is crossing boundaries (Rhoads, 1994: 363).j3 Some of those reading and
listening to this story are likely to assume that Jesus was attacking yet another Jewish
tradition by not only going into a Gentile area but also by conversing with a Gentile
woman (Guelich, 1989: 383).j4

The entry of the woman would have been most annoying. The narrator indicates that
Jesus hoped that people would not know he was there. Not only was the woman
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He does so by using allegory that has theological undertones in his response to the woman's request.
Jesus postulates the view that, at least for the time being, God's mercy is limited, so that the Jews would
be disadvantaged if the Gentiles are assisted. It is the Gentile woman who gives the instructive reply,
which Jesus then acknowledges as being correct.
52 The presence of a herd of pigs indicates that Jews did not live nearby. The man who was cured lived
with the pigs.
53 Rhoads claims when this story is considered 'in the larger plot of Mark's story' that 'this episode is
fundamentally about crossing boundaries'. He further claims that 'one of the major conflicts across the
Gospel of Mark is the conflict between the differing attitudes toward physical and social boundaries by
Jesus and the leaders of Israel' (1994: 363).
54 Guelich claims that by entering gentile territory and 'contact with a specifically designated gentile
woman whose daughter has an "unclean" spirit ... illustrates his removal in 7:1-23 of the social
boundaries of traditional Judaism' (1989: 383).

different in cult~xeand race to Jesus and his disciples, but she had a daughter with a
rrveDpa &~68ap-rov(unclean spirit). This would have made the woman as well as the

daughter a social outcast.

The portrayal of the woman as falling at Jesus' feet as she asks for assistance depicts
her as begging more or less like a dog. This imagery facilitates the reference to dogs in
the metaphors used by both Jesus and the woman. By referring in his metaphor to
bread being thrown out Jesus infers that the dogs are outside. The woman who is
already inside the house, refers to dogs as being inside, and being dogs who eat what
is dropped from the table (Marcus: 2000: 470). Euthymius paraphrased her reply as
being: 'Since then I am a dog, I am not a stranger' (quoted by Marcus, 2000: 470).

1.4

Rhetorical Features

As in the prior story there are contrasts between going in and going out. in his one. In
the earlier story the contrasting movements were used symbolically in Jesus' sayings
regarding defilement.55Tn this story going in and going out are expressed as being
factual activities of the characters. In the first verse of this story Jesus goes

E ~ S
TB

6pia T6pou (into the region of Tyre) and ~ i o ~ X 8 &€ vi s (enters into) a household. In

the last three verses there are five references to going or going

There is also a

play on the concept of throwing out. The woman asks Jesus i~f36Xy(to throw out) the
demon. In his response Jesus says it is not right ~ U X E X V (to throw out) the bread.

55

In the prior story it was food going in, and evil thought going out.
In these verses Jesus tells the woman to go, and there are two references to the going out of the
unclean spirit. The woman then goes out and goes into her house, and in the last verse Jesus goes out
from the region of Tyre.

56

In the latter part of Jesus' response, there is rhythm and a play on various sounds, such
as XaP~iv(to take) and f3aX~iv(to throw) (Gundgv, 1993: 373).56
Xapeiv

T ~ V
G ~ T O VT ~ TV~ K V W V

~ a TOIS
i ~ v v a p i o i sP~XEIV

to take the loaf of children
and to the dogs to throw

In these clauses there are repetitions of the sounds of -EIv,-TOV and T-wv. The
clauses also balance each other, with the reversal in sounds mirroring the reversal of
the actions of taking and throwing.57 The woman's retort not only 'picks up' the
themes in the metaphors Jesus uses, but also some of its poetic features. Rhoads
claims there is a chiastic pattern (1994: 353).
(He says)

(She says)

to take the loaf of the childpen

A

and throw it to the dogs

B

even the dogs under the table

B

eat the crumbs of the children.

A~

'

The chiastic pattern mentioned by Rhoads is more difficult to perceive in' the Greek
text due to different Greek words being used for the references to childrin.

Marcus describes the woman's response as being 'grammatically signposted' by a
long clause 4 6;

~ T T E K ~~~ ~a Xiya
Ti )

a h @(but she answered and she says to him)

(2000: 469). Such a clause portends that she will both enter into a discussion with
Jesus and express a contrary point of view."

56 Gundry claims that 'the assonance of the two infinitives XapeTv and paX~Tvand the chiasm of putting
the one infmitive first ... and the other one last ... emphasize the contrast between Jesus' disciples and
Gentile children' (1993: 373).
57 In one clause Xap~Tvis at the first word before its object; in the other f3aX~Tv is at the end, after its
object. While there are five words in one clause and only four in the other, each clause has eight
syllables.
58
In addition to recording xi ye^ (she says), it has the adversarial conjunctive 6; indicating that she will
express an alternative point of view. It also has the verb ci.rre~pi0q(she answered) emphasising
interaction between the characters. The adversarial 66 in the phrase 4 66 &ne~pi0q
(but she answered)
intimates that she will express a contrary point of view.

1.5

The Mood

Jesus' initial response is arresting for several reasons. For example, instead of giving a
direct answer he responds with a parabolic saying. More significantly the actual words
of the parable if taken literally are insulting and an affront to the woman. His refusal
to give assistance, or at least to delay assistance, is also contrary to the responses he is
reported to have made to all the previous requests for assistance. His retort also seems
to avow sentiments that are incompatible to the points of view he has previously
expressed. For reasons such as these, the saying has the element of surprise at the
narrative level. However the woman's repartee indicates that it did not have the same
effect on her at the story level.

Apart from whatever sentiments are indicated by Jesus' response, there are no
rhetorical features that infuse a tone of hostility into this story. For example, there are
no questions in t h s story, whereas there are many questions elsewhere in this Gospel
when the characters are asserting contrary points of view. In such stories the questions
help to produce the mood of conflict.60 The tone of this story and the mood of the
characters in this story are therefore quite different from the mood in stories that
record confrontations between Jesus and his opponents.

Not only are there no rhetorical features implanting tones of conflict in this story but
the colloquial nature of the discourse negates any presumptions that there is any
animosity between Jesus and the woman. The idioms and diminutives in both Jesus'

The hostile mood in the confrontation between Jesus and the Pharisees in the prior episode is in part
attained by questions, and when his disciples ask for an explanation in the last episode, Jesus' rhetorical
questions suggest surprise or exasperation. In Mark's Gospel questions are an important rhetorical
device for inducing antagonistic moods into the dialogues.

60

retort and the woman's rejoinder are typical of the types of expression used in
colloquial speech.61Jesus uses the diminutives ~uvcipiov(little dogs) and 8uya-rp6~
(little daughter).62 The woman uses the same word ~uvcip~ov,
and also uses the

+

diminutives ~ x i o v(small crumbs)63and rra~6iov(little child)." The overall affect is
that the discourse seems more like a repartee, rather than that of a confrontation
between people who are expounding contrary points of view.

2.0

Assessment

2.1

The Meaning of Jesus' Words at 7:27

Readers tend to process and interpret sentences linearly. They would .thus read this
text word for word, sentence by sentence, and form their opinions concerning Jesus7
statement before considering the woman's response. Biblical scholars usually record
their opinions relative to what he says before mentioning the woman7's reply, or
without talung into account the kind of rejoinder she makes.65

Interpreting text linearly does not usually cause any problems, as texts are normally
written with the expectations that they will be processed linearly. It becomes a
problem when the text is badly constructed, as in the case of 'garden path' sentences,

Zenvick states that in common Greek speech diminutives were often used without diminutive sense
(1963: 162).
The diminutive of 0uyb-rqp (daughter).
G3 The diminutive of it (crumb).
64 The diminutive of ITU^LS
(child).
Scholars who comment on Jesus' statement without commenting at the same time on the woman's
reply include Cranfield (1963: 248); Gundry (1993: 37 1-4); Hooker (1991 : 182-3); Nineham ( 1 963:
199);Rhoads (1992b: 1 14); Robinson (1994: 283) and Turner (193 1 : 37). Cranfield analyses the text in
support of his opinion (1963: 245). The views expressed by T. A. Burkill are not persuasive as he uses
the story to support his own conception of how the story came into being rather than how the text
should be interpreted (1967: 175-6). Taylor is one of the few scholars who takes the woman's reply into
account when discussing Jesus' statement (1966: 350-1).
61

'*

+

and occasionally when the text is record of a conversation or of an oral narrative.@
Listeners do not usually experience any problems determining the meaning of what
has been said when they hear such discourses. This is because: a) they tend to interpret
stories aggregately and additively, that is as a whole, b) they expect to find the 'sensepoint' toward the end of the story, c) they take into account the context in which the
utterances occur, and d) they are mindful of the moods and dispositions previously
expressed by the speaker.

Because the main purpose of writing is to convey meaning by means of words, readers
expect to find the meaning of a text in the words of the text. For this reason most of
those who read the words attributed to Jesus at 7:27 would be surprised by what he
says, as the logical inferences to'be drawn from the words themselves is that he is
being unnecessarily rude, if not insulting. The opinions expressed by scholarly readers
regarding Jesus' response tend to support this appraisal.67

In processing this text linearly some readers may be influenced by the prominent and
forward position of the word rrpij~ovfirst) and consider that Jesus was not totally
rejecting her request, but is indicating that others have prior claims. The way Jesus'
words are interpreted depend upon the inferences to be drawn from them. Hildyard
and Olson claim that reading favours the making of propositional inferences, that is

'Garden path' is the name given to those sentences where the most likely meaning for ambiguous data
in the first part of the sentence is later shown to have been the incorrect meaning.
67
For example, Nineham considers that 'he is not at liberty to feed dogs, i.e. Gentiles' (1963: 199).
Turner considers the reference to the dogs to be a term of reproach (193 1: 37). Robinson asserts that
'the words were an insult', that 'they were continually repeated' and that 'they are intended' to be
insulting' (1994: 283). Marcus claims that they would probably have been considered just as insulting
in ancient times as they are today (Marcus, 2000: 468).
66

logical ones, while listening favours the making of enabling inferences (1978: 106).@
Thus those listening to this story are likely to make inferences connecting the
utterances made by the two characters, while those reading the text are likely to draw
conclusions based on the logical implications that can be drawn from the statements
of the characters.

The textual meaning of the words Jesus uses when initially responding to the
woman's plea for help indicates that he is refusing her request. For those reading the
text the logical assumption to make from the words used is that he considers his
mission should be confined, at least initially, to the Jewish nation. The published
opinions of biblical scholars are in conformity with this appraisal. Most scholars claim
the words indicate that Jesus cdnsidered his mission was limited to the Jews, or
. ~ ~ a few contemporary
should at least initially be exclusively for the ~ e w s Only

68

They defrne propositional inferences as those 'which are the necessary implications of explicit
propositions', and enabling inferences as 'those which serve to provide a causal relationship between
concepts or events' (1978: 92).
69
Scholars who assert that Jesus thought his mission was only to the Jews include: Brauscomb, 1937:
13 1; Burkill, 1967: 175; Cranfield, 1963: 247; Hooker, 1991: 1991: 182-3; Marcus, 2000: 468-9;
Nineham 1963: 199; Robinson 1994: 283; Taylor, 1966: 347 and Turner, 1931: 37). Cranfield thinks
that this verse shows that Jesus' 'whole earthly life was given to Israel' (1963: 247). Hooker contends
that it shows that 'Jesus' mission then is to Israel'. She considers his words to be offensive (1991: 1823). Marcus states that on a literal reading the sentence indicates that 'Jesus was initially inclined to
refkse the woman's request (2000: 468-9). Nineham asserts that he 'regarded his commission ... as
being limited to Israel' (1963: 199). Burkill contends that the pronouncement at 7:27b reflects the early
Church's appeal 'to the authority of Jesus' that he thought 'he had been appointed to minister
exclusively to God's chosen'. Burkill suggests that it corresponds to the English aphorism 'Charity
begins at home'. He bases his opinion on his own speculation about the likely events that led to the
formation of the text, rather than on the text itself (1967: 175-7). Turner asserts that 'Our Lord tried to
deter the woman' (193 1: 37). Robinson asserts that Jesus 'could not and would not take away the prior
rights of the people of Israel' (1994: 283). Rhoads considers the 'story makes better sense when we
assume that Jesus is not just testing her but really does initially reject her request' (1992b: 114).
Scholars who think that Jesus thought the Jews had the first claim include Swete (1913: 157) and
Guelich (1989: 386). Guelich asserts that the setting of the story 'does not violate the synoptic tradition
... limits Jesus' ministry primarily to the areas of Galilee and Judea' (1989: 384). However while he
considers that 'Jesus' opening remark stakes Israel's claim to God's blessing as paramount', he also
considers the inclusion of ~rpij-rov@st) implies that 'Israel's claim was not exclusive' (1 989: 386).

biblical scholars express contrary opinions.70 Even those scholars who express
contrary opinions are inclined to base their opinions on what they consider can
logically be inferred from Jesus'

word^.^'

As the woman's request is later fulfilled, some readers may consider that Jesus
initially refused the woman's request, but later changed his mind. Some scholars, such
as Malbon, come to this conclusion (1983: 37).72However, Marcus claims that such
interpretations are inconsistent with the data at 7:29. He says that Jesus' concluding
statement does not imply 'I have changed my mind' because of your words, rather he
says because of your words Go! Marcus claims this infers 'you have passed the test'
(2000: 468-9).73

Although most readers would interpret Jesus' initial response as indicated above, there
would be some readers who would think Jesus is speaking ironically at 7:27. E. Best
and Jerry Camery-Hoggatt are two scholarly readers who do so (Best, 1989: 55;
Camery-Hoggatt, 1992: 1 5 0 ) . ~ow
~ ever there are few who do so, as even some of the
scholars who refer to the unusual nature of Jesus' response do not mention the

70

For example, Gundry asserts it would be the disciples, not the Jewish nation, who would be deprived
if the woman's request was granted.
7' Gundry claims that 'the woman's request would deprive the Jewish nation of nothing - Jesus is not
even in their land' (1993: 374). However, if the setting of the story precludes the reference being to the
Jews, it may preclude some readers from considering the man is symbolic of the disciples, as they are
not mentioned in the story.
72
Malbon contends that the woman's 'clever reply' is recorded to show that her reply 'convinced him
to change his mind' (1983: 37).
73
Marcus asserts that Jesus' statement infers 'you have passed the test', and that 'in Mark's plot the
words in 7:27 are in the nature of a test in faith' (2000: 268-269). He claims that the statement is
'another fme example of the rhetorical art of the narrative, for these words could momentarily be
construed as a fmal rebuff, as though Jesus were punishing the woman's impudence by dismissing her'.
He goes on to observe that 'the tension is quickly resolved by Jesus' concluding statement that "the
demon has gone out of your daughter"' (2000: 470).
74
Best asserts that those who know the result of the story should be able to detect irony in the statement
(1989: 55).

possibility that he could be speaking ironically.75As only a small proportion of
biblical scholars consider that Jesus was speaking ironically, it is reasonable to assume
that the proportion of readers who would do so would likewise be small.

The type of irony that might be present in Jesus' responses is described by CameryHoggatt as being peirastic irony, that is tentative or experimental irony. He describes it
as 'a form of verbal challenge intended to test the other's response'(l992: 150).
Camery-Hoggatt gives two rationales for his assertion. The first relates to the story
being located within a series 'of affirmations of the Gentile mission'. His second
rationale is 'the wit evident in the construction of the saying itself. He claims the
assemblage of 'word plays' collectively present a challenge, 'a riddle to be solved, a
witticism requiring a wittier response' (1992: 151). He includes in his concept of
'word-plays' the contrast between children and dogs, 'the scene of a family at table',
the use of the term 'bread'.

There are many reasons why those who are listening to this story would automatically
discern that Jesus is speaking ironically in the initial response he makes to the
woman's request for assistance. Some of these reasons are:
Listeners have previously encountered many ironic or sarcastic sayings in this
~ o s ~ e For
1 . example,
~ ~
Jesus is depicted as speaking sarcastically in the prior
75 For example, van Iersel does not mention the possibility of the saying being ironic, despite his
comments a) that Jesus' objection 'comes as a surprise after the two preceding episodes in which he has
so clearly distanced himself &om typically Jewish customs,' and b) that 'the fascinating and playfhl
discussion ensuing from the objection is unique in the book' (1998: 249).
76
Rhoads, Dewey and Michie assert that, 'irony is a prominent feature of Mark's story' and they
mention some of the many types of irony that are present in the Gospel (1999: 60-1). Sometimes there
is more than one type of irony in a passage. The text at 7:37, which is discussed in the next study is an
example of both ironic understatement and ironic overstatement. Later in the Gospel the mockery of the
soldiers in depicting Jesus as a king is verbal irony. It is also dramatic or situational irony because Jesus
really is a king (Tannehill, 1979: 79). Rhoads, Dewey and Michie state that 'verbal irony occurs when a
speaker says one thing but means the opposite' (1999: 60).

story where he 'congratulates the Pharisees and the Scribes for setting aside one of
God's commandments' (Fowler, 1992: 68).
e

The parabolic nature of Jesus' reply, with its rhythm and rhyme, is more
noticeable when the story is heard, than when it is read silently. The verb ZX~yev
(he was saying) in the clause introducing his response indicates that he is
repeating or perhaps chanting either a proverb, or a prevailing puritan idiom.76

e

The word ~ a i 6 s(right) in the saying 06 y6p

~ O T L V~aXdv f i r

it is not fair)

sounds much the same as the adverb ~aXi;ts(rightly), which Jesus uses twice
ironically, if not sarcastically, in the prior story.77
There is no reason for refusing the woman because she and her daughter are
Gentiles as he has already expelled unclean spirits from a Gentile, as recorded in
the story at 5: 1-20.
Processing what they hear additively, listeners would discern from the woman's
witty response that she considers Jesus is speaking ironically.78
e

The most obvious intimation that he is speaking ironically is that his response is
inconsistent with the attitudes attributed to him in all the earlier stories.

Listeners are more likely than readers to discern these features because: a) of their
great reliance on context to discern the meaning of what has been said, b) they are
more likely to notice the rhetoric features associated with sound, c) to discern the
mood of the script and d) in processing the story additively to take into account the
response of the woman.79

76 Rhoads asserts that Jesus 'does not reject her request directly'. 'Rather, he answers indirectly in the
form of a parable' (1994: 355).
77 This is at the commencement of both his accusations against the Pharisees and Scribes at 7:6 and 7:9.
78 Taylor refers to the woman's 'witty reply' as confirmation that she does not take Jesus' words at their
face value (1966: 350). Rhoads asserts that her response 'does not contradict but extends his proverb'
(1994: 359).
79
In discussing this story, Rhoads asserts that listeners in their interpretations tend to take into account
context in which the story is placed. He says that 'the hearer comes to this episode after a period of
experiencing all the type-scenes, character revelations, plot developments, thematic interweaving,
stylish devices and rhetorical strategies' He goes on to say that 'when the whole narrative is completed
(or repeated), the hearer recalls this single episode as an integral part of the interwoven tapestry of
Mark's gospel' (1 994: 369).

Listeners also tend to associate themselves alternatively with the characters in the
stories they hear. They would thus be very conscious while listening to this story that
both the characters in this intellectual contest are using parables or riddles. Ong
asserts that in debates in oral cultures one party will often enunciate a proverb or
riddle in order 'to engage others in verbal and intellectual combat7, thereby
challenging the other party to 'top it with a more apposite or a contradictory one'

(1988:45).

Confirmation of the assessment that listeners are likely to consider Jesus' words to be
ironic is the report by Rhoads of the way audiences react at the renditions of this story.
He says that 'the story challenges'the audience not to set limits on the universality of
the good news of the kingdom of God' (1994: 370). He also says that 'rhetorically, the
episode has great force with hearers' (1994: 365).

There is also some confirmation for this assessment in the views expressed by
Augustine of Hippo, who preached and wrote in a period of general orality. He refers
obliquely to Jesus7 retort in his sermon Faith and Works 4.6. In the sermon he not
only rejects the gratuitous advice he had received that he not give that which is holy to
dogs but asserted that those who gave him this advice may 'themselves become
separated from the unity of Christ' (Faith and W o r h 4.6, translated by Oden and Hall,

1998: 102). Augustine's comments indicate that he did not believe Jesus categorised
some people as dogs, or rejected them as being outside his missionary obligations.

3.0

The Conclusions Reached in this Study

The data recorded in this study shows that those listening to the story are likely to
consider that Jesus is speaking ironically when he made his initial response to the
woman. The data also indicates that only a small proportion of readers would do so,
and that most readers are likely to assume that Jesus meant what his words imply.
Such readers would thus assume that he believed his mission should be, at least
initially, exclusively for the Jews.

The two studies in this chapter, like the three in the prior chapter, indicate that the
types of interpretation listeners are likely to make are often different from the types
readers make. There are five more studies in the next chapter where the results are the
same despite the themes and issues being different from those already considered.

7 APPLYING THEORIES "T TEXT
Studies 6 to 30

and the Composite Assessment
The 'auditing imagination' is the feeling for syllable
and rhythm, penetrating far below the conscious levels
of thought and feeling, invigorating every word ...1
T. S. Eliot.

FIVE STUDIES using Texts at 7:32-8:27a
The texts used in the first and last of five studies recorded in this chapter incorporate
descriptions of the methods Jesus used in performing two particular cures. The first
story concerns his cure of a man who was both deaf and dumb while the last story
relates to his cure of a man who was blind. The text used in the third study recounts a
confrontation Jesus had with some Pharisees, while the other two studies use texts
which describe or mention Jesus satisfying the hunger of large numbers of people with
only a few loaves and fishes.

1

Eliot, 1933: 118-119.

Study 6

1.0

-

Curing a Deaf and Dumb Man

-

Mk 7:32-37

The Text, Context and Rhetorical Features

The cure of a deaf and dumb man and the crowd's response are the topics in the text
used in this study. The aim of this particular study is to establish which segments of
the story the readers and listeners are likely to consider to be most important, and to
ascertain if listeners are more likely than readers to consider the story to be symbolic.

1.1

The Greek Text and the RSV translation

The text consists of six strophes. Other than for the verse at 6:36, each verse is a
sentence or self contained clause, having three predicates (Guelich, 1989: 391).~The
Greek text and the RSV translation are set out below in verse form in order to
highlight the poetic form and rhythmic construction of the text. There are many
repetitions of words or parts of words in the verses at 7:36 and 7:37.

7.32 Kai +ipouoiv air@ ~w+Av
~ a poyiXdlXov
i

33

7.32 And they brought to him a man who was deaf

and who had an impediment in his speech;

~ a -mapa~aXo%oiv
i
a6~i)v

and they besought him

i v a i-miBfi a h $ T

to lay his hand on him.

~ x
V~lpa.

~ a dr-moXa$6p~vos
i
at-rAv h.rrA
TO% ~ X X O UK ~ T ' i6iav

33

And taking him aside9om the multitude
privately,

EpaX~vT O ~ S~ ~ K T ~ X O aU6S~ o D
EIS TCI&a air-ro0

he put hisJingers into his ears,

~ a Ti T

and he spat and touched his tongue;

T ~i j~$ a~~SoT ~ yX6ooqs
S

ah-05,

2

The Greek text being used in this thesis has a comma rather than a full stop at the end of 7:33, but
many Greek texts, such as the Stephens of 1550, have a full stop. This makes little difference as the
contents of each verse retain the same effectiveness irrespective of the punctuation mark that is used.

34

~ a &vapXi$as
i
€is ~ b o6pavbv
v
ia~iva[~v
~ a Xiyci
i
a h @ ,'E$+aBa,
6

35

~ O T L VA

34

and said to him, 'Ephphatha,'
that is, 'Be opened. '

L~VO~X~~TL,

~ a [~&Biws]
l
jvoiyqaav a 6 ~ o G
ai & ~ o a i ,
~ aiXOBq
i
6 G~crybs~ f iyhcjooqs
s

and looking up to heaven, he sighed,

35

And his ears were opened,
his tongue was released,

ah06

~ a~ iX ~ X Ebpeljs.
L

36

37

~ a ~ iL E C T T E ~ X ~ai)~0^1s
TO
tva y q 6 ~ v iXiywoiv.

and he spoke plainly.

36

And he charged them
to tell no one;

ijoov 64 a h o l s ~LEGT~XXETO,

but the more he charged them,

a h o i ~BhXovT T E ~ L O C T ~ T E ~ O V
iKfip~CJ00~.

the more zealously they proclaimed it.

~ a6i~ ~ c p 1 ~ ~ p i c~r o[ EQ~s T X ~ ~ ~ ~ O V37TAnd
O they were astonished beyond
X~YOVTES,
measure, saying:
KaXljs r r 6 v ~ aT T E T T O ~ ~ K E V ,

'He has done all things well;

~ a1-03s
i KO+OGS

he even makes the deaf hear

TTOLE'~& K O ~ E L V

~ a [TOGS]
i
CiX6Xous X ~ X E T V

and the dumb speak. '

The Greek text has brackets around [~ireios](immediately) at 7:35, and around the
second article [TOGS] at 7:37, indicating that the editors of the Greek text are not
certain that these words were in the original text.3 If there were two articles at 7:37,
the reference is to many cures, which is the way the RSV translates it. With one article,
the nouns, being plural in the Greek text, would indicate class. The reference would
then be to the specific cure described in the story. This study is based on the
assumption that either rendition could be correct.

The editors of this publication say '[ ] brackets in the text indicate that the enclosed word . . . may be
regarded as part of the text, but that in the present state of New Testament textual scholarship this
cannot be taken as completely certain' (1983: 2*). The sentence at 7:37 is ' ~ 0 6 s~o+oirsITOLE?
~ K O ~ E L~V a[ T
i O~S
6X6Xous
]
XaXcIv' (the deaf he makes to hear and [the] dumb to speak).
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In order to adequately discuss the issues selected for consideration, some comments
need to be made regarding the RSV translation. For example, at 7:35 the phrase air-roC
a i dtcoai means his hearings not his ears.4 The Greek text thus means immediately he

could hear.

In the RSV the phrase dvapXi+as €is ~ b oirpavbv
v
& o r i v a ( ~ at
v 7:34 is translated
as: looking up to heaven he sighed. However, the participle dvupXi+us is in the
aorist tense indicating that the action took place before the main verb.5 As the verb is
also in the aorist tense, the translation needs to be something like: having looked up to

heaven he sighed.6 He did not sigh while he was looking'up to heaven, he sighed after
he looked up to heaven. Jesus' actions would thus not be gestures indicating
frustration, as inferred by the RSV translation, but more in the nature of a prayer
followed by a sigh. Many scholars interpret the text that way, and consider his looking
up to heaven to be a prayer.7

At 7.36 the imperfect tense of the two Greek verbs ~ L E O T ~ X X E T O(he was charging)
and i~Gpuooov (they were proclaiming) denote continuous or repeated action.

For the text to be his ears the Greek would need to be ~h h a ah-ou.
At 7:33-34 Jesus' actions are recorded in three clauses each containing a participle and indicative
verb. They are all in the aorist tense. The literal English translations of the clauses are: having taken
away he put; having spat he touched; and having looked up he sighed The aorist tense of the
participles usually indicates that the action mentioned in the participle took place before the action in
the main verb (Wenham, 1991: 152). The triple use of the same construction in this instance makes this
more certain as the 'time frame' of the various actions would be much the same.
The participle cinoXaf36p~vosis in the aorist tense indicating that Jesus looked up momentarily. The
verb i o ~ i v a [ ~isvalso in the aorist tense meaning he sighed, or he groaned.
Cranfield, Taylor and Gundry interpret the clause as a prayer. Cranfield states 'so here Jesus prays'
(1963: 253). Taylor declared that it 'indicates the act of prayer' (1966: 355), while Gundry states that if
it is 'not a gesture of prayer, the heavenward look at least indicates the heavenly source...' (1993: 384).
Heil depicts the actions as happening successively. He state that he 'looks up to heaven ... the origin of
divine healing power, painfully groans ... and ... pronounces the powerful word of healing' (1992a:
164). Hooker refers to other possible interpretations. He says that the reference to looking up to heaven
and perhaps groaning 'has been interpreted as an expression of power, of anger, of grief, of
compassion, as a prayer, a magical action, or an indication of the difficulty of the cure' (1 991 : 186).

'

According to Guelich these and 'the disjunctive 66' accentuate and 'underscore the
activity' (1989: 396). The RSV translation of this verse does not depict the intonations
and emphases which are in the Greek text, whereas the translations in the Rheims and
King James do so.'

1.2

Inferences

The Aramaic word ic$c$aOaat 7:34 is accompanied by a Greek translation indicating
that it merely means be completely opened. Narrative audiences are thus made aware
(to him) is
that Jesus is not using some kind of magic formula9 The word a 6 ~ Q
singular, so it is clear that Jesus is addressing the man not his ears (Gundry, 1993:
384).1° He is thus depicted as understanding Aramaic." This is the only information
in the story itself as to the man's religious affiliation or ethnic origin, but.it does not
necessarily proclaim that he is an Aramaic speaking Jew rather than being a Greek
speaking Gentile. Most of the scholars who express opinions concerning this issue
assert that the man is a

en tile." They base their opinions on their assessments as to

the location where they conclude the event occurred, which in turn are based on the
inference they draw from the information recorded at 7:3 1. That verse records details

8

The Rheims version has: But the more he charged them, so much more a great deal did they publish
it. And so much more did they wonder saying .... The King James version is much the same.
Broadhead asserts that the translation into the vernacular Greek 'reduces the sense of mystery and
magic' (1992: 132).
10
The word air-i@is singular, so also is the verb be opened.
11
The man responds to Jesus' directive which was uttered in Aramaic.
12
Some scholars contend that it is located in the Decapolis, a Gentile area, whereas others claim that it
was in Galilee. Broadhead (1992: 132-3); Cranfield (1963: 250); Heil (1992a: 163); Hooker (1991:
185) and Robinson (1994: 286-7) and Taylor (1966: 353) consider the location is depicted as being in
the Decapolis, a Gentile area. On the other hand Gundry contends that the location is Galilee (1993:
382). He also asserts that 'Mark does not identify anyone in this narrative as Gentile' (1993: 382).

of Jesus' meandering return from the region of

r re.'^ For the purposes of this study,

it is assumed that the man could be a Jew or a Gentile.

1.3

Rhetorical Features

The structured and poetic nature of the passage is evident from the way the text is
recorded at the commencement of this study. There are many repetitions of somewhat
similar words in the last two verses. Some of the repetitions relate to the reiteration of
the sounds of root-words. Some of the rhythms, rhymes and assonance in these verses
are:
0

the reverse rhyme in the phrases at 7:36: ~ a Gi i c a ~ ~ i h a - ra-ir-ro'is
o
(and he
ordered them) and 66 a 6 ~ o ' i sG L E ~ T ~ X X E T O(but them he was ordering),

0

the common roots in the verbs .rrc-noiq~cvand IT OLE^: and in the adverbs
n c p i a o 6 - ~ ~ p o(abundantly)
v
and 6 ~ r ~ p - . r r ~ p i o o(beyond
ijs
all measure),

0

the rhyme and rhythm in the last clause:
~ a TiO ~ S ~w<Poirs... C ~ K O ~ E ~ V and the deaf.. . to hear

~ a~i 0 6 drhdhous
s
@

Xah~Tv

and the dumb to speak.

the assonance in the verbs hiywoiv and X~YOVTE,
which are both at the end
of their clauses.

The last verse in this story is possibly the most dramatic and emphatic sentence in the
whole Gospel. In that verse the adulation of the crowd is expressed in superlative
terms. Taylor says, 'nowhere, even in Mk, is so great astonishment depicted' (1966:

l 3 At 7:31 the final destination seems to be: €is T ~ BciXaooav
W
T ~ raX~Aaias
S
(to the sea of Galilee)
(Guelich, 1989: 392 and Gundry, 1993: 382). The description would be geographically inaccurate ifthe
phrase huh pgoov TQW ~ P ~ WAVE K ~ I T ~ X E OatS 7:31 is translated as: through the region of the
Decapolis. The translation within the region of the Decapolis is probably better. As shown in the prior
story, the verse at 7:3 1 is probably just as much the ending of the prior story as it is the commencement
of the story considered in this study. As the assumption is that the stories are read or heard successively,
the issue is of no particular significance for this research.

356). The word ir.rrep.rrep~aocjs(superabundantly) is not found anywhere else in
Greek literature (Cranfield, 1963: 237). Gundry gives nine reasons for saying that
nearly everything in this verse is emphatic (1993: 385).14

The natural flow of the story is somewhat interrupted by the prior verse at 7:36. This
is evident if that verse is excluded when the rest of the story is read or heard. The
command for secrecy in that verse also 'stands in tension' with the smooth flow of the
narrative (Guelich, 1989: 391). The break in the story line would entice some readers
and listeners to take particularly note of the contents of this verse.

1.4

Unusual Features of the Story

In this story the methods Jesus uses to effect the cure and the interaction between the
characters are very different from the way he cured people and how characters interact
in the earlier stories. The story has several unusual aspects:
e

Those who brought the man to Jesus would almost certainly want to witness what
Jesus does, and to see if he cures him; yet, according to the information in the
story, the people permit Jesus and the deaf and dumb man to go away privately.

e

The technique Jesus uses, involving groans and sighs, is very different from the
ways he has previously been depicted as curing people.15

14

The first four reasons Gundry gives for considering the verse emphatic are:
o o D s , abundantly' (N.B. esp. the
1. the forward position and strong meaning of C ~ r ~ p ~ r ~ p ~ 'extremely
~ ~thep preceding
ov
verse, but with the C I T E ~ I T'extremely'
E~-,
now added);
echo of ~ r ~ p ~ o o 6 in
2 . the strong meaning of the imperfect tense of iE~TrXjooov~o,
which denotes a state of astonishment;
3. the first position of K ~ X D S ,'well beautifully'; and
4. the universal plural of Trbvra, 'all things,' despite the reference to only one miracle (1993: 385).
The other five reason Gundry gives mainly relate to there being a reference to many healings when only
one healing is recorded in the prior episode, and to the placement and tenses of the verbs. However, as
mentioned above, the Greek text may, or may not, refer to only one healing.
15
Prior to this story Jesus has performed wondrous deeds and cured many people without using
elaborate procedures. There is, however, a brief mention at 6:5 to Jesus healing some people at
Nazareth when he was unable to perform miracles there.

The demand Jesus gives to the crowd not to tell anyone of the cure is nonsensical,
as something known by a crowd cannot be kept secret. In fact something known
by a crowd is no longer a secret.

2.0

Assessments

2.1

The Crux of the Whole Story

Readers usually process words and clauses into meaning as they read them, and they
are able to cogitate over the details and aspects that they consider may be important.
When reading this story they are likely to take particular notice of the procedure Jesus
uses to cure the man. They may ponder over the extent to which the healing technique
he used was similar to those commonly utilised within that culture, andlor in that era.
Some may even contemplate the extent to which his technique is similar to the occult
practices of ancient times. The deliberations of many biblical scholars about Jesus7
procedure uphold this assessment (Taylor, 1996: 355 and Cranfield, 1963: 25 1).16

Because readers tend to interpret text linearly, those reading this story would be
inclined to interpret, and to form opinions, about the cure of the man before
considering the last two verses, which are about the reaction of the crowd. As the first
four verses contain all the explicit details as to how Jesus cured the man, readers are
likely to consider the segment about the cure of the man to be the most important part
of the story. This also accords with the expectation of readers that the theme of the
story will be made apparent near the commencement. The paragraph headings in
English translations, and the sectional headings in the commentaries of biblical

16

Taylor (1966: 254-5) and Cranfield (1963: 251-2) assert that Jesus' actions are similar to the
techniques commonly used by Greek and Jewish healers. Cranfield also remarks that 'spittle was used
in ancient magic', but he considers that 'there is no question of magical use here' (1963: 25 1-2).
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scholars, give some support for this assessment. The sectional headings in almost all
the translations and commentaries used in this research refer only to Jesus' cure of the
deaf and dumb man.17

On the other hand those listening to utterances and stories tend to process and
interpret what they hear additively. They expect the 'sense point' in utterances and
oral narratives to be at, or near, the end of the communique. Those listening to this
story are, therefore, likely to consider the final verse or verses to be the most
important. The rhythms and repetitions of sounds at 7:36-37, and the disruption in the
flow of the narrative created by the verse at 7:36 ensure that listeners take particular
notice of, and give adequate consideration to, the last two verses.

Listeners expect the sense point to be at or near the end of a anecdote. In this
particular story there is also a superabundance of rhetorical features in the last verse.
These factors would ensure that most listeners discern that the lavish praise of the
people recorded in the final verse is the most significant part of the story. They would
also discern that the accent on the lavish praise of the populace is in stark contrast to
the way Jesus' ability is down played in the earlier segment of the story. There Jesus is
depicted as using arduous procedures in order to cure the man. The paucity of
rhetorical features in the earlier part of the story is disproportionate to the number
present in the description of the crowd's response.

17

The paragraph heading in the JB is: Healing of the deaf man. The NIV and GNews have: The healing
of a deaf and dumb man. The other translations used for this research do not have paragraph headings.
In the commentaries Gundry has: The Stupendous healing of a Deaf Mute (1993: 382). Hooker has: A
Deaf Man Hears (199 1:184). Robinson has: Cure of a Deaf Man (1994: 286). Cranfield has: The
Healing of the Deaf-Mute (1963: 250). Taylor has: The Cure of the Deaf Mute (1966: 352). Nineham
has the same as Taylor (1963: 20 1).

The last verse 'retells the story', as it restates that Jesus cures the blind and it also
reiterates the crowd's reaction. Listeners would find confirmation of their initial
perceptions when hearing the contents of this sentences. Many would expect the last
sentence to restate the main theme, as this has become a regular procedure in radio
broadcasting." The likely discernment of listeners is also indicated in the heading
Heil gives to his discussion of this story in his commentary. Heil, from his customary
listener' standpoint, entitles this section: 'Jesus' Healing of the Deaf and Mute Man Is
Proclaimed Despite His Command for Silence' (1992a: 163).

2.2

The Crux of the Last Two Verses

At the commencement of the second last verse, Jesus directs the crowd not to tell
anyone about the cure. The balance of that verse and the whole of the next verse
record the crowd's response. There are several reasons why readers are likely to
consider Jesus' direction to the crowd to be more important than the information
about the crowd's response. One is the reasons is that readers are generally inclined to
interpret texts linearly. Another reason is that readers expect the theme of the passage
will be recorded at or near the commencement of the story. Although the final verse is
similar in style to the earlier verses in this story, it contains little in the way of
additional information, and is only loosely connected to the rest of the story. Many
readers may consider the verse is little more than an addendum to the story. The
opinions expressed by several scholars tend to support this appraisal. Some refer to
the opinion of Dibelius, who according to those scholars, contends that the verse was

l8 Andrew Boyd asserts that 'the last line should round off the story7 and that 'the skill lies in
highlighting and restating the main points without making them sound like repetition'. He refers to the
last line as 'the tell 'em you've told 'em part' (1997: 60).

once the conclusion to a number of stories (Nineham, 1963: 202; Taylor, 1966: 352).
Scholars also apportion more space in discussing Jesus' request to the crowd for
silence, than they do for reviewing the final sentence.Ig

The abundance of rhetorical features in the final verse and the expectation of listeners
that the sense point of the story would be near the end would entice most listeners to
consider the crowd's rejection of Jesus' request for silence to be more significant than
his requests that the cure be kept secret. Many would deem Jesus' direction to the
crowd as merely 'setting the scene' for recording the crowd's reaction. This is because
Jesus' request when considered in isolation is incomprehensible. As pointed out
previously, it is nonsensical to require a large group of people to keep a secret.
Listeners are likely to discern that while Jesus' ability to persuade the crowd is downplayed the astonishment of the crowd and their praise for Jesus are dramatically
overstated (Hei1,1992: 164; Rhoads, 1982: 415).20

19

Hooker deliberates over whether Jesus' directive at 7:36 may be part of the messianic secret, and
concludes by saying that the 'motif of secrecy' is seldom associated with miracles in this Gospel (199 1:
184-5). Gundry considers that 'the command not to tell anyone does not fit the theory of a messianic
secret or secret of the miracles' (1993: 391). Other scholars reflect on the likelihood of Jesus really
giving a direction that was certain to be disregarded. Taylor observes, 'the charge to keep quiet, perhaps
repeated, seems strange since the change could not be concealed and was sure to be disobeyed' (1966:
355-6). Gundry asserts that the man's 'plain speech' would disclose to the crowd that he had been cured
(1993: 385).
20
Rhoads says that while 'Jesus readily subdues or controls' the forces of nature, he 'has no authority
from God to subdue people' (1982: 415). Heil remarks on the understatement of Jesus' powers and
overstatement of the crowds' praise. While he refers to reader rather than listener in his comment, his
comments are possibly even more relevant to the discernment of listeners. Heil say that 'this climatic
admiration of the healing expresses a double irony for the reader: First, it functions as an ironic
understatement, since the reader knows that Jesus has the power to do much more than this ....
Secondly, it functions also as an ironic overstatement, since the disciples are still "deaf" and "mute" to
the revelations of his overabundant and absolute divine saving power' (1992a: 165).

3.0

The Symbolic Nature of the Story

Readers are able to evaluate stories objectively, and there are several issues in this
story on which they could reflect. 21 One of these issues, the procedure Jesus uses to
effect the cure, has already been considered. Another issue, and probably a more
important one, is whether or not the story itself, or the man who was cured, is
symbolic of some particular group or concept. Those who do contemplate the
possibility of the man being symbolic would soon realise that it is not obvious who, or
what, the man might symbolise. As already mentioned, in the story itself the man is
not specifically depicted as being a Jew or a Gentile, or as being symbolic of any
particular group.

Some readers may consider the action of Jesus taking the man apart fiom the group
indicates that he is symbolic of the disciples, as at 4:34 Jesus explains the meaning of
a parable to the disciples when they are

KUT'

i6iav (apart). However, only a few

readers are likely to do so, as up to this point of time he has not really been depicted as
taking his disciples apart, or away from the villages, in order to instruct them, and the
disciples are not even mentioned in the story as being present.

The above data indicates that only a minority of readers would consider that the story
or the man to be symbolic. Gundry asserts that the story is not symbolic, and he gives

Boomershine asserts that readers are able to 'stand apart fiom the narrative event' and evaluate
scripts 'with a high degree of dispassionate objectivity' (1987: 59). Ong expresses a somewhat similar
opinion (1988: 45).

21

various reasons to support his opinion (1993: 387).22Other than those who seem to
be approaching the story from the perspective of listeners, only a few scholars
mention the story's symbolic potential.23Even those readers who would consider the
story is, or could be, symbolic would not have a common conception as to who or
what the story, or the man, might symbolise. This assessment is confirmed by the
ambivalence in the opinions expressed by contemporary biblical scholars.24Robinson
even thinks the man is symbolic of both the disciples and the gentiles (1994: 286).25
Of the scholars who express opinions on the matter, only a few assert that the story or
the man is symbolic. Presumably the proportion of readers who would think the man
is symbolic would somewhat similar to the small proportion of scholars who do so.

Those listening to this story can only momentarily reflect on any features that they
discern as being unusual, but they would be instantly aware that the story is very
different from all the other stories they have already heard while listening to this
narrative. Listeners would also be intuitively aware of 'the poetic form of the story'

Gundry in effect argues:
a) that for the story to be symbolic of enabling people to hear his message there would need to be a
report of Jesus preaching, and
b) that if it is symbolic of him enabling people to preach the Gospel they would be saying what he
wanted them to say, not the opposite to what he asks of them.
23 AS in his interpretations of passages in this Gospel, Heil seems to interpret this story i?om the
perspective of listeners (1992a: 165) as seemingly does Hooker on this occasion. Their opinions are
mentioned later in this study.
24
Taylor says that the story alludes to the Hebrew Scripture (1963: 254 and 352). Nineham only
mentions possible symbolism in connection with the placement of the story (1963: 202-3). While
Beavis asserts that 'many scholars have argued for a "symbolic" reading of the healing at Bethsaida and
the healing of the dead mute', she give no details or references to support her claim. After expressing
her own opinion she acknowledges that 'the exact nature of the symbolism, however, remains
questionable' (1987: 591). Cranfield refers to this story and the one at 8:22-26 and says it seems that
Mark 'intended his readers to see in these healing miracles not only signs for faith, ... but also as
instructive comment upon the apostles' recognition of Jesus as the Christ' (1963: 254). Thus he seems
to consider that these stories should be interpreted both factually and symbolically. Stephen Smith says
the verse at 7:37 hnctions as a 'choral comment', and that ejaculations of this type 'urge' narrative
audiences to consider who Jesus really is (1995: 227).
25
Robinson claims that the deafness is symbolic of the 'the fact that the pagan people could not hear'
and the difficulty the man has in speaking is 'a symbol of the disciples themselves' (1994: 286).
22

and 'its rhythmic constr~ction'.~~
These factors would cause many of them to
conclude that the story is symbolic or metaphoric. As the man was brought to Jesus by
the crowd and returns to the crowd after he was cured, many listeners wou~ldconsider
the man is representative or symbolic of people generally, including themselves. They
are likely to consider the story itself to be metaphoric. The metaphoric meaning they
discern would thus be somewhat along the lines that Jesus exerts considerable effort
to ensure that all people hear his message. However, many of those who hear it, fail to
respond in the way he commands.

The observations of both contemporary and ancient scholars confirm that many people
listening to the story will consider the deaf man is symbolic of themselves. Heil, from
his customaxy approach as a listener considers the story to be 'symbolic of the
"deafness" and "muteness" of the disciples, but with contemporary application'
(1992a: 165-6). Hooker claims that the man stands 'symbolically for those to whom
understanding is to be given' (1991: 198). The comments of scholars who lived in
eras when the cultures were all basically oral are much the same. This is evident in the
extracts of the writings of the early Church Fathers: Ambrose, Ephrem the Syrian,
Gregory the Great, and Lactantius (Oden and Hall, 1989: 103-4). These Church
Fathers are all of the opinion that the story is symbolic of the way Jesus makes it
possible for his followers in every era to hear his message.27

The phrases are those of Guelich, but he does not specifically mention that listeners would notice
them because of these features (1989: 391).
27 The extracts from the published works of these scholars published by Oden & Hall (1998: 103-104)
are along these lines. For example, Ambrose said: 'This we pointed out to you as we celebrated the
mystery of the opening and said: "Ephphatha," that is "Be opened," - - Christ celebrated this mystery in
the Gospel, as we read, when he healed the one who was deaf and dumb' (Concerning the Mysteries
1.3-4). Gregory the Great said; 'When the Lord put his fingers into the ears of the deaf mute, he was
opening the soul of man to faith through the gifts of the Holy Spirit' (Homilies on Ezekiel, Homily 10).
(Oden & Hall, 1998: 103-104)

4.0

The Conclusions Reached in this Study

The results of the investigations undertaken in this study indicate that:

* readers are likely to consider the first part of the passage, with details about the
cure, to be the most important part of the story, but listeners are likely to consider
the crowd's response to be more, at least equally, important,
only a few readers will regard the man as being symbolic, and there will be no
consensus amongst those who form this opinion as to who, or what group, the man
might symbolise, and
many listeners are likely to consider that the man to be symbolic of themselves,
and that the story itself signifies that Jesus exerts considerable effort to enable
people to hear his message, but they often respond in ways that are contrary to his
directives.

-
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SBu*

The Second Feeding Story

-

Mk 8:'1-'119

Text, Context and Rhetorical Features

1.0

The primary text used in this study is Mark's second story of Jesus feeding a crowd, in
this case four thousand people with seven loaves and a few fish. The focus of the
study is on the extent to which the types of interpretation readers and listeners make
regarding that story are affected by their having previously read or heard a somewhat
similar story of Jesus feeding five thousand people.

1.1

The Greek Text and the RSVTranslation of 8:'l-10

8.1 'Ev i ~ ~ i v a Tt ~s T S q p i p a t s T T ~ X L V 8: 1 In those days, when again a great crowd

ToXXoC 6xXou 6 ~ ~ Kai
0 s P-4 i x 6 v ~ o v

had gathered, and they had nothing to eat, he

$ d ~ o o r v ,T~ooKaheob~tvOs
paeq-

called his disciples to him, and said to them,

T ~ X
S i y ~ tair-roTs, 2

TAU

~ X X O V ,6-rt

CnXayxvi[opat i n i

6

{pipat

npoopivouoiv pol ~ a OAK
i

-rp~Ts

~ X O U ~ L -ri
V

$6yootv. 3 ~ a i h v ci~roX6oo air-rohs

2

'I have compassion on the croyd, because

they have been with me now three days, and
have nothing to eat; 3 and if I send them

away hungry
OIKOV
air~Ov,i ~ X u e j o o v ~ a t

V ~ ~ T E
EIS
L ~

iv

~ j j

6SQ- Kai

T~VES

ai)TDv

hnd

to their homes, they will faint

on the way; and some of them have come a

p a ~ p 6 9 ~ fvl ~ a o t v . 4 K a i & n c ~ p i Q q o a vlong way.'4 And his disciples answered him,

air@ oi
TO~TOUS

paeq-rai

a h o D 6-1-1 ~ ~ O E 'HOW
V
can one feed these men with bread

S U V ~ ~ ETLS
T ~ 6L 6 ~X

O P T ~ ~ here
~ L

in the desert?'s And he asked them,

IT' ipllpias; 5 ~ a iph-ra
i
abT06s9 'How many loaves have you?' They said,
I"I6oous ~ X E T E TOUS US; 0i 64 E ~ T ~ V
'Seven.'
,
6 And he commanded the crowd to
~PTWV

'ETT~. 6

~ a iT

&V~TTEOETV i v i

4'

~ P ~ Y Y ~ ~ ~ 'EX L
~O

T ~ S
yqs.

~ a Xa@v
i

sit down on the ground; and he took the

TO'S

seven loaves, and having given thanks he
~ 6 x a p ~ oj o- ar s 2~Xaoev~ a i
broke them and gave them to his disciples to
i6i6ou TOTS
pa9q-raTs a6-roD iva
set before the people; and they set them
-irapa-r~OOotv,~ a -rrapiOv~av
i . .
TO^). 6xXw.
.- .
before the crowd. 7 And they had a few small
7
~ a i eIXov i x 9 6 6 ~ a 6Xiya. ~ a i
Ec~oyjoas airT$
Kai T a ~ T afish; and having blessed them, he
~TT&
&PI-ous

napaTLQiva~.
8 Kai

boeqoav,

i+ayov

~ a i {pav

Kai

iXop-r- commanded that these also should be set

rr~ptoo~6pa~
before
a
them. 8 And they ate, and were

~ X u o p d ~ wbvr ~ Ch T T T U P ~ ~ 9U qouv
S.
86 6s satisfied; and they took up the broken pieces
T E T P ~ K L ~ X ~ A L O L . h&Auocv ~ G T O C S - left over, seven baskets full. 9 And there were
lo

Kai

~~~~sZpPds

''

TThoiov PET'
TOV paf3q~Ov UGTOC qXf3~vc i s T' pipq
AaX y avoue6..

about four thousand people.
l o And he sent
-

them away; and immediately he got into the
boat with his disciples, and went to the
district of Dalmanutha.

While n6B~vcan sometimes mean how, which is the way the RSV translates it at 8:4,
it usually means either porn what place or porn what source. The context here
indicates that a more appropriate translation is porn whence orporn where, which is
how it is translated in most English versions.28

1.2

Context and Inferences

This story is preceded by stories in which Jesus encounters crowds, Scribes, the
Pharisees, his disciples, and stories of his encounter with a gentile woman and with a
deaf and dumb man. The context of this story is therefore very different from that of
the first Feeding

Unlike most other stories in this Gospel, there is no mention

of a change in location (Marcus, 2000: 492). There is, therefore, an inference that the
event recorded at 8: 1-10 takes place somewhere near the place where Jesus cured the
man who was deaf and dumb.30The participle d v ~ o (being)
s
in the fxst sentence also
infers that the people have been present for some time.31 Later in the story it is
disclosed that the crowd has already been with Jesus for three days.

28 Here the word is used in a question where there is reference to the desert, indicating that T T ~ ~ is
E V
a
reference to source rather than ability. In his response Jesus asks about the number of loaves, alluding
to source. The U a n d the Rheims havefi.om whence. The NIV, JB and G h s translate the question as
indicating place.
29
The first Feeding Story is preceded by a long story about the death of John the Baptist.
30
Marcus claims that it is somewhat unusual for the story not to 'begin with a change of location'
(Marcus, 2000: 492).
31
The phrase Zv ~ K E ~ V U L~S a t jpgpa~s
s
(in those days) at 8:l connects the story imprecisely with the
prior story (Cranfield, 1963: 255). However the phrase also infers that some days have elapsed since the
occurrence of events described in the earlier stories.

There is an inference in the story that at least some of the people present are gentiles,
because Jesus states that some people have come a long way. However, by the same
logic or reasoning there is also an inference that at least some of those present are
Jews. Later in the story the use of a different name for baskets intimates that the
crowd is probably culturally different from the five thousand people referred to in the
prior story.

Fowler contends that the word .rrciXtv (again) 'stops us dead in our tracks and
demands that we look back momentarily' (1992: 59). Fowler probably exaggerates the
importance of this particular word, however; the similarities in the words, phrases and
incidents would ensure that most of those reading and listening to the second story
would recall that they have already read or heard a story that is much the same.32

1.3

Rhetorical Features

Many verbs in this story are in the present tense, just as they are in the first story. The
present tense contributes to the event being depicted vividly. The only textual contrast
is between the crowd not having sufficient food, and the disciples still having at least
a little food.33The change from the crowd not having sufficient food to their being
satisfied, contributes to the movement of the story line.

A phrase at 8:l b is repeated with a slight variation at 8:2b:
K U ~

~ X ~ V T W V

K U ~O ~ EXOUOLV
K

32
33

+&ywo~v and not having anything they might eat
+ciy~otv and not they have anything they might eat.

There is a thorough discussion of the similarities between the stories later in this study.
The two verbs involved are ~ U Eixovoiv
K
(not they have) and ~ X E T E~ O have).
U

263

This is the only repetition of note in the story at 8:l-10, and it is associated with the
need of the crowd for food. Between these two clauses there is a statement in direct
speech by Jesus, telling his disciples that he has compassion for the crowd. Narrative
audiences are thus made very much aware early in this story that the crowd are in need
of food, and that Jesus has compassion for them. The absence of any references to the
disciples' compassion for the crowds creates 'gaps' for narrative audiences to
complete.

1.4

The Mood and Attitude of the Disciples at 8:1-10

There are only two utterances by the disciples recorded in this story. One of these is
merely the word seven. Their other utterance is the rhetorical question: From where

can one feed these people with bread here in the desert? This retort seems to be
illogical, as they had previously witnessed Jesus feed a larger crowd in an isolated
place with only a few provisions (Thiselton, 1992: 520). However, their response
contributes to the overall development of the theme of their 'incredible obtuseness'
(Marcus, 2000: 496). The verb Gvvaoea~(to be able) in their response is one that
occurs at many places in the Gospel where, as Marcus points out, it 'refers to Jesus
doing what no other human, but only God, can do (2000:

The lack of complaint by the disciples in this story and their rather compliant replies
result in their being depicted in this story as much more subdued than they are
depicted in the other story of a somewhat similar incident. Despite the crowd being
present for three days the disciples are not recorded as complaining to Jesus

34

The places he gives prior to this verse are 2:7; 3.27 and 5:3.
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concerning the presence of the populace, or suggesting that he should dismiss them.35
There is also nothing in the text that depicts them as being concerned that Jesus is
spending too much time teaching the crowd, or giving them too much of his attention.

2.0

Similarities and Differences betvveen the two Feeding Stories

2.1

The Presentations

The location of the second event seems to be more isolated than that depicted in the
Although the characters are the same as in the first story, there is no
first st01-y.~~
prologue to the second story describing how the characters arrive. Apart from minor
aspects such as these, the data presented in the stories are very similar. In each story
there are references to: a) Jesus' compassion for the crowd, b) his feeding the people,
c) the people reclining, d) Jesus taking and blessing the loaves and fish, e) the
disciples distributing them, f) their collection of the leftovers in baskets, g) the
departure of the characters, and h) verbs in the present tense.37Both stories record
conversations between Jesus and his disciples in direct speech, but, as already
mentioned, the utterances by the disciples are much shorter in the second story.

Words and rhetorical features that insinuate the mood of the characters are largely
confined to the first half of both stories, while details in regard to the events
themselves are mainly located in the latter sections of both stories.38In order to make

35

In this story it is Jesus who raises the issue of the dismissal of the crowd.
h the second story Jesus says some of the crowd have come a long way and could faint on the way
whereas in the first story the crowd is described as running to the site from their homes.
37
In the segment of the first story at 634-40 the verbs in the present tense are coming at 6 5 5 and the
verbs of saying at 6:37-38. In the segment of the second story at 8:l-6b the verbs in the present tense
are X6yet (he says), the phrase -rrpoop.6vouoiv p.ot (they are staying with me), and 0 6 i~x o u o ~ v(they
do not have).
3s
There are differences in detail such as the numbers of loaves, fish, baskets and the number of people
present.

36

this division more noticeable, and to facilitate comparisons of the stories, the
following analyses and critiques are recorded in two sections.

2.2

Comparing the Wording of the Texts at 654-40 and 8:l-6a

Significant words that are somewhat the same are highlighted by bold type in the texts
below, while those with meanings that are similar, are underlined.

From the First Feeding Story

From the Second Feeding Story

ITOXCV
V
6 ~ ~ ~o av i8.1 'Ev i ~ e i v a ~T s~ T S i p i p a ~ sT T ~ X L V
i i x 6 v ~ w v-ri
i a ~ A a y x v i o 0 ~ air-rofis, ~ T qoav
L
6s aoXXoO 6xXou dv-ros ~ a pfi
6:34 Kai i[~XoAv E

i x o v ~ a Tro~piva, ~ a i$&yoo1v, Trpdo~aXeo6pEvos

n p 6 p a ~ a p$
q p [ a ~ o~

~

L ~ ~ ~ a
K 6 E~ 0Li )Vs~roXXci. 35

Kai

48q Bpas i-roXXfjs y ~ v o p i v q s~rpoo~XO6vTES

a h @ oi ~ a e q - r a ia 6 ~ 0 gi-v

"Epnwos

6

~ ~ T L V7 6 1 ~ 0 s

TroXXi-

36

6 ~ 1

~ a i48q ;pa

& I T ~ ~ U ~ OG
VI ~ T O ~ S ,

ha

& T ~ E X ~ ~ V T E€is
S
T O ~ SK ~ K X W& Y ~ O ~KSa i

~ 6 p . a ~ciyop6ooo~v
$dryoUlv.

37

6 86

Gau~oTs

fi

~ T T O K P L ~ E~ ~' Sl i - r ~

a6~0"1, A ~ T Ea 6 ~ o T s6 p ~ T s$ay~Tv. ~ a i
Xiyouo~v

a6~6,

hyop6oop~v

' A~EXO~VTES

Gqva-piov

G~a~ooiov

dip-rous ~ a 86oopev
i
a 6 ~ o T s6ayeTv; 38

6 66 X ~ Y E L *IS.
~ ~ X E T E~ ;I

116aous

T ~ ~ E&-re.
T E

ap~ovs

Kai y v 6 v - r ~ ~

Xiyouo~v,I ' I i v ~ e ,~ a 860
i ix06as. 39

&

i T r i ~ a E ~ va 6 ~ 0 T s &va-KXTV~L
~ 6 v ~ a s
oupi-rdo~a o u p 1 ~ 6 o ~ ai
~6p1-q.

40

T@

xXwp@

~ a i a v k n ~ o a v Trpao~ai

n p a o ~ a l KaTh

i ~ a ~ b ~
v a i KaTh

ITEVT~KOVT~.

Despite these passages describing somewhat similar events, it is obvious that there are
only a few words that are the same in these two segments. The only clauses and

phrases that are the same in both these passages are ll6aous

~ X E T ET

TO US; (HOW

many loaves have you?), and ~i
+c!iy~oiv (something to eat). The RSV translation of
significant words that are somewhat the same are: compassion for (in both stories), the

disciples - to the disciples, sat down - sit down, great throng - great crowd, he
answered - they answered, and lonely place - desert.39

2.3

Comparing the Wording of the Texts at 6:41-45 and 8:6b-10

The two segments below cover the periods in both stories from Jesus taking the loaves
from his disciples until they all depart. Many of the phrases are very similar

706s TT&VTE BPTOUSK a i 8:6b ~ a XaShv
i
.robs i r ~ hBPTOVS
T O ~ S 860 ix06as dvapX&+as is TAU
~ 6 x a p ~ o ~ i j io~a X
s au~v
o6pavbv ~ 6 X o y q o ~ vKai K ~ T ~ K X ~ G ~
E Va &GiSou
i
T O ~ S w a 0 q ~ a i sa 6 ~ o i i'iva
706s 6 ~ ~ ~0 a~
66i6ou
i 5 ~ o i c~aen~ais
s
~apa~i86ai~
v , a ni a p i 0 q ~ a vT@ BxXq.
Ia6706l 'iva 7 r a p a ~ i e G a i vaC-roTs,
7 @ ~ 1 x 0 ixOij8ia
~
bXiya. ~ a i
6.41

K U XaShv
~

TO~S

860 i x e v a s i p i p ~ o ~nBoiv.
v
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~ b X o y l j a a s ah-6 d n ~ v ~cii ~ a i h a

~ a i2 4 a y o v n d r v r ~ s ~ a ii ~ o p ~ a a1-~ a p a ~ i 0 i v a i8. lcai iit-bayoy
Bqaav, 43 ~ a 6pav
i
K X U U C L ~ T8~C ; ) 8 ~ ~ ~
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qpav
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i ~ 6 ixe-irwv.
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nEptoo€6pa-ra

i n ~ h
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KX~CT~~TUV

,.

~ a 6io a v oi @ a y 6 v ~[~TsO ~ dS p ~ o u s ] onupi6as.

~ E V T ~ K L ( T X& V~~?P ~E SO. L
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*(TClV
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In the segments above there are two long clauses and some shorter ones that are
exactly the same in the Greek text. The RSV translations of these clauses are: a) and

taking the ... loaves; b) and he gave them to his disciples to set before; c) and they

This difference is more obvious in the Greek, because in the second story the feminine form for
desert, i p q ~ t ais used. In the second story the disciples seem to be referring to the location as having
the characteristics of a desert. Their statement in the fist story, using the masculine form of the word
ipqpos, is somewhat more assertive.
39

ate ... and were satisfied and they took up broken pieces left over; d) his disciples get
into the boat - he got into the boat with his disciples. The words highlighted and
underlined are: blessed; broke; and ... fish; and was ... thousands.

The more significant differences between these two latter segments are:
The numbers given for the quantity of loaves, fish, baskets and people that are
present are different in each segment.
0

There are different Greek words for baskets in each segment
Jesus and his disciples depart separately in the first story, but they depart
together in the second story.40

There are no conversations in direct speech in the latter halves of these stories. This is
very different from the first halves, where there are many statements and questions in
direct speech. There are thus no utterances in the latter segments of either story which
indicate any change in the moods or attitudes of Jesus and his disciples that were
inferred by the dialogues in the earlier segments. However the different ways they
depart on each occasion infer that their relationships were much more cordial after the
second event than after the first one.41

2.4

The Moods and Attitudes of the Disciples in Both Stories

In the first story the disciples speak tersely to Jesus and he responds in a somewhat
similar tone. In that text there are four verbs in the imperative mood, recording the

40 There

are other differences which do not seem to be particularly significant. For example, the verbs at
85-7 are not significantly different from those at 6:41. The verbs having taken, having given thanks, he
gave and set before at 8:6-7 are cognate verbs used conjointly, but they are not that different .from the
multiple use of almost the same words at 6:4 1
41 In the second story their common departure in the confined space of a boat intimates a close
relationship. Their togetherness in that story contrasts with the estrangement intimated by their separate
departures in the fust story.

demand the disciples issue to Jesus, and the commands he gives to them. There are
also two clauses introducing direct speech where the conjunctions, 86, indicate that
Jesus will express points of view that are contrary to those expressed by his disciples.

The moods of the characters in the second story are very different. There are no verbs
in the imperative mood, and there are no aggressive tones in the ~onversations.~~
While 66 also occurs twice in the second story, on both occasions the conjunctions
merely foreshadow that the succeeding numbers will be different from those which
were recorded in the first story." The tone in the utterances of the disciples in the
second feeding story is rather subdued. The attitude of the disciples toward Jesus on
the occasion of the second event is thus very different from the assertive and
somewhat insolent attitude they manifest by their words and actions in the first story.

The attitude and point of view of the disciples are very evident in the first story, but
are much less obvious, or not evident at all, in the second story. For example:
0

In the first story the disciples complain about the location and lateness of the
day; yet in the second story they do not complain at all, despite the crowd
having been with Jesus for three days.

0

The disciples react with mock astonishment to Jesus' directive for them to
feed the crowd in first story. However, in the second one they seem to merely
infer that it is not humanly possible for such a large crowd to be fed in such a
remote place.

42

The conversation between Jesus and his disciples is not hostile in the second story. For example,
although Jesus' question: how many loaves do you have? is the same in both stories, in second story
there is no command to Go and See!
43 In one instance 66 indicates that the number of loaves the disciples will say they have will be
different &om that previously given (Gundry, 1993: 394). In the other instance 66 indicates that the
number of people present is different &om the number previously present.

In the first story the disciples want to send the people away, but in the second
story it is Jesus who raises the issue of dismissal.
e

The disciples' involvement in serving the crowd is more forcefully indicated
in the second story. This is due to the distribution of the fish being recorded as
a subsequent event, with repetition of sound and meaning in .rrup601l~uv(they
served) and nupu-r~Oivai(to be served) (Marcus, 2000: 497).

0

Jesus and his disciples depart together in the second story, whereas he ordered
his disciples to depart before he dismissed the crowd in the first story.

There are other differences between the stories, such as information as to the relative
needs of the crowds to be fed.44 However, these differences do not specifically
indicate that there have been any changes in attitudes of the disciples.

3.0

Assessments

3.1

Differences Between the Two Stories

People when reading tend to give particular attention to the details and to other
distinctive aspects of the text. They are therefore likely to become aware as they are
reading the second story that the numbers recorded in the text are different from those
recorded in the first one. Even if most readers are unable to recall the actual numbers
mentioned in the first story, most would be aware that they are different. The
conjunctive S i at 8:5 and 8:9 indicate that the numbers to be given for the loaves and
the number of people will be different from the numbers given in the first story.

44

In the first story the crowd have for only been with Jesus for part of a day, and the villages are so
close as to be within running distance (Mk 6:33). In the second story the people have been with Jesus
for three days, and had exhausted their supplies. Some had come from afar and could faint on the way
home. In the first story Jesus' compassion for the crowd was said to be because of their spiritual need.
In the second story it is expressed as being because of their physical need. In the first story the disciples
approach Jesus; while in the second he calls them. In the first story Jesus instructs his disciples to have
the people recline in groups, but in the second he himself tells the crowd to recline.

Readers are thus likely to consider that the features which most differentiate these
stories are differences in the numbers. There is support for this assessment in the
tendency of scholars and people generally to differentiate between these two stories by
referring to the numbers of people who were fed. The numbers of the loaves and
fishes are also often mentioned when people refer to the stories or to the events.45

There would probably be many readers and listeners who would deliberate over why
there are two stories, as the accounts of what takes place on each occasion are much
the same. Some may speculate as to whether there are two stories because the
locations were different. While listeners can only fleetingly think about the issue,
readers are able to cogitate over the issue. Some may decide that one location was in
Jewish territory and the other in a Gentile area. Some scholars do so, contending that
the details at 7:3 1 indicate that the second event occurred in Gentile t e r r i t o ~ y . ~ ~

However, most readers would probably consider the reason for there being two stories
has something to do with the features that most obviously differentiate between the
two stories, which is the disparity between the numbers that are recorded in each
story. On the basis of these differences, and/or their conceptions as to where the
events occurred, some readers may decide that one story records an occasion when
Jesus fed the Jews, and the other story is of an event where he fed Gentiles. On the
other hand, some readers may decide this is not a logical inference to make, or that

45

For example scholars often refer to the stories as 'Jesus feeding the five thousand', and 'Jesus feeding
the four thousand'.
46 Broadhead, Malbon, Nineham and Taylor mention this could be a reason. That verse is reviewed in
the fifth study. These scholars rely mainly on their analysis and translation of the verse at 7:31for
deciding that the second event is depicted as taking place in Gentile territory (Broadhead, 1992: 136;
Malbon, 1993: 216; Nineham, 1963: 207-8 and Taylor, 1966: 357).

there is insufficient data in the text to make any well-founded decision." The
published opinions of biblical scholars encompass all these appraisals.48 For the
purpose of this study it is not necessary to try to assess the cogency of these opinions,
as the above assessments only relate to the types of interpretations readers are likely to
make.

Those listening to the Gospel are also likely be aware that the numbers in each story
are different. However, they can only briefly reflect on the dissimilarity while they
continue to listen to the Gospel being read. Most listeners would, however, also be
intuitively aware that the moods and the attitudes of the disciples are different in each
story. They would also be at least subconsciously aware that Jesus and his disciples
depart differently at the end of the events.49As very few biblical scholars comment on
these aspects, they seemingly they do not notice the differences, or else cansider they

47

While people in prior centuries may have taken numerology seriously, there are unlikely to be many
contemporary readers or listeners who would attribute any symbolic meaning to numbers.
48 Scholars who consider Jesus feeds the Jews in one story, and in the other story he feeds Gentiles
include Broadhead (1992: 136); Malbon (1993: 216); Nineham (1963: 207-8) and Taylor (1966: 357).
While Cranfield acknowledges that many people have held this opinion as far back as patristic times, he
considers the issue is uncertain (1963: 223). Gundry claims there is no Gentile allusion in the second
story and disputes the value and relevance of the evidence that other scholars produced (1993: 396-7).
Wegener claims that the texts do not 'clearly express the Jewish versus Gentile distinction'. He claims
that people have to 'import the symbolic interpretations into the narrative from outside' the story itself
to arrive at such interpretations (1995: 130). Hooker asserts that there is 'no real foundation in the text'
for the theory of one crowd being Jews and the other Gentiles (1991: 188). Elsewhere in this Gospel the
religious and ethnic identities of the characters are much more explicitly stated, as at 1:21-3:6; 5: 1-20;
6: 1-6; 7:24-3 1 and 11:1-16:8. The only indication that some members of the crowd are Gentiles at 8: 110 is the statement at 8:3 that some of the people comeporn afar, and elsewhere in this Gospel, as at
11:13; 14:54; 15:40, the wordj7om afar is used without it being an allusion to the Gentiles. Guelich
asserts that all interpretations based on numerology are 'highly speculative' (1989: 407). Marcus claims
that the number seven has significance for the Jews, and is not specifically connected with the Gentiles
(2000: 489). Marcus asserts that 'a special connection of the number seven with Gentiles, however, is
hard to prove.' He goes on to declare that 'seven is the most important number in the Bible and early
Jewish texts, and most of its appearances have nothing to do with Gentiles' (2000: 489).
49 Listeners would discern that on each occasion the manner of their departures is in accordance with
their earlier evaluations as to their relationships to each other. A change in the disciples' relationship
with Jesus would also indicate a change in their attitude (Kelber, 1983: 68).

are of no particular significance.'' Presumably most readers would also fail to notice
that the disciples' attitudes have changed.''

4.0

The Conclusions Reached in this Study

The assessments made in this study are that many readers of Mark's narrative would:
o

be particularly aware that figures given for the number of loaves, fish, people and
baskets are different in each story,

e

consider the differences in these numbers to be particularly significant,

0

ponder over why there are two stories about somewhat similar events, and
consider that one story is of Jesus feeding the Jews, and the other .of his feeding
Gentiles.

Other assessments made in the study are that listeners to the story would:
discern that the numbers in each story differ, but would also discern that the mood
of the disciples and their attitude towards Jesus and the crowd are different in each
story, and
consider the reason for their being two stories is to convey to narrative audiences
that there has been a change in the attitudes of the disciples.

50 Almost

the sole scholar to specifically refer to the different ways the characters depart is C. H. Turner
(193 1: 39). He claims that the Greek texts accentuate the joint departure of Jesus and his disciples at
8:10, and that this indicates that Mark wanted to emphasis the point. Turner may be using a variant
Greek text, which has au7-6s (he) after the verb (193 1: 39). Jerome seems to have used a similar Greek
text for his Latin translation.
51 It seems reasonable to assume that as few biblical scholars mention that they consider the different
departures of the characters are significant, then, in this instance, the 'everyday' readers would also
consider that nothing of significance is to be inferred fi-om the different way the characters depart.

Study 8

1.0

-

A Demand and A Refusal

-

Mk 8:11-13

The Selected Text and its Context

This study is of three verses, the first of which records that the Pharisees demand that
Jesus give them a sign from heaven. The second verse records Jesus' refusal to give
such a sign. The third verse merely makes known the manner by which he departs.
The specific objective in this study it to identify the theme or themes that readers and
listeners are likely to consider to be the most important.

1.1

The Greek Text and the RSVTranslation (but not the RSV layout)

8-11 Kai iciiXOov oi Q a p ~ o a t o ~~ a i8:11 The Pharisees came and began to argue
fjpeav-ro C T U [ ~ T Eai)-r@,
' ~ V [ ~ T O C V T E S n a p 7 with him, seeking from him a sign from
air-roc o q p ~ l o v&ITA TOG oljpavoC,
ITEL~&[OVTES

12 ~

heaven, to test him.

ai)~6v.

a &vao-rcv&[as
i
-rQ r r v c 6 ~ a - ra~i ) ~ o C

Xiyc~,

Ti

12

And he sighed deeply in'his spirit, and

said,

iYEYE& a677 Cq-rc'i oqp~Tov;

'Why does this generation seek a sign?

& p j v h i y o GlJliv,

Tmly, I say to you,

~i 8 0 8 j o ~ ~-rfj
a l y ~ v ~~ a@6 - or q~p~~ l o v .

no sign shall be given to this generation.

13 ~

13 And he left them, and getting into the boat

a &+cis
i
ab-robs T T & ~ L Vi p p & s

&rrfjXOcv c i s TA rripav.

again he departed to the other side.

For the purpose of this study some comments need to be made concerning the RSV
translation of [~TOCVTES. Although the verb [q-r~tvmeans to seek, in this passage
there is only a pronoun between the participle [ ~ T O C V T E S and the complex form of
~ V means to argue. The juxtaposition of the two words
the same verb D U - [ ~ T Ewhich
gives the verb

[ ~ T E ~ aV definite

negative connotation, intimating that the Pharisees

are demanding a sign rather than seeking a sign.52The word d v a o i e v d ~ a s(groans
from the depths) occurs only here in the New Testament and is the compounded form
of the word i o - r i v a t ~ v(he sighed) used at 7:34.53The RSV translation of the balance
of that verse is also milder than indicated in the Greek text, as there Jesus' refusal is
expressed in a phrase which is strongly negative and which is in the form of an oath
(Taylor, 1966: 362).

1.2

Context, Inferences, Mood and Rhetorical Features

The prior story records that Jesus fed the four thousand people with a few loaves and
fishes, and ends with Jesus and his disciples embarking in a boat and going to the
district of Dalmanutha. Readers and listeners are thus likely to assume that the
confrontation recorded in this story took place at a location some distance from where
Jesus recently fed the crowd.

Marcus draws attention to the unusual nature of the story. He says that 'it is short, its
ending is anticlimactic, and it describes a puzzlingly brief and inconsequential trip'.
He also says, 'Jesus crosses the sea, exchanges three sentences with the Pharisees,
then immediately crosses back' (2000: 502).

The first verse, with verbs meaning argue, demand, and test, intimates the intent of
the Pharisees is malevolent. The wordplay and the asyndetons in this verse emphasise

52

Louw & Nida, consider it means demanding (1989: Vo1:l: 408, 33.167), or to try to obtain
somethingfiom someone (1989: Vo1:l: 565, 57.59). The JB translates gq-io6v-i~~
as demanding.
53 The action attributed to Jesus in the phrase b v a a ~ € v & ~TQ
a s ~ v e 6 p a - aC-io6
i~
(having groaned in
his spirit) is thus different fi-om his actions at 7:34 while curing the deaf and dumb man. There looking
up to heaven i c ~ r & v a E (he
~ v groans or sighs).

the confrontation (Grundy, 1993 : 40 1-2). The aggressive inference and assertive mood
in the first verse extend into the second. In his response Jesus does not address the
Pharisees, rather he contemptuously refers to them as this g e n e r a t i ~ n He
. ~ ~does not
accede to their demand for a sign from heaven, instead he treats them as if they are not
present, or do not deserve a reply. Effectively he treats them as being people of no
consequence, 'non-persons'.55

There are many rhetorical features in the second verse. Some are in the first clause
which generate expectations that Jesus will make an important pronouncement, the
others are in the pronouncement itself. Those in the introductory clause include:
a

the present tense of the verb Xiyei (he says) which, according to Gundry,
'emphasizes the pronouncement itself ( 1993 : 402).

s

the narrator mentioning that Jesus groans deep down from within his spirit.

Those in the pronouncement include:
the phrase: dpqv X i yo 6plv (truly, I say to you),
0

the next utterance being expressed in the form of a rhetorical question,
the reverse rhythm and balance in the clauses linking the phrases this generation:

Ti $

EVE& a5-rqe oqpeTov [ ~ T E L ;

dpqv Xiyo 6plv, 56

Why does this generation a sign seek?
Truly I say to you,

800TjcJ~~ai
'rij y ~ v e i jT C L ~ Tc~ ~; )q p ~ l oIfwill
v.
be given this generation
the sign.

54 Instead of using the second person plural to address the Pharisees, Jesus in his response uses the third
person singular as if they are a group of no particular importance.
55 Only on rare occasions will treating people as if they are not really present imply respect. An example
would be addressing the Queen as 'Her Majesty'. Benveniste asserts that it is normally used to show
scorn (1996: 326).
56 In the text used in this research the word C ~ T E L
is before ( S ~ ~ E ~ OInV some
.
ancient Greek texts the
order is as shown above. That order has been used in the example above in order to make it easier to
recognise the rhythm.

e

the solemn pronouncement in a negative format.

a

the anticlimactic nature of the refusal after expectations having been built up in
the prior sentence that his response would be dramatic.

The abrupt ending of the conversation is followed by an equally abrupt departure. The
participles &$cis (having left) and i p P & s (having embarked) and the verb & I T ~ X O E V

(he departed) emphasise not only his departure but also his antipathy towards the
Pharisees. These words together with the phase €is ~6 vipav (to the other side)
accentuate the extent to which Jesus distances himself fiom the Pharisees and by
inference from opinions and values they espouse.57

2.0

The Assessments

2.1

A Sign from Heaven

Because people tend to give particular attention to specific words or phrases when
reading, they are likely to focus on the phrase oqpctov 6n6 705 06pavoG (sign@om

heaven) when reading this passage. Many would try to ascertain what type of sign the
Pharisees are demanding. The comments of biblical scholars as to what is meant by

signJi.om heaven tend to confirm this asses~rnent.~~
For the purpose of this study it is

Apart from minor references, such as those at 8: 15 and at 9: 11, the Pharisees only appear as
characters in two more stories in this Gospel. At 10:l they try to trap Jesus with a question about
divorce, and at 12:13 with a question about paying tribute to Caesar.
58 Several scholars refer to directives in the Hebrew Scriptures and Rabbinic literature about the value
of signs that are 'offered as a guarantee of the truth of the utterances of a prophet or rabbi'. These
include Hooker (1991 :191) and Nineham (1963: 2 10-1). Nineham also deliberates about the timing of
the request, the significance of the word signfrom heaven, the attitude of the Pharisees. He compares
the request with a section of Psalm 95, and other parts of Mark's Gospel.
Others refer to the 'Sign of Jonah', which is mentioned in the other Synoptic Gospels in connection
with Jesus' reply (Hooker, 1963: 2 11; Turner, c 1925: 39 and Taylor, 1966: 363). Some equate sign
fiom heaven with Jesus' miracles. For example, Hooker equates the phrase sign from heaven with
miracle. She states that 'to those who have eyes to see and ears to hear, both miracles and parables
demonstrate the power of the Kingdom of God' (199 1: 191).
However most of the scholars who deliberate about the meaning of signfrom heaven are less definitive
in their opinions, or consider they are not signs. Ralph Martin asserts that oqpeiov (sign) does not
57

immaterial what sign @om heaven might mean. The reason for referring to the
opinions of the scholarly readers is to confirm the assessment, which is that many
readers will focus on the phrase signfiom heaven and try to ascertain what that phrase
might mean or signify.

Those listening to the story can only briefly reflect on the phrase the signfiom heaven
in order to discern what it might signify. There are also no features, such as repetition
or rhyme, that would entice listeners to give particular attention to the phrase when it
first occurs in this story. They are more likely to be concentrated on the word sign
when it is repeated twice more in Jesus7reply.

2.2

This Generation

Readers are also likely to focus on and ponder over the phrase

iy

~ v a
~ hhq (this

generation). In doing so many would try to discern to whom that term might refer.
There is confirmation of this assessment in the extent to which biblical scholars have

mean a miracle (1972: 167). Guelich is of the same opinion (1989: 413). Gundry is also of the same
opinion. He also states that 'the Pharisees are not asking Jesus to produce another miracle' (1993: 402).
Cranfield refers to these opinions but asserts that signfi.om heaven does not mean miracles (1963: 258).
Countryman asserts that the Pharisees witness some of the miracles Jesus performed 'but remained
unconvinced by them and are thus proof that miracles are not signs' (1985: 653).
Some point out that there are no miraculous happenings referred to as o q p ~ i o v(sign) in Mark's
Gospel. Although four events in this Gospel are called 8 6 v a p ~ s(work of power), none of them are in
the section of the Gospel selected for this research. Three of the five occurrences of the word o q p ~ i o v
(sign) in the Gospel are in this short story. The other occurrences are much later in the Gospel, at 13:4
and 13:22. At 13:4 four of his disciples ask what will be the signs proceeding the destruction of the
temple and at 13:22 Jesus says that false prophets will produce signs about the coming of Christ. The
word also occurs in the longer ending to the Gospel at 16:17 and 16:20.
Some scholars even point out how important the clause itself is. For example, Marcus asserts that the
focus is 'not the refusal of the sign but the question of why it has been demanded'. Marcus bases his
assertion on the Pharisees' demand being the centre of a chiastic structure (2000: 503).

researched the term and expressed opinions as to the groups they consider the phrase
might encompass.59

The phrase

fi

yeve8 a 6 ~ q(this generation) only occurs in this story. On both

occasions it is not only coupled with the word oqpelov (sign), but also linked with it
This linkage makes it almost certain that listeners would only
in a poetic struct~re.~'
attribute meanings to the phase this generation within the contexts in which the clause
occurs. As listeners tend to interpret stories additively, they would take the phrase this
generation into account when they interpret the story as a whole.

2.3

The Crux of the Passage

People expect the theme of stories they are reading to be at or near the Commencement
of the text (Carpenter & Just, 1986: 18). They also tend to process and interpret texts
as they read them. Because of these tendencies, readers are likely to consider the crux
of the story to be the demand of the Pharisees for a sign. Confirmation of this
assessment is provided by the paragraph headings of English translations, and by the
sectional headings in modern ~ommentaries.~'Most of those used in this research

According to Nineham 'this generation means simply the Pharisees' (1963: 212). While Gundry
acknowledges that the phrase 'does not carry a pejorative connotation' he contends that here 'the
context strikes a pejorative note' (1993: 405). Robinson asserts that the 'major references are again
Exodus ones' (1994: 299).
60
The poetic structure is recorded earlier in this study at 1.3.The first phrase is this generation a sign.
The second is this generation the sign. The phrases probably have the same meaning, as the article in
the second clause only points back at 'the' sign sought.
The heading in the JB is 'The Pharisees ask for a signfiom heaven'. The NIV does not give it a
heading as it includes these verses with the earlier story at 8:l-10. The GNews has 'The Pharisees ask
for a miracle '. However, the Phillips has 'Jesus refuses to give a sign'.
Several commentaries have headings like: The Pharisees demand a sign, as for example, Cradield
(1963: 257); Taylor (1966: 361); Hooker (1991: 190) and Robinson (1994: 297). Marcus has Jesus is
put to the Test by the Pharisees (2000: 498). Hooker asserts that 'readers of the gospel will naturally
interpret the sign demanded by the Pharisees as a sign of Jesus7 messianic status'. She thinks the
demand for a sign 'serves to demonstrate incredible blindness on the part of the religious leaders7
(1991: 190-1).
59

refer to the demand for a sign, and only a few of the headings mention Jesus' refusal
to give one.62

There are far more rhetorical features associated with Jesus7 refusal than in the
Pharisees' demand. Listeners also expect the sense point to be towards the end of
communiques (Boyd, 1988: 60-61 and Hogan, 1985: 10 & 12). Listeners would thus
be inclined to consider Jesus' refusal to give a sign to be far more important than the
demand of his opponents. However, listeners are more likely to consider the gist of
the story is neither in the Pharisees' demand nor Jesus7 refusal. They are likely to
discern from the tone in Jesus' refusal that the gist of this story is conveyed by the
way the verbal confrontation is presented. The discourse is depicted as being a verbal
confrontation, with Jesus' response being expressed rather belligerently. Listeners are
thus likely to consider the story forcefully proclaims that Jesus' views and attitudes
are diametrically opposite to those of his opponents.

There is some conformation for this assessment in the opinion expressed by Vernon
Robbins. He asserts that teaching in Mark's Gospel is ofien conveyed by stories of
conflicts. He justifies his assertion by comparing Mark's Gospel with Plato's
dialogues in the Theaetetus about the teachings of Socrates. Robbins claims that 'the
teacher's system of thought is clarified for the reader through confrontations'. He says
that 'the teacher presents ... an alternative system of understanding' by contrasting the
different points of view of the characters (1984: 139-140).

62 Nineham (1 963: 209) and Gundry (1993: 40 1) are the exceptions, having headings that refer to Jesus'
refusal to give a sign.

3.0

The Conclusions Reached in this Study

The assessments made in this study are that:
0

those reading this text are likely to seek specific meanings for the phrases: sign

porn heaven and this generation,
0

most readers are likely to consider the first verse, about the Pharisees seeking a
sign, to be the crux of the story,

0

listeners, on the other hand, are more likely to consider Jesus' response to be more
important than the report of the demand of the Pharisees, but
listeners would consider the crux of the story is the communication that Jesus'
opinions and attitudes are the antithesis of those expounded by the Pharisees and
the Scribes.

Study 9

-

The issues Discussed in the Boat

-

Mk 8:114-22a

The Text, Setting, Context and Mood

1.0

The text used in this study is a record of a discussion between Jesus and his disciples,
which takes place in a boat.

1.1

The Greek Text and the RSV Translation

8.14 Kai i.rrcX&Bov~oXaf3~TvTOUS US ~ a i8:14 Now they had forgotten to bring bread;

4 p l - o ~0 6 ~

EL p i

1 x We'
0 ~ ~ ~ U T G and
V they had only one loaf with them

i v TQ ~ X o i y .
15 ~

in the

boat. 15 And he cautioned them, saying,

a GLEOT~XXETO
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a 6 ~ 0 T sXiyuv,
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'Take heed, 'beware of the leaven of the
Pharisees
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and the leaven of Herod.'

16 And they discussed it with one another,
&XX$OUS
671
QTOVS
O ~ K
EXOUOLV. 17 ~ a yvoirs
i
X i y c ~ saying, 'We have no bread.' 17 And being
aware of it, Jesus said to them,
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Ti S~aXoyi['~B~ 6-r~~ p T o u so ~ EXETE;
K
16 KC(\^ ~ L € ~ O ~ ~ [ O VTTpbs
T O

ohru VOETTE

no bread?

0682 OUVIETE;

Do you not yet perceive or understand?

.rrc.rropwpivqv EXETE

T ~ V
~api3iavirp.0~;

18 6<PBaXpohs~ X O V T E S 06

~ a hi a

~XOVTESO ~ ~
K

f3X4-r~~~

KO~ETE;

~ a06
i ~V~~OVE~ETE,
19

6T€

TOGS

K X ~ C T ~ & T ~ lTXfip€Ls
V

18

Having eyes do you not see,

and having ears do you not hear?
And do you not remember?

T O ~ S. r r i v ~ t8 p ~ o u si~Xaoa€is

'ITEVT~KLOXLX~OUS, I T ~ O O U S

Are your hearts hardened?

KO<P~VOUS

q p a ~ ~XiyOUCJlV
;

When I broke the five loaves for the five
thousand, how many baskets full of broken

pieces did you take up?' They said to him,
a h - 6 , AC;)S€Ka. 20 *OTE T O ~ S ~ T T T &€ 1 ~
'Twelve.' 20 'And the seven for the four
TOUS T E T ~ ~ K L ( S X LI ~T ~O O
~U
~ o.rrupi8uv
V
S,
thousand, how many baskets full of broken
.rrXqpC;)pa~a ~ X a o p & ~ u vq p a ~ ~ ~; a i
pieces did you take up?' And they said to
Xiyouo~v [a6~Q], ' E I T T ~ . 21 ~ a Ei X E ~ E V
him, 'Seven.' 21 And he said to them, 'Do
a6-rokc.
- . Otnu ~ U V ~ E T E :
you not yet understand?'
22aKai Epxov-ra~c i s Bqf3oaiG&v,
22a And they came to Bethsaida.

As in earlier studies, alternate translations need to be mentioned. The clause
~ P T O U S O ~ iKx o u o i v

6 ~ 1

at 8:16 is ambiguous, and it has been rendered in various ways

in English translations. The reason for the ambiguity is the range of possible meanings
of the word BTL. The way it is translated is of some importance.63The RSV and the
King James translate the clause as ' We have no bread '. However those translations are
based on a Greek text that has E X O ~ E V(we have), rather than

E ~ o u o i v(they

have).

Taylor claims that whle such 'renderings are very attractive' they 'are textually
unsound' (1963: 366). Because the verb in the Greek text used in this study is in the
third person plural, 67.1 could not here indicate a change to direct speech. However, it
could mean because, why or that. In the Greek text the verb indicates that the disciples
are disputing amongst themselves concerning a specific issue.64The clause could thus
mean: a) because they have no bread, or b) why they have no bread, or c) that they
have no bread.65All the meanings can be conveyed, and the ambiguity of the Greek
text retained, by not rendering ~

T by
L

any equivalent English

The ambiguity

of the Greek text would be retained with a translation such as: they were quibbling
about having no food.

63 Taylor asserts that the way ~ T isLtranslated 'affects the interpretation of the narrative as a whole, not
merely the exegesis' of the one verse at 8:16 (1966: 366).
64
Taylor asserts that when the verbs G~~hoyiCovro
and G ~ a X o y i C ~ oare
e ~used with npbs &hXiXous
(with one another), as at 8:17 and 9:33, or with npbs iau'ro6s (with themselves), as at 11:31, they
imply 'the exchange of differences of opinion or points of view' (1963: 366). Suitable translations here
would be: they were disputing or they were quibbling about; and in the question: why do you quarrel?
65
Zenvick and Grosvenor consider ~ T atL 8:16 means because (198 1 : 132). On the other hand, Turner
(1926: 59) and Taylor (1963: 366) favor why.
66
The word 67-1 is often left untranslated when it occurs in questions.

6.2

Setting and Context

The conversation in this story takes place iv

TQ

TTXO~F(in the boat) and the article

indicates that it is the same boat as that referred to in the prior story. At the end of that
story Jesus and his disciples embark in a boat in order to go to the other side. While
the change of location separates this story from the prior one, there are many common
themes connecting them.67 The presence of the Pharisees in the prior story also
prepares narrative audiences for the warning about the yeast of the Pharisees in this
one. The stories are also linked by common themes and concepts, such as statements
and inferences which refer to the disciples not understanding and the word dip~ous
(bread or loaf).68In the verses at 8:19-20 there are references to two events which are
recounted in earlier stories. Countryman claims that Jesus' questions infer that the
disciples 'are blind and deaf, like the people whom Jesus heals with some difficulty
[both] before and after this pericope' (1985: 654). According to Petersen the passage
which is considered in this study is the 'diachronic climax of the entire segment' from
4:l to 8:26 (1980: 208).

1.3

Rhetorical Features and Mood

The intrusive nature of the verse at 8: 15 has been noted by many scholars.69The story
line is interrupted causing narrative audiences to perceive that Jesus is talking about
one issue while his disciples are talking about another. The discontinuity emphasises

67 Cranfield points out that v 14 is closely linked with v 13 and that there is a close connection between
the sections before and after these verses (1963: 260).
68 The word a p ~ o u (bread
s
or IoaJ) which occurs in most of stories used in these studies, occurs four
times in this one. The word is also implied, but not mentioned, at 8:20. The word a p ~ o u is
s important
in establishing a common motif across the text from 6:30 to 8:22. It occurs twice at 8: 14 and once at
8:17 & 8:19.
69
These include Boobyer (1 952: 170); Nineham (1 963: 2 15) and Turner (1 925: 150 & 1931: 39).

"the differing thoughts" of the characters (Countryman 1985: 644; Fowler, 1981: 110
and Grundy, 1993: 41 I ) . ~ '

From 8:14b onwards the verbs are mostly in the present tense,71and all the dialogues
are recorded in direct speech. These features, and the setting of the story in the
restricted space of a boat, creates for readers and listeners a sense of their being
present, observing the events as they occur. Petersen and Stephen Smith claim the
effect is similar to the 'zoom-lens' techniques used in films (Petersen, 1978b: 99-100
and Smith, 1996: 175).

At 8:15 the concept of seeing and taking care is emphasised by two different Greek
verbs, P X ~ E T Eand 6 p C - r ~ .Both these verbs are in the present tense, imperative
mood, commanding the disciples to look out. Additional emphasis is attaiqed by there
being no conjunction between the two verbs, and by the verbs being in)'the emphatic
present tense of the imperative' (Gundry, 1993 : 408).

Most of the repetitions in this story are in the last five verses, that is from 8:16
onwards. These repetitions range from individual words, to whole clauses.72Many of
the clauses rhyme, and some balance each other in sounds and in thoughts. Negatives
abound in these verses. In addition to the negatives that occur in all of the phrases
recorded in the extract from 8:16-18 set out below, there is a negative at 8:21 in the

70

Countryman asserts that 'the saying about leaven in v 15 seems irrelevant to the ensuing interchange'
(1985: 644).
71
The first verb is in the aorist tense and the next two verbs are in the imperfect tense, however all the
ten indicative verbs at 8: 16b-18 are in the present tense.
72
The phrase TOGS ~ V T ETOUS US (thefive loaves) at 8:19 'echoes' the reference to Zva 6p-rov (one
loafi and to the two mentions of 6 p ~ o u s(without articles and therefore food or bread) in the first two
verses.

question: Do you not yet understand? Gundry asserts that 'the questions gain greater
emphasis from their occurring together and asyndetically in a long series' (1993 : 409).

The extract below, which is fiom the text at 8: 16-18, gives some idea of the extent of
the repetitions, rhymes, negatives and balanced clauses in those verses:

BTL dip~ousO
BTL

TOUS US O

...

~ ~KX O U G L V

that food not they have ...

~ ~KX E T E ;

thatfood not you have?

06nw V O E ~ T E

not yet do you perceive?

0664 QUVIETE;
...

and not do you understand? ...

6+8aXpoirs ~ X O V T E S 06 ~ X ~ T E T E ;eyes having not you see?
~ a 6i ~ ~ aX O V T E S O

~ ~K K O ~ E T E ;

~ a 06
i ~ V ~ ~ O V E...~ E T E ,

and ears having not you hear?
and not you remember ... ?

The sounds 06- -ETEoccur five times, and in doing so link audibly the concepts of not

understanding, not seeing, not hearing, and not remembering.

All the questions from 8: 17 to 8:21 have direct and indirect references to the disciples'

(not yet do you understand?) in the
lack of understanding. The words o6nw GUVIETE;
last question at 8:21, previously occurred in the balanced questions at 8: 17:

not yet you perceive
and not you understand?
The very next question: nenwpopivqv

~ X E T E T$V

~ a p 6 i a v6p6v; (have you a

hardened heart) mirrors the comments by the narrator at 6:5273 There is, however, one
important difference, and that is the inclusion of the word 06n0 (not yet) in one of
Jesus' prior questions. One inference to be drawn from the inclusion of not yet is that

73 The questions in this story are: do you not yet perceive nor understand? and have you a hardened
heart? Both the narrator's comment and Jesus' rhetorical questions are thus about the failure of the
disciples to understand, and the hardness of their collective heart (or mind).

the disciples still do not understand (Gundry, 1993: 4 0 9 ; ~Countryman,
~
1985: 654).
However, there is also an inference that Jesus expected that they would by now
~ n d e r s t a n dAccording
.~~
to Marcus the rhetorical questions can also 'be construed as a
stimulus to further insight' rather than being interpreted as criticism by Jesus of his
disciples' performances (2000: 5 12).

The two questions at 8: 19-20 are much longer. As the extract below demonstrates they
have the same syntax, and many of the words are the same.
~ T T
E O ~ S... T ~ Q O U S

... K X ~ O ~ ~ T IOT XV~ P E L S ... ~

P ~ T E ;

When the ... how many ...fu 11 of broken pieces didyou pick up?
~ T T
E O ~ S... I T ~ O W V...

~~XqpLjpKXaoph~Ovq p a ~ e ;
When the ... how many ...fu 11 of broken pieces didyou take up?

The successive questions in the last five verses, and the succession of negatives,
induce a tone of discord and impute that Jesus is frustrated with the disciples' failure
to understand. The sense of discord is particularly noticeable when the text is read
aloud, because the repetitions of the negative sounds are accented by the rhythm of the
text. The mood of hstration is not as noticeable in some English versions. For
example, in the JB and in the GNews the question .rr~rropopiv-rlv~ X E T E ~ i j v
~ a p G i a vGpOv; (have you a hard heart?) is rendered as: Are your minds so dull, and

Are your minds closed?

Gundry asserts that "'not yet" carries a further inference that the disciples should by now understand'
(1993: 409).
75 They would indicate that an improvement has taken place in the disciples' understanding in the
period subsequent to the events that gave rise to the narrator's comment at 6:52.
74

2.0

Assessments

2.1

They had only One Loaf

Because the principal objective of the writing system is to convey precise information
by means of words, readers tend to notice key words, ambiguities and information that
is contradictory. The data recorded in the first two sentences seems to be
contradictory. The narrator states in the first sentence that the disciples had forgotten
to take dip-rous (jbod or bread), then in the next sentences says that they had only gva
d p ~ o v(one l o a ~ )Readers
. ~ ~ are not only likely to notice this apparent contradiction,

but they are also likely to try to reconcile the two statements. One of the ways to
eliminate the apparent contradiction is to attribute a symbolic meaning to one loax
Many readers would probably do so. Many scholars discuss the apparent
contradiction. Some of them claim that one loaf is symbolic of Jesus, or of the
Eucharist, while others assert that the reference to one loaf should not be interpreted
as being symbolic.77

76

While Bp-rovs can mean loaves, without the article it usually means food or bread, which is the way
it is interpreted in most English translations. The RSV, NIV, KJ translate it as bread. The JB translates
it asfood
77
Some of the scholars who claim that one loaf should be read as being symbolic are: Beck (1981: 54);
Boobyer (1952: 170); David Hawkins (1972: 495-6); Manek (1993: 14) and Quesnell (1969: 231-2).
For example, Manek claims that 'one loaf' symbolizes Jesus because he considers 'one loaf and 'no
loaves7 are contradictory. He asserts that 'to avoid contradictions only one of these two statements can
be taken literally. He argues that as the second cannot 'be taken symbolically' then the first must be
symbolic (1964: 14). Manek finds symbolism in the numbers in the later verses at 8: 19 and 8:20 (1964:
13). Marcus claims that 'this otherwise superfluous clause, which highlights the one loaf, probably has
symbolic significance'. He asserts that 'it is likely that the symbolism is eucharistic' (2000: 509).
Some of the scholars who think one loaf should not be read as being symbolic are: Branscomb, Guelich,
Gundry. Branscomb considers the reason one loaf is mentioned is because it is factual (1937: 140).
Guelich claims that information that they had only one loaf indicates that they had insufficient for their
needs, and 'that they thought for all practical purposes that they had no bread' (1989: 423). The
problem with this line of reasoning is that the information that they had forgotten to take bread is
provided in a comment by the narrator, not by the disciples. After referring to several theories Gundry
briefly gives reasons why he thinks all theories of Mark fabricating the verses at 13-14 and 16-21
should be rejected (1993: 410-412). Manek acknowledges that 'most commentators cannot agree as to
whether to take Mark viii 14 literally or symbolically7(1964: 11).

Those listening to this story may not even be aware that there is a possible
contradiction. There are many utterances in everyday speech which would be deemed
to be contradictory if they were analysed, but most of them go unnoticed. In this story

iva 6 p ~ o v(one lonJ) is mentioned only once, and there are no rhetorical features in
the Greek text to entice listeners to give particular attention to the phrase, or even to
the sentence itself.78For these reasons many of those listening to this story would not
notice the contradiction. Even those who become aware that there is a contradiction
would not have time to try to reconcile the two statements while they continue to
listen to the story.79Listeners are more likely to mentally conjecture whether or not
Jesus will alleviate the shortage by means of a miracle (Manek, 1964:1I)."

The above data indicates that many of those reading the first two sentences would
notice the apparent contradiction, and that some of these would try to eliminate the
contradiction by attributing a symbolic meaning to one l o a j The above data also
shows that those listening to the story may not even notice the contradiction, and even
if they do notice it, they would not have time to reflect on how the conflicting data
could be reconciled.

2.2

The Leaven of the Pharisees and the Leaven of Werod

The word Cljpqs (leaven) occurs only twice in Mark's Gospel and both these
occurrences are in Jesus7 warning to his disciple at 8:15. There Jesus endeavours to

Marcus endorses the observations of another scholar that 'there is no emphasis at all in the text on the
note about the "one loaf" (2000: 506).
79 In order to follow the story line, listeners have to give their attention to what is being said by the
person who is narrating the next segment of the story.
Manek asserts that 'taken literally ... the disciples having one loaf with them should be [sufficient]
because Jesus can multiply this one loaf (1964: 11).
78

warn his disciples that they should beware of the leaven of the Pharisees and the

leaven of Herod. As readers tend to focus on words and phrases they find interesting,
and to analyse such texts, the specific warning is sure to result in readers focusing on
the phrases and trying to ascertain what the leaven of the Pharisees and leaven of

Herod might mean (Ong, 1982: 11). Many scholarly readers do so.81 Some ascribe
symbolic meanings to leaven. Countryman goes so far as to assert that as neither the
Pharisees nor Herod are bakers, 'it is clear that the saying is meant to be understood
metaphorically' (1985: 653).

Those listening to this story are unlikely to ponder over what leaven might signie.
The word leaven is not repeated or alluded to elsewhere in this story and the focus of
the story switches back to the concerns of the disciples who continue to ignore what
Jesus is saying. As people tend to remember only the gist of utterance5 they hear,
rather than the actual words that are used, listeners would probably dis~ernthe gist of
this story is to be found in a consideration of the whole of the communication rather
than in some particular clause or clauses.

81

Taylor gives his commentary on the passage the title of 'The Mystery of the Loaves' (1966: 364-5).
Boobyer (1952: 170-1) and Guelich (1989: 423) refer to some of the meanings attributed to leaven.
Guelich thinks that it means 'unbelief. Whatever leaven is assumed to mean metaphorically it probably
should be pertinent to both the Pharisees and to Herod, although Swete contends that the repetition of
the article rfjs (the) 'implies the distinctness of the two tendencies indicated' (1913: 170). Grundy
asserts that because yeast corrupts rather than destroys,yeast implies that the danger is from corruption
rather than fYom persecution (1993: 413). W. T. Shiner maintains that leaven in both phrases mean
rational thinking. He claims that 'both Herod and the Pharisees think and act according to human
judgments rather than the judgment of God' (1995: 232). However, it is not till later in the Gospel, at
8:33 when Jesus rebukes Peter, that the focus of the text is on: thinking human thoughts rather than the
thought of God. Leaven can have positive or negative connotations, but here the context indicates that it
has only negative implications. Muoneme reviews the meaning attributed to leaven in five well known
commentaries on Mark's Gospel and asserts in his view 'leaven imagery aptly describes pride and
deceptions' (1999: 9-19). Petersen claims that leaven is 'a metaphor for understanding things in human
terms' (1980: 21 1).

As they listen to the whole script that are likely to be very conscious of the way Jesus'
statement at 8: 15 fractures the natural flow of the narrative. This is because listeners
tend to process what they hear additively, and take into account the context in which
statements are made. Breaks in the flow of the story line can be disconcerting for
listeners, as the disruption results in their having to make an extra effort in order to
follow the changes in the speaker's line of thought. However, on some occasions, as
in this story, the interruption of the story is for the purpose of conveying the
impression that something else is happening at the same time. Those listening to this
story are likely to be intuitively aware that while the disciples are quibbling over one
issue, Jesus is trying to instruct them about another matter.

The alliteration and rhyme in the verbs SieariAhero (he was giving instructions or

ordering) and Si~Aoyi[ovro(they were arguing) are also likely to alert ,listeners to
the differences in the concerns of Jesus and those of his disciples. Both verbs are in
the imperfect tense, thus intimating that while Jesus is trying to instruct them, they
continue to argue amongst themselves. It is the impression that Jesus' concerns are
different from the concerns of his disciples that listeners are most likely to remember
apropos the first three verses of this story.

The opinion expressed by Bengt Holbek is of particular relevance when assessing the
types of interpretation listeners are likely to make. Holbek draws attention to the
differences between what narrative audiences read and hear and the subject matter
being discussed by the characters in the story. He describes them as being at two

different levels (1997: 77-97).'' In this story the topic Jesus mentions and the one his
disciples discuss can be changed to entirely different topics with only minimal effect
on the overall story line.'3 Admittedly the subject matter in Jesus' statement and issue
of his disciples' concern have links with themes that are mentioned in prior stories.
However, these topics have no particular significance for the plot of this story, nor for
the concerns expressed by Jesus in the final five verses. The topics are at most only
indirectly relevant to the events Jesus refers to in his questions. It is the actions of the
disciples in ignoring what Jesus was saying that:
is crucial to story's plot,
0

justifies the tones of fixstration in his questions, and

0

infers that they are obsessively preoccupied with their own needs.

2.3

Not Understanding

The other words that those reading the text are likely to notice are 06-: C T U V ~ E T E ;(do
you not understand?). These words occur in two short questions. One is at the
commencement and the other is at the end of the successive questions at 8: 17-21. The
theme of not understanding is also inferred in some of the other rhetorical questions in
this story. Many readers are thus likely to consider the disciples' lack of understanding
is an important theme in this story, and possibly the most important one. The sectional
headings in some commentaries provide support for this as~essment.'~

82

Holbek makes his observations when commenting on an article by Erhardt Guttgemanns (1977).
For example, the overall story would still be the same if the disciples' concerns were about their
having left some of their equipment behind, and /or Jesus was warning them about the dangers of riches.
84
Both Hooker and Nineham entitle their expositions 'The Blindness of the Disciples'(Hooker, 1991:
192 and Nineham, 1963: 2 12). Robinson's heading is: The Failure of the Disciples (1994: 30 1).
83

Those readers who consider the disciples' lack of understanding is an important issue
are likely to ponder over what it is the disciples failed to understand. Some biblical
scholars do this, but there is no unanimity amongst them as to what the disciples
should have understood. Bassler contends that the issue is no clearer at 8:14-21 'than
it was in chapter 6'. He goes on to assert that the passage 'seems to increase the
reader's confusion rather than diminish it' (1986: 164). According to Drury the
questions at 8:18b-20 'tease' the mind of readers into active thought about an issue for
which there is no obvious solution. He asserts that these questions reopen in readers'
minds the 'riddle of bread' to which 'there is no solution that is exhaustive or
exclusively correct' (1987: 4 16).

Because listeners tend to interpret clauses according to the context in which they are
located, most would take into account the happenings mentioned earlier ip this story
when they are assessing Jesus' reproach of his disciples for still not under~tanding.'~
Listeners are thus likely to conclude that the criticism is not so much related to what
the disciples failed to grasp, as it is to their failure to listen, which in turn was due to
their being unduly concerned as to their own needs.

This will also be the discernment of some readers. For example, Cranfield asserts that
the disciples' failure to understand is due to their being 'so wholly preoccupied with
their own anxieties as to be quite incapable of attending to what Jesus was trying to
say to them' (1963: 262). Listeners find support for their tentative interpretations
when they hear the tone of frustration in Jesus' somewhat aggressively expressed

The additive, aggregative style of oral literature has a logic of this and that (Dewey, 1992: 49).
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rhetorical questions. This is because listeners would take the tone of utterances into
account in discerning the meaning (Coger & While, 1967: 4 & 225; Wilkinsons et al.,
1974: 18). Those listening to the story are thus likely to consider that the disciples'
lack of understanding is due to their failure to listen, rather than to their dullness of
mind.

2.4

The Crux of the Passage

The data already recorded in this study shows that readers are likely to deliberate over:
a) the phrase one loaf at 8: 14, b) what is meant by the leaven of the Pharisees and the

leaven of Herod at 8:15, and c) the disciples7 failure to understand and d) try to
discern what it is the disciples failed to understand. As shown in the prior section of
this study, these are the issues likely to engage readers' minds.

The sectional headings in English translations and Commentaries are in line with the
above assessments. Many refer to Jesus' warning about leaven, a smaller proportion
refer to the failure of the disciples to understand, while a few mention some other
theme. Some of these headings are mentioned below.
The paragraph headings in the

NN; JB and GNews refer to 'The Yeast of the

Pharisees and of Herod'. Many English versions do not have a paragraph heading.

In his commentary Guelich has 'Warning against the Leaven of the Pharisees and
Herod' (1989: 416). When discussing the verse at 8: 15 several commentators give
reasons for their opinions as to the likely meanings of the leaven of Pharisees and
the leaven of Herod. Almost all of the commentators devote considerably more
space to reviewing this verse than they do to any other verse in this story.86B, H.
Branscomb claims the saying about leaven is "the kernel of the section" (1937:
86

In most commentaries considerable space is also devoted to textual, inter-textual issues, and the
perceived history of the text, but these are issues not considered in this study.

140-1). After reviewing five commentaries of Mark's Gospel Maduabuchi
Muoneme asserts that Jesus' saying about leaven is the essence of the story (1999:

e

On the other hand Hooker and Nineham entitle their expositions 'The Blindness of
the Disciples' (Hooker, 1991: 192; Nineham, 1963: 2 12). Robinson's heading is:
'The Failure of the Disciples' (1994: 301) Van Iersel has similar views (1998:
266-7)"

e

Grundy's heading is: 'The Superadequacy of Jesus' Miraculous Power' (1993:
407).
As mentioned at 2.1 above several scholars consider One Loaf is symbolic of
Jesus or the Eucharist.

The headings in some commentaries do not designate any particular theme. For
example, Cranfield has: 'Conversation in the Boat' (1963: 259) and Taylor has: 'The
Mystery of the Loaves' (1966: 363). The many different headings attest to the lack of
consensus amongst scholars as what is the story's central theme. However, they also
indicate the themes these commentators and translators consider to be the most
important.

Listeners are also likely to consider the failure of the disciples to understand to be an
important theme, but, as shown above, not in the same way as readers do. Listeners
would take into account the context in which Jesus' comments were made.8g They
would also take into account the tone of frustration in his utterances. The comment by
Chrysostom supports this appraisal. Speaking in an era of almost universal orality he

87

Muoneme asserts that 'leaven imagery aptly describes pride and deception, which causes blindness'
(1999: 17).
88
Van Iersel considers the disciples' lack of understanding is associated with 'the loaves of the mass
meals' (1998: 266-7).
89 In order to discern both what has been said and what is meant, listeners need to be conscious of the
context in which utterances are made (Olson, 1977: 260; Tannen, 1982: 2).

said, 'Can you hear the intense displeasure in his voice? For nowhere else does he
appear to rebuke them so strongly' (Oden & Hall, 1998: 108). 90

However, listeners would also expect the sense point of the story to be at or near its
end. They would be particularly aware of the t h s t of the two questions at 8:18-20.
This is due to the rhymes, rhythm, repetitions of sounds, and their location towards the
end of the story.9' The questions are also particularly noticeable because they are by
far the longest questions in this story, and because they are the ones to which the
disciples reply. The questions draw attention to the abundance of leftovers after the
needs of the crowds were satisfied (Boobyer, 1952: 170; Marcus, 2000: 513-514).~~
They also draw attention to the fact that the disciples end up with more food after the
crowds were fed than they initially had. The final question about still not
understanding refers back specifically to the disciples' answers to the last two
questions, that is to the number of baskets of leftover they collected: Listeners are
likely to incorporate the above factors into their interpretations. Heil, with his
listener's viewpoint, has a somewhat similar heading in his commentary. His sectional
heading is: Jesus Interrogates His Disciples about the Overabundant Feedings

(1992a: 170).

Jesus' two long questions referred back to the abundance of leftovers when he
satisfied the needs of two extremely large groups of people. Listeners would be

90

Chrysostom was actually commenting on the parallel passage in Matthew's Gospel, but the tone of
the parallel passages is very similar.
9' People expect the most important part to be at or near the end of verbal communications (Boyd,
1988: 60-61). Listeners would thus be inclined to consider these questions to be particularly important.
92 Marcus asserts that the emphasis 'falls neither on the numbers in the respective crowds ... nor on the
number of loaves initially present ... but on the number of baskets of li-agments left over' (2000: 5 13).

mindful of these factors as they make their interpretations aggregately and additively
at the end of this story. Listeners are thus likely to discern that when Jesus satisfied
the needs of others, his followers ended up with more than they initially had.

3.0

The Conclusions reached in the Study

The assessments made in this study are that readers are likely to focus on, and
consider particularly important one or more of the following themes:
0

the phrase leaven of the Pharisees and the leaven of Herod,

a

the disciples' lack of understanding, and
possible symbolism in the reference to their having only one loax

and that listeners are likely to discern that:
the disciples do not understand because they are over-solicitous concerning
their own needs, and
a

that no one is deprived by Jesus satisfying the needs of others, as after
satisfying the needs of the crowds, his followers end up with more than they
initially had.

-

Study 10

Curing a Blind Man

-

8:221b-27a

11.0

Text, Context, Rhetorics and Similarity to 732-37

1.1

The Greek Text and My Translation Based on the RSV

8.228 ~ a+ i~ P O U O L V a h @~u+Xbv

8:22b And they bring to him a blind man,

~ a~lr a p a ~ a X o G oa~hvb v

and they beg him

i v a a 6 ~ o D& + q ~ a ~ .

that he might touch him.

~ a i i~ r ~ X a p 6 p ~ ~v oi sj xs ~ ~ p TOG
bs
TU+),O~ i,$fjEYK€v
a c ~ b v:,$a ~ i j s
~ a~ir r 6 o a sEIS T& 6 p p a ~ a i r ~ o g ,

23

i l ~ ~ 0TBS
~ i xs ~ l p a a
s h@

having laid'his hands upon him,

irrqpd-ra air-rciv, E'i

he was asking him, 'Do you see anything?'

23

24 ~

TL ~ X ~ ~ T E L S ;

And having taken the blind man by the

hand he led him out of the village;
and having spit on his eyes

24 And

a drvapXi$as
i
EXey~v,

beginning to see he said,

BXil~w~ o h &v0phrrous
s

'I see men walking around;

~ T CSS
L

that look like trees. '

25

GivSpa 6pG

T~EPL-~~~ToDvT~s.

E I T T~~ X L Vi n i 9 q ~ f vTBS

T O ~ Sb@aXpoCs

x ~ l p a si.rri

a&T0c,

Then again he laid his hands upon his

eyes;

Kai ~ L ~ P X E $ E V ,

Kai

25

and he came to see clearly

&~T€K~T~(~TTJ

~ a~ iV ~ P X E T T E~qXauyGs
V
6nav-ra.

and he was restored,
and was seeing everything clearly.

26

€is O ~ K O Va 6 ~ 0 c

~ ~ ~ T ~ O T Eair-rbv
L ~ E V

Xiyov, MqGi c i s ~ i j v~ h p q v~ i o i X 0 g s
26 And he sent him to his home,
27a K& ~ , $ ~ X B E 6'
V I~OOBSK ~ oi
L p a 9 ~ ~ asaying,
i
'Do not enter the village.'
a h - o c c i s T ~ SK ~ P Kaloap~Cas
~ S
T ~ S27, And Jesus went out with his disciples
~1X~lTlTouto the villages of Caesarea Philippi.

The English translation is based on the RSV version, but the tenses and moods of the
verbs and participles have been changed to more precisely reflect those of the Greek
text. The two texts are set out in the same style as the texts at 7:32-37 are set out in the

sixth study, because most of the words in the first verse and some of the details in
other verses, are the same as those in the former story.

The above translation also differs from the RSVversion at 8:24. The word &vapXi+as
can mean both: he looking up and he receiving sight (Hooker, 1991: 199). However,
as Johnson shows in his analysis, when &vapXi$as is used in reference to blindness it
means regain sight (1979: 377). Gundry endorses Johnson's appraisal (1993: 4 17). As
it is not possible to convey in English the inference of looking up as well as regaining
sight, it is best, for the purpose of this study, to render &vapXi$as as: who was
beginning to see. This is the way it is rendered in the ~

8

.

~

~

The translation of the utterance by the man at 8:24 is also more precise than it is in the

RSK The gender of the participle n ~ p i r r a ~ o O v ~(walking
as
around) andathe phrase

~06&
s V ~ ~ ~ I T O(the
U S people) are both masculine, while that of 6iv6pa (trees) is
neuter gender. The gender of these words thus clearly indicates that the man sees
people, who look like trees, walking around, not trees walking around that look like
people.94

1.2

Context, Rhetorical Features and Inferences

The event recorded in this story takes place on land, while that recorded in the prior
story is a conversation that takes place in a boat. The genre of both stories are also

93

The RSV, like most English versions, has he looked up as the translation of &vapXi$as.
For example, the NIY, JB and GNews have translations like: I see people but they look like trees
walking. The RSV translation is somewhat ambivalent.
94

different.95 However, despite these variances, this story is chronologically and
thematically connected to the prior story. There is a subtle but definite link between
'blindness' in this story and the well established theme of 'not yet understanding' in
the prior one (Guelich, 1989: 4 3 0 ) . ~The
~ contents of the former story are therefore
likely have a significant effect on the interpretation people make when they are
reading or hearing this one.

The repetitions of sounds, particularly those at 8:23b-24a, are very emphatic. Within a
span of five Greek words, the sound PXin- occurs three times: w e t s ; ~ a i

d L v a W a s E ~ E Y E V , &O

(you see? and having seen he said, I see). Twice more in

the next verse the same sound PXin- occurs in: GtiPXe$~v(he came to see clearly)
Alter claims that 'the very difference
and i v i p X ~ n e v(he was seeing di~tinctively).~~
of the words' that have common word-roots often intensifies 'the dynamic effect of
the repetition' (198 1: 93). In this story the words containing the sound of PXi-rr- have
added poignancy and impact, because they are attributed to a man who was formerly
blind.

The form and tense of the verbs emphasise the various actions. At 8:24 the use of the
simple form of PXinetv indicates that the man merely looked, while at 8:25 the
indicates that at a definite point in time
complex form in the aorist tense, GL<PXE$EV,

95 The location of the prior event was on the sea of Galilee, whereas this story is located on land. The
story being studied here is about a person being cured, while the prior story is about a conversation
between Jesus and his disciples.
96 Guelich claims that the references to the disciples' blindness at 8:18 and 'the repeated query about
their "not yet" understanding' at 8: 17 and 8:2 1 'indicates that their "blindness" can be remedied' (1 989:
430).
97
Turner draws attention to this one verb being 'compounded with three different prepositions' (193 1:
39).

the man achieved clear sight. Also at 8:25 ~ V ~ P X E T T E Vbeing
,
in the imperfect tense,
infers that he continues to see clearly (Cranfield, 1963 : 265).

Verbs based on or associated with

PX~TTETE often have figurative meanings rather

than, or in addition to, the literal ones.98The report in this story that the man only
partially sees could also infer that he is only partially discerning. If the story is
conceived as being symbolic of the populace, the partial perception by the man is an
improvement on the disposition of the people who Jesus refers to at 4:12 as looking
but not seeing.

At 8:23 the word dppa (eye)is used rather than the word b+eaXp6s (eye). The latter
word occurs in a phrase a few sentence further on, and in all the other references to
. ' ~ reports that the word dppa was a common poetic word
eyes in this ~ o s ~ e lTaylor
for eye ( 1 966: 370). Onomatopoeia in ~ ~ 6 a €ai ss~h d p p a ~ a 6 ~ 0 5(spitting in his

eyes), indicates that the phrase was probably a common expression.'00 As there are
different Greek words for eyes at 8:23 and 8:25 the clauses are more alike in meaning
than in their wording. This is evident in the extract below.
At 8:23: ~ a ~i ~ 6 o Ea~ sST& 6 p p a ~ a~ ~ T o C and
, spitting into his eyes,
i-rr~0d.s
T

~ x
S~ l p a s
a

h @ ...

At 8:25: i r r i e q ~ ~T&S
v x~lpas

hi

98

T O ~ J S b+BaXpoirs

aho5,

laying his hands upon him ...
he laid his hands
upon his eyes,

For example, PXine~eusually means you see, but in the prior story at 8:15 with the word cin6 it
means beware or look out! Also in the prior story P X ~ ~ E Toccurs
E
as a negative where it literally means
not seeing but infers not understanding.
99
For example, at 7:22 and 8:18. This is the only place where the word Bppa (eye) occurs in Mark's
Gospel, and it occurs in only one other place in the New Testament.
loo The sounds ta omma ta mimic the action of spitting andlor stuttering.

The most unusual feature of this particular story is the healing being completed in two
stages (Hooker, 1991: 199). It is the only story in the New Testament where Jesus is
depicted as performing a cure that is not wholly successful at the first attempt
(Johnson, 1979: 370). The magnitude of the problem, and the importance of the cure
is stressed by the more than usual difficulty Jesus has effecting the cure (Grundy,
1993: 418). This is also the only story where Jesus asks a question of someone he is
healing (Cranfield, 1963: 264).

However, the second most unusual feature of this story is probably Jesus' direction to
the man not to enter the village. At 8:26 the negative pq6i and the aorist tense
subjunctive mood of the verb ~LoiXBgsindicate that Jesus is expressing an absolute
prohibition to the man, that he should not enter the village. This directive is rather
strange, as there is no obvious reason for Jesus giving the injunction. It is +lso strange
because the man's house was probably in a village, and it is recorded iq the very next
sentence, at 8:27a, that Jesus and his disciples go towards the villages of Caesarea
~hili~~i.~O'

1.3

Similarity to the Story at 7:32-37

Some of the methods Jesus uses in this story to effect the cure are similar to those he
uses to cure of the deaf and dumb man which is recorded at 7:32-37. The methods
Jesus utilises on both these occasions are different from those he is reported as using
for curing people in other stories in this Gospel. The methods Jesus uses seem to be
more akin to those used by physicians (Guelich, 1989: 433). The first sentence of each

lo'

The word cis with the accusative, as here, means both to and into.
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story is almost the same. The common words are: ~ u +ipouo~v
i
a h @ ... ~ a i
.rrapu~aXoDo~v
a h b v ivu ... di$q~ai (and they bring to him ... and they beseech

him that ... he might touch). Also common to each story is the noun x ~ i p(hand),
which is used three times in this story, and three participles: T T T ~ O U S(having spat),
i . r r i 0 ~ i s (having laid) and &vapXi$as (having looked up or being able to see).

Cranfield refers to these and other common attributes, such as Jesus effecting both
cures in private or in semi-privacy, and his use of spittle and other ancient therapeutic
techniques (1963: 263).

However, there are also significant differences between the two stories. For example,
there is no record of the reaction of the crowd in the second story. The impediments of
the men are also different, and' the cure in the first story seems to have been
instantaneous, whereas in this story the cure is effected in two stages.lo2

2.0

Assessments

2.1

The Consequences of Having Read or Heard the Story at 7:31-37

Those reading this story are able to cogitate over the details in the two stories. In
doing so they are likely to reflect not only on the similarities, but also on the extent to
which these stories differ. Some may even consider the details in this second story are
not so much akin to the story at 7:31-37 as they are to the details in other stories.
Confirmatory evidence of this is the action of scholars who contend that this story

'02

In the first story the man is seemingly cured upon Jesus telling him to be opened
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parallels the story of the cure of blind men at ~erich0.l'~
However most readers would
probably consider this story has some affinity with the prior one at 7:32-37. Those
readers who thought the deaf and dumb man was symbolic of the disciples would
probably decide the blind man in this story is also symbolic of the disciples. There is
some confirmation for this appraisal in the opinions expressed by biblical scholars.
Many refer to the story at 7:32-37 when they express their opinions as to the symbolic
nature of the later story, or as to whether the man who was formerly blind is symbolic
of the disciples.lo4

When people are listening to a story they can usually fecal1 the gist of other stories
that are cast in similar formats (Haverlock, 1984-5: 183).lo5Thus upon hearing the
story at 8:22-27a they are likely to recall having heard the somewhat similar story at
7:32-37. Dewey asserts that for those 'listening to Mark, the most obvious thing about
the blind man of the Bethsaida story is not its newness, pointing ahead, but its
retrospective echo to the healing of the deaf and dumb man in 7:31-37 (1989: 40).
Listeners' remembrance of that story is therefore likely to affect the way they interpret

lo3

Dewey and Johnson refer to the tendency of scholars to find an association between the stories at

8:22-26 and 10:46-52, or between 8:22-26 and subsequent verses. Dewey says that 'it has become
common place to view [the two stories] as a fkame to the "way section" in which Jesus teaches about the
way of the cross' (1989: 40). Johnson states that 'scholars have long agreed that the key to
understanding Mark viii 22-6 is found in its relationship to viii. 27ff, but they disagree about the exact
nature of its significance'. Johnson asserts that 'despite the variety and depth' of their analyses not one
'of them is satisfactory'. He then gives the reasons why he concludes this to be so (1979: 380-1).
lo4 Fowler asserts that the two stories 'frame the intervening verses' (1981: 106). Gundry refers to
Fowler's views saying that Fowler 'thinks that Mark uses the stories to frame and highlight the
disciples' metaphoric deafness and blindness in the intervening pericopes' (1993: 420). Robinson
considers both stories are symbolic of the deafness and blindness of the pagans and the disciples, with
the major emphasis at 8:22-26 being on the blindness of the disciples, whereas the primary emphasis of
the earlier story is on the deafness of the pagans (1994: 307). Hooker claims that the man who was deaf
and dumb and this blind man 'stand symbolically for those to whom understanding is to be given'
(1991: 198).
105
For example, we often recall that we have heard a joke similar to one we are currently hearing even
though we had long forgotten the one we previously heard. Havelock asserts that in story telling 'the
basic method for assisting the memory to retain a series of distinct meanings is to frame the first of them

the story being considered in this study. As shown in the sixth study, listeners are
likely to consider the deaf and dumb man is symbolic of themselves, or of themselves
and the disciples. That decision will induce them to initially consider the blind man in
this story to be also symbolic of themselves, or themselves and the disciples.

2.2

The Two Stages of the Cure

As mentioned earlier, possibly the most unusual feature of this story is the cure being
effected in two stages. Because readers tend to process texts word for word, and to
focus on details, they would be particularly mindful of the techniques Jesus uses to
cure the man, and the cure being effected in two stages. These features are so unusual
that many readers would decide that the story is meant to be interpreted symbolically.
The interpretation of biblical scholars support this assessment. Some scholars refer to
the man as being symbolic, and others that it is the story itself that is symbolic.106
Alan Richardson asserts that whether or not the blind man 'was a historical person is a
secondary questiony,but that 'he is certainly a symbolic figure' (1941: 86). Gundry
states that 'according to a very popular interpretation of w 22-26, the two stages in
the present healing symbolize two stages in the disciples' gaining insight into the
identity of Jesus' (1993: 420). Gundry then gives arguments for and against the
reasons given by such scholars (1993: 420-2). As listeners tend to interpret stories as
a whole the assessments regarding the effect of the two stages of the cure are
discussed and recorded later in this study.

in a way which will suggest or forecast a later meaning which will recall the first without being identical
with it' (1984-5: 183).
lo6 For example Guelich asserts that the story is symbolic (1989: 433). Heil claims that 'this blind man
at Bethsaida likewise characterises the disciples who are "blind" to Jesus' true character' (1992a: 174).
Johnson considers the story is symbolic of both the disciples' blindness and 'the spiritual blindness' of
Mark's own contelnporaries (1979: 379).

2.3

The Directive not to go into the Village

Another unusual features in this story is Jesus7 directive to the man not to enter the
village. This directive is probably even more puzzling than the cure being effected in
two stages. Readers would be inclined to seek some rational explanation for his
directive, but there is nothing in the text itself which ensures that they will find a
satisfactory explanation. The lack of consensus amongst biblical scholars confirms
this appraisal. Robinson reflects the difficulty scholars have had in finding a
convincing explanation for the directive when he says: 'Mark appears to be making a
point, but it is hard to see what it is' (1994: 309).

Jesus had taken the man out of the village prior to curing him. However, his taking the
man outside the village would not of itself infer that the man is symbolic of his
disciples. While Jesus prior to this instructs his disciples in boats and later on their
journeys, he is not depicted anywhere in the Gospel as taking them out of the villages
in order to instruct them.lo7 Thus the directive not to re-enter the village does not
overtly indicate that the man is symbolic of the disciples.'08 The prior instruction to
the man to return to his own house, and his having been brought to Jesus by the
populace, infers he is a representative of the people rather than of Jesus7disciples.

It is only after he is directed to return to his own house that he is instructed not to
enter the village. Because there is a verse number after the second directive, readers
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The word ~ c j y q(village) only occurs in this Gospel at 6:6, 36, 56; 8:23, 26, 27 and 9:2. The places
he has instructed his disciples privately prior to this story have been in houses and boats. In the
subsequent stories he instructs on'his journeys.
'08 Petersen asserts that in this story and in the one about the cure of the deaf and dumb man 'the
disciples are at best only bystanders for the actions represented in them'. He contends that the man
should not be considered to be symbolic of the disciples (1980: 207).

are unlikely to consider the contents of the next sentence, which is at 8:27a, in their

deliberation^.'^^

The commencement of a new paragraph in English translations at

8:27, and the ways biblical scholars discuss the directive tends to confirm this
assessment. lo

Listeners are unable, while listening to the story to cognate over why the directive was
given, or why it was recorded. However, the almost illogical nature of the directive
would cause most to intuitively discern that the directive has something to do with the
symbolic meaning of the story. The statement by Jerome tends to confirm this
assessment. He says the command not to return to the village 'does not make any
sense' if taken literally'(0den and Hall, 1998: 109)" l. However, contemporary
listeners would be unlikely to attribute a symbolic meaning to the word village, as
Jerome does in ?sci interpretation.''' In keeping with modem attitudes they would be
more inclined to interpret the whole story as a metaphor. The unusual features in this
story have the 'elements of arresting strangeness' which Dodd and Bassler consider to
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Those readers who do so would probably include the whole of the next verse or story, not just the
first sentence of the first verse, in their assessment. For example, Guelich asserts that at the narrative
level the two references to the village 'serve as a literary device by which Mark prepares for the next
scene' (1989: 435).
'lo Some scholars claim that the directive is that he is not to return to his former activity of begging in
the village. Several scholars discuss whether it is or is not a demand for secrecy. Gundry refers to some
of these opinions and asserts that the directive has nothing to do with a desire for secrecy. He then
declares that 'this verse carries a demonstration of healing: the man can now see to go home without
needing people to take hi there' and 'has no more need to take up his old occupation of begging in the
village' (1993: 419-420). Gundry tries to find some logical meaning for the command. He asserts that
the emphasis in the directive 'falls on Jesus' sending and commanding ... rather than on the meaning of
the command' (1993: 418-9). Some contemporary readers may consider the directive not to go into the
village is about the need to avoid worldly allurements, but, as shown later in this study, listeners would
normally interpret the directive within their overall discernment of the story.
'I' Jerome also considers the direction to go to your own house to be symbolic of returning to the
'house of Abraham, since Abraham is the father of those who believe' (Oden and Hall, 1998: 109).
However it is unlikely that many contemporary listeners will attribute an allegoric meaning from the
Hebrew Scriptures to a feature such as your house in the way Jerome has.
112
Jerome says the village is symbolic of the 'house of the Jews' (Oden and Hall, 1998: 109). However,
there is nothing in the story stating or inferring that the village is one that is occupied by Jews, and
many contemporary scholars consider the location of the event is in an area populated by Gentiles.

be typical of metaphors (Dodd, 1961: 16: Bassler, 1986: 158). Their opinions
regarding metaphors are recorded in some detail in the second study.

While the poetic and rhythmic nature of the story may not be particularly obvious to
readers, those hearing the story would be aware of them.ll3 Listeners are also likely to
be influenced by the repetitive sounds of PXin-, into considering that the metaphoric
or symbolic meaning revolves around the concept of perceiving. They would be aware
that the story specifically recounts the effort Jesus makes to enable this particular
individual to perceive correctly. They would thus also take into account the part of the
story where the man partially regains his sight, and that in doing so he sees people as
if they are trees, that is perceiving human beings as if they were objects.

As listeners are not affected by verse numbers, most of them would a l s ~take into
account the information in the very next sentence, which records that :Jesus and his
disciples then go to other villages.114This sentence, at 8:27a, is liked with the last
sentence at 8:26 chronologically, spatially, and by repetitions of words and phrases
which form a reverse rhyme. The reverse rhythm is evident in the extracts below:

cis T

p q v~ i ~ i X 6 q s
8:27a i[ijXB~v... cis ~ h ~s G p a s
8: 26b

T ) ~~ h

into the village you might go into
they go out ...into the villages

The information that the disciples immediately go into, or at least towards, villages
thus negates any conceptions listeners might have initially formed that the man is
specifically symbolic of the disciples. Upon hearing the data at 8:27a they would, if

'I3 The difficulty of visually noticing the poetic and rhythmic forms is in part due to the sentences being
of different lengths. Some are of three, others of four predicates, and the last has only two predicates.
" 4 The divisions of texts into paragraphs and the presence of verse numbers are only seen by readers.
These are neither seen nor heard by listeners.

necessary, adjust their discernments as to the metaphoric or symbolic meaning of the
story.I15 For the reasons set out above, listeners are likely to consider the man to be
representative of people generally, including themselves. T h s broad grouping would
also encompass the disciples, but most listeners would discern that the man is not
depicted as being specifically symbolic of the disciples.

Because listeners interpret what they hear aggregately and additively they would
intuitively take into account all the factors mentioned above in discerning the
metaphoric meaning of the story. Listeners are thus likely to incorporate into the types
of interpretations they make factors such as:
the effort Jesus exerts in curing an individual,
that when the man was partly cured he was seeing human beings as if they were
objects,
0

the repetitious sound of @Airand the contents of the prior story which both attest
to the importance of correct perception, and

0

the directives to the man not to go into the village, together with the information in
the next verse that Jesus and his disciples go to and/or into villages.

A prototype of the kind of metaphoric meaning listeners discern would be that Jesus
exerts considerable effort to enable people to correctly understand his teachings.
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Listeners would intuitively discern that if the man is symbolic of the disciples there is a disparity in
Jesus telling the man not to go into the village and then taking his disciples into them.

3.0

The Cornelusions Reached in this Study

The assessments made in this study are that many readers would:
consider the two stage cure to be symbolic of the difficulty Jesus has in getting his
disciples to understand, and
a

try to ascertain, probably without any success, the significance of Jesus7 directive
to the man not to enter the village.

The assessments regarding listeners are that they would base their interpretations
listeners on the story as a whole, and would thus consider the symbolic or metaphoric
meaning of the story is that:
0

Jesus makes it possible for people in every era to both perceive correctly, and to
benefit from his concern for them, and

0

that the man is depicted as being representative of people generally, including
those of the present era.

Composite Assessment based on the Ten Studies
The consistency in the results verifies the validity of the methodology at least on the
basis of probability. There is also confirmation of the various assessments by data
drawn from the opinions, interpretations and translations of biblical scholars, and
from the literary analyses of the text. The results, both individually and as a whole,
confirm the hypothesis that the types of interpretation made by listeners are often
different from the types of interpretation made by

reader^."^

The significance and

extent of these differences vary from story to story and even within some of the
stories. Such variations are only to be expected, as the stories are diverse in their
themes, subject matter and style.

The tables on the ensuing pages summarise the findings in a very abbreviated form.
Appraisals as to the concepts readers and listeners are likely to notice are recorded in
columns two and five of the first table. Appraisals as to the crux or themes they would
tend to consider most important are recorded in columns three and four of the same
table.'17 The second table is a summary of types of interpretation readers and listeners
are most likely to make.

When the assessments are considered as a whole it is clear that most indicate that
readers tend to notice, cogitate over, words and phrases they consider to be
116

The types of interpretation readers make will not always be different from the type listeners make,
but they will be on many occasions. Sometimes readers and listeners will remain unaffected by what
they hear or read and sometimes other influences or their own beliefs and philosophies will override
other influences. All the interpretations people make will be to varying degrees affected by their prior
knowledge, experience, beliefs and philosophies.
' I 7 For example, in three studies (the sixth, eighth, and ninth) it is shown that people reading the
selected segments are likely to consider the first part to be the most important, while those listening to
the script would consider the latter part, or the story as a whole, more important.

particularly significant. On the other hand listeners are likely to notice features that are
associated with sound, such as rhyme, rhythm, balanced clauses, repetitions and
mood. The assessments reflect the appraisals that listeners are more prone than readers
to be moved by the emotive aspects of the text, and to notice the moods and attitudes
attributed to the characters by their actions and utterances.

The assessments as to the likely interpretations of readers indicate that they would
consider the stories are more or less independent of each other. There is confirmation
of this appraisal in the opinions expressed by scholars. For example Nineharn says:
The Gospel ... consists of a number of unrelated paragraphs set down one
after another with very little organic connection .... These paragraphs are
sometimes externally related to one another by a short phrase at the
beginning or the end, but essentially each is an independent unit, complete in
itself .. ..(1963: 27-8).
On the other hand the assessments as to the types interpretations listeners make show
the extent that they would consider the Gospel as being a composite narrative made up
of a series of episodes. For instance listeners' earlier discernments as to Jesus'
disposition toward the Pharisees is reinforced in the fourth, eighth and ninth story. Of
more significance is the way their appraisal as to the attitude of the disciples is
developed across most of the stories used in the ten studies. This is evident in table
one. The attitude of the disciples is established in the first story, confirmed in the
second, contrasted with the enthusiasm of the crowd in the third, shown to have
changed in the seventh, and is a major theme in the ninth story. Other themes, such as
the disciples' lack of understanding, and words, such as bread, link the stories
together.

Table 1

1
Study & Text

I
Mk 6:30-47

Readers
2
Details
3
~ssues
and Phrases
likely to be
that readers are deemed
likely to notice important by

I

the event

and its possible
symbolism

The phrases: not
understand and
the loaves

To ascertain
what the
disciples failed
to understand
Jesus' fame and
ability

1St Feeding story

No 2
Mk 6:48-53
(The Narrator's
comment at 6:52)

No 4
Mk 7:l-23
Confrontation
with the Pharisees

No 5
Mk 7:24-3 1
(focus on 7:27)

No 6
Mk 7:32-37

The many
miraculous
cures
Traditions, and
the external and
internal causes
of defilement
The textual
meaning of
Jesus' words
The procedure
used in the cure

Conflict
between the
Traditions and
Commandments
Jesus'
conception of
his mission
The Cure of the
man

Differences in
the numbers in
the two stories

Discernments as
to why there are
two stories.

Cure of the deaf
and dumb man

No 7
Mk 8:l-10

I

Listeners
4 Issues
5 Features
likely to
that listeners
be deemed
are likely to
important by notice
listeners
The attitudes of
Jesus and his
disciples, and
that they are
different
The attitude of
the disciples

Jesus'
compassion &
the competing
demands of the
his disciples and
the crowd
What the
narrator means
rather than what

of the crowd

general

evil thoughts

defilement

What the
woman
proclaims
The symbolic
potential of the
whole story

The ironic tone
in Jesus7
statements
The effort Jesus
exerts, and the
lavish praise of
the people
The change in
the mood and
attitude of the
disciples
The tone in
Jesus' rebuff

The
superabundance
of Jesus'
2ndFeeding Story
assistance
The disparity in
opinions of
Jesus and the
Confrontation
with the Pharisees
Pharisees
The phrases:
The symbolism The abundance
No 9
Self concern of
one
IoaJ
leaven
of
one
IoaJ;
and
of
leftovers
the
the disciples &
Mk 8: l4-22a
of Pharisees & leaven. The
disciples
the tone of
Discussion
between Jesus and Herod, and not theme of not
collected for
frustration in
his disciples
1 understanding
understanding 1 themselves
Jesus' questions
The technique
The two stages
The effort Jesus The two stages
No 10
exerts in getting of the cure, and
of the cure
Mk 9:22b-27a used, the two
stages of the
the man to see
the man initially
Curing the Blind
cure, & the
Man
people as people seeing people as
directive not to
trees
enter the village

Table 2

Assessments as to the Types of Interpretation likely to be made by:

Confrontation with the
Pharisees & Scribes

regarding defilement

ironically and his mission
Ily to be restricted to

The Cure of a Deaf and
Dumb Man and the
Crowds' reaction

textual meaning, with a
the effort Jesus puts into
minority considering the
enabling people to hear
man to be symbolic of the and the failure of most to
disciples
do what he asksathem to do
7 8:l-10
The reason there are two
Jesus' ability to satisfl the
The Second Feeding Story. stories is probably due to
needs of all, and to record
Focusing on the effect of
the people being Jews in
the change in the attitude
having read or heard the
lStand Gentiles in the 2nd. of the disciples
first story
8 8:11-13
The kind of sign the
The attitudes and opinions
The Demand for a Sign
Pharisees are demanding
of Jesus are diametrally
and Jesus' refusal
opposite to Pharisees
9 8:14-21
What the Leaven of the
Jesus' frustration when his
Discussion between Jesus Pharisees and Leaven of
disciples do not even
and his disciples in a boat the Herod mean, and what listen, and the superthe disciples fail to
abundance of his succour
understand
10 8:22-27a
Symbolic of getting his
Symbolic of the effort
The cure of a Blind Man in disciples to understand
Jesus exerts in order that
two stages
people in all eras can
perceive correctly

It is hard topresewe in a translation the charm of expressions
which in another language are mostfelicitous.

'

Jerome

0.0

Problems Associated with Translations

Jerome mentions the difficulty he had in trying to preserve in his translation the
'charm of expression7that was present in the Greek text. When making assessments
concerning translations, allowance has to be made for many words and expressions in
one language not corresponding specifically with those in another language.
Translators also need to take into account the particular needs of those who will read
or hear their translations. Some contemporary translations have been specifically made
to meet the needs of

reader^.^

The analyses in this chapter are of eight verses fiom three other contemporary English
translations. The focus of the inquiry is on the extent to which the orality and mood in
these verses, which are assumed to be typical of the translations as a whole, are the
same as that of the Greek text. In each study the English translations are progressive
compared with the original version. There are also occasional references to two much
earlier English

'

translation^.^ The results show that the translation of these verses do

Stated by Jerome in his Preface to his translation of the Chronicle of Eusebius of Caesarea.
Translated and quoted by Chapin (1956: 877).
In the preface to the 1976 Good News version, the editors specifically state that one of their
translators' main tasks was: 'to express the meaning in a manner and form easily understood by the
readers'.
The specific needs of listeners seem to have been very much in the mind of the translators of the KJ
version of 1611. The publishers expressly claim that it was 'authorised to be read (that is read aloud) in
churches'.

not have the same 'charm of expressions7,orality and moods as the Greek text. These
are features that make that text suitable for being heard.

The issues dealt with in this chapter are not only relevant to the prior studies, but also
arise from them. For example, one of the main assumptions in the earlier studies was
that the biblical texts contemporary audiences read and/or hear are precise translations
of the Greek text, and would thus be similar to the original text in:
a) their orality,
b) in the point of view of the narrator, and
c) in the moods and attitudes of the characters.
The analyses and comparisons recorded in this chapter demonstrate that there are in
reality considerable differences in all these three domains. The translations examined
in the studies are: the Jerusalem Bible (JB), the Revised Standard Version (RSV) and
the New International Version (NN). Occasionally references are made to 'the Rheims
and King James (X/)versions, two English translations made in prior cent~ries.~

There are three separate investigative studies. In each study four verses from three
contemporary English translations are compared with the Greek text. The first study is
an inquiry into the extent to which these translations retain the features of orality that

were identified in the fourth chapter as being present in the original version. The
features detected as being present in these same four verses included: short sentences,
sentences joined by conjunctions, verbs in the 'historic present7, and emphasis
obtained by words which are otherwise redundant. The second study is into the extent

The older translations referred to are: The Authorised Version generally known as the King James
Version of 16 1 1, and the Rheims Translation (Rheims) of 1582, often called the Douay Version after its
OT counterpart.

to which the points of view attributed to the narrator in clauses introducing direct
speech are the same in the English versions as they are in the Greek text. The third
study establishes the extent to which the tones, moods and attitudes of the characters
in the translations might differ from those inferred in the original version.

1.0

Features of OraBjlCy ina Three Modern English Translations

In this subsection four verses in three contemporary English versions are compared
with the Greek text in order to identify the extent to which they retain the features of
orality that are present in the original text. The texts of the relevant clauses fiom the
English translations are recorded in the discussions. The full texts of the three
translations are set out in parallel columns in Appendix Three.

11

Length of Sentences and Sentences Joined by Conjunctions

When the length of sentences in translations are compared with the original allowance
has to be made for it sometimes being necessary to use two or more English words to
translate a single Greek word. However, often sentences are longer in the English
translations because autonomous sentences connected by conjunctions in the Greek
text are translated as subordinate clauses in English. Thus sometimes what are
statements in the original version are recorded as being the reason for, or the result of,
prior activities in the

translation^.^

Beaman asserts that such changes result in

information that is asserted in one text being presupposed in the other. In her article
she demonstrates the different effects of these constructions (1984: 56).6

This occurs when autonomous sentences in the Greek text are made subordinate to another sentence
in the English translations, joining the sentences by adverbs instead of conjunctions as in the Greek text.
This sometimes results in information in a subordinate sentence being an interpretative explanation for
an incident or action reported in the main sentence or as the consequence of the activity.
Beaman contends that 'the major semantic difference between coordination and subordination is that
the information is asserted in the former but presupposed in the latter'. The visual aspects of the former
and interpretative aspects of the latter are apparent in the examples she gives. One of her examples is:
he emptied the pears into the basket.
Coordination:
His pockets were full
Subordination: Because his pockets were full, he emptied the pears into the basket.
In one of the studies recorded in this chapter there are two examples of autonomous sentences being
translated as subordinate sentences. The effect of such changes when texts are translated is discussed
below.

As shown in the fourth chapter the Greek text at 6:30-33 consists of short sentences
connected by conjunctions. In this regard the text is typical of the way information is
conveyed in speech. In the three translations, but particularly in the JB and N N
versions, the conjunction ~ a (and)
i
is occasionally rendered as an adverb, such as
then, now or so.7 The result is that the sentences in these two modern translations tend
to be longer and more complex than they are in the Greek text. They are also longer
than those in the RSV, Rheims, and King James versions.' The translations in the JB
and N N versions are more typical of written language than they are of the spoken
language? This is evident when the translations of three sentences at 6:31b-32 in the
JB and the N N versions are compared with the Greek text, and with the RSV
translation. The particular sentences being compared in the inquiry recorded below are
comments by the narrator's concerning Jesus' directive to his disciples to come apart
and rest awhile.

The RSV translation of joav yhp oi

01

~ ~ X ~ ~ E~ Va Oi L& T ~ & ~ O V T E.rroXXoi
S

is: for

i
is translated in the N N as
many were coming and going. The conjunction ~ a (and)
because, so that what is asserted as a statement of fact in the Greek text is rendered in
the NIV as the reason for Jesus giving a directive to his disciples. In both the JB and
NNthe word TroXXoi is rendered as so many, rather than as many. The addition of the

'

The JB and the NIV versions have the adverb then at the commencement of 6:3 1, and they both have
so at the commencement of 6:32. The RSV has now at the commencement of 6:33. The Greek text has
~ a (and)
l
in all these places. The JB and the NIV have one combined sentence at 6:31, whereas there
are two sentences in the Greek text and in the RSV.
In the Rheims and KJ versions of these same verses, the Greek ~ aisi consistently rendered as and.
9
For example, the number words per idea units in written language is about eleven, whereas in spoken
language it is about seven (Chafe, 1985:108). Chafe asserts that processing seven words of speech takes
about two seconds, and that 'there is a limit to the amount of information on which a person's attention
can be focused at one time' (1985: 106).

word so puts the accent on the number of people coming and going, rather than on the
activity itself. The inference in these translations is that the problem is related to the
large number of people who were coming and going, rather than the incessant activity
of both the disciples and the public generally.10In the Greek text the accent is on the
activity, with the scene being easy to visualise, particularly when the sentences are
heard.'

'

At 6:31b the RSV translation of

K U ~0662

@ a y ~ l~v 6 ~ a i p o uis:v and they had not

leisure even to eat. In the NNand JB versions this sentence is subordinate to the prior
i
being translated as that. At 6.32 the RSV
one due to the conjunction ~ a (and)
translation of K

U ~dL~~fjX60v
i v T@

.rrhoiv

ipqpov

T ~ T T O KUT'
V

i6iav is: and they

went away in the boat to a lonely place by themselves. In the NIV and JB the
conjunction ~ a isi translated as so. These texts thus proclaim the departure of Jesus
and his disciples to be the direct result of Jesus' directive. This is a reasonable
assumption to make. However, the Greek text and the RSV translation leave such
inferences for readers and listeners to make. In those texts it is the actions involved in
the departure that are stated, with the result that listeners would find it easier to
visualise the activities described in those texts than they would upon hearing it
described as recorded in the NIV and JB versions.

'O In the Greek text the disciples are not excluded from the activity of coming and going. The prior
verb in the third person plural referred to the disciples.
11
The first indicative verb joav asserts that many were coming and going; the second with the adverb
is they were not able.

1.2

Verb in the 6WistoriePresent9

At 6:3 1 the tense of the verb X i y a (he says) is a 'historic present', being a verb in the
present tense describing an action which took place in the past. A few verses further
on, at 6:37-38, there are three more verbs in the 'historic present'.12 There are no
verbs in the present tense in any of the contemporary translations, thus these versions
lack the sense of immediacy which the use of the historic present imparts into scripts.
In the English translations made in former centuries, some of the verbs are rendered in
the historic present. l3

1.3

Emphasis by Words that are otherwise Redundant

In the clauses EIS i p q p o v ~6rrovKCIT' iSiav (into a desert place apart) at both
6:3 114and 6:32, the adjective i p q b o v (desert or desolate) indicates that the location is
a place apart. The words K ~ T 'h a v (apart or by onesem are unnecessary except for
the purpose of emphasis, as they do not provide any additional informa;tion about the
location. However on both occasions the inclusion of the phrase

K ~ T i' 6 ~ a vdoes

emphasise the desolate nature of the place. The translators of the contemporary
versions ignore the presence of

K ~ T 'h

a v at 6:3 1,15and translate it as by themselves

at 6:32. The emphasis at 6:32 in the translations is thus on the disciples being apart
fkom the crowd, rather than the emphasis being on desolate nature of the place. Even
the effect attained by the repetition of the word i p q p o s (desert or desolate) is negated
in the NIV version, as on each occasion a different English word is used to translate

12

The verbs are ovvciyov-ra~(they gather together) at 38a, and Xiyouo~v(they say) at 6:37 and 38b.
The ELI and the Rheims have two verbs in the present tense at 6:38 and the ELI has another verb in the
present tense at 6:37b. The reason these translations do not have one of the verbs at 6:3 1 in the present
tense may be because they were using variant Greek text which has EZWV (he said).
14
The phrase is in the opposite order at 6:3 1.
15
At 6:31 the translators of the JB may have combined K ~ T i6iav
'
with the prior word a h o i
(yourseM in their translation, as they have all by yourseg
l3

ipqpos.16The emphasis on the desolate nature of the place is retained in the Rheims
and

KJ versions, which, as stated previously, are translations made in prior

cent~ries.'~

1.4

Ambiguity

The sentence at 6:33 is ambiguous as ~ a irriyvooav
i
rroXXoi (and many recognised)
does not indicate who, or what, the crowd recognised. Listeners do not have time to
choose between the various possibilities, and it is not really desirable that they try to
do so, as this would direct their attention away from the activities of the crowd to what
they may be recognising. The sentence is an example of the 'positive and productive
use of ambiguity','%d

it is typical of one type of ambiguity that is quite prevalent in

speech. There is no ambiguity in English versions as the translators have removed it in
their renditions. The J B has: and many guessed where, while the RSV and N N have:

but many ... recognised them. Stephen Prickett, a former professor of English at
Australian National University, criticises modern English translations for trying to
avoid ambiguity. He refers to the notes of John Bois, who was a translator and a
member of one of final revision committees for the KJ translation. According to
Prickett, Bois recorded 'that he and his committee were careful in general to preserve
textual ambiguity' (1986: 9). Ambiguity is generally not considered to be fitting in
texts produced for readers. The editors of the Good News Bible of 1976 assert in the

16

The NIV has quietplace at 6:31 and solitaryplace at 6:32. The other two English texts translate both
phrases containing these words as lonelyplace.
l7 The phrase K ~ T i6iav
'
is translated as apart in both places in the Rheims version, and as apart and
privately in the KJ.
l8 Paul Ricoeur uses this phrase when referring to the dual meanings, literal and figurative, of metaphors
in poems (1976: 47). However the principle he espouses, that readers do not have to choose between
the two possible meanings in the instance he gives, is also applicable to other types of ambiguity.

Preface to the edition that 'every effort has been made to use language that is ...
unambiguous'.

1.5

Balanced Clause

There is rhyme and rhythm in the balanced clauses at 6:32, which the RSV and the KJ
translate as For many were coming and going. Each clause has eight syllables, one
ending in the sound -voi , and the other ending with the sound -XOL.
6aav yap oi ipx6pevoi

~ a oii

~ ~ I T ~ ~ ~ O TTOXXO~
VTES

For they were coming
and many were going

Listeners find it easier to remember balanced clauses than they do to remember
straight pose.lg None of the English translations render this sentence' as a balanced
clause. The inclusion of the word.so in the NIV and JB makes those translations even
more complex than the renditions in the RSV and the KJversions.

1.6

Conclusion Based on the First Inquiry

This brief analysis of the four verses at Mk 6:30-33 in three modern English
translations shows that they lack many of the features of orality that are present in the
Greek text, and which are present in the English translations made in earlier eras.

l9 This is generally acknowledged to be the case. It is illustrated by the way people can remember the
KI version of the twenty third psalm, but are usually unable to remember any verses from other English
translations.

2.0

The Point of View of the Narrator

2.1

As Conveyed by Phraseology in the Introductory Clauses

This particular study is limited in both the types and the number of clauses that are
examined. The inquiry is focused on the phraseology used in the five clauses at 6:3538 that introduce direct speech. Such clauses are, of course, only one of several ways
. ~ 'objective in
that the point of view of the narrator is conveyed in Mark's ~ o s ~ e lThe
this particular inquiry is to establish if the point of view of the narrator inferred in
these five clauses in the three contemporary English translations differs from that
inferred in the Greek text. The comparisons are between the clauses as recorded in the
contemporary versions and more literal translations of the same clauses. The text of
the relevant clauses are recorded in the various discussions. The three English
translations of Mk 6:35-38 are set out in Appendix Three.

2.2

Changing the Narrator's Point of View

Sometimes only a few words in a text need be altered to change the attitude and
opinions conveyed by the narrator's point of view. Susan Lanser demonstrates this by
merely changing a few words in the opening lines of novels. She also endorses the
assertions of other scholars that the point of view of the narrator 'controls the point of
view ... of everything else' (1981 : 11-12). While authors obviously determine the
point of view that narrators convey to narrative audiences, translators may not always
convey the same point of view in their translations. The differences may be
insignificant when such translations are read. However, as shown in Chapter Three,

20 Rhoads asserts that the point of view is conveyed on four different planes, one of which is
phraseology, 'the words that introduce or identify the point of view in dialogue'. According to Rhoads
the other three 'planes' by which narrators' points of view are shown are the ideological, the spatial and
temporal, and the psychological planes (1982: 42 1).

listeners are particularly attuned to notice and be affected by the point of view of
narrators. It is therefore of considerable significance if the translations of the stories
that are heard do not accurately reflect the same point of view as that implied in the
original text.

2.3

Directives in Introductory Clauses

The importance of the 'explicit and implicit directions' or performance utterances in
the introductory clauses in Mark's Gospel has been noted by Rhoads. He asserts that:
when the story says that people were afraid or amazed or alarmed, these are
'stage directions' .... When the story says that someone cried out or pleaded,
these are guidelines for deiivering a line.... Patterns in the rhetoric, lengths of
sentences, the introduction of new information, and the presence of rhetorical
questions all affect the pace and rhythm of the storytelling.... the intensity of
a conflict, and the content of dialogue all become guides to determine
subtext' (1992b: 105-6).
Those reading biblical texts aloud would tend to intuitively adjust the tone and pitch
of their voices, and their speed of delivery, according to the directives':inthe clauses
introducing direct speech. Listeners not only discern such information from the
reader's delivery, but also from the information contained in the introductory clauses.
For example introductory clause such as 'they were saying' indicate that the speakers
are repeating what they are saying. Clauses such as 'they said' indicate that the
statement was not repeated. As shown below, the introductory clause at 6:35 in the
three contemporary translations differs from the Greek text in this regard.

The point of view of the narrator is sometimes inferred by the conjunction that is used
in the clause introducing a reply to prior discourse. The conjunction but in such
introductory clauses will normally indicate that the utterance which follows will

express an opinion contrary to that expressed by the prior speaker.2' In addition to
foreshadowing a different opinion or sentiment, the conjunction but tends to infer that
the narrator favours second opinion.22Unlike the Greek text, the introductory clauses
in the English translations at 6:38a do not foreshadow that the speaker will express a
different point of view.

In the three English translations the verbs at 6:37b, 6:38a and 6:38b are in the past
tenses, whereas they are in the present tense in the Greek text. The use of verbs in the
historic present in introductory clauses not only gives an impression of immediacy to
the narration, but also draws attention to the narrator's enthusiasm for the story
itself.23In the two sentences below, the enthusiasm of the narrator in telling the story
is more obvious in the second passage than in the first.
Bill ran into the house and said 'The dog bit me.'
Bill ran into the house and says 'The dog bit me.'

The extent of the differences mentioned above is indicated in the following
comparative studies. The translation in the first column is a more or less literal
translation of the Greek text. The sentence in the last line of the second column is a
harrnonised version of the English translations. The last lines in each column are thus
solely to facilitate the comparisons of the various translations with the Greek text.

The differences can be seen in the following example:
John said 'The house is old'; and Bill said 'It is really quite new'.
John said 'The house is old'; but Bill said 'It is really quite new'.
22 For example the retort by Bill is more emphatic in the passage: 'John said "The house is old", but
Bill said "It is really quite new".' The point I am making is more obvious if the conversations are
reversed. When the narration is: 'Bill said "The house is really quite new", but John said "It is old".',
the statement by John is more emphatic.
23
Verbs in the present tense in these clauses also emphasise the role of the narrator as they draw
attention to the narrative form of the communication (Fabb, 1997: 168).
21

At 6:35 the translations do not indicate that the disciples are repeating what they are
saying, whereas the Greek text indicates repetition.

n p o o ~ ~ 8 6 v - ra ~h ~@ oi

p a e q ~ a i RSV his disciples came to him and said

ahoO ZX~yov

JB

his disciples came to him and said

NIV so his disciples came to him ....They said

coming to him his disciples were saying

his disciples came to him and said

At 6:37 the translations only indicate that Jesus responds (answers), whereas the
Greek text indicates that he will also issue a directive.

6 6i

~ I T O K P L ~ E ~~I ST E Vah079

%V

But he answered them

JB

He replied

NIV But he answered

But answering he said to them

But he answered

At 6:37b, 6:38a and 6:38b the verbs in the translations are in the past tense:
6:37b ~ a Xiyovoiv
i
ah6

And they say to him

%V

And they said to him'

JB

They answered

NIV

They said to him

They said to him

At 6:38a the translations do not foreshadow that Jesus is going to express a contrary
point of view. The clauses in the JB and NIV infer that Jesus' response will only
contains a question, whereas in the Greek it also includes and order Go and See!

but he says to them

%V

And he said to them

JB

He asked

NIV

He asked

He asked

At 6:38b the translations infer there is a delay in the disciples finding out, whereas
there is no such inference in the Greek text.

~ a yiv 6 v - r ~h ~i ~ O U O L V

and having known they say

2.4

RSV And when they had found out they said
JB

And when they found out they said

NIV

When they found out they said

And when theyfound out they said

Conclusions Based on the Second Inquiry

The following table summaries the results of the inquiry into the clauses introducing
direct speech at 6:35-38. The comparisons indicate the introductory clauses differ by
indicating that:
In the Greek text

6:35 the disciples are repeating their

In the three translations

they make a single statement,

comment or complaint,
6:37a Jesus in his response will also
issue a directive,
6:38a Jesus will express a contrary
point of view.

that Jesus will merely answer his
disciples,
does not indicate that Jesus will
express a contrary point of view,

In three clauses the verbs are in the

The verbs in these clauses are in

historic present, imparting a sense of

the past tense.

immediacy to the text.

3.0

The Mood and the Attitude of the Disciples

This final investigation is into the moods and the attitudes of the disciples as depicted
in two of their utterances in 6:35-37. These are the only utterances by the disciples in
these verses.24~ e c a u s etheir first one is very long, an assessment is made of their two
short assertions at 6:35b before the balance of their utterance at 6:36 is discussed. The
texts are the same as those used in the last inquiry and are set out in Appendix Three.

3.1

Comparing the Utterances

It is in 6:35 that the disciples approach Jesus saying: "Epqpos 6o-i-l~
6 ~ 6 ~ ~0 as i
46q 6pa rroXX( (thisplace is desolate, and already the hour is late). The first part of

their assertion could be: this place is desolate. It depends on whether ipqpos is read
or heard as being a noun or an adjective.25However, this aspect is of no importance as
the meaning and insinuations are the same irrespective of whether or not gpqpos is a
noun or an adjective. The imperfect tense of the verb EX~yov(they,were saying)
implies that the disciples are repeating these clauses and thus that they are asserting or
complaining to Jesus concerning the location itself, and the length of time they have
been there.

A harrnonised version of the three contemporary English translations would be: they

said, 'This is a lonelyplace and the hour is now late '. In the RSV and the JB the first

There is a third response in the next verse, that is at 6 3 8 . However, this responses is only of a few
words disclosing the number of loaves and fishes they have.
25 If it is a noun, the statement is: this place is a desert. If it is an adjective the statement is this place is
desolate. This issue is dealt with in more details at 3.1 and 3.2 in my fust study in Chapter Five. There I
pointed out that if ipqpos is a noun, being without an article, it is the subject. The complement is the
noun with the article which is after the verb 'to be' (Wenham, 1991: 35). I also point out that if ilpqpos
is an adjective, the construction is the predicative use of the adjective with the verb 'to be' (Wenham,
1991: 50).
24

clause is rendered as 'this is a lonely place ', while in the NIV it is 'this is a remote

place: The grammatical constructions of the Greek text would need be very different
for either of these renditions to be correct.26In the JB $pa rroXX< (a late hour) is
translated as getting late thus reducing the emphasises on the lateness of the hour.

The above analysis indicates that the Greek text infers that the disciples are
complaining when they come to him saying this place is desolate and already the hour

is late. On the other hand the English versions seem to imply that the disciples are
informing Jesus that the time has come for the crowd to depart.

The disciples go on to say drrr6Xvoov uir-ro-lrs (send them away). The translation in
the JB is 'so send them away'. . The inclusion of the word so in that translations
weakens the imperative force of the disciples' demand. They continue by saying i v u

d r ~ r ~ X e 6 v -cri~s ~ 1-06s K ~ K X + I 61yp06~ ~ u i~ c j p a s dryopciowoiv iav-roIs ~i
+ciyooiv (that having gone into the surrounding country and villages they can buy
for themselves something to eat).

The verb in this sentence is dryopciooo~v(they can buy) while d r r r ~ X 8 6 v ~(having
~s

gone) is a participle. The emphasis in the Greek text is thus on the crowd having to
buy their own food. However, the emphasis is different in the three translations due to
the participle

~ I T E ~ ~ ~ V(having
T E S

gone) being translated as a

whereas the

For these translations to be correct the Greek would need to have the article in the attributive position
as ~ C T T L6Vipqpos T ~ V O Sor iff~tv6 T ~ I T O S 6 iipqpos.
27 The participle d r r ~ X e 6 v - r(having
~~
gone) is translated as to go in the RSV, as so they can go in the
NIV, and as they can go in the JB.
26

inference in the Greek text is that Jesus should dismiss the crowd so they can buy their
own food.

The second utterance attributed to the disciples is recorded at 6:37b. It is their
response to Jesus7 directive that they should feed the crowd. They respond with a
rhetorical question 'A~EXCJ~VTES
& Y O P & C T W ~ E VGqvapI~v8 i a ~ o o h v~

~ T O V~ Sa

Gdoop~va h o ? ~
+ a y ~ ? v(Having
;
gone, are we to buy two hundred denarii worth of
bread, and give it to them to eat?). Both the verbs: ciyopdroop~v(shall we buy) and

Gdoop~v(shall we give) echo, if not mimic, words that have already been used in the
dialogue.28There is thus a tone of mock astonishment in their reply. The emphasis in
the Greek text is on buying and giving, whereas the emphasis in the JB and NIV
versions is on going and spending. The questions in those versions commence with:

Are we to go and spend - ? The JB translation does not even mention giving. The JB
and NIV translations stress the large amount of money needed, whereas the Greek text
stresses the disciples' astonishment, or mock astonishment, that they should be
expected to buy food and give it to the crowd.

3.2

Conclusions Based on the Third Inquiry

The analyses of the mood and attitudes of the disciples inferred in the disciples7
utterances in the English translations are significantly different from those inferred in
the Greek text. This is more particularly the case with the JB and NIV translations. In
the Greek text the disciples' utterances 'sound7 like complaints, and the directives
they give their master 'sound' rude. There is also an inference of mock astonishment

28 In their prior utterance, the disciples state that the crowd should go, and Jesus had just directed them
to give the crowd something to eat.

i

when they question whether they are to buy food and give it to the crowd. In the three
translations the disciples' moods are not as strongly indicated as in the Greek text. In
the translations, the utterances of the disciples do not have the tones of dissatisfaction
and mock surprise.

4.0

Conellusion

The first study in this chapter shows that the three contemporq translations do not
have some of the features of orality that are present in the Greek text, and which make
that text suitable for being heard. The other two studies show that the point of view of
the narrator, and the moods and attitudes of the disciples in the Greek text are
different from those stated or inferred in the three contemporary English translations.
The results indicate why many of those listening to stories read from cohtemporq
English translations may not have discerned the moods and attitudes of khe characters
that have been identified in the ten studies recorded in Chapter Five.

The findings also confirm the prudence of using the Greek text in the research, and in
not relying on English translations. These findings also highlight the need for those
selecting biblical texts for use in liturgies and public readings to choose ones that are
specifically translated for being heard.29

"

The National Council of the Churches of Christ in the USA commissioned the NRSV specifically to
meet the needs of listeners, however, according to Malbon, its translation of Mark's Gospel does not
have the conversational tone of the original. Malbon says the 'conversational effect is nearly lost in the
NRSV' (2002: 56).

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE RESULTS
We must take oral hermeneutics into account
for understanding the Gospel.'
Joanna Dewey.

1.0

The Significance of the Results Attained in the Ten Studies

The results attained in the ten studies in Chapter Five demonstrate that the kinds of
interpretation listeners make will often be substantially different from the types
readers make. The assessments made in those studies are significant. The outcomes
attest to the necessity of taking into account 'oral hermeneutics' in order to
understand biblical texts (Dewey, as quoted above, 1989: 34). While the
interpretations readers and listeners make will at times be somewhat the same, they
will, as shown in the studies in this thesis, often substantially differ in their essential
characteristics.

Evidence as to the interpretations made by biblical scholars as well as evidence from
the analyses of the texts has validated the results. Of equal importance this evidence
has validated the method ~lsedto identify the types of interpretations readers and
listeners are likely to make. Therefore both results obtained and the methods used
have relevance to biblical studies generally, despite the texts used in the ten studies
being all fi-om a particular section of Mark's Gospel. Admittedly, however, the
results are more particularly relevant to those texts that are narratives, or have
substantial narrative sections.

' Dewey (1989: 34).

Not only are the results of these studies relevant to other biblical texts, but the same
method and theories can be used to obtain prototypes of the kinds of interpretation
people are likely to make when they are listening to biblical texts. For example,
preachers can advantageously apply the theories recorded in this thesis when
preparing their homilies. By doing so they can discern the kinds of interpretation
members of their congregations are likely to make when they are listening to a
rendition of that text. The method can also be used by those engaged in the wider
field of biblical studies. By the methods used in this thesis they would be able to
identifl a wider range of interpretations than those they would normally ascertain by
scrutinising the texts merely as written documents. The results also draw attention to
the need for scholars to consider both the orality of biblical texts and the pervasive
effect stories can have on listeners.

2.0

The Significance of the Three Studies in Chapter Eight

The results attained in the studies in the last chapter demonstrate the desirability of
using translations that are particularly suited to being heard. The three English
versions reviewed in that chapter are typical of those currently in use in churches in
English speaking countries. Such versions adequately meet the needs of readers.
However, the data recorded in that chapter shows that these translations do not
adequately meet the specific needs of those who as members of congregations would
hear these stories.

The problem is not that translators and biblical scholars are unaware of the need.
They have been conscious of the exigency for a long time. It is over twenty years
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since Robert Alter and Walter Ong wrote stressing the need for texts which would
specifically meet the needs of listeners (1981: 83: Ong, 1982: 37-38).2 Ten years
later David Rhoads and the translator Basil Rebera were again stressing the need for
such texts (Rebera, 1992: 230; Rhoads, 1992b: 109 and 236).3 Apart from some
notable exceptions their protestations have largely been ignored in the broader fields
of biblical studies and by religious

leader^.^

The problem is thus not a lack of awareness by translators and biblical scholars. The
problem seems to be due to the lack of concern by those who determine which
versions are to be read aloud in Churches. In order to convince such authorities it
will probably be necessary for scholars to conduct and publish many more studies,
some of which could profitably be along the lines of the studies recorded in this
thesis.

However, the church authorities would not only have to be convinced of the need for
such translations, but also of the validity of the translations that are made to meet the
specific needs of listeners. There is always resistance to changes of this nature. Scott

Alter drew attention to the practice of repeating the same word or phrase in biblical narratives and
spoken language generally. Often there are slight variations in the repetitions, such as changes in the
tenses of verbs. He points out that repetitions of key-words are retained in the kY Version. Alter
asserts that 'most modem translations go to the opposite extreme, constantly translating the same
word with different English equivalents for the sake of fluency and supposed precision' (1981: 93).
Walter Ong, in support of his assertion compared the opening verses of Genesis in the Douay version
of 1610 with the 1970 New American translation (1 982: 37-38).
3
Rhoads asserts that 'translations have been made primarily to convey meaning to a reading
audience', and that few translations take 'into consideration the oral impact of the rhetoric on an
audience' (1992b: 109). Later he says that 'translators are mostly ... guided by the expectation that
readers have of the print medium. When we translate for the sound medium, however, we need to ...
be guided by the expectation that a listening audience has of the sound medium' (1992: 236).
4
Among the more notable exceptions are: Dewey, Boomershine and David Rhoads, those who
commissioned a recent edition of New Revised Standard Version (NRSV), and those involved with
some specific research projects for the American Bible Society. The NRSV has produced a translation
specifically to meet the needs of listeners. The translation was commissioned by National Council of
the Churches of Christ in the USA.

Elliott mentions the opposition the Research Centre of the American Bible Society
encountered when it attempted to produce non-written 'translations' (2001: 67).
However, further studies, such as those undertaken in this thesis, should gradually
convince more and more of those in authority of the need for, and also the validity
of, such translations. Such translations would ideally reflect the oral background of
the original texts, and have rhetorical features similar to those that are in the primary
documents. They would then have paralinguistic features similar to those which in
past centuries facilitated the oral delivery of biblical texts.

3.0

Orality and the Bible

-

the Power of the Spoken Word

Orality is a quality that has in earlier eras been 'specifically identified with the Bible'
(Marks, 1998:22).The Prophets and the Psalmists cried out to their fellow Israelites
The prophetic nature of John the Baptist's witness is
to listen to God's rne~sage.~
described as a voice in all four Gospels (Mt 3 : l ; Mk 1:3; Lk 3:3; Jn 1:23). The
composition and style of the biblical texts attest to their orality. In the original
language, these texts have rhetorical features such as balanced clauses, rhymes,
rhythm and repetitions of root words which are all associated with sound. There are
also many more references to hearing in these texts than there are to reading. For

. v hear) occurs more than ten times as often in Mark's
example the verb d ~ 0 6 ~ t(to
Gospel as the verb ~

5

V ~ ~ L V ~ (to
O Kread).6
E ~ V

Listen to me, you who pursue integrity (Isaiah, 51:4); Listen, you people, all of you (Micah, 2: 1);
Come and Listen, ail you whofear God (Psalm 66: 16).
6
The verb d r ~ o k ~
occurs
v on forty occasions and the verb c i v a y ~ v h o ~on~only
~ v three occasions.
While the reader is directed to understand at Mk 13:14, the crowd is called by Jesus to listen at 4:3
and 7:14, and three of the disciples are called upon to hear at 9:7. Jesus makes a general call for
those who have ears to hear at 4:9 and 4:23. There is also a quotation from the Hebrew Scriptures at
12:29 where Israel is called upon to hear.

Biblical texts were composed to be heard and they are most effective when they are
heard. Translations made for listeners should ideally have the same vitality and
dynamics the Greek or Hebrew texts have when they are heard. Such texts would
then have the potential to inspire and persuade listeners just as the original texts have
inspired and persuaded generations of listeners in the past.

Stories narrated orally enable listeners to enter into the world of the story, and be
transformed by the aesthetic experience. Through their auditory imagination they
enter a world that is significantly different from their own. The strangeness of that
world would cause many listeners to reconsider their own presuppositions. This is
the effect produced by stories that are told by good storytellers. There is even more
potential for change when the stories being heard are from a biblical text. This is
because most of those who listen to such renditions believe that the stories are based
on historical truths, even if they are not strictly historical by contemporary standards.
The vitality of biblical texts is thus best realised when the contents are heard. After
all, sounds and the spoken words are by their very essence lively and dynamic.7

It is thus extremely important that scholars and church officials be more cognisant of
the specific needs of listeners. Even in very literate communities, more Christians
listen to biblical texts being read, than read such texts for themselves. In fact, due to
advances in technology associated with the electronic media, the range of listeners'
experiences in the fields of oral-aural communications is increasing rather than
diminishing.

7

Ronald Hall remarks that he feels 'an urge to move with sound, to dance', and that 'sound invades
us' (1986: 32). George Kennedy suggests that we should always read the bible aloud for he says that
we need 'to read the Bible as speech' (1984: 6).

It is to be hoped that at least some of those who determine which texts are to be used
in Church will become aware of the outcomes of the studies recorded in this thesis.
The results should convince some of them to choose versions that are more suitable
for being heard than those they previously selected. The selected texts should, of
course, have contemporary phraseology. However it is also important that they be
eminently suitable for being heard.

4.0

Conclusion

The many studies recorded in this thesis conclusively show that the kind of
interpretations made by those silently reading a biblical text are often different from
the types of interpretation people make when they are listening to a rendition of the
same text. Despite the texts used in the studies varying in content and size, the
results are consistent in all cases. Almost all the assessments made are confirmed by
evidence based on the published opinions of biblical scholars.

The results obtained in ten studies have shown that the methods used have particular
relevance for the interpretations of and contemplation of biblical texts. The results
also have the potential to encourage more people, including biblical scholars, to read
aloud the biblical texts they are studying.8 They would then be complying with
Jesus' directive when he says: hear me, all ofyou, and understand (Mk 7 :1 4 ) . ~

* Boomershine asserts that 'we need to study and experience the texts in their original medium,
namely, as sounds recited and heard at least in private but preferably in public readings' in order to
fully appreciate the full potential of the texts (1987: 54).
The Greek text at Mk 7: 14 is ~ K O ~ D U T~E O TUT ~ V T E SK U ' ~D ~ V E T E .

Summary of the Theories Enunciated in Chapter Three

The data recorded in that chapter indicates that people tend to:

When reading:

When listening:

remember the words they read

remember the gist of stories they hear *

read and interpret texts linearly

interpret what they hear additively

are able to carry out cognitive thought,
investitive tasks and analyse texts

find it difficult to carry out analytical
tasks

mentally identify themselves with a
particular character or group

identify themselves sequentially with all
the characters in stories and narratives

notice potential ambiguity in texts

not notice much of the ambiguity in
speech

expect the theme to be indicated early
in the text

expect the 'sense point" to be at or near
the end of the utterance or story

are inclined to overlook sarcasm and
irony

discern when statement are sarcastic or
ironic

do not particularly notice the mood in
texts

are aware of the emotive aspects and
mood in utterances and the attitudes
attributed to characters

notice propositional inferences, those
based on logic

notice enabling inferences

* The ability of people to recall the actual words they hear is enhanced by rhetorical
devices such as rhythm, rhyme, balanced clauses and repetitions.
The data also indicates that people tend to:
a

find it easier to carry out imaging while listening than when reading.
when listening to accept the point of view of the narrator

a

expect the language they read to be more precise than the language they hear

APPENDIX TWO
Additional data relating to the meaning of +hi-i
at Mk 6:52.
See Study 2, Chapter 5

The preposition i n i is a common word in Mark's Gospel. It occurs 75 times, 2 1 times
with the genitive, 35 with the accusative and 16 with the dative. It has different
meaning according to the case with which it is used. At 6:52 it is used with the dative
case. With the dative case i n i can mean:
of place, on, etc., literally or figuratively,
of time, at, on the occasion of, or
'the basis or grounds for an action' (Zerwick, 1963: 42, # 126).

The Sixteen occasion in which ini occurs with the dative case in Mark's Gospel are:

At 6:25,28, 39,55 and 1:45, that is on five occasions, it signifies place: such as on a

dish, and on the grass.

At 9:37, 39; 13:6 and 29, that is on four occasions, it signifies place but in a
figurative sense. Thus At 9:37, 39 and 13:6 it means in my name, and at 13:29 it
means at the door, but with an implication that the time is near.

At 1:12, 3:5, 10:24, 11:18 and 12:17, that is on five occasion, it is used as 'the basis
or grounds for an action'. Thus at 1:22 and 11:18 it means at his teaching; and at
10:24 at his word, and at 3:5 at the hardness of their hearts, and at 12:17 at him.

At 6:52 and 10:22 i n i signifies time such as on the occasion of. Thus at 10:22 the
phrase i n i

T@

1 6 ~ 1can be translated as: at the word, referring to what he said. At

6 5 2 the phrase i n i TOISa p - r o i ~can be translated as on the occasion of the loaves,
or more colloquially: at the feast.

Max Zenvick and May Grosvenor consider that irri TOIS~ T T T O LatS 6:52 literally
means 'on the occasion of.. .. ' However, they add:

about the loaves, i.e., what was involved in the multiplication
of the loaves, what the miracle meant7 (198 1: 126).
The text does not refer to miracles or multiplications and the translation of irri as

nbout is more in the way of interpretation rather translation.

APPENDIX THREE
Three English Translation at 6:30-33 and 6:35-38

English Translations of the Text at Mk 6:30-33

JB

RSV

6:30 The apostles rejoined

6:30 The apostles returned to 6:30 The apostles gathered

NIV

Jesus and told him all they Jesus, and told him all that

around Jesus and reported to

had done and taught. 3 1 Then they had done and taught.

him all they had done and

31

he said to them, 'You must And he said to them, 'Come
come away to some lonely

taught.

31

Then, because so

away by yourselves to a many people were coming

place all by yourselves and lonely place, and rest a and going that they did not
rest for a while7; for there

while.'

For

many

were even have a chance to eat, he

were so many coming and coming and going, and they

said to them, 'Come with me

going that the apostles had had no leisure even to eat.

by yourselves to a quiet place

no time even to eat.

32

SO

32

And they went away in the

and get some rest:'

32

So they

they went off in a boat to a boat to a lonely place by went away by, themselves in
lonely

place where they themselves.

33

Now many

a boat to a solitary place.

33

saw them going, and knew

But many who saw them

But people saw them going, them, and they ran there on

leaving recognized them and

could be by themselves.

33

and many could guess where;

foot from all the towns, and ran on foot from all the

and from every town they all got there ahead of them.

towns and got there ahead of

hurried to the place on foot

them.

and reached it before them.

English translations at Mk 6:35-38

m

Nrv

RSV

6:35 By now it was getting 6:35 And when it grew late, 6:35 By this time it was late
very late, and his disciples his disciples came to him and in the day, so his disciples
came up to him and said, said, 'This is a lonely place, came to him. 'This is a
'This is a lonely place and it and the hour is now late;
is getting very late,

36

36

remote place,' they said, 'and

so send them away, to go into it's already very late. 3 6 Send

send them away, and they the

country and villages the people away so they can

can go to the farms and round about and buy them- go

37

to

surrounding

countryside and villages and

But he answered them, 'You

buy themselves something to

He replied, 'Give them give them something to eat.'

some-thing

the

37

villages around about, to buy selves something to eat.'
themselves something to eat'.

to

eat And they said to him, 'Shall

eat.'

37

But he answered,

'You give them something to

yourselves', They answered, we go and buy two hundred eat.' They said to him, 'That
'Are we to go and spend two denarii worth of bread, and would take eight months of a
hundred denarii on bread for give it to them to eat?'
them to eat?'

38

38 And

man's wages! Are we to go

'How many he said to them, 'How many and spend that much on

loaves have you?' he asked loaves have you? Go and bread and give it to them to
'Go and see.' And when they see.' And when they had

eat?'

38

'How many loaves do

had found out they said, found out, they said, 'Five you have?' he Bsked. 'Go and
'Five, and two fish'.

and two fish.'

see.' When they found out,
they said, 'Five - and two
fish.'
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